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INTRODUCTION

I

This collection of readings, comments, and class notes has been

prepared for the law student as an introduction to the research methods of

sociology.

Efforts to join law and the social sciences have been made in the

past, of course, particularly in the areas of sociological jurisprudence
1

and legal realism. That body of work, however, appears to have been of

1

See Bernard F. Cata ldo, Introduction to Law and the
Legal Process (N, Y.: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , 1965), Chapter I.
111Y01110
greatest interest to legal philosophers and sociologists concerned with the

general role of law in society. Only in recent decades has the attempt to

build c;vse bonds between the everyday work of the law and the social

sciences begun to have a wide-ranging impart.

At the present time, law abld the social sciences touch most closely

at three main points. First, the practicing lawyer is confronted with

evtdence drawn from the social sciences in cases involving a change of

venue, trademark infringement, discrimination, and so on. The scope of



this material that is introduced as a part of litigation is as broad as the

law itself and there are many indications that the findings of the social

sciences will be even more important in future court eases and legal dis-

putes than they are now. Second, the need for rational social planning and

enlightened public policy has become ever !Lore apparent in our modern,

technological society. Legislation, as one part of that development, is

more dependent than ever on scientific inquiry--including inquiry into

social behavior. And the lawyer (who often plays a major role in the forma-

tion of public policy) is called on to assess the knowledge gleaned froir many

different disciplines, especially from the social sciences, Third, legal re-

search is rapidly becoming something far different than a dredging up of

cases, precedents, and statutory interpretations. Lawyers and legal

scholars are devoting more and more of their attention to how the law

works in reality. The study of law is no longer merely the study of what

the legal rules sbould be or what the rules are--instead, there is a grow-

ing concern with the determinants of law and with what the legal rules

accomplish in fact, and this is a matter that requires empirical investiga-

tion rather than a series of assumptions or reliance or dogma.

I I

It is these three significant points of contact between law and the

social sciences which are briefly reviewed by Professor Stuart Nagel in

the first selection of readings. It is important to note, however, that



Professor Nagel's analysis of the contributions of the social sciences to

the law is not exhaustive. There is at least one additional area in which

the law is enhanced by the social sciences, namely, in the teaching of law.

All too often, legal rules, standards, and procedures are prcsemoi

to the student in a vacuum. That is to say, the study of law is apt to bo

confined largely to discussions of appellate court decisions and various

treatises with little attention paid to the social reality in which the law is

embedded, Hut law Is not a science unto itself--it is a body of rules, pro-

cedures, and remedies designed to cope with and regulate the actualities

of human behavior. An understanding (.f the law, therefore, 'nest be

gained by examining the law in light of the existing state of the society and

what we wish to achieve in the name of a just social order.

We do not, however, want to convey the idea that because law and

the social sciences now show many signs of mutual interest and shared con-

cerns, all is sweetness and light. There are, in fact, profound differences

between the two fields which generate a good deal of antagonism and frequent

misunderstanding. The law, it has been said, is organized for action; the

social sciences, existing largely as an academic effort, arc organized for

accumulation of knowledge. The lawyer, then, or the law student or law

professor, with an eye fixed on the practicing profession or the fine points

of legal logic, is sometimes apt to view the findings of the social science.4

- 3 -



as irrelevrnt or as a bothersome hindrance in the Search for the applicable

rule. The social scientist is, at times, no less suspicious, for a knowledge

of the law and its operation is frequently missing from the intellectual

baggage of even the well educated. As Max Radii': has said:

"An educated man feels that he must have in mind a modicum
of information about history, science, economics, politics,
art, and literature. lie may make no pretensions--he
generally makes no pretension--to be an expert in any of
these fields, but he would be a little ashamed if he was
crassly Ignorant of them. But if it's a matter of law, the
ordinary citizen is likely not only to be completely ignorant
but to boast of his ignorance. lie thinks of the law as some-
thing mysterious, irrational, and unnecessary. lie has to-
ward It a mixture of fear, resentment, and suspicion which
he tries to cover by an attitude of almost constant derision. "

2

Max Radin, The Law and Mr. Smith (N.Y.: llobbs-
Merrill, 1938), p.

This mutual hostility is unfortunate, for although there are differ-

ences between the approach of the lawyer and the approach of the social

scientist, there is also a shared interest in the realities of social life which

man attempts to shape with social rules. A rather jealous concern for

professional boundaries, a different degree of enthusiasm for specifics

versus generalities, a varying taste for swift conclusions versus the

endless questioning of science- -all these may separate the lawyer and the

social scientist; but their common concern with social norms, conformity.

and rule-breaking behavior gives them A strong basis for cooperative effort.

-4



As Professor Hans %else! 1)9 pointed out, the infomation in the

social sciences which is relevant for Inv law may come from experiments.

surveys, and so on. And he has made ii clear that the validity and the

usefulness of such information are dti tiv tied to the methods by which it

is obtained. Indeed, the portions of hi discussion which concern the con-

cepts of regression, random sampling. Aml variance are hardly under -

standable without some familiarity with methodological is.,1%es--and thi9

is not merely a matter of jargon, special vocabularies, or statistics but

Involves the most baste notions of rest arch.

41.1.1=
3
See !tans Zeisei, "The Law " in: Lazarsfeld, Paul ,

Sewell, William 11. t.nd Wilensky, (Eds.), The Uses of
Soei otos.): (New York. Basic BooLs, lac., 1967) pp. 81-91.

All this is to v ay that in joining law and the social sciences, a

knowledge of methodology is essential. There is always the danger when

the materials of one discipline arc wedded tc another that the limitations

of the materials will be ignoriN1 or misunderstand. -or that an excessive

scepticism will come into play and valid [outings will be rejected with the

application of an unwarranted rigor. 'thus, questions about the reliabil:ty

of social science evidence. raised by l'ioressor Edmond Cahn in dis-

cussing the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in the social segregation cases.

are to be seriously considered. Professor Clark's rejoinder, however,



vigorously argues that a criticism of such evidence must be based on more

than a "personal, subjective reaction."

Many writers have pointed out, it is true, that when the social

13C1011C08 have nothing to talk about, they talk about methods. Interminable

discussions of methodology can bo a way of avoiding difficult substantive

issues; and the study of techniques, except for a few scholars who make

it their spenialty, Is a means rather that an end. Yet if the study of

methods sometimes appears somewhat tedious (a preparation for a trip,

as more than one writer has indicated, which all too often remains prepara-

tion for a trip tLat fails to materialize), it is still necessary. In fact, the

study of methods can be stimulatir,. for it requires imagination and

creativity, just as the study of substantive social theory requires imagina-

tion and creativity.

It is our fundamental argument, then, that in the growing use of

social science by the law, the law student and the lawyer must be able to

weigh the findings of the social sciences with a critical eye. And this

means that the law student and the lawyer need a knowledge of how ttm

social sciences accumulate their evidence and build their theories.

I I I

A student in law school cannot be expected to become highly skilled

in the social sciences, In fact, there is no mason why he should do so.

- 6 -
u.



He can, however, acquire the knowledge he needs for an evaluation of re-

search and its application in legal areas. And he can become skillful

enough to carry out a research project of his own, which we think is one

of the best ways to learn about research.

When social science materials appear in legal affairs, the lawyer

must ask: What are the assumptions and theoretical underpinnings of the

assertiuns drawn from the nodal sciences? Is the research design ade-

quate to support the conclusions? What limitations must be placed on

generalizing from the group studied to a larger population? If statistical

methods are used, are they appropriate? Do they hide or reveal the indi-

vidual facts and the relationships among facts? Do the research findings

warrant a particular program of action? These are the kinds of questions

the lawyer is increasingly called on to answer, whether he is dealing with

evidence in a trial, a proposal for the extension of legal services for the

poor, or a study of the administration of justice. Our purpose--and

admittedly it is a modest one--is to provide law students with a background

so that tuey can !)c,;iyi to answer such questions.

The materials in this collection are designed to cover two quarters,

with the first quarter spent on the readings and exercises. The second

quarter would ix:st be devoted, in our opinion, to independent research

projects undertaken by law students. If the law student is better equipped

7



for his professional work--as a practicing attorney, as a legal policy

maker, or as a legal scholar--we will have accomplished our aim.

..11.11=0...
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LAW AND SOCIAL SCIENCE:
A LOOK AT THE PRESENT STATE OF AFFAIRS

The following article by Professor Nagel discusses the

present involvement of the law with the social sciences. He

sets out three aspects of the legal profession (practicing

lawyer, legal policy maker, and legal scholar) and lists the

various uses which each has made of the social sciences.

His citation of cases, treatises, jourrals, and monographs

is wide-ranging and provides a useful bibliography for

'students of socio-legal research.

From Stuart Nagel, "Law and the Social Sciences:
What Can Social Science Contribute?" American
Bar Association Journal (Copyright 1965)
pp. 355 -358. Reprinted by permission.

1



Stuart S. Nagel, Law and the Social Scient;i1s:
What Can Social Science Contribute?
51 American Bar Association Journal, 356(7965)

The Section of Bar Activities of the American Bar Association has
established a Committee on Law and the Social Sciences, under the chair-
manship pf Richard F. C. Hayden, a judge for the Superior Court of Los
Angeles. It is my purpose to offer some tentative answers to the ques-
tion, "What can social science contribute to law?" It seems logical to
answer this question from the point of view of the three main types of
personnel within the legal profession: the practicing lawyer, the legal
policy maker and the legal scholar. The specific examples given in
the footnotes represent a sampling of the relevant literature.2

The Practicing Lawyer

Social science methodology and substance can be useful to the prac-
ticing lawyer mainly by providing him with some materials that he might
be able to introduce into evidence to win specific cases or points.3
With regard to methodology, polling techniquesAmay be valuable ip re-
solving such issues as trademark infringement, 4 change of venue or
community standards of fitness for citizenship.6 Systematic statisti-
cal analysis may be relevant to show that an alleged Zavoritism or
discrimination is not readily attributable to chance.' Systematic
observation or content analysis of documents may reveal patterns of
behavior relevant to determining what constitutes reasonable care in
a negligence case or common usage in a contract dispute.8

With regard to substance, psychological information may be crucial
in civil or criminal insanity coses9 or in any case involving the
perceptive powers of witnesses.10 Economic informatiop may be crucial
in antitrust, labor-manaument or commercial disputes.11 Information
gathered from historical l4 or political scienceli sources may be
relevant to interpreting a statute or other legal document; it may
also be relevant to a constitutional or administrative law issue.
Sociological knowledge may be important in the sentencing aspects
of a criminal case or the disposition of a family lew case.14

Social science methodology and substance, in addition to being
of value to the practicing lawyer with regard to the presentation of
evidence in specific cases, can also help to improve his techniques
as a lawyer in general.

As to trial techniques, social science methods are capable of
testing a variety of hypotheses concerning the relative effectiveness
of alternative techniques. Professors Kalven and Zeisel of the



Stuart S. Nagel

University of Chicago jury project, for instance, have played tape
recordings of trials to many actual juries in order to determine how
the juries would react to slight variations in the trials. Among
other things, they found that if the plaintiff's lawyer mentions
that the defendant has insurance and the defendant's lawyer suc-
cessfully objects, then the juries will tend to award higher damages
to the plaintiff than if the defendant's lawyer did not object at
all. They also found that working-class jurors in personal injury
cases are more likely to find liability but are less likely to award
higher damages than upper-class jurors--a bit of information help-
ful in picking juries after one has assessed the probability that
liability will be found,15

Social science potentially can contribute to the skillful
handling of clients in one's office. The Jury Verdict Research
Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio, for instance, publishes a loose-
leaf service indicating the percentage of a wide variety of
cases that have been decided in favor of the plaintiff and the
average damages awarded. This kind of information, systematically
gathered from across the country, can be helpful in advising a
client on an out-of-court settlement.16 A number of social psy-
chologists have made systematic studies of elements affecting
bargaining and negotiation. These would also IA of value in
developing out-of-court settlement techniques.''

Linguistic analysis, which is becoming an increasingly impor-
tant part of social science, can be of value to lawyers interested
in drafting legal instruments that are more meaningful and precise.18
Content analysis by computer, which is being developed by social
scientists, shows promise of becoming a useful aid in legal research.19

The Legal Policy Maker

By legal policy maker in this context is meant a legislator,
appellate court judge or upper-level administrator. Social
science can possibly contribute to improving both the procedure
of the policy maker and the substantive materials available to
him.

With regard to procedure, social science studies have tested
systematically a number of proposals to reduce delay in the courts,
such as splitting the and damages decision,20 providing
for nonjudicial auditors z' and a variety of other techniques.22
Other procedural reforms have also been subjected to social science
analysis, such as providing neutral medical testimony,23 appointing

-2-



Stuart S. Nagel

rather than electing the judiciaryi24 using blue-ribbon juries,25
providing counsel to the indigenta and releasing indigent criminal
defendants without bail pending tria1.27 The last study, for exam-
ple, showed that a careful screening and notifying of defendants
released without any bond produced a higher percentage of court
appearances than the traditional bail bond system.

As to substantive developments in the law, social science has
been helpful in many fields. A revealing study was made, for in-
stance, on the effects of replacing the contributory negligence
rule with the comparative negligence rule.28 The effects of capital
punishment have also been subjected to social science scrutiny,4
as have the effects of income taxes on incentives to work30 and the
$1.00 minimum wage on the labor market.31 Of course, the effects of
segregation and desegregation have been studied extensively.32
There has recently been a call for more social sciencq research
aimed at improving compliance with international law and into
the effects of prayers and Bible reading in the public schools.34
At a more down-to-earth level is the perceptive questionnaire study
which was made to determine the extent to which inheritance laws
conform to the intent of people who die without wills.35

The Legal Scholar

Legal scholars in this context refers to law professors and to
practicing lawyers and policy makers who are interested in the theo-
retical aspects of the legal process. Social science can probably
make its greatest contribution to legal theory by investigating the
causal forces behind judicial, legislative and administrative deci-
sion making and by probing the general effects of such decisions.

With regard to the causal forces behind the lawmaking and law-
applying proccisses, the anthropologists35 and historians37 especially
can broaden the legal scholar's perspective of the cultural roots
beneath his legal field. The impact of public opinion on some as-
pects of the legal system also has been scrutinized systematically.a°
Likewise, the interactions between governmental bodies as a factor
in determining decisional outcomes has been studieda as has el
role of pressure groups40 and politica' parties.41 Witnesses,44
lawyers43 and litigants44 have all been the subject of systematic
social science study. Studies have also been m§de of the relation
between the backgrounds and attitudes of judges'5 and legislators46
and their decisional behavior.

As to the general impact of broad fields of law contrasted to

-3-



Stuart S. Nagel

specific laws, a number of studies have been and are under way. One
sociologist has been studying the relation of legal impact 41 informal
and formal controls47 and to negative and positive appeals." Other
social scientists have contributed theory §pd data to the gRalysis of
sanctions ancl,legal compliance in general," it public law and in
private law. 01 Using extensive interviewing techniques, one legaL
scholar analyzed the impact of contract law on business practice."
The role of factors such as the mass media, which facilitate or inhi-
bit the impact of the law, has also been studied."

Although this paper has only dealt with what social science can
contribute to law, it should be noted that no social scientist can
really understand the American or any other society unless he has a
reasonable understanding of its legal system. Nevertheless, there is
much that lawyers can learn from social scientists. What is probably
needed is a greater awareness by lawyers of the research of interest
to them that social scientists and lawyers oriented to social science
are doing. It is hoped that the Section's new Committee on Law and
the Social Sciences will help to fill that need and stimulate further
research.

1"Activities of Sections", 50 A.B.A.J. 283 (1964).

2For further discussion of the relations between social science and
law, see LAW AND SOCIOLOGY (Evan ed. 1962); Davis et al., SOCIETY AND THE
LAW--NEW MEANINGS FOR AN OLD PROFESSION (1962); and Frontiers of Legal
Research, 7 Am. Behay. Sci. 1 (December, 1963).

3Greenberg, Social Scientists Take the Stand--A Review and A raisal
of Their Testimony in Litigation, 54 Mich.L.Rev. 953 56 .

4zeisel, The Uniqueness of Survey Evidence, 45 Cornell L.Q. 322
(1960).

5Sherman, Use of Public Opinion Polls in Continuance and Venue
Hearings, 50 A.B.A.J. 357 (1964).

6Repouille v. United States, 165 F. 2d (1947), especially Jerome
Frank's dissent.

7Ulmer, Su reme Court Behavior in Racial Exclusion Cases, 56 Am.'
Pol.Sci.Rev. ).

-4-
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8
Selltiz et al., RESEARCH METHODS IN SOCIAL RELATIONS 199-234 and

315-342 (1962)7

9
Lassen, The Psychologist as an Expert Witness in Assessing Mental

Disease or Defect, 50 A.B.A.J. 239 (1964).

10McCarty, LEGAL AND CRIMINAL PSYCHOLOGY (1961).

llEconomics in Antitrust Policy and Practice, 20 A.B.A. Antitrust
SectioT(Tg62).

12Kelly, The Fourteenth Amendment Reconsidered, 54 Mich.L.Rev. 1049
(1959).

13Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964), cites numerous political
scientists on various aspects of the reapportionment controversies.

14
Rose, The Social Scientist as ein Expert Witness, 40 Minn.L.Rev.

205, 209 (1956).

15Broader, University_pf Chicago Jury Project, 38 Neb.L.Rev. 744
(1959).

16Nagel, Statistical Prediction of Verdicts and Awards, 63 M.U.L.L.
135 (1963).

17Sacks, Human Relations Training for Law Students and Lawyers,
11 J.Legal Ed. 316 (1959).

18
Allen, Some Uses of Symbolic Logic in Law Practice, 8 Prac.Law

51 (1962).

19Gurr & Panofsky (eds.), Information Retrieval in the Social
Sciences -- Problems, Programs, iirdroliWFW1771.eay.c.
Priii77964).

20
Zeisel & Callahan, Split Trials and Time Saving--A Statistical

Analysis, 76 Harv.L.Rev. 1606 (1963).

21
Rosenberg, Auditors in Massachusetts as Antidotes for Delayed

Civil Courts, 110 U.Pa.L.Rev. 27 (1961).

22Zeisel, Kalven & Bucholz, DELAY IN THE COURT (1959).
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23Assoc. Bar N.Y.C., IMPARTIAL MEDICAL TESTIMONY (1956).

24
Nagel, Political Party Affiliation and Judicial Decisions, 55

Am.Pol.Sci.Rev. 848 (1961).

25Fay v. New York, 332 U.S. 261 (1947).

26Silverstein, DEFENSE OF THE POOR IN CRIMINAL CASES IN AMERICAN
STATE COURTS--A PRELIMINARY SUMMARY (1964). This study, made possible by
the American Bar Foundation, was presented to the House of Delegates of
the American Bar Association in August of 1964. The House of Delegates
adopted recommendations for standards for representation of the indigent
accused. 50 A.B.A.J. 969 (1964).

27Ares, Rankin & Sturz, Manhattan Bail Project, 38 N.Y.U. L.Rev.
67 (1963).

28
Rosenberg, Comparative Negligence in Arkansas--A Before and After

Survey, 13 Ark.L.Rev. 89 (1959).

29Sellin, THE DEATH PENALTY (1959) (a report for the Model Penal
Code project).

30
Break, Income Taxes and Incentives To Work--An Empirical Study,

47 Am.Econ.Rev. 529 (1957)T

31
Douty, Some Effects of the $1.00 Minimum Wage in the U.S., 27

Economica 137 (1960).

32Myrdal, AN AMERICAN DILEMMA (1944).

33Larson, INTERNATIONAL RULE OF LAW (1961).

34
Abington School District v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 290, 319

(1963).

35Dunham, Method, Process, and Frequency of Wealth Transmission
at Death, 30 U.Chi.L.Rev. 1 (1963j.

36Hoebel, LAW OF PRIMITIVE MAN (1954).

37Kempin, LEGAL HISTORY--LAW AND SOCIAL CHANGE (1963).

38Rose and Prell, Does the Punishment Fit the Crime--A Study in
Social Valuation, 61 Am.J.Soc. 247 (1955).
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39Murphy, Lower Court Checks on Supreme Court Power, 53 Am.Pol.
Sci.Rev. 1017 (1959).

40
Vose, Litigation as a Form of Pressure Group Activity, 319

Annals 20 (1958).

41
Sayre & Kaufman, GOVERNING NEW YORK (1960).

42Fishman & Morris (eds.), Witnesses and Testimony at Trials and
Hearings, 13 J.Soc.Issues 1 (1957).

43Ladinsky, Careers of Lawyers, Law Practice, and Legal Institutions,
28 Am.Soc.Rev. 47 (1963).

44
Hunting & Neuwirth, WHO SUES IN NEW YORK CITY (1962).'

45
Nagel, Judicial Backgrounds and Criminal Cases, 53 J.Crim.L.,

Crim. & P.S. 333 (1962).

"Wahlke et. al., THE LEGISLATIVE SYSTEM--EXPLORATIONS IN
LEGISLATIVE BERAVIOR (1962).

47Schwartz, Social Factors in the Development of Legal Control,
63 Yale L.J. 471 (1954).

48Schwartz, Field Experimentation in Socio-le al Research, 13
J.Legal Ed. 401 (1961J.

49
Arens & Lasswell, IN DEFENSE OF THE PUBLIC ORDER--THE EMERGING

FIELD OF SANCTION LAW (1961).

50Ball, Social Structure and Rent Contra` Violations, 65 Am.J.Soc.
598 (1960).

51
Litwak, Three Wa s in Which Law Acts as a Means of Social

Control--Punishment, T erapy, and Education--D vorce as a ase In
Point, 34 Soc. Forces 217 (T956).

52
Macaulay, Non-Contractual Relations in Business, 28 Am.Soc.Rev.

55 (1963).

53Newland, Press Coverage of the U.S. Supreme Court, 17 W.Pol.Q.
15 (1964)
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THE SOCIAL SCIENTIST AND
THE JUDICIAL PROCESS

Edmond Calm, in criticizing Kenneth Clark's study of the

negative effects of racially segregated schools,argues that the

evidence presented hardly deserves to rank as scientific proof.

Professor Cahn raises a serious question concerning the

status of social science findings when applied to everyday affairs.

He asks, in effect, why should a court (or anyone else, for that

matter) accept social science findings as being anything more

than common sense observation? While we agree with the legiti-

macy of such a question, we feel that it is well answered by

Professor Clark.

Professor Cahn's article expresses, we think, some

indignation over the role to be played by social scientists in

traditionally legal problems. And efforts such as those of

Professor Clark and other behavioral scientists are likely to

be seen as an encroachment on the advocate's role, a threat

to the legal profession. Such a position is we believe, quite un-

warranted. How the findings of the social sciences are used is



a question of legal strategy that must be decided and carried out

by the lawyers. When there is a question concerning the weight

to be ascribed to such empirical evidence, it becomes the task

of the advocate to explain the methodology, the scientific basis

of the research on which the evidence is founded.

From Edmond Cahn, "Jurisprudence," 30 Ne w York
University Law Review, (1955) pp. 150-169.
Reprinted by permission.

From Kenneth B. Clark, "The Desegregation Cases:
Criticism and the Social Scientist's Role," V illanov a
Law Review, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 224-235. Copyright
1959 by Villanova University. Reprinted by permission.
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Edmond Cahn, Jurisprudence, 30 New York
University Law Review, 150 (1955)

In legal philosophy it is a very dangerous thing to comment on
happenings that one welcomes and approves. By doing so, an unwary
observer may expose himself to the occupational disease of juris-
prudence, which in its most virulent form consists in finding the
law "the true embodiment of e,erything that's excellent." When the
disease takes hold, its victim gradv,' ,y loses his early vigor of
discontent and passion for reform; by slow stages he subsides into
a state of complacency; in course of time, sitting at ease among his
memories, he grows to resent the process of change as ardently as he
used to welcome it. To hi, fho crop of occurrences seems annually
to present more and mor,. of the irremediable, though not necessarily
less of the evil, in juristic affairs; and so at last he becomes a
recognized sage and elder statesman of the profession. The risk is
a dire one. Nevertheless, in the teeth of the danger, I shall pro-
ceed to comment here on 1954's most important development: the Supreme
Court's decisions in the School Segregation cases. I When the sense
of injustice has triumpher6Fii scale so extensive, comprehension of
the meaning of victory may prove useful to it in alit:: conflicts.
The decisions have added to the dignity and stature of every
American.

The Opinions

Considerations of Style.--There is no need to speculate on the
Supreme tourt's unanimity in Brown v. Board of Education and Bollin
v. Sharpe. Before the opinions were announced, there may have been
considerable room for doubt concerning their purport, but, at least
in the eyes of sophisticated observers, there was hardly any question
that the court would be unanimous or nearly unanimous. The train of
previous decisions3 dealing with the same subject matter had long
since established this institutional policy.

Chief Justice Warren's style in the Brown and Bolling.opinions
is most commendably bland. Very wisely hiaiained the opportunity
--one may say, the temptation -to indulge in democratic rhetoric.
There is not a word of reproach or provocation in either opinion.
To his credit, the ChM Justice was less concerned with getting
into the anthologies than with presenting the country with a model
of rational calm.
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Two Canards.--Before going deeper into the cases, it is just
as well to clear the air of some historical fictions concerning them.
History is a grab-bag of such diverse and contradictory contents
that a theorist is likely to find there whatever he needs for his
immediate purpose. But to say that it will furnish evidence in sup-
port of almost any theory does not mean that the evidence it does
furnish should be misrepresented or distorted.

On the one hand, therefore, the current practice of turning
back to 1896 when Plessy. v. Ferguson4 upheld "separate but equal"
facilities, and laying the blame for that decision, as some now do,
at the door of a conciliatory Negro leader like Booker T. Washing-
ton, is anachronistic and unhistorical. Washington's policy may
have been wrong; if he erred, his mistake consisted mainly in expect-
ing the majority of Southern whites to become educated in the princi-
ples of racial equality faster than in fact they did. Condemning
him at this late date seems uncharitable; it is always easier to
be right sixty years after the event. Moreover, those who attribute
the Plessy decision to Booker T. Washington's Atlonta speech of 1895
employ a very strange theory of social causation. To say that the
decision was the result of the 1895 speech, one must overlook
everything else that had happened in the thirty years since Lincoln
was assassinated. At worst, Washington's address may have been a
straw in the fierce wind of bigotry.

The other canard ie.. that the Brown and Bailin cases were de-
cided as they were for the p.xposeiTTilacat ng foreign countries
whose good will had been jeopardized by racial segregation in the
United States. Of course, it is possible that some few white people
in the South will reconcile themselves more readily to mixed schools
if they believe that their country's international position will be
advanced by ending discrimination. But so many white Southerners
are already willing to do away with segregated schools that consider-
ations of the international order can hardly be given much weight.
The same is true of the Supreme Court: while one trusts that the
simplicity and clarity of the two opinions were intended to facili-
tate reading abroad as well as at home, it would be quite fallacious
to suggest that the decisions themselves were motivated by subser-
vience to foreign reactions. From Mr. Justice Harlan's ringing
dissent in the Plessy case down through the sequence which began in
1938 with the Gaines decision,6 there is demonstrative proof that
the Supreme Court is perfectly capable of reading the Fourteenth
Amendment through lenses molded and ground In the United States.
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Histories and the Constitution.--Among the many interesting as-
pects of these Tpiions, the CourTs mode of interpreting the Four-
teenth Amendment deserves very special attention. Never was Thomas
Jefferson more clearly vindicated in his insistence that the Consti-
tution belongs to the living generation of Americans. The question
has become: What do the phrases mean here and now? The meaning of
the Amendment is to be found in the relation of its language to a
total haecceity, including everything that has changed and everything
we have learned and unlearned since 1868 when it was adopted.' There
were two lines of history for the Court to evaluate. The first of
them--the history of the framing and adopting of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment--proved to be only a casual element in the social and consti-
tutional complex, an element far too ambiguous to be considered very
important, mu..h less decisive.

Ihis was demonstrated rather adroitly. In an order for reargu-
ment, u the Justices requested the parties to dredge up whatever they
could to show what the men of post-Civil War days had had in view
concerning public education; zealously the various parties complied;
after heavy labors, they adduced evidence as contradictory, amor-
phous, and confused as might have been--and, I suspect, was antici-
pated; whereupon the Court, with little show of disappointment,
turned brusquely away from the mind of the nineteenth century and
proceeded to put the mind of the twentieth century to work. The
historical dea continue to make interesting matter for reading, and
not much more. Meanwhile, the order for reargument had hinted the
outcome of the cases broadly enough to remove any resentment based
on mere surprise.

Turning from history of the Amendment to history of the develop-
ment of public education, the Court provided itself with much more
consistent and objective indicia. One can see rather clearly the
progression from what public education had been in 1868, when the
Amendment was adopted, to 1896, when Plessy v. Ferguson was decided,
and on to what it has become in our time. In view of this enormous
growth, the Chief Justice rightly emphasized the new and paramount
significance of free education in the political and cultural life
of mid-twentieth century America. Surely then, the past cannot be
allowed to decide for us what it did not have to decide for itself.

Some Dialectic legerdemain.--The strategic considerations un-
derlyriliTIVIrown and-611ing cases are fascinating to spell out
Apparently, ffii731Mices determined that, in striking down segregated
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education, they were accomplishing quite enough for present purposes,
and that the chances of obtaining cooperation from the rank and file
of white Southerners would be seduced if the decisions should seem
to touch even by implication on wider issues. If this is the way they
reasoned, one must further commend their sagacity. On this reason-
ing, Plessy v. Ferguson must not be disturbed except as it related
to matters or public education.

The WA case, it will be remembered, did not bear in any direct
sense on issues of segregated education. Holding only that segrega-
ted transportation did not violate the Fourteenth Amendment, Plessy
seemed easy to distinguish. But the problem was not so obligingly
simple, for the Plessy opinion had not only recounted the early de-
velopment of segregated public schools, but had reasoned more or
less explicitly that segregated transportation was valid just because
it followed the same pattern as segregated educational facilities.
These passeges were embarrassing. Chief Justice Warren had, in ef-
fect, to snatch the cloth of reasoning from under the Plessy case
without spilling the content of its holding. If one exam nes the
Brown opinion with these considerations in mind, the Chief Justice
WT11appear to have executed his difficult assignment quite deftly.

The Brandeis-Brief Dilemma.--Professor Paul Freund has indica-
ted more than once that while the Brandeis brief, filled with socio-
logical and economic data for the judges' information, is an excel-
lent device for upholding legislation, it creates an awkward logical
predigament when the objective becomes one of overturning legisla-
tion. If statistics, expert opinions, graphs, and similar data are
sufficient to establish that the legislative or administrative auth-
orities have acted rationally, then is it ever possible to prove that
they have acted otherwise? Shrewd, resourceful lawyers can put a
Brandeis brief together in support of almost any conceivable exer-
cise of legislative judgment. Moreover, the mere fact that the
legislature has acted in the premises ought normally to imply that
the action had some rationally explicable basis.

The Brown and Bolling records, for example, included consider-
able evidence to show that school segregation was not unreasonable.
In addition to explicit provisions in the respective state constitu-
tions and statutes, there was the testimony of experienced school
administrators, supported to some extent by the expert opinions of
psychological and psychiatric witnesses (especially in the case from
Virginia). Hence, whatever else the Supreme Court's action may ac-
complish, it does demonstrate satisfactorily that a challenge to
constitutionality can overcome the kind of defense which is implicit
in a Brandeis brief.
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It is fair to suspect that the impact of the Brandeis brief is
no longer so great as when the device was novel and judges were more
readily impressed by the paraphernalia of science or pseudoscience.
In the last two decades, many Brandeis briefs have been conspicuously
vulnerable in respect of statistical method, rationality of infer-
ences from assembled data, adequacy of sampling, and failure to
allow for--or to disclose--negative instances. Perhaps their qua-
lity will improve with a more critical attitude on the judges'

part. . . .

Science or Common Sense?

A Dangerous Myth.--In the Virginia case14 and to a lesser extent
in the other litigations, various psychiatrists, psychologists, and
social scientists gave expert testimony concerning the harmful effects
of segregation on Negro school children. In addition, some of ap-
pellants' witnesses prepared an elaborate statement on the subject,
which, signed by a total of thirty-two experts, waLsubmitted to the
Supreme Court as an appendix to appellants' brief.ID In the months
since the utterance of the Brown and Bolling opinions, the impres-
sion has grown that the outcome, either entirely or in major part,
was caused by the testimony and opinions of the scientists, and a
genuine danger has arisen that even lawyers and judges may begin to
entertain this belief.m The word "danger" is used advisedly, be-
cause I would not have the constitutional rights of Negroes--or of
other Americans--rest on any such flimsy foyndation as some of the
scientific demonstrations in these records?

The moral factors involved in racial segregation are not new- -
like the science of social psychology--but exceedingly ancient.
What, after all, is the most elementary and conspicuous fact about
a primitive community if not the physical proximity of human beings
mingling together? When the members of a community decide to ex-
clude one of their number from the group life without killing him
outright, what else can they do but force him to remove himself
physically (as in the case of Cain), ostracize him for what they
consider the general welfare (as the Athenians did), banish him
from the cluster of community dwellings (as in outbreaks of lepro-
sy or other plague), assign him a fixed area or ghetto to occupy (as
with the Jews in medieval times), or lock him in a penitentiary (as
we do with convicted criminals)? Hardly anyone has been hypocritical
enough to contend that no stigma or loss of status attaches to these
forms of physical separation. Segregatior does involve stigma; the
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community knows it does. It knows full well that if "Stone walls
do not a prison make nor iron bars a cage," they certainly do ham-
per a person's freedom to move about and consort with whom he
pleases. Possibly, as the poet said, the walls can be understood
as a "hermitage" or retreat or monastery, but only for those who
choose them without being compelled by the social group.

There are people who argue, sometimes quite sincerely, that
racial segregation is not intended to humiliate or stigmatize. On

first impression, the argumert seems to have some slight mitigative
value, for surely a deliberate insult is liable to cut deeper than
one inflicted out of mere crudeness or insensibility. But the
mitigation comes too late. An excuse that one did not intend to in-
jure does not stand much chance of reception when the offender,
having been informed of the damage he has done, continues and per-
sists in the same old callous insults. As is observed in the an-
cient Babylonian Talmud, to shame and degrade a fellow-creature is
to commit a kind of psychic mayhem upon him. Like an assailant's
knife, humiliation slashes his self-respect and human dignity. He
grows pale, the blood rushes from his face just as though it had
been shed.18 That Is why we are accustomed to say he feels "wounded."

Moreover, if affronts are repeated often enough, they may ulti-
mately injure the victim's backbone. We hear there are American
Negroes who protest they do not feel insulted by racially segregated
public schools. If there are any such Negroes, then they are the
ones who have been injured most grievously of all, because segrega-
tion has shattered their spines and deprived them of self-respect.

So one speaks in terms of the most familiar and universally ac-
cepted standards of right and wrong when one remarks (1) that racial
segregation under government auspices inevitably inflicts humilia-
tion, and (2) that offi.ial humiliation of innocent, law-abiding
citizens is psychologicaily injurious and morally evil. Mr. Justice
Harlan and many other Americans with responsive consciences recog-
nized these simple, elementary propositions before, during, and after
the rise of "separate but equal." For at least twenty years, hardly
any cultivated person has questioned that segregation is cruel to
Negro school children. The cruelty is obvious and evident. Fortu-

nately, it is so very obvious that the .lustices of the Supreme Court
could see it and act on it even after reading the labored attempts
by plaintiffs.' experts to demonstrate it "scientifically."

Claims and Facts.--When scientists set out to prove a fact that
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most of mankind already acknowledges, they may provide a rather bi-
zarre spectacle. Fifty years ago, certain biologists who were en-
gaged in just this sort of enterprise, provoked George Bernard Shaw
to denounce their "solemnly offering us as epoch-making discoveries
their demonstrations that dogs get weaker and die if you give them
no food; that intense pain makes mice sweat; and that if you cut Qff
a dog's leg the three-legged dog will have a four-legged puppy."19
Then Mr. Shaw called the scientists a number of fearful names (be-
ginning with "dolts" and "blackguards"), none of which would be re-
motely applicable to the psychologists and psychiatrists who testi-
fied in the desegregation cases. So far as I can judge, all of these
are fine, intelligent, dedicated scholars. Yet one can honor them
as they deserve without swallowing their claims.

Professor Kenneth B. Clark of the psychology department of City
College acted as general social science consultant to the NAACP le-
gal staff and served as liaison between the lawyers and the scien-
tists. His endeavors having been long and arduous, perhaps it was
natural that he should exaggerate whatever the experts contributed
to the case. In an article written while the country was waiting
for the Supreme Court's decisions, he asserted, "Proof of the ar-
guments that segregation itself is inequality andlEit state imposed
racial segregation inflicts injuries upon the Negro had to come from
the social psychologists and other social scientists."20 (Emphasis
supplied.)

When Professor Clark wrote thus, he could not know that Chief
Justice Warren's opinions would not mention either the testimony
of the expert witnesses or the submitted statement of the thirty-
two scientists. The Chief Justice cushioned the blow to some ex-
tent by citing certain professional publications of the psychological
experts ,in a footnote, alluding to them graciously as "modern auth-
ority."" In view of their devoted efforts to defeat segregation,
this was the kind of gesture a magnanimous judge would feel impelled
to make, and we are bound to take satisfaction in the accolade.
Yet, once the courtesy had been paid, the Court was not disposed
in the least to go farther or base its determination on the expert
testimony.

As I have said, these developments Professor Clark could not
have known when he staked so wide a claim for his profession. P.o.

he did know that circumstances in the Virginia litigation--the uJe
he participated in most actively--had reflected very directly on
his assertion. The Virginia school board had offered the testimony
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of three expert witnesses, and all three (psychiatrist Kelly, psycho-
logist Buck, and Professor Clark's own former teacher, Professor
Garrett of Columbia) had admitted, in one way or another, that racial
segregation in the schools does injure Negro children's personalities.22
They admitted, as we have said, a fact of common experience. On the
defendants' behalf, they testified as persuasively as they could against
the Court's adopting what they called "disruptive" or "coercive"
measures, and they spoke regretfully about the firmness of established
regional customs. Buck summarized their attitude in two statements:
"I feel that as an abstract Idea, segregation is bad," and "I think
the whole society is sick."2.3

When we come to explain why the statement signed by the thirty-
two social scientists went without mention by Chief Justice Warren,
I find myself at a disadvantage. Only the reader's assistance can
rescue me. I have examined the text of this statement, which has
become easy of access by being reprinted in a law review. cq My per-
sonal, subjective reaction is that the text conveys little or no
information beyond what is already known in "literary psychology"
(by which I mean such psychological observations and insights as
one finds continually in the works of poets, novelists, ess 'vists,
journalists, and religious prophets). The statement's vocabOtsy
and style would not be called "literary"; I refer only to its sub
stance. If my readers will inspect the statement for themselves, they
will ascertain whether it impresses them as it did me. At that, my
reaction may be due to a lack of technical training in scientific
psychology and psychological testing.

The "Generall Acce ted" Test.--When a scientist is engaged in
demonstrat ng a ac of common now edge (e.g., that fire burns,
that a cold causes snuffles, or that segregation degrades), it is
not easy to pass a fair judgment on the validity of his proof. Our
minds tend to supply his conclusion before he is ready to deduce it.
Subconsciously we reinforce his evidence with the facts and feelings
of our own experience, and if his reasoning should contain a flaw,
we are too preompied with reaching the familiar destination to
detect It Moreover, in the present situation, men who specialize
in conducting psychological tests might discover all sorts of weak
assumptions and fallacies that mere lawyers would never notice.
Under these several disadvantages, the most I can do here is pre-
sent ecofessor Clark's evidence concerning the "generally accepted"
test, z* together with the comments that suggest themselves to an
untrained but interested observer.
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Professor Clark testified as an expert in the South Carolina,
Delaware, and Virginia litigations. The clearest description of
the test appears in his testimony in the South Carolina case. He
said:26

A. I made these tests on Thursday and Friday of this
past week at your request, and I presented it to children
in the Scott's Branch Elementary school, concentrating
particularly on the elementary group. I used these meth-
ods which I told you about--the Negro and White dolls- -
which were identical in every respect save skin color.
And, I presented them with a sheet of paper on which
there were these drawings of dolls, and I asked them to
show me the dollMay I read from these notes?

Judge Waring: You may refresh your recollection.

The Witness: Thank you. I presented these dolls to
them and I asked them the following questions in the
following order: "Show me the doll that you like best
or that you'd like to play with," "Show me the doll that
is the 'ni '-' doll," "Show me the doll that looks 'bad',"
and then the following questions also: "Give me the
doll that looks like a white child," "Give me the doll
that looks like a colored child," "Give me the doll
that looks like a Negro child," and "Give me the doll
that looks like you."

By Mr. Carter:

Q. "like you?"

A. "Like you." That was the final question, and you can
see why. I wanted to get the child's free expression of
his opinions and feelings before I had him identified with one
of these two dolls. I found that of the children between the
ages of six and nine whom I tested, which were a total of
sixteen in number, that ten of those children chose the
white doll as their preference; the doll which they liked
best. Ten of them also considered the white doll a "Nice"
doll. And, I think you have to keep in mind that these
two dolls are absolutely identical in every respect except
skin color. Eleven of these sixteen children chose the
brown doll as the doll which looked "bad." this is con-
sistent with previous results which we have obtained
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testing over three hundred children,27 and we interpret
it to mean that the Negro child accepts as early as six,
seven c eight the negative stereotypes about his own
group. And, this result was confirmed in Clarendon
County where we found eleven out of sixteen children
picking the b'e'en doll as looking "bad," when we also
must take int( count that over half of these children,

spite of thLii own i emings, -- negative feelings- -

about the brown dull, Wile eventually required on the
last luestion to identify themselves with this doll
which they considered as being undesirable or negative.
It may also interest you to know that only one of
these children, between six and nine, dared to choose
the white doll as looking bad. The difference between
eleven and sixteen was in terms of children who refused
to make any choice at all and the children were always
free not to make a choice. They were not forced to
make a choice. These choices represent the children's
spontaneous and free reactions to this experimental
situation. Nine of these sixteen children considered
the white doll as having the qualities of a nice doll.
To show you that that was not due to some artificial
or accidental set of circumstances, the following
results are important. Every single child, when
asked to pick the doll that looked like the white
child, made the correct choice. All sixteen of the
sixteen picked that doll. Every single child, when
asked to pick the doll that was like the colored
child; every one of them picked the brown doll. My
opinion is that a fundamental effect of segregation
is basic confusion in the individuals and their con-
cepts about themselves conflicting in their self images.
That seemed to be supported by the results of these
sixteen children, all of them knowing which of those
dolls was white and which one was brown. Seven of
them, when asked to pick the doll that was like them-
selves; seven of them picked the white doll. This

must be seen as a concEgte illustration of the degree
to which the pleasures" which these children sensed
against being brown forced them to evade reality- -
to escape the reality which seems too overburdening
or too threatening to them. This is clearly illus-
trated by a number of these youngsters who, when asked
to color themselves--For example, I had a young girl,
a dark brown child of seven, who was so dark brown
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that she was almost black. When she was asked to color
herself, she was one of the few children who picked a
flesh color, pink, to color herself. When asked to color
a little boy, the color she liked little boys to be, she
looked all around the twenty-four crayons and picked up
a white crayon and looked up at me with a shy smile and
began to color. She said, "Well, this doesn't show."
So, she pressed a little harder and began to color in
order to get the white crayon to show. These are the
kinds of results which I obtained in Clarendon County.

Q. Well, as a result of your tests, what conclusions
have you reached, Mr. Clark, with respect to the infant
plaintiffs involved in this case?

A. The conclusion which I was forced to reach was
that these children in Clarendon County, like other
human beings who are subjected to an obviously inferior
status in the society in which they live, have been
definitely harmed in the development of their personali-
ties; that the signs of instability in their personal-
ities are clear, and I think that every psychologist
would accept and interpret these signs as such.

Q. Is that the type of injury which in your opinion
would be enduring or lasting?

A. I think it is the kind of injury which would be
as enduring or lasting as the situation endured, chan-
ging only in its form and in the way it manifests itself.

Mr. Carter: Thank you. Your witness.

General Comments.--We are not provided here with any proof of
the numerical adequacy of the sampling or of its being a representa-
tive cross-section. We have no demonstration that abnormal or eccen-
tric backgrounds of the individual children have been investigated.
Among these 16 children (or 300, including the other groups mentioned)
there would probably be a certain proportion with untypical private
experiences. In such a strikingly small sample, the results could
easily mislead.

Moreover, if one follows the arithmetic in Professor Clark's
testin my- -which is not easy for me--some of his interpretations
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seem to be predetermined. For example, if Negro children say a brown
doll is like themselves, he infers that segregation has made them con-
scious of race; yet if they say a Vite doll is like themselves, he
infers that segregation has forced them to evade reality.

Perhaps the main point is that this test does not purport to
demonstrate the effects of school segregation, which is what the
court was being asked to enjoin. If it disclosed anything about the
effects of segregation on the children, their experiences at school
were not differentiated from other causes. Considering the ages of
the children, we may conjecture they had not been long at school.

Comment on the Opening Questions.--We do not know how the child-
ren took these questions. If Professcr Clark had offered to give
real dolls instead of showing pictures of dolls, the reaction might
have been more serious. In any case, I do not think any certain in-
ference follows from 10 out of 16 pointing to the picture of the
white doll. Habituation with dolls has distinguished from people)
should be allowed for. Manufacturers and commercial fashions prac-
tically restrict a child's concept of what a "nice" doll would look
like. Many white children of certain merations were taught to
prefer "Topsy" or other colored dolls; zY some children would say
that there is no really "nice" doll but a teddy-bear. At this point,
the response seems uninformative.

Comment on the "Bad Doll" Question.--Here, it seems to me, the
children were trIcked. 1erhaps that is how some of them felt. There
had been no previous question about a "good doll," only about a "nice"
one, which the children clearly understood meant one "you'd like to
play with." What Is a "bad doll"? Some children might consider this
a term of preference for play purposes: all little "mothers" love to
rebuke and punish naughty dolls. Other children, on hearing the
question, would be simply bewildered by the sudden, unexpected intro-
duction of moral or disciplinary references. Some may have responded
by pointing to the brown doll because the question seemed to imply
that a process of elimination was contemplated. But I hope the child-
ren asked themselves: Why must there be a "bad" doll at all? Why
cannot both dolls be "nice"? We observe that five children declined
to answer this question. Probably they felt it unfair or at least
very confusing in the circumstances.

Comment on the Remaining Questions.--It is noteworthy that seven
Negro children picked the white doll "when asked to pick the doll
that was like themselves." Professor Clark leaps to infer that they
were evading reality. This I doubt. Although his testimony does
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not make me clear on the point, 1 gather that these seven children
were among the ten who had previously chosen the white doll as "nice."
Were they wrong, then, to claim that the white doll was very much
"like themselves" because they too were "nice"? No one can state
positively what these children were thinking at the time; but if they
did have perception enough to insist to themselves that the "niceness"
was decisive and not the color, lo and behold! this would be wisdom
indeed! "Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings--"? Perhaps,
merely perhaps. In any event, I cannot see that the opposite inter-
pretation (Professor Clark's) is so evident that it deserves to rank
as scientific proof.

Aid from an Unexpected quarter. -- Fortunately, the outcome of
the Brown and Bolling cases did not depend on the psychological ex-
pertP75cing and answering the objections, queries, and doubts I
have presented. It is possible that if the questions had been put
to Professor Clark on cross-examination, he would have come forward
with convincing answers. But, to all intents and purposes, the
questions were not put. The doll test was not analyzed in suitable
detail by any of the cross-examiners, probably because they, too,
realized that segregation does degrade and injure Negro school child-
ren.

In the Virginia trial, the defense appeared particularly inept.
Far from caring to concentrate on the doll test and its scientific
validity, the lawyer for the defendants was preoccupied with other
lines of cross-examination. He had a different set of values to
displej. Why concern himself with dissecting the experts' logic
and the correctness of their inferences? Instead, questions were
asked which would convey disparaging insinuations about a professor's
parents, his ancestral religion, the source of his surname, the pig-
mentation of his skin, or the place of his birth. If these items
did not discredit him satisfactorily, then one went on to inquire
how many years he had spent in the South; if he had lived in the
South, how long in Virginia; and so on--implying all the while that
science, common sense, and human nature would not dare to cross
Virginia county lines.30 And, of course, there would be continual
hints that what the plaintiffs' witnesses really desired to achieve
was miscegenation and a mixed race.

As any healthy-minded person reads the Virginia trial record,
it is impossible not to contrAct the altruism and sober dignity of
the scientists with the behavi of defendants' counsel, who, by his
manner of espousing the old order, exposed its cruelty and bigotry.
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Here was a living spectacle of what racial segregation can do to the
human spirit. The segiAdted society, as defendants' own expert had
said, was "s "; and the tactics of cross-examination used by defen-
dants' lawyer showed how very sick it was. I suggest that these
pages of the record did not fail of notice in the deliberations of
the United States Supreme Court.

WithoutSalt,_No Science. --We may as well resign ourselves to
letting the troglodytes remain troglodytes, and turn our attention
back to our civilized friends, the social psychologists. As the
courts' exclusionary rules of evidence tend to relax more and more,
the scientists will appear more frequently to testify as expert wit-
nesses. How much respect should the judges extend to their testi-
mony?

The answer depends in large measure on the scientists. If I

have been right in suggesting that their evidence in the desegrega-
tion cases seemed persuasive because it happened to coincide with
facts of common knowledge, they surely cannot rely on having the same
advantage in every future litigation. It is predictable that lawyers
and scientists retained by adversary parties will endeavor more ag-
gressively to puncture any vulnerable or extravagant claims. Judges
may learn to notice where objective science ends and advocacy begins.31
At present, it is still poss4ble for the social psychologist to
"hoodwink a judge who is not over wise" without intending to do so;
but successes of this kind are too costly for science to desire them.

For one thing: Merely translating a proposition of "literary"
psychology into the terms of technical jargon can scarcely make it
a scientific finding. For another: Just because social psychology
is in a youthful and somewhat uncertain stage, the utmost rigor
should be imposed on its intermediate processes.

The point is vital, involving as it does not only social psycho-
logy's prestige in the courts but--what is ultimately more valuable- -
its capacity to evolve and progress as a cumulative body of tested
knowledge and approved method. Among the major impediments contin-
ually confronting this science are (1) the recurrent lack of agree-
ment on substantive premises, and (2) the recurrent lack of extrinsic,
empirical means for checking and verifying inferred results. As
long as these disadvantages remain, and they are likely to remain
in some measure for a very long time, social psychology will need,
above all things, the use of scrupulous logic in its internal, inter-
mediate processes. If the premises must be loose, the reasoning from
them should be so much tighter; and if the final results cannot be
validated precisely by external tests, then the methods of inference
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should be examined and re-examined all the more critically. It is
meticulous standards that bring respect and credence to scientific
testimony. When a social psychologist is called to serve as a "friend
of the court," he should be able to assume our belief that his best
friend, his premier loyalty, is always the objective truth.

Some of the Conse uences. -Obviously, the Brown and Bolling
opinions are susceptible of more than one interpretation. My views
do not agree with those of some very able commentators, who consider
that the opinions show important marks of the psychologists' influ-
ence. Granting this variety of interpretations, does it really
matter whether the Supreme Court relies or does not rely on the
psychologists' findings? Does it make any practical different?

I submit it does. In the first place, since the behavioral
sciences are so very young, imprecise, and changeful, their findings
nave an uncertain expectancy of life. Today's sanguine asseveration
may be cancelled by tomorrow's new revelation--or new technical fad.
It is one thing to use the current scientific findings, however ephe-
meral they may be, in order to ascertain whether the legislature has
acted reasonably in adopting some scheme of social or economic
regulation; deference here is shown not so much to the findings
as to the legislature. It would be quite another thing to have our
fundamental rights rise, fall, or change along with the latest fash-
ions of psychological literature. Today the social psychologists- -
at least the leaders of the discipline--are liberal and egalitarian
in basic approach. Suppose, a generation hence, some of their suc-
cessors were to revert to the ethnic mysticism of the very recent
past; suppose they were to present us with a collection of racist
notions and label them "science." What then would be the state of
our constitutional rights? Recognizing as we do how sagacious Mr.
Justice Holmes was to insist that the Constitution be not tied to
the wheels of any economic system whatsoever, we ought to keep it
similarly uncommitted in relation to the other social sciences.

There is another potential danger here. It concerns the guaran-
tee of "equal protection of the laws." Heretofore, no .government
official has contended that he could deny equal protection with im-
punity unless the complaining parties offered competent proof that
they would sustain or had sustained some permanent (psychological
or othee kind of) damage. The right to equal protection has not
been subjected to any such proviso. Under my reading of the Brown
and Bolling_ opinions, this would remain the law. 3ut if, in future
"equir-Faection" cases, the Court were to hold that it was the
expert testimony that determined the outcome of Brown and Bolling,
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the scope of the constitutional safeguard might be seriously restric-
ted.32 Without cataloguing the various possibilities, one can dis-
cern at least that some of them would be ominous. It is not too soon
to say so, for basic rights need early alarms.

Whose Victory, Then?

When the American people suffered a moral defeat in Plessy v.
Ferguson, Mr. Justice Harlan's dissent survived on the record. 11
reminded the people of the solemn promises and mutual pledges that
had inspired their beginnings as a nation, and appealed from what
was narrow and mean in their traditions to what was broad and fra-
ternal. As years went by, Harlan's prophetic phrases were taken up,
repeated, and reiterated--until they passed gradually into the pop-
ular vocabulary. Clergymen, social scientists, publicists, and
jurists imagined they were coining novel phrases as they unwittingly
borrowed his, which he would have been glad to lend them. By the
end of the 1930s, when the Supreme Court began to utter its series
of lessons to the states on fair treatment in education, the Ameri-
can people were fully prepared to support their judicial pedagogue.
Now the advance has reached its climax, with the principle of equa-
lity firmly established. In this struggle, there can be no one to
hail as victor except the whole American people, who alone have the
power to insure that the principle becomes a living reality in their
public schools. The achievement is theirs. With this, I believe,
the lone dissenter of 1896 would agree. Even as the shame of his
time belonged to all, so should the vindication of our time; and
so too the hope of a more benevolent American community.

1 Brown v. Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954); Bolling v. Sharpe,
347 U.S. 497 (1954). The commentary will be limited to developments
which reached completion in 1954.

An appendix to this article lists several items of value touching
on other aspects of jurisprudence.

2Supra note 1. See the valuable symposium, Segregation in the
Public Schools, 3 J. Pub. L. 5 (1954).

3Listed at 347 U.S. 492 (1954).
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4163 U.S. 537 (1896). There have been signs of a campaign
to transform Mr. Plessy into a heroic asserter of Negro rights.
This will take some doing, at least if people read Plessy's
petition. He alleged that he was "seven eighths Caucasian and
one eighth African blood; that the mixture of colored blood
was not discernible in him, and that he was entitled to every
recognition, right, privilege and immunity secured to the citi-
zens of the United States of the white race," etc. Id. at 538.

5The Negro in American Li fe and Thought: The Nadir 1877-
1901, pp. 278 et seq. (1954), a very useful survey by Professor
Rayford W. Logan of Howard University. While criticizing Brooker
T. Washington sharply, Professor Logan concedes: "Washington,
was convinced, and rightly so, that it would have been folly to
ask in 1895 for equal rights for Negroes." Id. at 280.

6Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938).

7This theme was developed most effectually by rr' colleagues
who participated in the symposium, Supreme Court and Supreme Law
(Cahn ed. 1954).

8345 U.S. 972 (1952). For other tactical developments, see
McKay, Segregation and Public Recreation, 40 Va.L.Rev. 697 (1954).

9Freund, "Review of Facts in Constitutional Cases" in Supreme
Court and Supreme Law 49-50 (Cahn ed. 1954). For another analysis
by the same gifted author, see On Understanding the Supreme Court
88 et seq. (1951).

"Davis v. County School Board, 103 F. Supp. 337 (E.D. Va.
1952), No. 4 in the Supreme Court.

15Reprinted, The Effects of Segregation and the Consequences
of Desegregation: A Social Science Statement, 37 Minn.L.Rev. 427
(1953).

16For example, Will Maslow, Director of the Commission on
Law and Social Action of the American Jewish Congress, said:
"The NAACP struggled for sixteen years to convince the United
States Supreme Court that segregation in and of itself was a
form of inequality forbidden by the Fourteenth Amendment. As
long as the argument revolved about the size of classes, the
length of school terms, the salaries of teachers, the physical
condition of the school plant or the distance required to travel
to school, little headway was made in convincing the court.
But when the psychologists began to argue about the injury to
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pupil morale caused by governmentally imposed segregation, the
sense of inferiority occasioned thereby and the hampering of
the learning process, the Court pricked up its ears. When the
final decision was handed down in the public school segregation
cases, it rested not on conceptual legal principles or the
legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment or even on the
sociologi cal demonstration that in practice segregation results
in inferior schools but on the psychological finding of thwarted
intellectual development." Address, The Uses of Law in the
Struggle for Equality, Atlantic City, N.J,, December, 1954.

17 Clearly, counsel followed the right strategy in offering
the expert testimony for whatever the several courts or judges
might find it worth. The younger Pliny, an extraordinarily
successful advocate, insisted at some length that since dif-
ferent minds may be persuaded by di fferent arguments, the
advocate ought to develop and present them all, neglecting
none. Pliny, Letters I. xx (Loeb ed. 1931) I, 70-2. (It
is barely possible that a phrase in this passage suggested
Holmes' metaphore of "the jugular.").

18Baba Mezia 58b in The Babylonian Talmud, Seder Nezikin
II 348-49 (Soncino trans. 1935).

19 From a lecture prepared by Shaw in 1906 for delivery
before the Fabian Society. This is one of several excerpts
which he used later in the Preface to Back to Methuselah.

20Clark, Desegregation: An Appraisal of the Evidence,
9 J. Social Issues No. 4, p. 3 (1953). It would relieve me
to learn that I have read Professor Clark too literally, but
general opinion indicates that I have not.

21347 U.S. 483, 494 and n.11 (1954).

22No. 4, Davis v. County School Board (the Va. Case),
Transcript of Record: Kelly testifying at p. 529; Buck at
pp. 538, 544; and Garrett at p. 550. Professor Garrett said:
"I do not think that one can possibly defend separation of one
group from another, if the separated group is stigmatized or
put into an inferior position. Separation can be of different
sorts which does not involve, necessarily, any feeling of in-
feriority or any stigma." And then he went on to instance,
as examples of separation without stigma, the following:
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(1) separate schools for boys and girls, (2) parochial schools,
(3) classes for "chi ldren who are slow," and (4) classes for
"children who are bright." (May all the opposers of equality
have witnesses like these!)

231d. at 538, 544.

24See note 15 supra.

25For Professor Clark's testimony that this is the test
"generally accepted as indications of the child's sensitivity
to race as a problem," see No. 2, Briggs v. Elliott (the S.C.
case), Transcript of Record, p. 86. Professor Clark suffered
from inflicting the test on the Negro children. No. 4, Davis
v. County School Board (the Va. case), Transcript of Record,
p. 251.

26 No. 2, Briggs v. Elliott (the S.C. case), Transcript of
Record, pp. 87-90.

27A bit later, the nutter was stated as "400 times." Id.

at 96.

28Thus in original; probably should be "pressures."

29Professor Clark testified that a graduate student at
Columbia had used the test on white children with his per-
mission, but he had not obtained the results. No. 2, Briggs
v. Elliott (the S.C. case), Transcript of Record, p. 96. Yet
it would seem that trying the test on white children would be
the very first and most obvious way to begin ascertaining whe-
ther it had any probative value when given to Negro children.

30No. 4, Davis v. County School Board (the Va. case),
Transcript of Record, pp. 214, 262, 265. By way of contrast,
in 1954 the Virginia legislature enacted a statute prohibiting
"any commercial advertisement that any person not otherwise
prohibited by law from using an establishment is not welcome,
or is objectionable, or is not acceptable because of his
religion." Va. Code Ann. S 57-2.1 (Supp. 1954).
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31 In the attractive account cited in note 20 supra, Professor
Clark described the close collaboration between the NAACP lawyers
and the scientists, and went on to remark: "In fact, there were
times when the lawyers could speak as social psychologists and the
social psychologists began to sound like lawyers. In spite of this
mutual accommodation, however, a clear distinction of roles and
responsibilities had to be maintained for effective col 1 aborati on. "
Clark, supra note 20, at 6. It seems possible that the distinction
of roles would be maintained more satisfactorily if the social
psychologist's primary motive in maintaining it were strict fidelity
to the objective truth rather than "effective collaboration."

For an example of the kind of methodological criticism we
need from the social scientists, see Hoebel, The Law of Primitive
Man 272-74 (1954). The instance discussed by Professor Hoebel
likewise involved a very flabby attempt to "demonstrate" an
assertion that on its face would seem entirely plausible to the
lay mind.

Under the circumstances, some readers may feel inclined to
credit Chi ef Justice Warrei- with Mephi s tophe lean wit in that
famous "footnote 11" (the accolade to the social psychologists
which we have already mentioned). In the footnote, the Chief
Justice lists various works published between the years 1944
and 1952. The latest of these discloses: "Unfortunately for
scientific accuracy and adequacy, thoroughly satisfactory methods
of determining the effects of prejudice and discrimination on
health of personality have not yet been devised, nor has a suf-
ficient number of studies dealing with the various minority
groups been made." (Emphasis supplied.) Witmer and Kotinsky,
Personality in the Maki ng 139-40 (1952) .

321n 1953 Annual Surv. Am. L. 811 n.30, 29 N.Y.U.L. Rev.
485 n.30 (1954, I proposed a canon for interpreting a certain
limited class of writing. If valid, the canon would elucidate
a writing in which, after a long controversy, one of the par
ties concedes that the opponent's position has been the right
one. Without quoting or repeating last year's exposition, to
which I hope some of rny present readers will refer, I may
summarize the "canon of concession" in three aspects: (1)
viewed as rhetoric, the conceding disputdnt's statement will
tend to emphasize any newly advanced reasons for coming to
the conclusion he had previously rejected, because the new
reasons are the face-savers; (2) viewed as definition, his
statement will seem to imply that his adhesion to the conclu-
sion is restricted by the new, face-saving reasons; and (3)
viewed as prediction of his future behavior, the face-saving
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reasons and implied restrictions tend gradually to disappear- -
unless .'me later occurrence should happen to renew their per-
tinence and force.

If I may venture now to apply this canon to the Brown
opinion, treating it as a concession in the long debate with
Mr. Justice Harlan's Plessy dissent, then it seems to suggest
an adequate explanation of Chief Justice Warren's references
to psychological writings. In this analysis, the data of social
psychology would constitute, at most, convenient face-savers.
Applied to them, the canon of concession helps us to understand
their rhetorical usefulness. If they did have a definitional
function (which I contest), it would also clarify that.

Is anyone temerarious enough to predict whether the
Supreme Court will make further face-saving references to
the data of social psychology in cases of this kind? Not
However, it is fair to comment that, according to the canon
of concession, the significance of any such references would
sooner or later shrink to the disappearing point in "equal
protection" doctrine--unless some independeit factor should
emerge to vivify them. Face-saving reasons generally do not
outlast the occasion that calls them forth. So much may be
said safely. Saying more would be wrapping the future in a
formula, a thing Foolish to attempt and impossible to accom-
plish.
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Kenneth B. Clark, The Desegregation Cases:
Criticism of the Social Scientist's Role
Willanova Law Review, Vol. 5 (1959)

Basic to the direct and indirect criticisms which have been raised
concerning the role of social scientists in the school desegregation
cases is the generally unstated question of the propriety of social
scientists playing any role in this type of legal controversy. It is

clear that the public school desegregation cases are crucially related
to the delicate and specific problems of the relative status of the
Negro and white groups in American culture and the equally delicate
and general problem of social change. Before one attempts to discuss
the specific criticisms or the fundamental questions which they appear
to reflect, it might be valuable to attempt an analysis of the social
dynamics, the context within which such discussions seem either neces-
sary or desirable. Serious discussion of whether social scientists
should play a role in the legal processes related to the desegregation
of the public schools would seem no more or less justified than dis-
cussions of the following questions:

Should social scientists play a role in helping industry func-
tion more efficiently--make larger profits--develop better
labor management relations--increase the sense of satisfaction
among the workers?

Should social scientists play a role in helping governmental
agencies and key policy makers make more effective and valid
decisions?

Should social scientists play a role in attempting to solve
the many human and psychological problems faced by the
military arm of our government?

The psychological significance of the fundamental problem posed
by questioning the relationship between social scientists and the de-
segregation cases may be even more clearly illustrated by asking the
analogous question:

Should biological scientists play a role in guiding medical re-
search and practices?

The answers to the above questions would seem so obviously positive
that one is forced to question the validity of the question which is im-
plicit in the criticisms which have been raised concerning the role of
the social scientists in the desegregation cases. In searching for an
answer, one must look in the direction of understanding the complexity
of 4-r4 power structure of our society and particularly the types of
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of threats to the existing social structure which are inherent in the
recent decisions of the United State; Supreme Court which ruled that
racial segregation in public schools and other forms of state-supported
public accommodations violate the equal protection clause of the four-
teenth amendment of the United States Constitution. These decisions
must be seen as demanding fundamental changes in the power alignments
and group status patterns which prevail in our society. The social
scientists who collaborated with the lawyers who argued and won these
cases were certainly accessories to this demand for a significant form
of social change. They themselves might not have been psychologically
prepared to accept with equanimity the directness of the involvement
or the sweeping demand for social change which the Court's decision
precipitated. It is also possible that these changes are not only con-
trary to the prevailing status hierarchy among the racial groups in
our society but also inimical to an important aspect of the continued
controlling power pattern of this society. If this is true, the acces-
sory role of social scientists in these decisions subjects them to the
criticisms of those who are identified with and seek to perpetuate the
racial status quo and the related power controls.

It may be, therefore, that the continued preoccupation of social
scientists and their critics with the question of whether they should
be involved in this phase of the legal processes reflect their anxiety
in the face of these criticisms; and reflects even more concretely the
possibility that these criticisms may lead to more punitive controls
of those social scientists who continue to identify themselves with
"controversial causes"--i.e., causes which threaten the prevailing
power alignments in the society.

Social scientists, like other knowledgeable individuals in our
society, must be sensitive to the problems of power and the techniques
of social control which are operative in the society in which they
work. In spite of the demand for objectivity and integrity in the
search for truth, the important determinant of serious scientific work,
social scientists are influenced indirectly and sometimes directly,
subtly and sometimes crudely, by the prevailing social biases and un-
critically accepted frames of reference of their society.

Given this perspective, one can then begin to evaluate the specific
criticisms which have been raised against the social scientists who'have
been involved in these desegregation cases. The implications of any of
these criticisms are not restricted to the more academic problems'of
social science theory, methodology, and the nature of social science
evidence. Nor are they limited to the more complex problems of the
delicate relationship between the social sciences and the law. These are
indeed crucial problems which merit continuous discussion and debate in
the relatively young and dynamic social sciences. The full import of a

2
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given criticism must be understood in terms of whether it clarifies or
distorts the larger social issues; specifically, the practical reality of
the nature, function, and consequences of racial segregation in American
life, the stresses and strains inevitably involved in attempts to change
institutionalized patterns of social injustices, and the role of the
courts and other governmental agencies in the competition among groups
for changes in, or maintenance of, the status quo.

Some of the most intense criticisms have come from political leaders
of the deep southern states. Men like Senators Eastland and Talmadge,
former ,Governor Byrnes and Governor Faubus have attacked the Supreme Court's
decision not only on the grounds that it violated "states rights" but also,
significantly for the purposes of this paper, on the grounds that it attempt-
ed to substitute psychological and sociological theories for the law. There
is a question whether these types of criticisms should be taken seriously
by social scientists since they seem motivated largely by political consi-
derations.

Attacks on the role of social scientists in these cases have not
been restricted to politicians who object to the Court's decision and the
social changes which they fear may result, but have come also from serious
students of jurisprudence and more recently from social scientists. One
of the most consistent of the legal critics is the distinguished professor
of jurisprudence, Edmond Cahn, of New York University Law School. Ernest
van den Haag is an example of a critic from within the field of social
sciences. The bulk of this paper will be devoted to an analysis of the
criticisms of Professor Cahn and Dr. van den Haag because Professor Cahn
has undoubtedly influenced the thinking of other students of jurispru-
dence' and Dr. van den Haag has presented the most specific and intense
critical comments that have so far been published by a social scientist.

The criticisms of Professor Cahn take many forms.
2

Essentially,
howeyer, he states that it is incorrect to believe that the Brown deci-
sion was "caused by the testimony and opinions of the scientists° and
that the constitutional rights of Negroes or any other Americans should
not "rest on any such flimsy foundation as some of the scientific demon-
strations in these records." He contends that the cruelty inherent in
racial segregation "is obvious and evident."

Among his other charges are: (1) that this writer exaggerated the
contribution of social science experts to these cases; and (2) that in
writing a report of the role of social scientists which was published
before May 17, lag, the writer could not have known that Chief Justice
Warrenistopinfbh would not mention either the testimony of the expert
witnesses or the statements submitted by the thirty-two social scientists.
Professor Cahn added solicitously:
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"The Chief Justice cushioned the blow to some extent by citirm
certain professional publications of the psychological experts
in a footnote, alluding to them graciously as 'modern authority,
In view of their devoted efforts to defeat segregation, this
was the kind of gesture a magnanimous judge would feel impeller
to make, and we are bound to take satisfaction in the accolade."

In speculating on why the Court did not mention the social scientists'
brief in its opinion, Professor Cahn states his personal, subject:ve re
action that the text of his statement conveyed little or no info,
beyoni what is known as "literary psychology." The fact is, howevt
that all but one of the references cited by the Court in footnote 11 of
the Brown decision were cited as references in the social science brief
which had been submitted to the Court. The one reference which had not
been listed but cited by the Court was Witmer and Kotinsky's Personality
!r) the Making, the relevant portion of which was a summary of this
writer's White House Conference manuscript on the effects of prejudice
and discrimination on personality development.

Whatever might be one's degree of agreement or disagreement with
Professor Cahn's estimate of the worth of the social scientists' testi
mony in these cases or the degree of the Court's regard for the social
scientists' material presented in the brief or in the trial records, one
must take seriously his argument that the constitutional rights of Negroes
or other Americans should not rest on social scientists' testimony alone.
If he had concentrated and elaborated on this issue on a high level of
academic discourse, he might have made an important contribution to
thought in a field in which he is competent. When he leaves the area of
the law, constitutional rights and matters of jurisprudence and invades
the area of social sciences, making broad and general cements about the
validity of social science methods, premises, approaches, findings and
conclusions, and when he explicitly or implicitly attacks or suggests that
the social scientists who participated in these cases as witnesses and
consultants did not do so with the utmost personal scientific integrity,
he gratuitously leaves his field of competence and communicates his
personal opinions, biases and misanceptions as if they were facts. His
prestige in a field in which he has been trained thereby disguises his
ignorance in a field in wench he has no training. For these reasons,
it is necessary to ansl.er these charges and generalizations with clarity.

Some Relevant Facts.

Before one enters a general appraisal of the validity of some of the
many astumptions, Implications, and charges raised by Professor Cahn. it
is necessary to clarify certain points of fact which are relevant to
opinions about the role of social scientists in these cases:
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(1' The social scientists who participated in these cases were
invited ,o do so by the lawyers of the NAACP. It was these lawyers
who had the primary and exclusive responsibility for developing the
legal rationale and approach upon which these cases would be tried
and appealed. It was they who made the decision to bring the legal
attack op the problem of overruling the Plessy "separate but equal"
doctrine by attempting to demonstrate that state laws qich re-
quired or permitted segregation in public schools violated the equal
proXection clause of the fourteenth amendment. It was their decision
that the chances of success would be greater if it could be demon-
strated that racial segregation, without regard to equality of
facilities, damaged Negro children. Furthermore, it was their de-
cision to determine whether they could find acceptable evidence from
social psychology and other social sciences which would support
their belief that psychological damage resulted from racial segrega-
tion. Social scientists were not involved and did not participate
in any way in these initial and important policy or legal strategy
decisions. Only after these decisions were made by the lawyers of
the NAACP were the social scientists approached and invited by the
lawyers to participate in these cases. The social scientists were
asked whether there were any relevant scientific studies on the
psychological effects of racial segregation. Finally, it was the
judgment of these lawyers that the studies and evidence offered by
the social scientists were relevant and crucial enough to form an
integral part of their trial and appellate case.

(2) The studies which were relied upon by the social scientists
jr arriving at the conclusion that racial segregation damaged the
human personality were not studies which were conducted specifically
for these legal cases. Systematic research on the psychological
aspects of racial prejudice, discrimination, and segregation had
been going on for more than fifteen years. The White House Confer-
ence manuscript, which was cited by the United States Supreme Court
in footnote 11 in the Brown decision, was a compilation of all of
the available knowledge effects of prejudice and discrimina-
tion on personality development in children and was prepared by
this writer months before he was aware of the fact that the NAACP
intended to bring cases before the federal courts challenging the
validity of segregated schools.

(3) The studies cited in this White House Conference manu-
script and the joint primary research of this writer and his wife
formed the bulk of his testimony in three of these five cases. The
primary research studies were conducted ten years before the cases
were heard on the trial court level. Professor Cahn's allegation
that the writer served in the role of advocate rather than that of
an objective scientist in this participation in these cases seems
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difficult to sustain in the face of testimony given on the basis of
research conducted ten years before these cases were heard. One
would have to be gifted with the power of a seer in order to prepare
himself for the role of advocate in these specific cases ten years
in advance.

(4) The use of the "Dolls Test" (actual dolls, not Pictures of
dolls, were used in this research) on some of the plaintiffs was to
determine whether the general findings from the larger number of
Negro children who had been tested years before were true also for
the children who were the actual plaintiffs in these cases. The
decision to test some of these plaintiffs was a legal one made by
the lawyers of the NAACP. It was their assumption as lawyers that
general scientific findings would have more weight in a courtroom
if it could be demonstrated that they also applied in the specific
cases and for the particular plaintiffs before the court. When
these plaintiff children were tested and interviewed by this writer,
it was his judgment that some of these children showed evidence of
the same type of personality damage related to racial prejudice,
segregation, and discrimination which was found in the larger number
of subjects who were studied in the original, published research.
This opinion was presented to the courts in the form of sworn testi-
mony.

(5) The justices of the federal district courts were at all
times free to rule that the testimony of the social scientists was
irrelevant and immaterial. The United States Supreme Court could
have refused to accept the Social Science statement which was sub-
mitted to it in the form of an appendix to the legal brief of the
appellants. If either of these had been done, there would now he
no question of whether the courts did or did not reply on the find-
ings and opinions of social scientists.

It is still a matter of social reality that social scientific find-
ings and opinions are not incorporated into, nor do they determine, policy
decisions, legislative action, or judicial decisions except to the extent
that those who have the power to make these practical decisions choose to
accept or reject the relevant findings of scientists. Whether this should
continue to be so is, of course, debatable.

'Fidelity," "Truth," and Academic Courtesy

Professor Cahn implies that the primary motive of the social Psycholo-
gists who participated in these cases was not "strict fidelity to objective
truth." This is a serious, grave, and shocking charge.

Professor Cahn did not present evidence to support his implication
that the social scientists who participated in these cases, and earticular4
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this writer, betrayed their trusts as scientists. He merely makes the
asserticA that some day judges will be wise and will be able to notice
"where objective science ends and advocacy begins." For the present,
however, "it is still possible for the social psychologists to 'hood-
wink' a judge who is not overwise...."

It is difficult to take this type of comment seriously. Since it
has been published over the signature of an individual who commands
the respect of his legal colleagues, it cannot be dismissed. It cannot
be waived aside as evidence that Professor Cahn believes himself wiser
than the entire legal staff of the NAACP, the battery of lawyers em-
ployed by the opposition--including the late John W. Davis, who devoted
a considerable amount of space in his Supreme Court brief and in his
first arguments before the United States Supreme Court to the social
science testimony--or the lawyers of the Department of Justice of the
United States, and, finally, the Justices of the United States Supreme
Court.

This point must be answered by a description of concrete facts in
the relationship between the NAACP lawyers and the social scientists
who were involved in these cases. The social scientists who testified
in these cases or endorsed the Social Science appendix at the invitation
of this writer were not the type of human beings who were capable,
personally or professionally, of testifying to a fact or stating an
opinion which they did not believe to be consistent with the scientific
evidence as they knew it. These men are neither infallible nor all-wise;
but they are the outstanding experts in this field. What is even more
important, they are men of integrity.

When the lawyers of the NAACP, in their understandable zeal to
develop the strongest possible case, asked the social scientists
whether it was possible to present evidence showing that public, school
segregatiqp, in itself, damaged the personalities of Negro children,
it was pointed out to them that the available Studies had so far not
isolated this single variable from the total social complexity of
racial prejudice, discrimination, and segregation. It was therefore not
possible to testify on the psychologically damaging effects of segregated
schools alone. Such specific evidence, if available at all, would have
to cone from educators and educational philosophers. Some of the more
insistent lawyers felt that only this type of specific testimony would
be of value to them in these cases. It was pointed out to these lawyers
that if this were so then the social psychologists and other social
scientists could not be of any significant, direct help to them. A care-
ful examination of the testimony of the social scientists, found in the
record of these cases and the Social Science appendix submitted to the
United States Supreme Court, will show that the social scientists pre-
sented testimony, opinions, and information consistent with the available
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empirical studies, conclusions, and observations. They presented this
information with caution and restraint befitting their roles as trained
and disciplined scientists. As expert witnesses, they made not a single
concession to expediency, to the practical and legal demands of these
cases, or even to the moral and humane issues involved as they adhered
to their concept of "strict fidelity to objective truth." Certainly
Professor Cahn cannot be the judge of whether his concept of "strict
fidelity to objective truth" in the field of social science is rare
acceptable or valid than theirs.

It must also now be stated that one of the responsibilities assign-
ed to this writer in his role of social science consultant to the legal
staff of the NAACP was to advise the lawyers not only about those
studies and individuals who were scientifically acceptable, but also to
advise and warn them away from studies and individuals of questionable
scientific repute. At least one well-publicized report on the damaging
effects of segregation on the personality of iiegroes was not used in
tnese cases because it was the judgment of this writer, which was
communicated to and accepted by the lawyers, that its methodology was
scientifically questionable, its selection of subjects and sampling
were clearly biased, and that its conclusions bordered on the sensation-
al. In short, it was believed that in spite of the fact that this study
purported to present clear evidence in support of the hypothesis that
racial oppression damaged the personality of Negroes, its flaws and
scientific inadequacy were so clear it could not be defended in court.

It is difficult to determine precisely what Professor Cahn means
by "objective truth." According to his article "most of mankind
already acknowledged..." that segregation is cruel to Negro :hildren,
involves stigma and loss of status, and may ultimately shat'ar their
%Ones" and deprive them of self-respect. The "shattering of spines"
is Professor Cahn's contribution to the knowledge of the detrimental
effects of racial segregation. do social scientist testified to this
"fact." Professor Cahn contends, however, that when scientists attempt
to demonstrate these same "well-known facts" through their use of the
methods and approaches of science, tiley"proviee a rather bizarre
spectacle." What is more, he maintains they exaggerate their role,
their methods are questionable, their logic and interpretation weak and
fallaciout, and they distort their findings as they become advocates
who seek to "hoodwink" the judges. A serious question would be: How
could the social scientists be so unreliable yet nonetheless come out
with a picture of social reality which Professor Cahn and everyone
else "already knew "?

professor Cahn presents a novel concept of the relationship between
common knowledge and scientific knowledge. The logic or his position
rests upon the premise that science concerns itself with one order of
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reality which is distinct from other forms of reality or truth--that
a scientific "fact" has different attributes or characteristics than a
"fact" or corm; knowledge. Another related theme which runs through
iris convents is that a "legal fact" is distinct from both a "scientific
fact" and a "fact of common knowledge."

Cahn's pluralistic approach to the nature of "facts," while not a
novel philosophical position, seems to involve a mystical semantic
c on fusion which is inconsistent with the assumptions imperative for a
scilntific approach to the understanding of the nature of man, his
society, and his environment.

Science is merely the last of many approaches that man has used in
his attempt to determine the "facts" and truth of nature. As the late
Professor Einstein has observed: "Scientific thought is a development
of pre-scientific thought." Before and coincident with science, man
tried mysticism, religipn, and philosophy in his attempts to determine
the facts of nature. In his quest to control his environment and his
relations with his fellbw human beings, he attempted to implement his
various types of "knowledge" by seemingly compatible techniques of con-
trol, e.g., magic, prayers, reason, law, and technology. These various
approaches in the quest of truth and the control of the environment
were not seeking different types of truth. Indeed, it must be assumed
that science and technology developed precisely because earlier approaches
to the nature of "trt;h" and "fact" left much to be desired by way of
successful demonstration of the practical utility or the human conse-
quences of these "truths" and "'acts."

The development of science as an approach to the determination of
truth involved the development of methods for the control of errors in
human observation, judgment, biases, and vested interests. These were
the factors which teemed to have distorted man's concept of, or blocked
his contact with, the "truth" or "facts" of expel eence. When they are
onerative, rran's "common knowledge" becomes inconsistent with "scientific

.c .ledge." When they are controlled or for some other reason non-
riperative, "common knowledge" and "scientific knowledge" are coincident--
both reflecting the nature of reality, truth, or facts, as these are
knowable t3 the human senses and intelligence.

Science is essentially a method of controlled observation and veri-
fication for the purpose of reducing human errors of observation, judg-
ment, or logic. Science begins with observation and ends by testing
its assumptions against experience. It is not a creation of another
order of reality. In a very basic sense there cannot be a "legal fact"
or a "fact of carman knowledge" which is not at the same time a "scien-
tific fact." Whenever this appears to be true, one or the other type
of "fact" is not a fact.
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The Basic Issue

After one has cut through the emotional irrelevancies of Professor
Cahn's article, one is confronted with the basic circuitous plea that
the law and the courts of the land should be isolated in Olympian gran-
deur from the other intellectual and scientific activities of man.
Specifically, Cahn seems primarily--even if unconsciously--disturbed by
the fact that the upstarts of the new social sciences should have been
involved at all in these important cases which belonged exclusively to
lawyers and students of jurisprudence. It is to be hoped that a de-
creasing nun'ber of lawyers believe that laws and courts are sacred
and should be kept antiseptically isolated from the main stream of human
progress. Such isolation cannot be and never has been true except in
the classrooms of some puristic law school professors.

The law is concerned with society and the regulation of human
affairs. Social science, government, philosophy, and religion are also
concerned with society, its understanding and regulation. Man's re-
lations with his fellow man involve matters far too grave and crucial
to be left to lawyers and judges alone. Respect for the law, intelli-
gently and ethically conceived and executed, is essential for stable
government. Intelligence and ethics cannot stem from the law alone
but must be fed to it through the ceaseless struggles of scholars,
scientists, and others toward truth and understanding. This may be
difficult for Professor Cahn to accept. It nonetheless remains a fact.

As Brandeis once said: "A judge is presumed to know the elements
of law, but there is no presumption that he knows the facts." With the
vast range and typo. of cases which come before the courts, it Is un-
likely that even to . 4isest judges and lawyers could be competent in
all fields of human Knowledge. One may presume that it was a recogni-
tion of these facts among others that influenced the decision of the
lawyers of the NAACP to seek the help of social scientists in their
attempt to overrule the Messy v. Ferguson "separate but equal"
doctrine which had dominated civil rights litigation since 1896.

Mother important fact which was ignored by Professor Cahn in his
castigation of the social scientists' role in these segregated school
cases was the fact that this was not the first time that the lawyers
of the NAACP had sought to convince the United States Supreme Court
that segregation in And of itself was unconstitutional. In the

and Mc Laurin° cases they sought a decision on the issue of
segregation per se by relying on the traditional legal approach. Sub-
stantially the same United States Supreme Court which handed down the
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Brown and Bolling
9

decisions, however, decided the Sweatt and Mc Laurin
cases within the framework of the Plessy "separate FIETcTual" doctrine.
It may merely be coincidental that the lawyers of the NAACP succeeded
in overruling the Plessy doctrine only after they enlisted an impressive
array of social science testimony and talent and attacked this problem
with this approach.

Another Point of View.

Some astute students of jurisprudence hold opinions on this issue
which differ from those presented by Professor Cahn. The late Alex-
ander Pekelis, in making his case for a jurisprudence of welfare, stated:

"A great many contemporary judicial decisions show this threefold
leitmotifawareness of freedom, confession of fallibility, and
quest for extra-legal guidance....

"A participation of the social sciences in the development of a

welfare jurisprudence may bring the normative elements in social
science into the light of consciousness, and thus contribute to a
healthy development of social theory....

"The economic and social facts of life, which legal realism has
taught us, have banished the belief that judicial decisions are
brought ready-made by constitutional storks.... Similarly, so-
ciety cannot be built upon judicial whim or expediency alone.

"We cannot turn back the clock. Social scientists (economists,
sociologists and psychologists) are with us for good, and are
going to remain in the very midst of government.... Judges may
and should become acquainted with the various non-legal disci-
plines.... A judge should know more about social studies pre-
cisely in order to acquire the conviction that they can furnistt,
no more certainty than constitutions, statutes or precedents.",u

It would be fatuous to argue that because there is difference of
opinion among eminent students of jurisprudence that, therefore, judicial
opinions should not be taken seriously. Of course there are dangers in-
volved in the use of science in any area of human activity. There are
undoubtedly some social scientists who might be willing to sell their
intelligence, training, and themselves to the highest bidder. There are
those who will be easily intimidated by the practical demands of vested
interests and men of power. There are those who will rationali2e their
subservience by demonstrating their affluence and tough-minded practicality
--or even their scientific purity. But this is not new. Science has
nonetheless continued its advance and contributions to the ethical and
material progress of mankind.
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LAW AND SOCIAL SCIENCE METHODOLOGY:
THE NEED FOR ASSIMILATION

Not only does Hans Zeisel's article present
a panorama of social science studies being used
by the legal profession; it also implicitly
suggests that if the law is to make good use
of such studies, the methods underlying such
studies must be assimilated into the law's
disciplinary framework. Otherwise, lawyers
are all too likely to be forced into blindly
accepting whatever is handed them.
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Hans Zeisel, "The Eau," in The Uses of Sociology, eds.
by Paul F. Lazarsfeld, WilliarTE-Wal, and Harold L.
Va1eas4 (New, Yore; Bastc Books, inc., 1967), .pp. 81 -99,

The law !mll one view is a continuous process
of synthesizing facts and rules, with new facts at times engendering new
rules. The process takes place wherever law is made: in the legislatures, in
the administrative ngencics, and in the courts.

The facts reach these lawmakers in a variety of forms. The primary
source is still the witness who reports on his own private experience. Oc-
casionally, however, facts are presented as cumulative knowledge, system.
*Heal!), gathered through surveys and most recently also through expert.
:rents, methods that are part of fire tool chest of the social sciences.

The rurvey as a source of facts for the law predates modern social sel
ence by centuries and constitutes in fact one of its major historical roots.'
But it is only in recent years that the law has begun to use research opera.
tions conducted with technical rigor. The uses the law has made of such
systematic investigations differ widely, horn simple citation in a brief or
opinion to king the decisive ground for a judgment or a legal reform.'
The great majority of the studies that come before the law raise only pd.
rate issues, assisting courts and agencies in individual litigation. They may
be surveys of the quality cf contracted goals, of the geographic range
horn which a drive-in theater draws its clientele, of the commercial effects
of a merger, or of the socioeconomic structure of the jurors In a certain
climmunity. But although such studies Ate at times gems of technical pet.
(tenon and ingenuity, they will not be discussed here. Their variety Is too
great, and tlicy seldom reach the higher courts, hence they seldom affect
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legal ride maling; and they have been sufficiently discussed elsewhere'.
The studies we shall discuss here deal with more general problems: with

substantive rules of law, with pi oeedural rules, or with institutions that are
a mixture of both. Some of these studies are broad surveys of a legal insti-
tution without more specific focus; they enter the stream of legal resolu-
tion only slcwly, as but one of the many sources that shape the law. Other
studies, in contrast, are designed to illuminate if not to resolve one narrow,
crucial issue; these investigationssometimes they are controlled experi-
mentsare bound to affect the law more directly.

But all the studies on which this chapter will report have one thing in
common: they cs'ere made for the purpose of being used by the law and in
many instances have affected its course.'

We shall report these studies in the order of the spectrum that ranges
from the narrowly but sharply focused controlled experiment to the broad,
diffuse survey.

Controlled Experiment

There is no more powerful tool for assessing a legal innovation, or any
innovaton for that matter, than the controlled experiment. But since its
essence Is to apply a rule of law to one group of cases and to withhold it
from another, such purposeful discrimination would seem at first to violate
the equal-protection guaranty of the Constitution!. Indeed, there are sub-
stantive limits to legal experimentation; there can be none that involves
wiltholding of a right, guaranteed under all circumstances. It would be
impossible, for instance, to insist that some criminal defendants be tried
without counsel in order to find out what effect counsel has. But there are
several reasons why, outs:de this rigidly protected sphere, the law should
permit experimentation. First, the experimental discrimination is by defi-
nition temporary; second, the discrimination is applied impartially, by lot;
third it is the very purpose of the experiment to learn what, if any, effect
the discriminating rule would have: hence, at the outset, one cannot even
be certain that there is discrimination; and fourth, the ultimate aim of the
experiment is to eliminate the rule if it should be found to discriminate
unfairly.

Controlled legal experiments, not surprisingly, have largely been
confined to rules that convey privileges rather than rights.

The first controlled experiments within the precincts of the law were
probably conducted by the Adult Prison Authority of the State of Califor-
nia, whcb tried to assess the effectiveness of a variety of prisoner treat-
ments. The most daring of these experiments was an effort to determine
what happened if prisoners were released nine months before their ap-
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pointed time; speeireelie, s?leh a premetere release was likely to
increase the rate of reeiivism.G

Not much come of these experiments, partly perhaps because the recidi-
vism rate is too hriftle a measure of effectiveness since, in order to be
counted as a recidivist, it is not sufficient to have committed another
crime; it is also meessety to he caught and reconvicted. And since the
odds of being caught, es revealed by the published statistics, are on the
average about one in five, this ratio might well have a great variance and
hence be a very unstable measure,'

A controlled experiment that allowed of precise measurement and had
an immediate effect on the law was conducted in the state courts of New
Jersey.

In most of our courts some or all of the civil suits, before they come to
trial, are scheduled for what has become known as pretrial. There, counsel
for both sides, occasionally with their clients, meet with the judge to pre-
sent briefly the issues under dispute and air the possibilities of settlement.
Tradition has it that these pletrials, aside from preparing and facilitating
the subsequent trial, increase the rate of settlements prior to trial. The
institution has, therefore, been considered a most desirable means of re-
ducing the trial load and thereby the intolerable congestion of our metro-
politan courts. Since many cases, the trial of which would have lasted two
days on the average, arc settled during a half-hour pretrial conference,
this notion seemed well supported.

But analysis of available statistics made tl,e point doubtful; there were
indications that the cases settled at pretrial would have been settled even
without it and that the court time spent on pretrying cases might be
wasted. The precise answer, it was suggested, could come only from a
controlled experiment which pretried a random sample of cases and
omitted pretrial in a compai able control group.'

At that time the New Jersey courts had a rule that made pretrial obliga-
tory, and the state's distinguished Chief justice and its Court Administra-
tor, becoming sympathetic to both the query and the, proposal, commis-
sioned Professor Bosenberg, then Director of the Project for Effective
Justice at Columbia University, to conduct the experiment" The design.
called for random assignment of cases by the clerks of the respective
courts to two alternative procedures: to obligatory pretrial in one group of
cases, and to optional pretrial in the control group, where it would be held
only if one or both of the litigants requested it." Accordingly, 2,954 cases
were assigned at random alternatingly to the two groups, for which the
settlement ratios shown in Table 4-1 emerged. There was no difference. In
addition, the experiment failed to confirm a subsidiary hypothesis, namely,
that the pi-dried, and hence prepared, cases required a shorter trial time.
Thus the conclusion emerged simple and clean: contrary to a widely held
belief, obligatory pretrial d hi not save court time, but in fact wasted it.

3
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TABLE 4-1.

Suits settled before they
reached the trial stage

CONTROL CROUP: EXPEMLENTAL
OBLIGATORY GROUP: OPTIONAL

PRETRIAL PRETRIAL

76% 78%

Persuaded by the experiment, the State of New jersey forthwith changed
its rule and made pretrial optional."

But the legal experiment that had the most profound and sweeping
effect on the law was conducted in the criminal courts of Manhattan, It
revolutionized one of the :st solid traditions in the criminal law: the
practice of setting bail foe fendants arraigned in our criminal courts.
Bail is set, as a matter of constitutional right, for nearly all defendants; if
they can post it, they are set free; if not, they must remain in jai. Whether
or not they can post it depends as a rule on the bondsman, who, against a
premium of some 10 per cent, will or will not take the risk of providing the
demanded bail. Only rarely is a defendant allowed to go free without
posting bail.

The system has been heavily criticized because it favors the well-to-do,
surrenders the actual decision to the bondsman, and keeps an inordinate
proportion of defendants in jail, some of whom arc subsequently ac-
quitted. The system, nevertheless, withstood all criticism until the Vera
Foundation made known its findings from a unique experiment which it
conducted in 1901. With the co-operation of the New York judiciary and
the New York University Law School, all defendants arraigned in the fel-
ony court of Manhattan were interviewed so as to assess the risk of their
failing to appear at their trial, if the court were to free them without re-
quiring bail. On the basis of these interviews the defendants were classified
into two groups: those for whom a release without bail could be reasona-
bly recommended to the court and those for whom such a recommenda-
tion could not be made. The recommendable group was then divided into
two random halves: the experimental group, for which the recommenda-
t7m to release the defendant without bail was actually transmitted to the
arraignment judge, and the control group, with respect to which the judge
was told nothing and thereby left to his own traditional mode of making
the bail decision. In this latter group only 14 per cent of all defendants
were freed without bail, as against GO per cent in the recommended half.
The hypothesis was that at the time of trial, from the group of wloch 60
per cent had been freed without bail, more would fail to appear in court
than from the group where only 14 par cent were free without bail, and
the question was: how many more? When trial time came, only 1 per cent
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of all defendants released without bail, whether recommended or not,
purposely failed to appear in court. The experiment thereby proved that
the number of defendants released without bail could be quadrupled
without reducing their availability at the time of trial.12

The results of the experiment were stunning. The City of New York
took over the interviewing from the foundation and established it as a
permanent service. The Attorney-Ceneral of the United States convoked a
conference on the topic, and today almost all major cities and many rural
areas have adopted the Vera procedure, and with it the liberalized prac-
tice of release without bail. And the liTartment of Justice left no doubt
a; to where the credit belonged: "Of particular significance is the fact thus;
these changes have Cowed not out of a crisis . . . but rather from educa-
tion, through empirical research and demonstration." 33

The secret of the success of this experiment was twofold. First, except
for the bail bondsmen, everybody stood to gain from the liberalization:
the municipal jails saved money; the defendants themselves were spared
unnecessary hardships; and last, but not least, the ends of justice were
advanced. Secondly, the numerical result of the experiment was so clear
that no probability calculus was needed for its appreciation."

The Natural Experiment

Sometimes administrative routine will present the ..westigator with a nat-
ural experiment, that is, with an experimental and a control group that
were not purposely designed by him.

The study of differential sentencing provides a classic example. The law
has very little control over the sentence of a convicted defendant. It merely
sets the range, usually wide, and thus leaves much discretion to the
judge." Since many courts assign cases at random to the different judges,
the cases before each judge form a natural experimental unit. Thus, a
study of the New York City Magistrate Court revealed that, among the
thirteen judges, one discharged 73 per cent of the defendants before him
on a charge of intoxication, while one of his colleagues discharged only 1
per cent." Later studies, especially those of Caudet, confirmed the prob-
lem." Today the disparity of sentences for comparable crimes has become
a major concern of the judiciary. Federal judges have instituted pro-
cedures designed to minimize these fluctuations.

A slightly different, natural experimental situation is provided by ..,ol-
legiate judicial tribunals, inasmuch as the judges there are confronted
by the identical court record in each case, yet often come to different
decisions. These studies often employ rather sophisticated analytical tech-
niques, such as sole and factor analysis. But in some cases the data are
so stunningly lopsided that they can stand in the raw. Thus it was found

5
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that in the Miclig,-ta Supreme Court's decisions on claims under the Work-
men's Compensati%m law the judges simply split along party lines."

Pritchett War; 010 first to analyze collegiate mutt decisions in his studies
of the United States Supreme Court. In recent years studies of this type
have proliferated. The reason why they arc not given more prominence
in this essay is that they have yet proved of little "use'. in the meaning of
this book.

Following we report on a study of a different type. It too made use of
variations among judges. But, in contrast to the studies cited above, it
was a study which the court itself initiated to provide guidance for its
procedural rules.

Under traditional trial procedure, the plaintiff in a cisa case first pre-
sents his case both as to liability and sive of damages and is followed in
turn by the defendant, who presents his side of the case. After both have
had their say, the jury retires and decides whether the defendant is at all
liable for damages and, if so, how large these damages should be. The
question of damages thus becomes relevant only if liability is found. The
suggestion was made to split the trial and to limit evidence and argumern:
in the first part of the trial to the liability issue, asking the jury to decide
whether the defendant owes anything at all. Only if this decision is affirm-
ative does the trial proceed with the evidence and subsequent verdict on
the size of the damages:2' Since liability is affirmed in only a little more
than half of all eases, this mode of trial was expected to save something
like half of the trial time normally spent on damages. The Federal District
Court for Northern Illiaois was sufficiently intrigued by this split-trial idea
to try it out and to ask the University of Chicago Law School to help in
assessing the effect of the split-trial rule, as it has come to be called?'

The court had adopted the rule in a form that left it to the discretion of
the individual judges whether they wanted to apply it in the particular
case. It was from this discretion that, seemingly, the difficulties but even-
tually the salvation of the experimental design, arose. If each judge could
apply the rule in some case: and not in others, and if he were to selectas
in fact he often didonly those cases for split trial which, in his view,
promised some gain in time from the application, the cases tried in the
regular mode and those tried under the split-trial rule could not be com-
pared. Whatever diderence in trial length might be found between the
two could not be attributed to the new rule, because the cases were ad-
mittedly different to begin with.

At first glance this lack of random assignment would seem fatal. Yet,
while it made the analysis more complicated and less powerful, it did in
fact make the experiment possible. Since the origii- ' ssignment of eases
to the individual judges was made randomly, the inference was allowed

rrthat the cases coming before judge A did not differ from the cases corning
before judge B. And 'hen something fortunate happened. The discretion

- - .
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of the judges resulted in an effective spread of the experimental stimulns:
some used the rule in almost all their cases, some in hardly any, and some
in varying proportions between.

If, then, it were true that the application of the split-trial yule saved
time, the judges %Aio applied the rule more often should require on the
average less trial time than those who applied it less often. This turned cut
to be true, as Table 4-2 shows.

'.TABLE 4-2. Proportion of Split Trials and Average Trial'
Time in Personal Injury Trials

AVERAGE LENGTH OF

PROPORTION OF CASES ALL TRIALS BEFORE NUMBER OF
TRIED UNDER SPLIT-RULE THIS JUDGE TRIALS BEFORE

JUDGE (PER CENT) (DAYS) TOES JUDGE°

A 89 3.2 . (26)
B 51 3.3 (41)
C 38 3.5 (26)
D 14 3.8 (22)
E 7 3.9 (27)
F 7 4.3 (14)

r.

Only Judges with more than 10 trials are inciaded.

The regression line based on these data indicated that at the point
where a judge conducted all trials under the split-trial rule, his average
trial time was about 20 per cent below the point where none of The trials
were split. This, then, was the magnitude of the time that could be saved
through application of the rule.

But since the variation in the stimulus was not random, but self-selected,
it was desirable to provide supporting evidence. It was clear that
whatever savings there were must come from the elimination of the dam-
age trial. The frequency of damage trials was, therefore, determined both
for the regular and for the split trials. (See Table 4-3.)

The dispositions of the two groups of cases were drastically different: 76
per cent of all regular cases went through a complete trial, against only 15
per cent of the separate trials. As for the latter group, 58 per oent were
spared trial of the damage issue because of the intermediate verdict deny-
ing liability. In 43 per cent of the cases the trial simply ended when liabil-
ity was denied, and in another 13 per cent of the cases there was no trial of
the damages because they were settled after the jury had affirmed liabil-
ity.

The split trial is a radical innovation in American law, brought to the
fore by the pressures of court congestion. When the study was first pub-
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TA BIE 4-3. Disposition. of Case in Regular and Separated Trials

REGULAR TRIALS

(PER CENT)
SEPARATE TRIALS

( PER CENT)

Compl.!te trial on liability
and damages 76, 15

Trial ended after liability
verdict

because verdict was
for defendant

because damages
were settled after
verdict affirming
liability

43

15

58

Other dispositions
(settlement during
trial, directed verdicts) 24 27

100% 100%

lisped, the Joint Committee on Effective Administration or Justice, on sug-
gestion of its chairman, United States Supreme Court Justice Clark, had
copies sent to all trial judges in the United States; as of this writing, sev-
eral state and federal courts have moved to authorize thew judges to use
the split-trial procedure, and the institution is likely to gain more grouncl.23

Experiment unde Senzinatural Conditions

If an issue falls into the constitutionally protected area, not even a natural
experiment is likely to occur, and a simulated one must suffice. But even
then, as many natural components as possible must be retained, as for
instance in the following series of experiments concerning the defense of
insanity. They were designed to test jury reaction to certain variations in
the law. The natural element in these experiments was the jurors, sum-
moned by a real trial judge from the jury pool of his court with the request
to partake in the experiment and to deliberate on the case as if it were a
real one."

In Anglo-American law the defense of insanity has been embodied for
more than a century in the so-called 1I'Naghten rule, which calls for an
acquittal if the defendant either dicl.not know what he was doing or did
not know that what he was doing was wrong. Recently, the rule has come
under criticism, primarily from psychiatrists. In 195-1 the Federal Court in
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the District of Columbia established a new rule in a case in which one
Durham was ind:- ted, and subsequently acquitted, on << charge of bur-
glary. The Durham rule considers the defense as established if the crimi-
nal act can be shown to be the "product of a mental disease or a mental
defect." It became thus a point of major interest for the criminal law to
find out what if any difference it made to the outcome of a trial whether
insanity was defined tinder the \I'Naghten or under the Durham rule.

The "law" in a criminal jury trial becomes operative primarily through
the judge's instruction to the jury before it begins deliberation. In that
instruction the judge spells out the circumstances under which the jury
may find the defendant insane. In a way, then, the question as to what
difference the law makes means what difference it makes to the jury
whether it is instructed according to the ride in M'Naghtcn or in Durham.

To compare the insanity cases in the District of Columbia with cases
from a court that operates under the 1I'Naghten doctrine could provide
only unsatisfactory findings, since not only the rule of law but also the
cases, the juries, and the judges arc likely to he different. And it is obvi-
ously impossible to decide the issue through a controlled experiment
under completely natural conditions. Therefore, an experiment had to be
designed that combined natural with laboratory conditions, sufficiently
realistic to justify confidence in its validity.

Two trial records were composed: one, a case of housebreaking, a sim-
plified version of the original Durham trial; the other, an incest case, also
an abbreviated version of an actual trial. In both trials the accused's only
defense was insanity. The trial evidence was acted out and with the other
elements of the trial put on recording tape. Of each case, three main vari-
ants were produced. " -5 The tapes were identical but for that part of the
judge's instruction that dealt with the defense of insanity and for the con-
comitant psychiatric testimony. In one version the instruction and psychi-
atric testimony were according to NiNaghten; in the second, according to
Durham; and in the third, the instruction left it in fact to the jurors own
judgment as to whether the evidence in the case supported a defense of
insanity, forcing the jury to establish its own law of insanity.

Each of the three versions was then taken into two metropolitan courts
and presented in turn to more than a hundred juries. A judge called these
jurors into his courtroom and asked them to co-operate in the experiment;
by so doing, he advised them, they would oblige the court and also dis-
charge their present turn of jury duty. The jurors then listened to the
.taped trial and afterward deliberated and arrived ?.t a verdict. Table 4-4
shows the outcome of the experiment in terms of the juror' vote on their
first ballot, prior to the beginning of the deliberation."

In both trials, the Durham rule elicited a higher percentage of acquittals
by reason of insanity than the NrNaghten wk. That the percentages

9 "I
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TABLE 4--e. Per Cent of Jurors Voting "Not GuiltyInsane
on Pirst Ballot

2E.NACTITEN DURHAM NO RULE

Incest 24 3t; 34
case (240) (312) (284)

Housebreaking 57 65 76
Vase (120) (120) (120)

under Durham arc very dose to those obtained under the "No Rule" in-
struction suggests, furthermore, as indeed it has been argned.,11 that Dur-
ham comes close to being no rule.

The figures show that the incest cost allowed a sharper differentiation
between M'Naghten and Durham than the housebreaking ease. This
difference is instructive beyond the specific issue. The defendant in the
incest case was an officer in a city's fire department, with an excellent
record, who, except for the crime in question, had never shown any signs
of abnormality. The defendant in the burglary case, on the other hand,
much like the uriginal Durham, had been in and out of mental institutions
and hence had shown, by whatever legal or common-sense rule, signs of

.insanity. The fireman could be found insane only if the jury was instructed
(as Durham allows) to consider the criminal act itself as a symptom of
insanity.

The experiment raised two questions of general significance. One ap-
plies to the realism of simulation; the other, to the degree of generalizing
frOm experimental findings.

In this experiment there were two simulated elements: the experimental
stimulus was greatly reduced (a two-day trial condensed into an hour),
and jury deliberation was clearly a mock procedure without consequence.:
in the real world. As to the second point, there was considerable reassur-
ance: these were real jurors called to duty by a real judge; they discharged
their responsibilities with such obvious zeal and honesty that deliberations
lasted up to ten hems, often engendering high-pitched battles among the
jurors who, at times, ended in a "hung jury."

The other point raises a more serious problem. A tape recording of a
trial, condensed to about an hours length, may be something quite differ-
ent from a full-blown trial, in which the jury not only hears but also sees
over a period of many hours real people with all the significant details of
their reactions. Without additional research, the point alloWs of no precise
answer.

As to the consequences of the insanity experiments, one can at this stage
only venture a guess. On the whole., the experiment should strengthen the

10
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hand of those who oppose the Unrieta ride, simply because its message to
the jury is amLiguous. Whatever the shortcemings of the traditional right-
wrong test, its criteria arc clear and can be applied by the jury.

The Survey Pycriment

The jury, in spite of its deep constitutional roots, has been the topic of
perennial debate, with little precise knowledge to support it.

Some years ago, the University of Chicago Law School began a large-
scale study of the jury system, and one of its key questions was: What
difference would it make if all jury cases were tried only by a fudge sitting
without a jury?

The question would seem to demand a controlled experimentevery
ease to be tried twice, ones with and once without a juryan obviously
impossible solution. Equally impossible it would be to assign cases at ran-
dom to jury and judge, since this is a choice no defendant must be de-
prived of. Nor would the simple comparison of actual jury verdicts with
actual judge verdicts help, even if limited to trials of the same type of
crime, because we know that the cases in which the defendant waives a
jury arc quite different from those where he wants one.

Curiously enough, the design eventually adopted for the study came
close to the ideal design, the controlled c%periment. A nationwide sample
of trial judges reported for a specified time period on all the jury trials
over which they presided. Each judge told us how the jury decided the
case and how he, the judge, would have decided it, had he sat without a
jury. The design thus made use of the fact that every case i.s tried twice,
albeit simultaneously: once before the jury and once before the presiding
judge, who, if there were no jury in the case, would have to render the
judgment.

This research design is but a natural controlled experiment of a special
order. Experimental stimulus (the jury) and control (the judge) are pres-
ent in every ease, but unlike a planned experiment, there is, except for the
judge who may preside over several trials, no replication. The jury changes
from trial to trial; and most important, the case, too, of course, fs
never th- same. The statistical precision of such an experiment is relatively
low. But this lack of precision is the price for an unusually broad focus:
the study surveys the whole spectrum of cases that come before the Amer-
ican jury. In this sense, the research design may fittingly be called a survey.
experiment.

From these data it was possible to determine how often judge and jury
agree or disagree, when they disagree, and one could trace and count the
reasons for their disagreement -inee through some fifty-odd questions
most detailed information became available on every case.
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The first part of this study on the role of the jury in criminal trials has
Just been published." Table 4-5 reproduces one of its basic findings.

TABLE 4 -5. Agreement and Disagreement between Jury and Judge
in Criminal Trials

Judge Acquits

Convicts

Jury

Acquits Convicts Hangs
,

2 1

:k li:v.g:

17 ,o< k
, 4

TOTAL 1004
IftiMBER or sakur-s (3,576)

RT1= Agreement

Judge and jury agree in (13 + 63 = ) 76 per cent of all cases; and of the
24 per cent disageement cases, the jury is found on the defendant's side in
(17 + 4 =) 21 per cent and on the prosecutor's side in (1 + 2 =) 3 per
cent of these cases.

The evaluation of the jury c an :ustitution hinges, of course, not only on
the extent of its disagreement with the judge but on the reasons that pro-
duce these disagreements, and it is the presentat:on and analysis of these
reasons that form the main body of the study. They range from different
sentiments on ;he law which the jury. entertains (in spite of what law the
judge may give them) through sentiments concerning the particular de-
fendant, different views on the weight of the evidence, and occasionally to
an imbalance between the performance of the prosecutor and defense
eonnsel in the trial; a few times it will even happen that the disagreement
arises from a discrepancy between what jury and judge know about the
case.

These are the the somewhat abstract categories into which the specific
CALMS of the various individual disagreements were ultimately summa-
lazed.

At this early point it is not possible to assay the practical consequence
Of this study. At a minimum, it will lend focus and precision to an impor-
tant debate In which both sides so far have never been able to draw on
more than aneccle .al support."

ta_
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Sccorrdary Analysts

Two studies of contemporary legal problems are distinguished by their
being primarily reanalyses of data collected in normal ndminNtrative TOU
tine: one concerned the alleged deterrent effect of capital punishment, the
other the problem of court congestion and delay.

In the debate over the merits of capital punishment, the abolitionists
had for a long time no good answer to the claim that the death penalty
helped to deter would-be murderers. The change came after Thorsten Sel-
lin investigated the problemP) lie compared homicide rates before and
after abolition in some jin isdic lions; before and after reintroduction in
others; and in jurisdictions that have the death penalty with adjacent jur-
isdictions that have abolished it. His data made one point dear: whatever
other mer;ts the death penalty may have, it has no traceable deterrent
effect.

&Inn's data have been cluo.ed wherever the issue is being argued. To
what extent they have been an effective cause of abolition is nevertheless
difficult to say. Probably they have not heel, a major cause; growing will-
sion from deliberate killing and the actual or near execution of an inno-
ccrtly convicted man have nearly always provided the major impetus. But
Seliin's data have hell): l to silence, if not to convince, a special opposition.

The study of court congestion opened insights into a problem that is less
diamatie but in the long rim perhaps more persistent. It is one of tho
puzzling aspects of our judicial system that the adjudication of civil claims
In most of our metropolitan courts is scandalously delayed. In Chicago, for
instance, it takes on the mei-age five and a half years from the date a claim
is filed until it can be tiled before a jury.

In 1951, the University. of Chicago Law School published a study of this
congestion prebtcm which had this methodological distinction: Its more
than three hundred pages of measurement and analysis were based almost
entirely on data that had become available in the course of routine house
keeping by the courts in their normal administrative business. From these
data a number of meastiremerits and parameters were developed that
were to aegidie some cuircncy in the administration of the courts: a baste
formula for measuring delay was developed," a variety of remedies was
evaluated, and, as the case may be, rejected, recommended, or suggested
for further investigation. Among the latter were the pretrial and the split
trial discussed above.

With the ever mounting costs of securing primary data, this harvest
from secondary analysis holds a promise for social research generally.

Hans Zeisel
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Sarveys

Although, as we have seen, the border line between experiment and sur-
vey is not a sharp one, it is useful to distinguish the two, especially since,
in contrast to the experiment, the primary function of the survey is to
provide description. Out of the rapidly growing number of surveys under-
taken to give guidance to the lawmakers, only two will be mentioned here.
Both deal with most acute legal problems; one with the enforcement of
civil-rights legislation, the other with the costs of automobile accidents.

In 1962 Illurnrosen and Zcitz began to investigate the operation of New
Jersey's antidiscrimination laws and its Civil Rights Commission. Blume-
sen examined all cases filed with the commission during the fiscal years
1962-1903, and Zeitz made a survey among Negroes on their attitudes
toward enforcement of these laws." The main finding of their study was
thet the laws of New Jersey against discrimination were not meaningfully
and effectively enforced," partly because the Negroes themselves shic,1
away from individual enforcement and partly because of shortcomings in
the commission itself. The study had a number of traceable effects: the
legislature substantially increased the commission's budget; the commis-
sion Itself sharpened some of its policies tied much of its mode cf opera-
tions; and the state's attorney-general would speak of his civil - rights divi.
eon as having been "a shield" so far but now to become "a sword."31

The survey on the costs of automobile accidents is the latest on an issue
of long standing concern to the law end has a distinguished research his-
tory. The first major study -was published in 1932 under the auspices of the
Columbia University Committee for Research in the Social Sciences."
Like the latest, the Michigan study, it too was a joint effort of lawyers and
social scientists. It surveyed broadly, if somewhat haphazardly, the. repa-
ration problem caused by automobile accidents. The evidence was drawn
from a variety of sources, but even where survey data were used, no claim
was made to precision and completeness. Nevertheless, as in many first
approaches, the outlines of the problem and the areas of research emergeti
with great clarity and thus marked an important kginnisnetol:)he next step
Came in 1953 when Professor Adams of the Business School at Temple
University studied the financial and legal history of a random sample of
one hundred automobile accidents in the City of Philadelphia and thus
established the pattern for later efforts." The Philadelphia survey dis-
played all the glories and some of the inadequacies of an inspired, pioneer-
ing, shoestring operation. The present study, undertaken jointly by law
yers and social scientists at the University of Michigan, is the apex of this
development."

It covers all individuals killed or injured in automobile accidents that
occurred in the State of Michigan during one calendar year and ingen-

- -
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tomly combines two samples to represent this universe: one taken from
the files of the police, the other from the files of the courts where personal
injury claims arc litigated. The difficulty of the yet unfinished court case
was elegantly solved by substituting the results reached ire a comparable
group of earlier long-delayed cases. The major research instrument was a
mail questionnaire to the parties concerned or to their heirs, thoughtfully
cupplemented at critical points with personal interviews, especially with
the plaintiffs' lawyers in the cases.

We now have reliable, precise, quantitative information on almost every
aspect of the injury reparation pro :cos and hence a sound factual basis fer
the many debates which Rte currently raging over that problem area. To
be sure, we have this knowledge col). for one year and only for the State
of Michigan. But, the United States being what it is, one should not be in
danger if ono generalizes from these findings. If there arc doubts, they can
be removed by duplication of the study cl:ewhere.

The survey provides, as any good survey should, information on both
details and broad outlines. Roughly one of every hundred Michigan resi-
dents suffered some loss in an automobile accident during a )var. For over
GO per cent of the persons involved in accidents, the loss was below $500;
another 30 per cent suffered losses between $500 and 43,000; and the re
maining 2 or 3 per cent suffered losses beyond $70,000.

In terms of all victims or their heirs, 23 per cent received no compensa-
lion from any source, 37 per cent received some tort liability settlement,
and about half of the victims received some compensation from loss, colli
sion, medical care or life insurance. But in terms of the total dollar amount
paid to all victims, almost half of the total damages remained uncompen-
sated. The sources of total compensation were tort liability, 55 per cent;
loss liability, 3S per cent; workmen's compensation and social security, 7
per cent. The surprising finding is the great role played by loss insurance.

Finally, there is a group of qualitative surveys with hardly a number in
them that nevertheless fulfill an important function. They all aim at ilium'.
nating the dark comers of the criminal law process. In theory this process
is governed only by the law and the courts, but in practice the great bulk
of it is decided by the informal practices of the police and the prosecutor's
office. The major effort is the American Bar Foundation's Survey of Criml-
nal Justice, of which Professor Remington is the editor." The first volume
In this series is a study of arrest procedures." Its raw material are some
two thousand field reports of on-thcseene reports. The unending variety
of arrest decisions are presented .0 a meaningful framework, with just the
right amount of detail to be both vivid and allow their classification. A
systematic inventory is obtained of the variety of procedures, and thus the
essential grounds ork is laid for a later quantitative survey."

15
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The ?'read

The sharp increase in recent years In the number and quality of social-
science ins estigations of legal institutions was spawned by u number of
convergent developnvnts. There was first a jurisprudential movement, the
Realists, who, beginning in the twenties, asked that the law in action be
explored in contrast to the law on the books. Strangely enough, their aim
remained for a long time no more than a battle cry. Only now, a genera.
Lion later, does it assume substance." The second source was the rapid
development of research techniques and a concomitant growth of socio-
logic:I] research in general.' 2

It now appears that we are at the threshold of an era in which the law-
makers will find increasing use for empirical social.setence research in the
sound expectation that it is bound to alleviate their difficult task: to snake
good le. w.
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CHAPTER ONE: LAW AND
EMPIRICAL INQUIRY

I

In this book, when we talk about the methodclogy of the social

sciences, we are not referring merely to specific research techniques

such as the construction of questionnaires, the use of statistics, and

so on. Instead, we are talking about the much broader topic of the nature

of empirical hquiry in the area of social behaviorand, in particular,

about social behavior involving the legal system. The theoretical

questions we ask and the form in which we ask them, the choices we make

among the different ways of gathering information, the use of quantifica-

tion and scientific reasoning, the interpretation and presentation of our

findings--all of these, we think, are a part of the methods of the social

sciences and they involve imagination and judgment as well as the applica-

tion of particular technical skills.

From this point of view, the methods of the social sciences - -like

the methods of all scientific fieldscan be seen as involving two rather

different elements. On the one hand, there is a highly creative process

which follows no known rules. Here we must rely on the art of discovery,

the happy accidents by which we stumble into new ideas, so that we under-
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stand more than we did before about man and his behavior. On the other

hand, there are the definite, prescribed procedures for testing or demon-

strating our hypotheses - -the established procedures for separating the true

from the untrue. These two elements of scientific method might seem to be

rather opposed to one another, but in the best of scientific work they blend

to form a curious product which is both rigorous and creative, as indicated

in the selection from J. Bronowski's Science and Human Values .

11

Now it is possible to teach people something about the techniques of

research, although this book certainly does not pretend to cover more than

a small pt rilon of the field. Philosophers of science, however, are well

agreed that we really do not know very much about how to teach people to

be creative in scientific research, any more than we can teach people how

to be creative in art. We can set people on the right path--or on what we

think is the right path --we can provide what we think is a hospitable atmos-

phere, we can teach people how to use the tools, and then we must hope for

the best. The individual researcher must decide what to study and how to

approach his problem; there is no one to tell him with certainty how to

make his decisions so that he will contribute something new to the sum of

human knowledge.

There is one thing, however, about which we are fairly sure; Almost
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all significant research has had its origin in a powerful sense of curiosity,

a desire to know when confronted with the unknown. And the unknown has

usually -- although not always- -taken the form of a relatively specific

question. Some important discoveries have been made by sheer chance, it

is true, the result of the most casual and unplanned observation, as in the

case of the development of penicillin. Yet, on the whole, scientific know-

ledge has grown mainly through efforts to find an answer to a clear question.

There is, of course, an important place in science for exploratory

work, for the tentative uncovering of a topic about which little is known

and no definite questions are possible. But even this exploratory work is

best guided by some idea of the kind of question which will prove to be use-

ful or interesting. In general, a student makes a sad mistake if he thinks

that he will "find out" about an area of interest by simply going in and look-

ing around. lie is all too likely to come out mote or less where he started,

regrettably still very much in the dark, and facing the likelihood of the

same, aimless, lolking around all over again.

When approaching a new topic, when one first becomes curious about

an area, the first step should be to read about what Is already known and

the research that has been done In the past. Exploratory empirical study

will probably still be neededwill undoubtedly be needed, for in a certain

sense a rather unplanned examination of an issue must be a preliminary



step. But it should not be mistaken for the whole of research; and it is

most productive if it is undertaken with the goal of developing clear ques

tions kept firmly in mind.

In short, we are arguing for the crucial importance of developing

hypotheses, that is, questions and their provisional answers which are

then subjected to empirical investigation. A researcher who says "I am

interested in such-and-such an area; I am curious about such-and-such a

topic" has only just begun to be curious enough. He must now make an

assertion and be determined to find out if his assertion is tide or false.1
The nature of this process is excellently illustrated in the follow-

ing account of Semtnelwels' search for the causes of childbed fever.

Groping, often mistaken, but with a clear problem to be solved and always

with a clear answer to be tested for its validity, the work of Semmelweis

is a fine example of what scientific research is all about.

I i i

What kinds of questions are being asked about the law today for

which the social sciences are relevant? The article by Professor Stuart

Nagel, in the Introduction, suggested that the range of inquiry is Rime: as

broad as he substantive concerns of the law. But from the point of Iew of

research n ethodology, it is possible to think of these questions as falling



into two .gain types.

First, there are those questions which are primarily concerned

with the description of a single characteristic. For example, we may wish

to know how many people in a community are opposed to the use of the

death penalty, or how many arrests are made without a warrant in a

particular jurisidiction, or the average amount of money damages in a

certain kind of automobile case. These questions can be said to be

logically or theoretically simple, although the research operations needed

to answer them may be eery difficult indeed. Hopefully, such questions

will lead to statements about whether a characteristic is present or absent

in a population or a person, or about the amount of a characteristic which

is present. * The description of a single characteristic is not to be discount-

*Characteristics which vary in amount, such as income or age, are
usually termed variables; characteristics which vary by type or category,
such as race or sex, ara usually termed attributes.
MNIM.a.

ed, for it obviously can have many important uses; but it tells us nothing

about why a characteristic exists in the fashion in which it does. It gives

us no clue for the control or greater understanding of a phenomenon, no

signs pointing to an explanation.

Second, there are those questions which are concerned with the re-

lationships between characteristics--and this is the first step in seeking
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greater understanding, predictive power, or control of a phenomenon. For

example, we may be interested in the relationship between city eize and the

amount of crime, or in the relationship between the income of law firms

and the amount of unethical behavior exhibited by its members. Such ques-

tions can be called complex, as compared to the simple questions we ask

about a single characteristic; and these questions about the relationships

between characteristics make up the great bulk of research in the social

sciences.

The idea of relationship between characteristics is fundamental to

all scientific thought; indeed, it is thA basic idea of this book and in one

form or another will occupy most of our attention. There are a number of

ways to talk about a relationship--we can speak of the association between

attributes, the correlation between variables, and :3o on, a3 we shall see

shortly--but the essential idea is the same, underlying the very structure

of our thought and all of our dealings with reality; the things of this world

ogether in a stable fashion and the way they hang together can be dis-

covered by scientific investigation.

There is one more important point to be noted. Before the actual

work of research can begin, we must take our hyprAhetical assertions- -

the questions and provisional answers we wish to look into--and link them

to the things of this world, that is, the world of sensory perception. Our
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assertions, after all, consist of words or verbal symbols. These are often

very abstract, referring to such things as "discrimination," "fairness,"

"motive," "right," "socio-economic status," "ethical behavior, " and so on.

But what do these terms point to? Can we make them precise, can we

make them mean the same thing for different observers ? Can we measure

them or at least tell whether they are present or absent, high or low, of

one type or another ? These are the problems we attempt to solve by a

careful defining of our concepts and establishing working definitions, and

this task is discussed in the selection from Research Methods in

Social Relations. It is an essential element of designing research

and if it is not done well, our research efforts are certain to founder.

Questions about the law and its operation which are currently in-

vestigated with the use of the social sciences tend to be of a rather low

order of theoretical sophistication. The field is still very much in the

ctage of uncovering raw empirical regularities whose interpretation or

meaning remains in doubt. And the concepts used are apt to be little more

than the common sense categories we employ in grappling with immediate

social problems.

To a large extent, this reflects the present stage of development of

the social sciences, which are only barely beginning to build a body of well-
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tested, general theory. And, as a consequence, it is extremely difficult

to derive a set of questions or hypotheses from accepted assumptions and

principles. A great deal of the research in the social sciences -- including

research in the area of the law--is really an ad-hoc affair, constructing

hypotheses on hunches, and without much regard for the definitions, the

procedures, and the findings of previous workers.

But all this is merely to say that our studies of man and his behavior

are in their infancy. And our studies can be improved, if we keep trying

to state our questions as precisely as we can, explore and analyse the

meaning of our terms, and root our problem in the research of other writers.

The last two selections in this chapter are examples of attempts to

state a research problem in law and the social sciences. They are written

by highly competent scholars and we think the selections are examples of

well done work. At the same time, we think these selections can be criti-

cized for a number of inadequacies, which we are sure the authors them-

selves would be quick to acknowledge. In particular, these two selections,

as good as they are, suffer from two very common weaknesses. First,

they pay insufficient attention to the more general phenomenon of which

they are specific illustrations; and they thus deprive themselves of the

thinking, the writing, and the analogies which would be likely to illumi-

nate the problem under examination. Second, these two selections do not
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really spell out their hypotheses in specific and explicit de01. This is a

step, admittedly, which can be carried too far, for as Professors Lazars-

feld and Rosenberg have pointed out, In any serious piece of scientific

work, we do not deal just with a few terms which are linked together by a

few simple propositions. We are confronted with long chains of thought

directed toward a specific intellectual end. It can hardly be expected that

a writer will spell out every little step in his argument.... It is quite

easy at this early stage of the social sciences for an over-supply of rigor
1

to end up as a farce." But we still think it is worthwhile for the research-

1

Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Morris Rosenberg, (eds.) The Language
of Social Researcl, , (New York: The Free Press, 1955), p. 496.

er to state the theory he is using and the hypotheses he has derived as fully

as he can. He should, if at all possible, go beyond the assertion that certain

characteristics are related and try to say how they are related and :why they

are related. He then stands a better chance of collecting information which

will provide evidence for or against his arguments. To simply collect data

about characteristics which are vaguely expected to be related in some

fashion to another characteristic in which you are interested has been called

the "carpet sweeper" approach. Almost all of us use it, it is true, to some

extent; but we should not let it run away with us.
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HUMANISM AND SCIENCE

We think the student will find the following selection from

Science and Human Values useful in that it affords an

insight into the humanism which lies at the heart of the scientific

process.

"What a scientist does," says Professor Bronowski, "is

compounded of two interests: the interest of his time and of his

own interest." What this means is that science is not a mechanical

process whereby one goes out and "expose[s himself] like a photo-

graphic plate" and then develops the images observed. Rather, it

is a creative experience whereby the researcher responds to intu-

itions and ideas concerning the various forces which surround him.

In addition, Bronowski tells us that science, traditionally, is

socially relevant. Significant scientific discoveries are usually

prompted by the pressing questions of the time in which the

scientist lives; and thus his references to Faraday, Newton, and

Weiner all have in common the fact that , as scientists, they were

engaged with pressing problems of their time.



Reprinted from Science and Human Values by J.
Bronowski by permission of Julian Messner, A Division
of Simon & Schuster, Inc. Copyright 1956, c 1965, by
J. Bronowski, pp. 3-18.
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Jacob Bronowski, Science and Hol
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1960 pp. 3-18

ON a fine November day in 1945, late in the afternoon, I
was landed on an airstrip in southern Japan. From there a
jeep wpc to take me over the mountains to join a ship which
lay L. Nagasaki Harbor. I knew nothing of the country or
the distance before us. We drove off; dusk fell; the road rose
and fell away, the pine woods came down to the road, strag-
gled on and opened again. I did not knew' that we had left
the open country until unexpectedly I heard the ship's loud-
speakers broadcasting dance music. Then suddenly I was
aware that we were already at the center of damage in Naga-
saki. The shadows behind me were the skeletons of the
Mitsubishi factory buildings, pushed backwards and side-
ways as if by a giant hand. What I had thought to be broken
rocks was a concrete power house with its roof punched in.
I could now make out the outline of two crumpled gaso-
meters; there was a cold furnace festooned with service pipes;
otherwise nothing but cockeyed telegraph poles and loops
of wire in a bare waste of ashes. l had blundered into this
desolate lanscape as instantly as one ntilit wake among the
craters of the moon. The moment of recognition when I rea-
lized that I was already in Nagasaki is present to me as I
write, as vividly as when I lived it. I see the warm night
and the meaningless shapes; I can even remember the tune
that was coining from the ship. It was a dance tune which
had been popular in 1945, and it was called 'Is You is Or Is
You Ain't Ma Baby?'

These essays, which I have called Srience and Human
Values, were born at that moment. For the moment I have
recalled was a universal moment; what I met was, almost as
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abruptly, the experience of maul:ill:1 On an evening like that
evenirq, some tune in a 0 15, ear, of in in his own way learned
that his imagination had been dwarfed. We looked up and
saw the power of which we had been proud loom over us
like the ruins of Nagasaki.

The power of science for good and lot evil has troubled
other minds than ours. We arc not here fumbling with a new
dilemma; our subject and our feats are as old as the tool-
malzing civilizations. Men have been killed with weapons
before now: what happened at Nagasaki was only more mas-
sive (for 40,000 were killed there by a flash which lasted
seconds) and more ironical (for the Lomb exploded over the
main Christian community in Japan). Nothing happened in
1045 except that we changed the wale of our indifference to
man; and conscience, in revenge, for an instant became im-
mediate to us. Before this immediacy fades in a sequence of
televised atomic tests, let us acknowladge our subject for what
it is: civilization face to face with its own implications. The
implications arc both the industrial slum which Nagasaki
was before it was bombed, and the ashy desolation which the
bomb made of the slum. And civilization asks of both ruins,
'Is You Is Or Is You Ain't Ma Baby?'

2

The man whom I imagine to be asking this question, wrily
with a sense of shame, is not a scientist; he is civilized man.
It is of course more usual for each member of civilization
to take flight from its consequences by protesting that others
have failed him. Those whose education and perhaps tastes
have confined them to the humanities protest that the scien-
tists alone are to blame, for plainly no mandarin ever made
a bomb or an industry. The scientists say, with equal con-
tempt, that the Greek scholars and the earnest cataloguers of
cave paintings do well to wash their hands of blame; but
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what in fact are they doing to help direct tiro society whose
ills grow more often from inaction than from error?

This absurd division reached its reductio ad absurdum, I
think, when one of my teachers, G. II. I tardy, justified his
great life work on the ground that it could do no one the
least harmor the least good.' lint Hardy was a mathema-
tician; will humanists really let him opt out of the con-
spiracy of scientists? Or arc scientists in their turn to forgive
Hardy because, protest as he might, most of them learned
their indispensable mathematics from his books?

There is no comfort in such bickering. When Shelley
pictured science as a modern Prometheus who would wake
the world to a wonderful dream of Godwin, he was alas too
simple. But it is as pointless to read what has happened since
as a nightmare. Dream or nightmare, we have to live our
exwrience as it is, and we have to live it awake. We live in
a world which is penetrated through and through by science,
and which is both whole and real. We ca tot turn it into a
game simply by taking sides.

And this make-believe game might cost us what we value
most: the human content of our lives. The scholar who dis-
dains science may speak in fun, but his fun is not quite a
laughing matter. To think of science as a set of special tricks,
to sec the scientist as the manipulator of outlandish skills
this is the root of the poison mandrake which flourishes rank
in the comic strips. There is no more threatening and no
more degrading doctrine than the fancy that somehow we
may shelve the responsibility for making the decisions of our
society by passing it to a few scientists armored with a
special magic. This is another dream, the dream of H. G.
Wells, in which the tall elegant engineers rule, with per-
fect benevolence, a humanity which has no business except
to be happy. To G. Wells, this was a dream of heaven
a modern version of the idle, harp-resounding heaven of
other childhood pieties. But in fact it is the picture of a slave
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society, and should make us shiver whenever we hear a man
of sensibility dismiss science as so:ime else's concern. The
world today is made, it is powered by science; and for any
man to abdicate an interest in science is to walk with open
eyes towards slavery.

My aim in this book is to show that the parts of civiliza-
tion make a whole: to display the links which give society its
coherence end, more, which give it. life. In particular, I want
to show the place of science in the canons of conduct which
it has still to pet rect.

This subject falls into three parts. The first is a study
of the nature of the scientific activity, and with it of all
those imaginative acts of understanding which exercise 'The
Creative Mind.' After this it. is logical to ask what is the
nature of the truth, as we seek it in science and in social life;
and to trace the influence which this search for empirical
truth has had on conduct. This influence has prompted me
to call the second part 'The Habit of Truth.' Last I shall
study the conditions for the success of science, and find in
them the values of man which science would have had to
invent afresh if man had not otherwise known them: the
values which make up 'The Sense of Human Dignity.'

This, then, is a high-ranging sub; ct which is not to be
held in the narrow limits of a laboratoiy. It disputes the
prejudice of the humanist who takes his science sourly and
equally, the petty view which many scientists take of their
own activity and that of others. When men misunderstand
their Own work, they cannot understand the work of others;
so that it is natural that these scientists have been indifferent
to the arts. They have been content, with the humanists, to
think science mechanical and neutral; they could therefore
justify themselves only by the claim that it is practical. By
this lame criterion they have of course found poetry and
music and painting at least unseat and often meaningless.
I challenge all these judgments.

'1
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There is a likeness between the creative acts of the mind
in art and in science. Yet, when a !WM ii the word science
in such a sentence, it may be suspected that he does not
mean what the headlines mean by science. Am I about to
sidle away to those riddles in the Theory of Numbers which
Hardy loved, or to the heady speculations of astrophysicists,
in order to make claims for abstract science which have no
bearing on its daily practice?

I have no such design. My purpose is to talk about science
as it is, practical and theoretical. I define science as the
organization of our knowledge in such a way that it com-
mands more of the hidden potential in nature. What I have
in mind therefore is both deep and matter of fact; it reaches
from the kinetic theory of gases to the telephone and the
suspension bridge and medicated toothpaste. It admits no
sharp boundary between knowledge and use. There are of
course people who like to draw a line between pure and
applied science; and oddly, they are often the same people
who find art unreal. To them, the word useful is a final
arbiter, either for or against a work; and they use this word
as if it can mean only what makes a man feel heavier after
meals.

There is no sanction for confining the practice of science
in this or another way. True, science is full of useful in-
ventions. And its theories have often been made by men
whose imagination was directed by the uses to which their
age looked. Newton turned naturally to astronomy because
it was the subject of his day, and it was so because finding
one's way at sea had long been a practical preoccupation of
the society into which he was born. It should be added, mis-
chievously, that astronomy also had some standing because
it was used very practically to cast horoscopes. (Kepler used
it for this purpose; in the Thirty Years' War he cast the horo-
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scope of Wallenstein which v.-midi:fully told his character,
and predicted a universal disas:ter for 1631 which proved
to be the murder of. Wal lenstein.=)

In a setting which is mcn-e Faraday worked all
his life to link electricity with magnetism because this was
the glittering problem of his thy; and it was so because his
society, like ours, was on the loo!:out for new sources of
power. Consider a more modest example today: the new
mathematical inethocIs of automatic control, a subject some-
time's called cybernetics, have been developed now because
this is a time when communication and control have in effect
liecome forms of power.' These inventions have been di-
rected by social needs, and they are useful inventions; yet it
was nut their usefulness which dominated and set light to
the minds of those who nvide dam. Neither Newton nor
Faraday, nor yet Norbert Wiener, spent their time in a
scramble for patents.

What a scientist does is compounded of two interests:
the interest of his time and hi; own interest. In this his
behavior is no different from any other man's. The need
of the age gives its shape to scientific progress as a whole.
But it is not the need of the age which gives the individual
scientist his sense of pleasure and of adventure, and that
excitement which keeps him working late into the night
s...hen all the useful typists have .',one home at five o'clock.
Ile is personally involved in his work, as the poet is in his,
and as the artist is in the painting. Paints and painting too
most have been made for useful ends; and language was
developed, from whatever beginnings, for practical cotrmir-
Ideation. Yet yon cannot have a man handle paints or lan-
guage or the symbolf:: concepts of physics, you cannot even
have him stain a microscope slide, without instantly waking
in him a p'..rsore in the very language, a sense of exploring
his own at ti ity. This sense lies at the heart of creation.'
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The sense of personal exploration is as urgent, and as de-
lightful, to the practical scientist as ti the theoretical. Those
who think otherwise are confusing what is practical with
what is humdrum. Good humdrum work wilhont originality
is done every day by everyone, theoretical scientists as well as
practical, and writers and painters too, as r,.cll as truck drivers
and bank clerks. 01 course the unoriginal work keeps the
world going; but it is not therefore (ix monopoly of practical
men. And neither need the practical wan be unoriginal.
If he is to break out of what has bacn done before, he must
bring to his own tools the same sense of pride and discovery
which the poet brings to words. lie cannot afford to be less
radical in conceiving and less creative in designing a new
tutbinc than a new world system.

And this is why in turn practical discos-c: ies are riot made
only by practical men. As the %voila's interest has shifted,
since the Industrial Revolution, to the tapping of new springs
of power, the theoretical scientist Inc shifted his interests
too. His speculations about energy have been as abstract as
on the,: were about astronomy; and they have been pro-
found now as they were then, because the man loved to think.
The Carnot cycle and the dynamo grew equally from this
love, and so did nuclear physics and the Gutman V weapons
and Kelvin's interest in low temperatures. Man does not
invent by following either use or tradition; he does not
invent even a new form of communication by calling a con-
ference of communication engineers. Who invented the tele-
vision set? In any deep sense, it was Clerk Maxwell who
foresaw the existence of radio waves, and Heinrich Hertz who
proved it, and J. J. Thomson who discovcrcd the electron.
This i. not said in order to rob any practical man of the
invention, but from a sad sense of justice; for neither Max.
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well nor Ilertz nor J. J. Thomson w-c..0..1 take pride. in telc-
visioln now.

Man masters nature not by force but by understanding.
This is why science has succeeded where magic failed: be-
cause it has looked for no spell to cast over nature. The
alchemist and the magician in tit: Midille Ages thought, and
the addict of comic strips is stili eneoured to think, that
nature must be mastered by a device which outrages Vet'
laws. But in four hundrcd yen's s;ree the Scientific Revohi
tion we have learned that we gain our ends only with the
laws of nature; we control her ouly by understanding her
laws. We cannot even bully nature by any insistence that
our work shall be designed to give power ovei. her. We nr:st
be content that power is the bypi.oclnt t of understanding.
So the Cheeks said that Orpheus ph.yed the lyre with such
sympathy that wild beasts were tamed by the kind on the
strings. They did not suggest that he got this gift by setting
out to be a lion tamer.

5
What is the insight with which the scientist tries to see into
nature? Can it indeed be called either imaginative or crea-
tive? To the literary man the question may seem merely
silly. Ile has teen taught that science is a large collection
of facts; and if this is true, then the only Kehl which scien
tists need do is, he supposes, seeing the facts. He piano
them, the colorless professionals of science, going off to
work in the morning into the uniscrsc in a ventral, unex
posed state. They then expose themselves like a photographic
plate, And then in the darkroom or laboratory they develop
the image, so that suddenly and startlingly it appears, printed
in capital letters, as a new formula for atomic energy.

Men who have toad nabac and Zola are not deceived
by the claims of these writers that they do no more than
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record the facts. The leaders of Cl lis;o:her Ishct wood do
no take him literally when he I am a camera.' Yet
the same readers solemnly (arcy from their school-
days this foolish picture of the scientit fixing by sonic mech-
anical process the facts of nature. I ha e had of all people
a historian tell me that 5C1( On! ii a (011tCli011 of facts, and
his voice had not even the ironic rasp of one filing cabinet
reproving another.

It seems impossible that this historian had ever studied
the beginnings of a scientific discovery. The Scientific Revo-
lution :an be held to begin in the year 1,7);3 when there was
brought to Copernicus, perhaps on his deathbed, the first
printed copy of the book he had fiaished about a dozen years
earliet. The thesis of this book is that OR eat iii moves around
the sun, When did Copernicus go out and record this fact
with his camera? Whit appear:line iii n lune prompted his
outrageous guess? And in what odd seine is this guess to be
called a neutral record of fact?

Less than a hundred years after Cryonicns, Kepler pub-
lished (between iflog and ter to) the three laws which de-
scribe the paths of the planets. The work of Newton and
with it most of our mechanics spting hom these laws. They
have a solid, matter of fact sound. For example, Kepler says
that if one squares the year of a planet, one gets a number
which is proportional to the cube of its average distance from
the sun. Does anyone think that such a law is found by taking
enough readings and then squaring and e uhing evetything
in sight? If he does then, as a scientio, lie is doomed to a
wasted life; he has as little prospect of making a scientific
discovery as an electronic twin has.

It was not this way that Coperni,,,s and Kepler thought,
or that scientists think today. Copernicus found that the
orbits of the planets would look simpler if they were looked
at (tom the sun and not from the eat th. nut he did not in the
first place find this by tontine calculation. Ills fast step was

L2
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a leap of imaginationto lift birrn:1 from the earth, and
put hinr,elf wildly, speenletively into the suns "The earth
conceive:: from the sun,' he wrote; :old the sun rules the
family of stars.' We catch in his mind an image, the gesture
of the virile man standing in the svn, with arms outstretched,
overl.Ioking the planets. Perhaps Copernicns took the picture
from the drawings of the youth with ontstretched arms which
the Renaissance teachers put into flu it boAs on the propor-
tions of the body. Perhaps he had seen Leonardo's drawings
of his loved pupil Salai. I do not know. 'Co me, the gesture
of Copernicus, the shining youth lool.inf-; outward front the
sun, is still vivid in a drewing which William Blake in 178o
based on all these: the drawing which is usually called Glad

Kepler's itti t, we know, was filled with just such fanciful
analogies; an know what they were. Kepler wanted to
relate the s; s of the planets to the musical intervals. He
tried to fit i t- five regular solids int9 their orbits. None of
these likenesses worked, and tliey have been forgotten; yet
they have been and they remain tbe stepping stones of every
creative mind. Kepler felt for his laws by way of metaphors,
he searched mystically for likenesses with what he knew in
every strange corner of nature. And when among these
guesses lie hit upon his laws, kc did not think of their num-
bers as the balancing of a cosmic bank account, but as a
revelation of the unity in all mune. To us, the analogies by
which Kepler listened for the movement of the planets in
the music of the spheres are farfetched.' Yet are they more
so than the wild leap by which Rtitherfoid and Bohr in our
own century found a medel for the atom in, of all places, the
planetary system?

6

No scientific theory is a collection of fact%. It will not even
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do to call a theory true or falNe in ti:c simple sense in which
every fact is either so or not so. Th:_, Fpicureans held that
matter is made of :Atoms two t;)olo.ind years at2o and we arc
now tempted to say that their th,Naly was true. riot if we do
so we confuse their notion of matte' lvith our own. John
Dalton in ISO first saw the Stiff tore of matter as we do
today, and what he tf,ol: from the :indents was not their
theory but something richer, their image: the atom. Much of
what was in Dalton's mind was as vague as the Greek notion,
and quite as mistaken. That he suddenly gave life to the new
facts of chemistry and the an.:Ient than). together, by fusing
them to give what neither had: a coherent picture of how
matter is linked and built up fruit dilfoch: kinds of atoms.
The act of fusion is the creative act.

All seienc^ is the s.:atch for unity in hidden likenesses.
The search may be cm a grand scale, as in the modern
theories which try to link the fields of gravitation and electro-
magnetism. 'gut we do not need to be browbeaten by the
scale of science. There arc diceoveties to he made by snatch-
ing a small likeness from the air to', if it is bold enough. in
19n5 the Japanese physicist Ilide%i Yaawa wrote a paper
which can still give heart to a young scientist. He took AS his
stalling point the known fad that wavo of light can some-
times behave as if they were S 3tAte riktS. From this he
reasoned that the forces which hold the nucletr. of an atom
together might sometimes also be ohserved as if they svcre
solid pellets. A schoolboy can see itntv thin Vol:awes analogy
is, and his teacher would be severe with it. Yet Yukawa
without a blush calculated the mass or the pellet he expected
to see, and waited. Ile was right; his ircson was found, and
a range of other mesons, neither the existence nor the nature
of which had been suspected More. 'file likeness had borne
fruit.

The scientist looks for order in the appearances of nature
by exploring such likenesses. For mkt does not display it-
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self of itself; if it can be said to be there at all, it is not there
for the mere looking. There is no way of pointing a finger
or a camera at it; order must In discovered and, in a deep
sense, it must be created. What we see, as we see it, is mere
disorder.

This point has been put trenchaltly in a fable by Karl
Popper. Suppose that someone wished to give his whole life
to science. Suppose that he therefore sat down, pencil in
hand, and for the next twenty, thirty, forty years recorded
in notebook after notebool: eveiything that he could ob-
serve. He may be supposed to leave out nothing: today's
humidity, the racing results, the level of cosmic radiation
and the stockmarket prices and the look of Mars, all would
be there. lie would have compiled the most careful record
of nature that has ever been made; and, dying in the calm
certainty of a life well spent, he would of course leave his
notebooks to the Royal Society. Would the Royal Society
thank him for the treasure of a lifetime of observation? It
would not. The Royal Society would treat his notebooks
exactly as the English bishops have treated Joanna South.
colt's box. It would refuse to open them at all, because it
would know without looking that the notebooks contain
only a jumble of disorderly and meaningless items.

7
Science finds order and meaning in our experience, and sets
about this in quite a different way. It sets about it as New-
ton did in the story which he himself told in his old age,
and of which the schoolbooks give only a caricature. In the
year 1665, when Newton was twenty-two, the plague broke
out in southern England, and the University of Cambridge
was closed. Newton therefore spent the next eighteen months
at home, removed from traditional learning, at a time when
he was impatient for knowledge and, in his own phrase, 'I
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was in the prime of my age fori;:ventionf In this eager, boy-
ish mood, sitting one day in the gat (r:n of his widowed
mother, he saw an apple fall. Sofa the books have the
story right; we think we even know the kind of apple;
tradition has it that it was a rlowef of 1:ent. But now they
miss the crux of the story. For what struck the young New-
ton at the sight was not the thought that the apple must
be drawn to the catth by gravity; that conception was older
than Newton. What struck him was the conjecture that the
same force of gravity, which reaches to the top of the tree,
might go on reaching out beyond the until and its air, end-
lessly into space. Gravity might reach the moon: this was
Newton's new thought; and it might be gravity which holds
the moon in her orbit. There and then he calculated what
force from the earth (falling off as the stio.uc of the distance)
would hold the moon, and compared it with the known
force of gravity at tree height. The forces agreed; Newton
says laconically, 'I found than amnwer petty nearly.' Yet
they agreed only nearly: the likeness and the approximation
go together, for no likeness is exact. In Newton's sentence
modern science is full grown.

It grows from a comparison. It has seired a likeness be-
teen two unlike appearances; for the apple in the summer
garden and the grave moon overhead arc surely as unlike
in their movements as two things can be. Newton traced in
them two expressions of a single concept, gravitation: and
the concept (anti the unity) ate in that sense his free creation.
The progress of science is the discovery at each step of a new
order which gives unity to what had long seemed unlike.
Faraday did this when he closed the link between electricity
and magnetism. Clerk Maxwell did it when he linked both
with light. Einstein linked time with space, mass with energy,
and the path of light past the sun with the flight of a bullet;
and spent his dying years in trying to adrl to these likenesses
another, which would find a single imr.ginatie order be-
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tween the equations of Clerk Maxwell and his own geometry
of gravitation.

8

When Coleridge tried to define beauty, he returned always
to one deep thought: beauty, he said, is 'unity in variety.' 8
Science is nothing else than the search to discover unity in
the wild variety of nature or more exactly, in the variety of
our experience. Poetry, painting, the arts arc the same search,
in Coleridge's phrase, for unity in variety. Each in its own
way looks for likenesses under the variety of human experi
ence. What is a poetic image but the seizing and the explora-
tion of a hidden likeness, in holding together two parts of a
comparison which are to give depth each to the other? When
Romeo finds Juliet in the tomb, and thinks her dead, he uses
in his heartbreaking speech the words,

Death that bath suckt the honey of thy breath.

The critic can only haltingly take to pieces the single shock
which this image carries. The young Shakespeare admired
Marlowe, and Marlowe's Faustus had said of the ghostly kiss
of Helen of Troy that it sucked forth his soul. But that is a
pale image; what Shakespeare has done is to fire it with the
single word Korey. Death is a bee at the lips of Juliet, and
the bee is an insect that stings; the sting of death was a coin
monplace phrase when Shakespeare wrote. The sting is there,
under the image; Shakespeare has packed it into the word
honey; but the very word rides powerfully over its own on.
dertones. Death is a bee that stings other people, but it comes
to Juliet as if she were a flower; this is the moving thought
under the instant image. The creative mind speaks in such
thoughts.

The poetic image here is also, am: accidentally, heightened

'I
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by the tenderness which town dwellers now feel for country
ways. But it need not be; there are likenesses to conjure with,
and images as powerful, within the norminde world. The
poems of Alexander Pope belong to this odd, They arc not
countrified, and therefore readers today find them unemo.
tional and often artificial. Let inc then quote Pope: here he is
in a formal satire face to face, towat (Is the end of his life, with
his own gifts. In eight lines he looks poignantly forward to-
wards death and back to the laborious years which made hint
famous.

Years foll'wing Yeats, steal something evly day,
At last they steal us horn our a....ay;
In one our Fro licks, one Ann:quietus end,
In one a hfisttess drops, in one a. Flicnch
This subtle Thief of Life, this paltry Time,
What will it leave me, if it snatch my Mime?
11 evly IVhcel of that unwcary'd
That turn'd ten thousand Verses, now stands still.

The human mind had been compared to what the eighteenth
century called a mill, that is to a mac !line. before; Pope's own
idol Bolingbroke had compared it to a clockwork. In these
lines the likeness goes deeper, for lope is thinking of the
ten thousand Verses which he had translated from Homer:
what he says is sad and just at the same time, because this
really had been a mechanical and at times a grinding tAsk.°
Vet the clockwork is present in the image too; viten the
%%thee's stand still, time for Pope, will thoud still for ever; we
feel that we already hear, over the hotiion, must's defiant
reply to Mephistopheles, which Goethe had not yet written
let the clock strike and stop, let the hand fall, and time
be at an end.'

Nerd ich ;um Augenblicke slgcn:
Vctweile dochl du bist so 015111

it
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Dann magst du rnich in Ic:ieln schlagen,
Dann will kit gcrn /oat nude gehnl
Dann mag die Totenzdo:Le schallen,
Dann bist du deines Dienstes frci,
Die Uhr ma?, stchn, der Zciger fallen,
Es sci die Zeit ftir mich vorbeil 10

1 have quoted Pope and Goethe because their metaphor
here is not poetic; it is rather a hand reaching straight into
experience and arranging it with new meaning. Metaphors
of this kind need not always be written in words. The most
powerful of them all is simply the presence of King Lear
and his Fool in the hovel of a man who is shamming madness,
while lightning rages outside. Or let me quote another clash
of two conceptions of life, from a modern poet. In his later
poems W. 13. Yeats was trcubled by the feeling that in shut.
ting himself up to write, he was missing the active pleasures
of life; Ind yet it seemed to him certain that the man who
lives for these pleasures will leave no lasting work behind
him. lie ;aid this at times very simply, too:

The intellect of man is forced to choose
Perfection of the life, or ci the work.

This problem, whether a man fulfills himself in work or
in play, is of course more common than Yeats allowed; and
it may be more commonplace. Put it is given breadth and
force by the images in which Yeats pondered it.

Get all the gold and silver that you can,
Satisfy ambition, or animate
The trivial da)s and ram them with the sun,
And yet upon alese maxims meditate:
All women dote upon an idle man
Although their children need a rich estate;
No man has ever lived that had enough
Of children's gcatitude or svotuan's lose.n

lb
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The love of women, the gratitude of children: the images
fix two philosophies as nothing else can. They are tools of
creative thought, as coherent and as exact as the conceptual
images with which science works: as time and space, or as
the proton and the neutron.

9
The discoveries of science, the works of art are explorations

more, arc explosions, of a hidden likeness. The discoverer
or the artist presents in them two aspects of nature and fuses
them into one. This is the act of et cation, in which an
original thcught is born, and it is the sune act in original
science and original art. But it is not therefore the monopoly
of the man who wrote the poem or who made the discovery.
On the contrary, I believe this view of the creative act to be
right because it alone gives a meaning to the act of apprecia-
tion. The poem or the discovery exists in two moments of
vision: the moment of appreciation as much as that of crea-
tion; for the appreciator must see the movement, wake to the
echo which was started in the creation of the work. In
the moment of appreciation we live again the moment when
the creator saw and held the hidden likeness. When a simile
takes us aback and persuades us together, when we find a
juxtaposition in a picture both odd and intriguing, when a
theory is at once fresh and convincing, we do not merely nod
over someone else's work. 11'e se-enact the creative act, and
we ourselves make the discovery again. At bottom, there is no
unifying likeness there until we too have seized it, we toe
have made it for ourselves.

How slipshod by comparison is the notion that either art
or science sets out to copy nature. If the task of the painter
were to copy for men what they see, the critic could make
only a single judgment: either that the copy is tight or that
it is wrong. And if science were a copy of fact, then every

/7
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theory would be either right or wrong, and would be so for
ever. There would be nothing left for us to say but this is so,
or is not so. No one who has read a page by a good critic or
a speculative scientist can ever again think that this barren
choice of yes or no is all that the mind offers.

Reality is not an exhibit for man's inspection, labelled 'Do
not touch.' There are no appearances to be photographed,
no experiences to be copied, in which we do not take part.
Science, like art, is not a copy of nature but a re-creation of
her. We re-make nature by the act of discovery, in the poem
or in the theorem. And the great poem and the deep theorem
are new to every reader, and yet arc his own experiences, be-
cause he himself re-creates them. They are the marks of unity
in variety; and in the instant when the mind seizes this for
itself, in art or in science, the heart misses a beat.

NOTES

1. This is the argument in Hardy's delightful small book A Malhernalician's
Apology (Cambridge, 1940). The tide of the book end its date, soon after
the outbreak of war, suggest that it was prompted by the same distress at the
visible misuse of science that has prompted my book. Hardy was a great
mathematician, and he was also (under his restrained wanner) a man of
passionate human and social sympathies.

2. Wallenstein, the great Catholic general in this religious war, was born at
the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn. l'hete is a conjunction of these two
planets when they appear to change place; repeatedly: in the language of
astrology, when they play. This rate conjunction has foreshadowed a number
of historic events, for historic events are always plentiful. it occurred about
six years before the birth of Chtist, and also before the Protestant king
IV/ 'Ham of Orange came to England in the rlorious Revolution of I6SS.
The same conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn occurred in 1940, and I will
quote a poem which I wrote about it in that year.
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Jupiter and Saturn
The age was broken and r..-macle.
A locket front lelutn.
Chtist marched with the Or: IL-mien;
Till, diving, the explodity; light
Struck today, and clpstcd it white.

The rocket mats and plungei out.
Saturn and Jupiter turn alout.
No child slain shall put to shame
The gunsights nained on P.othlehent;
While icecap, omen, snatch to birth
The orbit of the screaming earth.

It was in obsi..4-ving another rare astrological event, the triple conjunction of
Jupiter, Saturn and Mars, that Joannes Erttno:,ki discovered, and informed
Kepler of, the famous supernova of tool.

3. At the time of tin: Scientific Resolution in the sixteenth century, and
for two centuries after it, most self-made men got their wealth by trade (in
which I include the support of wad:- by insut asset and banking), and often
by ovessea trade. As The Merchant of Venice reminds us, this is how the
great fortunes in North Italy, in Holland and in England were made. It was
therefore natural that science in these two cc/limits was agog with problems
of trade, and particularly of navigation. The Industriai Revolution in the
eighteenth century shifted the source of wealth from nark to manufacture;
and manufacture has needed more and more mechanical energy. Science
has therefore been preoccupied in the last two centuries with problems which
center on energypractical problems from the heat engine to the electro-
magnetic field, and theoretical problems front thelmodynamics to atomic
structure. Now that we arc in sight of having as much energy as we can
need, the interest of scientists is moving frost the generation of energy to its
control, and particularly to the automatic control of power processes. whose
tools are the salve, the sttniconductor and the computer. A characteristic
invention of the Scientific Revolution was the telescope, of which Galileo
heard from Holland, and which he p*,,,ented to the Doge after a demonstra-
tion in the port of Venice in the presence of the Senate In 1609. The char-
acteristic invention of the Industrial Revolution was the power machine
which dues the routine work of the humar, muscle. The characteristic inven-
tion of the second Industrial Resolution through which we are passing
is the control mechanism which does tlo- routine work of the human brain.

4. As an example, consider the practice of mathematics. Mathematics is in
the fo-st place a language in which we discuss thug t parts of the real world
which can be described by numbers or by sintilz:r t ciations of order. But with
the workaday business of translating the facts into this language there
naturrily goes, in those who are good at it, a pleasure in the activity itself.

jc
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They find the language richer than its hare content: what is translated CO11105
to mean less to them ttn the logic and the style of saying it and ftota
these overtones grows mathematics as a litcrat ;re in its own right. Mathe-
matics in this sense, pure mathematics, is a for of poetry, which has the
same relation to the prose of practical mathematics as poetry has to prose
in any other language. This clement of poctiy, the delight ill exploring
the medium for its own sake, is an essential ingredient in the creative process.

6. This has now been admirably documented by Thomas S. Kuhn in The
Copernican Revolution (1Iarvard, 1957). As he shores, from the Neoplatonist
elements in the new humanism 'sonic Renaissance scientists, like Copernicus,
Galileo, and Kepler, seem to have drawn two dedd':dly tn. Aristotelian ideas:
a new belief in the poss;.hility and importance of discovering simple arithmetic
and geometric regularities in nature, and a new view of the sun as the source
of all vital principles and forces in the universe.' Kuhn draws particular
attention to the Influence of the 'symbolic identification of the sun and God'
in the Liber de Sole of Mat5ilio Ficino, a central figure (with Pico della
Nfirandola, who wrote the famous De Hominis Digoitatc) in the humnist
and Neoplatonist academy of Florence in the fifteenth century. This has
been elaborated by A. Koyre in La revolution astronotnique (Paris, WI).
In 1960 Robert McNulty discovered an eyewitness account of Giordano
Btuno's lectures on Copernicus at Oxford in 1583 which shows that Bruno
drew heavily on Ficino's De vita coelitus comparanda; this is discussed by
Frances A. Yates in Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition (London,
1964). The general subject has also been attractively discussed recently by
Arthur Koestler in Tire Sleepier-illicit (London, 1950, and earlier in Pauli's
essay on the mystic images in Kepler's science in NaturerAferung and Psyche
by C. G. Jung and W. Pauli (Zurich, 1952).

6. The derivation of Blake's drawing front the Renaissance studies, by
Leonardo and others, of the Vitruvian proportions and mathematical har-
monies of the human figure is also discussed by Sir Kenneth Clark in The
Nude (London, 1956). It was first remarked by Sir Anthony Blunt in the
Journal of the Warburg Institute in r938.

7. The music of the spheres was itself a mathematical conception, which had
been invented by Pythagoras in the sixth century B.C. Pythagoras taught that
the distances between the heavenly bodies match the lengths of the strings
that sound the different musical notes. It was deduced that the spheres that
tarry the heavenly bodies make music as they turn.

8. In one of the places in which Coleridge put forward this definition, the
essays On the Principles of Genial Criticism (which Coleridge thought 'the
best things he had ever written), he traced it back to Pythagoras: 'The safest
definition, then, of Beauty, as well as the oldest, is that of Pythagoras: THE
REDUCTION OF A1ANY TO ONE.'

9. Pope was near the end of his career, and his friends Gay and Arbuthnot
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were already dead, when he published these lines in 1737. (I hey expand a
thought from Iforace, and his surviving ftiend Shift was par,icitlarly moved
by them.) Twenty-five years Varner, as a y4 MI I In an in 'Flit Rape of the Lock,
Pope had pictured the mill as a happy s)ralral in the ritual of the coffee-table.

For lot the Board with Cups and Spoons is crown'd,
The Berries crackle, arid the Mill tutus round.

As the eighteenth century moved on, the image of the mill became more
menacing in the minds of poets, until in [Sol wrote of 'dark Satanic
Mills.' In part the change kept step with the progress of the Industrial
Revolution, which Blake, for exaniplel., felt very sensitively. But in the main
what the romantic poets feared was the new vision of nature as a machine,
which Newton's great reputation had imposed. Blake meant by the Satanic
Mills not a factory but the imperturbable cosmic mechanism which was now
imagined to drive the planets round Hiatt (obits. Blake used the words
abstract, Newtonian and Satanic with the sArac meaning, to describe a
machinery that seemed to hint opposed to oironic life. (So John Constable
said of a painting which he despised, 'Such thin,;s are marvellous and so is
watchmaking.) Goethe, who did original work. in biology, also disliked
Newton's view of science: like other poets of the time, he felt that it turned
the world into a clockwork, Vet at the same title religrat's apologists like
William Paley in his &Hewes of Christianity IN 1' re using the same analogy
to prove that the world, like a clock, must have aft intelligent designer. Thus
the symbol of the clockwork, and (as T. S. Ashton has pointed out) a new
sense of time in general, were critical in the thought of those who lived
through the Industrial Resolution.

to. The greatest satire of the Flirt World oar, hail Kraus's Die Letzten
Tage der Menschheit, contains a moving echo of these lines, which bears on
what I have written in the preceding note. In one poet-. Kraus describes the
machine-made murders of modern war as ebsetved by a man .flit der Uhr
in der flandthat is, watch in hand. I quote two verses.

Dort ist cis NfOrser. Ihm entrinnt der arose Mann,
der ihn errand. F.r schinzt skit in dem Graben.
Weil Zweige Ricsen ilbetsvSltigt halm).
seht her, die Uhr die 7eit nun Steheit bringen kannl

AVie viol war's an der Zcit, als jencs jctzt geschah?
Schiecht sieht das Aug, das giftige Case beizen.
Doch holt das Ohr, die Uhr ebot tireizehn.
linsichtig Wetter keratin, der Unteigang ist nab.

The same image of the ticking clockwork haunted are when I visited refugee
camps after another war, in 1917: and I wrote,

4 I
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The voice of Cod 111:1 srhe and struck
Was the cuckoo in the clock.
The exiles in the gatchm heard
The engine trerab% in the bird,
Sobbing throat and iron bill:
Time on his springy tvheel stood still.

Time began and time tens down.
The voices in the garden drown.
No God from his machine unhands
The exile with a month of sand.
The clockwork cuckoo on the hill,
Abrupt and wheeling, stoops to kill.

tr. This verse conies from the pun and I have quoted it as
Yeats first printed it, for example in The Winding Stair and other POCniS

M his Collected Poems soon after, Year, left out the svord or in the second
line. No doubt the change improves the meter; but since I am here con
cerned with the contrast between the two images in Yeats's mind, I have
given his original text.



SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AS
A COMMUNITY ENTERPRISE

The authors of the following selection are talking about the

process of establishing a scientific conclusion. And the essence

of such a process is well summarized by the following statement:

"Scientific research is a community enterprise, even though

single studies are frequently carried out by individual investigators

working '.one. Each study rests on earlier ones and provides a

basis for future ones. The more links that can be established

between a given study and other studies or a body of theory, the

greater the probable contribution. " This process of building upon

other studies is essential in developing a science of human be-

havior.

Two aspects of this communal effort are stressed in the

reading: (1) the establishment of working definitions are the

means by which abstract conceptions are made clear to the

scientific community and the research tied to the general scien-

tific literature. While an investigator may feel that everyone



knows what his concepts mean, critics may not agree. (2) What

the authors mean in stating that a research project should be

formulated in relatively abstract terms is that one should be able

to identify his research with a general topic in the existing body

of scientific literature. By so doing, one not only adds to an

existing body of literature but is able to draw on existing

generalizations about the subject under examination.

This material has been reproduced from Re s ea r ch
Methods in Social Relations by Claire Selltiz,
Marie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch, and Stuart W. Cook.
Copyright 1951, (c) 1959 by Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc. No part of this material may be reproduced in any
way without the written permission of Holt, Rinehart
and Winston. pp. 42-47 Reprinted by permission.
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Claire Selltizs Research in Social Relations
(New York; HoltTki-iiihirI;arld BM;
pp. 42-47

Establishing Working Definitions'

No matter how simple or how elaborate an investigator's formal
definition of his concepts, he must find some way of translating them
into observable events if he is to carry out any research. It is not possible
to study "national status gain" or "loss" as such, since these constructs
have no direct counterparts in observable events. The investigator

6 The reader may notice a similarity betwccl: our couccpt of .vorking definitions
and the more commonly used term operJtionA Wc hose avotded this
more usual term because it earrics with it cuidin philosophicJI connot.itions
we do not wish to go into he,-e.
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, must devise some operations that will p-educe data lte is satiified to
accept as an indicator of his concept. Tin: stage of project formulation
may require considerable iuseruity, especially if the cooqructs are far
removed from e% eryday events and if little research using; these con-
structs has been carried out.

In the case of the foreign student study, althoogh there had been
considerable :;search on status gain and loss in other contexts, no
previous study had worked systematically with the concept of "national
status gain or loss," and thus no operations that would constitute 'work-
ing definitions of thesc. terms had been devised. Morris and Davidsen
had already made a start on their working definition when they decided
that their basic measure would be the discrepancy between the stu-
dent's own rating of his country and his estimate of Americans' ratings.
But in what terms should these ratings be made? Could students be
given a list of countries and asked simply to arrange. them in order of
the regard in which they held them? This seemed too ambiguous a
task; from their own reactions, the investigators concluded that coun-
tries would be arranged differently on the basis of different criteria.
They finally settled on three criteria in terms of which countries were
to be rated: standard of living, cultural standards. and political stand-
ards. On the basis of these ratings, an index of "national status" would
be constructed. (It will be obvious from this example that the step of
establishing wcrking definitions is very closely related to decisions
both about the data-collection instruments to be used and the pattern

a analysis. This is another instance of the way in which earlier steps
determine later ones, and of the necessity for anticipating later steps in
earlier stages.)

Working definitions arc adequate if the instruments or procedures
based on them gather data that constitute satisfactory 'indicators of
the concepts thoy are intended to represent. Whether this result has
been achieved is often a matter of judgment. An investigator may feel
that his data provide reasonably good indicators of his concepts; a critic
of the study may feel that they do not. Tit froquently happens that the
investIgator himself is P.qarc that his data constitute only a very limited
reflection of the concept he has in mind, but, especially in the early
stages of research on a problem, he may not be able to do.' more

allysatisfactory one. In any case, although the investigate- Rally
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report his findings in terms of his abstract concepts in order to tel
them more readily to other research and to theory, he and his readers
must kee) in mind that what he has actually fom al is a relationship
between two sets of data that are intended to represent his concepts.
Thus, what Morris and Davidsen actually found was that the dis-
crepancy between two ratings of the home country was related to the
answers to certain questions about the United States. Although they
may quite properly interpret this as indicating a relationship between
national status gain or loss on the part of a foreign student and his
attitude toward the host country, one should remember that this
interpretation depends on the assumption that the answers to the
interview questions arc adequate working definitions of the concepts
national status gain, national status loss, and attitude toward the host
country.

Relating the Findings to Other Knowledge

Scientific research is a community enterprise, even though single
studies are frequently carried out by individual investigators working
alone. Each study rests on earlier ones and provides a basis for future
ones. The more links that can be established between a given study
and other studies or a body of theory, the greater the probable contribu-
tion.

There are two maior ways of relating a given study to a larger body
of knowledge. One, obviously, is to examine the research and the
thinking that has already been done on the given research problem or
problems related to it, and to plan the study so that it ties in with this
existing work at as many points as possible. The second is to formulate
the research problem at a level sufficiently abstract so that findings
from the study may be related to findings from other studies concerned
with the same concepts.

The study of foreign students which we have been considering
was formulated at a very high level of abstraction, and thus could
readily be related to other studies of status mobility in different situa-
tions and with different populations. In studies that rake their impetus
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from some scientific question, it is usually not difficult to formulate
the research problem at a useful level of abstraction, since scientific
questions, by their very nature, arc likely to be stated in general terms.
But studies that arise from the need to answer a practical question may
remain at such a specific level that they make no real contribution to
knowledge unless the investigator takes pains to transpose the question
to a higher level of abstraction.

Let us consider the example of an invest Bator who is asked by an
agency concerned with the improvement of intergroup relations to
carry out a survey for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of a
series of cartoons about prejudice. If he sets up the problem in such a
way that he cannot generalize beyond the specific cartoons in question,
he will fail in both his scientific and his practical assignment. The
cartoons he is about to investigate are unique products and to some
extent different from all other cartoons in content and form. If he
sets the research process in motion in order to determine the effective-
ness of these few cartoons, which may be topical today and forgotten
tomorrow, he is involved in a task that will have to begin all over again
as soon as it is finished. If he discovers, for example, that a specific
cartoon attracts and amuses a part of its audience but is misunderstood
by the majority, he has learned little that deserves to be classified as
scientific knowledge. Nor can such results provide much guidance for
the cartoon producer. In order to remove this limitation on his work,
the investigator, before he proceeds to data collection, must reformu-
late his concrete problem in a manner that will ultimately permit him
to draw conclusions about the more general aspects of both the
cartoon itself and the response of persons exposed to it. In other words,
his concern, in this stage of problem formulation, must he with the
generalizability of his results. It is not enough to ask whether one par-
ticular cartoon is understood. Rather, he must ask: What aspects of
the cartoon arc understoodand by whom: To be able to answer the
first part of the question, he must ai:ae, ze the general features of the
cartoon. He may emerge with catezories such as "satire," "caption
required for understanding," etc. If he can then demonstrate terough
his inquiry that this type of cartoon is misunderstood because it is

taken literally instead of satiric-ally, he is in a position to advise the
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artist to experiment either with nonsatirical cartoons or with ways of
making the satire clearer.

Only when a problem is formulated in generally meaningful terms
can the social scientist hope to transfer to other problems the knowl-
edge gained from the study of a unique event. Generalizing from the
study of unique occurrences requires that the research problem be
formulated in more abstract terms than might be necessary if one were
concerned only with answering a question about the single event.
Every event in human life, when regarded in its full concreteness, is,
of course, unique. Yet, however rare and atypical, it becomes a legiti-
mate problem for scientific inquiry if underlying processes that may
occur in other unique configurations are specified. In this sense an
earthquake, the bombing of Hiroshima, or the execution of Mussolini
by enraged Italiansunique events in every senseare subject matter
for research,9 provided the problem is formulated in terms that refer
to processes potentially observable on other occasions.

To formulate a research problem in this manner permits the
repetition of studies under different unique conditions. This process
of repetition is known as the replication of research. It is essential to
the development of confidence in research findings. For example,
Morris and Davidsen's finding of a relationship between national status
gain or loss and attitude toward the host country is interesting and sug-
gestive, and its congruence with the general theory of status mobility
lends credence to the finding. But it can be accepted as generally true
only after it has been repeated with other students, attending different
universities, studyiri in countries other than the United States. Such
replication of research will in the end show whether the underlying
process that the some] scientist had in mind accounted for the relation-
ship between the two sets of observed events, or whether it was ac-
counted for by some as yet undiscovered conditions that characterized
the specific study. Although it is essential to search for more general
processes, the investigator must maintain a careful balance between
his attention to the unique configuration and to the general aspects of
his observations. To neglect the unique configuration may lead to false
and premature generalizations; to neglect the general aspects may lead

9 Of course, a major difficulty in investigating such event.: is that of managing
to be in a position where one can obtain trustworthy information about the event,
in initiating conditions, and its ,7011MILICIILLS.
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to failure to de%.elop principles that car: be u.cd in understanding situa-
tions other than the specific one studied.



STARTING RESEARCH WITH AN HYPOTHESIS

Semmelweis' search for the causes of childbed fever,

described in the following selection, provides us with an excellent

model of how one engages in the scientific process of investigation.

Semmelweis was faced with a specific problem: "a large proportion

of the women who were delivered of their babies. . contracted

a serious and often fatal illness known as puerperal fever or child-

bed fever." lie began his investigation by reviewing the existing

litereature pertaining to the cause of the fever, and then under-

took a long process of data collection, testing a series of

hypotheses.

Hempel's account of the search for the causes of childbed

fever is, however, more than just an Illustration of perseverance

in science. it IF also a good example of the need to use an induc-

tive as well as a deductive approach to inquiry. In discussing these

two approaches to data collection (inductive and deductive) Hempel

says: "the maxim that data should be gathered without guidance

by antecedent hypotheses about the connections among the facts

under study is self-defeating . . On the contrary, tentative



hypotheses are needed to give direction to a scientific investigation

From Carl G. Hempel, Philosophy of Natural Science,
(c) 1966. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, pp. 3-18.
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Carl Hempel, Philosophy of it tural
(Englewood CMTS7 Prentice 1266), pp. 3-18

A Feu As a simple illustration of some important aspects of scientific
history es en inquiry let us consider Semmelweis' work on cluldbed fever. Ignaz

example SCII1MCIATiS, a physician of lihsariar Lrib, did this work during
the years from 1841 to 1S4S at the Vienna Goneral Hospital. As a

member of the medical staff of the First Maternity Division in the
hospital, Semmelweis was distressed to find that a large proportion of
the %vomen who were delivered of their babies in that division contracted
a serious and often fatal illness kni-Avn as puerperal fever or ehildbcd
fever. In 1844, as many as 260 out of 3,157 mothers in the First Division,
or 8.2 per cent, died of the di5ease; for 1845, the death rate was 6.S per
cent, and for 1845, it was 11.4 per cent. TICSC figures were all the
more alarming because in the adjacent S.:-..cond Nioternity Division of
the same hospital, which accommodated almost ac many women as the
First, the death toll from ehildb-:d fever was much lower: 2.3, 2.0, and
2.7 per cent for the same years. In a book that he wrote later on the
causation and the prevention of childbcd fever. Semmelweis describes
his efforts to resolve the erradf..!) rar.!e.'

He began by consieTis.g various e\pl sn itions that were current at
the time; e:ome of these he tei:cted out of hand as ;eicompa!iblc iith
well - established facts; others he subice;,:d to specific tests.

Inc story of Sernrnlwes' aces VA of the d'7icillies he crceinterc;; foray a
fascinzling page in the Estzre of rncJitile. A &tint.: accoun . itclud:s
translations and psraptIrles '.arse p-7,rt:ors of S-zro.-.7e11-cis' yntint4. is 21in i1

1, Sirclaif, Strrenclueis: !fis Li r .112 Doc:rile INlanc1-7estor. rIng',4n4: Man..
Chaster tjai..e:3:t1. Press. 1V7). Lricf it cliapt-3 are it)rn
this c ork. The vetlie-,ts Sc-T,I.N.lvotis* career r::vinte.l in 0e Arst clisptcr (.1
P. de Kruif, Nfen AoirtJt meths (Ncw York: Hat/N.112st, Batt & 191:).
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One widely accepted view attributed the ravaas of put:ape:al fever
to "epidemic influences", which were vaguely described as "atmospheric-
cosmic-tellanic changes" spreading over whole districts and causing child-
bed fever in women in confinement. But how, Semmelweis reasons,
could such influences have plagned the First Division for years and
yet spared the Second? And how could this view be reconciled with the
fact that while the fever was rind in the hospital, hardly a case oc-
curred in the city of Vienna or in its surroundings: a genuine epidemic,
such as cholera, would not be so selective. Finally, Semmelweis rictes that
some of the women admitted to the First Division, living far from the
hospital, had hula overcome by labor on their way and had given
birth in the street: yet despite these adverse conditions, the death rate
from childbed fever among these cases of "street birth" was lower than
the average for the Fist Division.

On another view, overcrowding was a cause of mortality in the First
Division. But Semmelweis points out that in fact the crowding was
heavier in the Second Division, partly as a result of the desperate ef-
forts of patients to avoid assignment to the notorious First Division.
He also selects two similar conjennites that were entrent, by noting that
there were ro differences between the two Divisions in regard to diet or
general care of the patients.

In 1346, a commission that had been appointed to investigate the
matter attributed the prevalence of illness in the First Division t..s in-
juries resulting from rough examination by the medical students, all of
whom received their obstetrical training in the First Division. Serninel-
weis notes in refutation of this view that (a) the injuries resulting
naturally from the process of birth are much more extensive than those
that might be caused by rough examination; (b) the midwiacs who
received their training in the Second Division examined their patients in
much the same manner but without the same ill effects; (c) when, in
renotiSe to the eornroisSion's sera, the murk: of rr.edical students was
halved and their examinations of the women were reduced to a mini-
mum, the mortality, after a brkf decline, rose to hither levels than eve;
before.

Various paschole.gcal explanations were attempted. One of them
noted that the 1-"irst Division ss as so arranged that a priest bearing the
last sacra:wart to a d.int woman had to pass throne-,h five va-esds before
reaching the sielroara 1.1!orni: the appearallee of the priest. preceded
by an attendant rinzing a bell, was held to have a terri(sing end eichili-
tatine effect upon the patients in the rcatds and thus to make them more
likely sictirris of claildbed fever. In the Second Division, 1lai% adverse
factor was absent. since the priest had direct access to the siekrcrm.
Sernmeliveis decided to test this coni.ccinte. }le persuade.; the priest to
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come by a roundabout route and Ivithout ringing of the bell, in order
to reach the sick chamber silently and unobserved. But the mortality in
the First Division did not decrease.

A new idea was suggested to Semmelweis by the observation that in
the First Division the women were delivered lying on their backs; in the
Second Division, on their sides. Though he thought it unlikely, he
decided "like a drowning man clutching at a straw", to test whether this
difference in procedure was significant. lie introduced the use of the
lateral position in the First Division, but again, the mortality remained
unaffected.

At last, early in 1847, an accident gave Semmelweis the decisive
clue for his solution of the problem. A colleague of his, Koltetschka,
received a puncture wound in the finger, from the scalpel of a student
With whom he was performing an autopsy, and died after an agonizing
flint s during which he displayed the same symptoms that Semmelweis
had observed in the victims of childbcd fever. Although the role of micro-
organisms in such infections had not yet been recognized at the time,
Semmelweis realized that "cadaveric matter" which the student's scalpel
had introduced into Kolletschka's blood stream had caused his col-
league's fatal illness. And the similarities between the course of Kol-
letschka's disease and that of the women in his clinic led Semmelweis
to the conclusion that hi! patients had died of the same kind of blood
poisoning: he, his colleagues, and the medical students had been the
carriers of the infectious material, for he and his associates used to come
to the wards directly from performing dissections in the a;rtopsy room,
and examine the women in labor after only superficially washing their
hands, which often retained a characteristic foul odor.

Again, Semmelweis put his idea to a test. lie reasoned that if he
were right, then childbed fever could be prevented by chemically destroy-
ing the infectious material adhering to the hands. lie therefore issued an
order requiring all medical students to wash their hands in a solution
of chlorinated lime before making an examination. The mortality from
childbcd fever promptly began to decrease, and for the year l848 it
fell to 1.27 per cent in the First Division, compared to 1.33 in the
Second.

In further support of his idea, or of his hypothesis, as we will also
say, Semmelweis note; that it accounts for the fact that the mortality
in the Second Division consistently was so much lower: the patients
there were attended by midwives, whose training did no include anatom-
ical instruction by dissection of cadavers.

The hypothesis also explained the lower mortality among "street
births": women who arrived with babies in arms were rarely exlmined
after admission and thus had a better chance of escaping infection.
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Similsrly, the hypothesis accounted for the fact that the victims of
childbed fever among the newborn babies were all among those whose
mothers had contracted the disease during labor; for then the infection
could be transmitted to the baby before birth, through the common
')loodstrearn of mother and child, whereas this was impossible when the
mother remained healthy.

Further clinical experiences soon led Semmelweis to broaden his
hypothesis. On one occasion, for example, he and his associates, having
carefully disinfected their hands, examined first a woman in labor who
was suffering from a 1. :ring cervical cancer; then they proceeded to
examine twelve other women in the same room, after only routine
washing without renewed disinfection. Eleven of the twelve patients dir
of puerperal fever. Semmelweis concluded that childbed fever can be
caused not only by cadaveric material, but also by "putrid matter derived
from living organisms."

Bask We have seen how, in his search for the cause of childbed fever,
la lasling a Semmelweis examined various hypotheses that had been sujgested
hypathesIs as possible answers. How such hypotheses are arrived at in the first

place is an intriguing question which we will consider later. First,
however, let us examine how a hypothesis, once proposed, is tested.

Sometimes, the procedure is quite direct. Consider the conjeet nes
that differences in crowding, or in diet, or in general care account for
the difference in mortality between the two divisions. As Semmelweis
points out, these conflict with readily observable facts. There are no
such differences between the divisions; the hypotheses are therefore
rejected as false.

But usually the test will be less simple and straightforward. Take the
hypothesis attributing the high mortality in the First Division to the
dread evoked by the appearance of the priest with his attendant. The
intensity cf that dread, and especially its effect upon childbed fever,
are not as directly ascertainable as are differences in crowding or in diet,
and Semnielweis uses an indirect method of testing. lle asks himself:
Are there any readily obs-Avable effects that should occur if the hypoth
esis were truer And he reasons If the hypothesis were true. then an
appropriate change in the priest's proredthe should be followed by a
decline in fatalities. He Clerks this implication by a simple experiment
and finds it false, and he therefore rejects the hypothesis.

to test conjecture about the pmitiar, of the women
during delivery, he reasons: If this conjecture should be true, then
adoption of the lateral position the First Division will reduce the
mortality. Again, the implication is shown false by his experiment, and
the conjecture is discarded.
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In the list two cases, the test is based on an argument to the effect
that if the contemplated hypothesis, say N, is true, then certain observ-
able events (e.g., decline in mortality) should occur under specified
circumstances (e.g., if the p:icst refrains from walking through the wards,
or if the women are delivered in lateral position); or briefly, if 11 is
true, then so is I, where I is a statement describing the observable oc-
currences to be expected. For convenience, let us say that I is inferred
from, or implied by, II; and let us call I a test implication of the hypoth-
esis H. (We will later give a more accurate description of the relation
between I and IL)

In our last two examples, experiments show the test implication to
be false, and the hypothesis is accordingly rejected. The reasoning that
leads to the rejection may be schematized as follows:

If 11 is true, then so is I.
2a) But (as the evidence shows) I is not true.

His not true.

Any argument of this form, called modus tollens in logic,' is de-
ductively valid; that is, if its prernisses (the sentences above the horizontal
line) are true, then its conclusion the sentence below the horizontal
line) is unfailingly true as well. Hence, if the premisses of (2a) are
properly established, the hypothesis II that is being tested must indeed
be rejected.

Next, let us consider the case where observation or experiment bears
out the test implication I. From his hypothesis that childbed fever
is blood poisoning produced by cadaveric matter, Sernmelw cis infers that
suitable antiseptic measures will reduce fatalities from the disease. This
time, experiment show s the test implication to be true. But this favorable
outcome does not conclusively prose the hypothesis true, for the under-
lying argument would have the form

If Il is true, then so is I.
2b) (As the client's:- shows) I is true.

His true.

And this ,node of reasoning, which is referred to as the fallacy of al-
arming the consequent, is deductisely invalid, that is, its conclusion may
be false esen if its preinisses are true.' This is in fact illustrated by
Semmelweis' cyan c Nperience. The initial version of his account of child-
bed fever as a form of blood poisoning presented infection with cadaveric
matter essentially as the one and only source of the disease; and he was
right in reasoning that if this hypothesis should be true, then destruction,

For details, see sn:thet volgrot in Viis sktits: W. SA.non, We, pp. :4-25.
Set Salnon, Log;e, pp. 27.29.
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of ea-1.mile particles by antiseptic washing should reduce the mortality.
Furthermore, his evNriincnt did show the test implication to be true.
Hence, in this case, the premisses of (2b) were both true. Yet, his
hypothesis was false, for as he later discovered, putrid material from
living organisms, too, could produce childbed fever.

Thus, the favorable outcome of a test, i.e., the fact that a test
implication inferred from a hypothesis is found to be true, does not
prove the hypothesis to be true. Even if many implications of a hypoth-
esis have been borne out by careful tests, the hypothesis may still be
false. The following argument still commits the fallacy of affirming the
consequent:

If His true, then so are 11,12, , 14.

2c) (As the evidence shows) 1, 12, , IA are all true.

11 is true.

This, too, can be illustrated by reference to Semmelweis' final hypothesis
in its first version. As we noted earlier, his hypothesis also yields the test
implications that among cases of street Falls admitted to the First
Disision, mortality from puerperal fever should be below the average for
the Division, and that infants of mothers who escape the illness do not
contract childbed fever; and these implications, too, were boroe out by
the oidelce even though the first version of the final hypothesis was
false.

But the observation that a favorable outcome of however many
tests does not afford conclusive proof for a hypothesis should not lead
us to think that if we have subjected a hypothesis to a number of tests
and all of them have had a favorable outcome, we are no better off
than if we had not tested the hypothesis at all. For each of our tests
might conceivably have had an unfavorable outcome and might have
led to the rejection of the hypothesis. A set of favorable results obtained
by tasting different test implicatiow, of a hypothesis, shows
that as far as these particular implications are concerned, the hypothesis
has been borne out; and \011ie this result dues not afford a complete
proof of the hypothesis, it prosidcs at least some suppol, some partial 1

corroboration or confirmation for it. The extent of this support will
depend on various aspects of the hypothesis and of the test data. These
will be examined Chapter: 4.

Let us now consider anoth:r example,' which will also bring to our
attention some further asrets of scientific inquiry.

4 The rester frail ace.!-,Int ct this es-tm :i,! cn Oise.. 4 (-4 I. R. Consta's
Isstinst:ng tsc1, &Imo and Cerirse.n Scr. ,,Nrk Itasery Yak Uni,ersit
1951). A letter by Torrkelli ;wing f...4:11 his hspz..thi.'sis and t s fist d it. ind an
emsitness rer:t en flit Put-de-t :s)! txpetirlent are reprinted in W. F. N1lik.
A Source Pca in r; its (ambriege Ilarva:d University Fres:, 1963), pp. %t.5.
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As was known at Galileo's time, and probably much earlier, a simple
suction pump, which draws water from a ell by means of a piston that
can be raised in the pump barrel, will lift water no higher than about
34 feet above the surface of the well. Galileo was intrigued by this
limitation and suggested an explanation for it, which was, however,
unsound. After Galileo's death, his pupil Torricelli advanced a new
answer. He argued that the earth is surrounded by a sea of air, which, by
reason of its weight exerts pressure upon the surface below, and that
this pressure upon the surface of the well forces water up the pump
barrel when the piston is raised. The maximum length of 34 feet for the
water column in the barrel thus reflects simply the total pressure of the
atmosphere upon the surface of the well.

It is evidently impossible to determine by direct inspection or ob-
servation whether this account is correct, and Torricelli tested it in-
directly, lie reasoned that if his conjecture were true, then the pressure
of the atmosphere should also be capable of supporting a proportionately
shorter column of mercury; indeed, since the specific awasity of mercury
is about 14 times that of water, the length of the mercury column should
be about 34/14 feet, or slightly less than 21/2 feet. Ile checked this
test implication by means of an ingeniously simple device, which was, in
effect, the mercury barometer. The well of water is replaced by an open
vessel containing mercury; the barrel of the suction pump is replaced by
a glass tube sealed off at one end. The tube is completely filled with
mercury and closed by placing the thumb tightly over the open end. It is
then inverted, the open end is submerged in the mercury well, and the
thumb is withdrawn; whereupon the mercury column in the tube
drops until its length is about 30 inchesjust as predicted by Torricelli's
hypothesis.

A further test implication of '.'.rat hypothesis was noted by Pascal,
who reasoned that if the mercury in Torricelli's hrometet is counter.
balanced by 'he pressure el the air above the open mercury well, then its
length should decrease with in:teasing altitude, since the weight of the
air overhead becomes smaller. At rascal's request, this implication was
checked by his brother-in-11w, Mier, who measured the length of the
mercury column in the Torricelli barometer at the (cot of the Puy-de-
Dome, a mountain some 4,E00 feet high, and then carefully carried the
apparatus b the top and repeated the me-sswement there while a con-
trol barometer was left at the bottom wader the sure-vision of an
assistant. Petict found the mercury column at the top of the mountain
more than three inches shorter than at the bottom, whereas the length
of the column in the control barometer had temained unchanged
throughout the day.
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rale role We have considered some scientific investigations in which a prob-
., Induction km was tackled by proposing tentative answers in the form of

in sclentifle hypotheses that were then tested by deriving from them suitable
test implications and checking these by observation or experiment.

But how are suitable hypotheses arrived at in the first place?
It is sometimes held that they are inferred from antecedently collected
data by means of a procedure called inductive inference, as contradis-
tinguished from deductive inference, from which it difters in important
respects.

In a deductively valid argument, the conclusion is related to the
premisses in such a way that if the premisscs are true then the con-
clusion cannot fail to be true as well. This requirement is satisfied, for
example, by any argument of the following general form:

Up, then q.
It is not the case that q.

It is not the caic that p.

Brief reflection shows that no matter what particular statements may
stand at the places marked by the letters `p' and 'q', the condusion will
certainly be true if the premisses are. In fact, our schema represents the
argument form called rnodui fattens, to which we referred earlier.

Another type of deductively valid inference is illustrated by this
example:

Any sodium salt, when put into the Lame of a Bunsen burner,
turns the flame yellow.
This piece of rock salt is a sodium salt.

This piece of rock salt, when put into the flame of a Bunsen
burner, %sill turn the Lame yellow.

Arguments of the latter kind are often said to lead from the
general (here, the premiss about all sodium salts) to the particular (a
conclusion about the particular piece of rock salt). loductive inferences,
by contrast, are sometimes described as leading from premisses about
particular cases to 2 conclusion that has the character of a general law
or principle. For example, from premisses to the effect that each of the
particular samples of various. sodium salts that hale ko far been sub;ected
to the Bunsen flame test did turn the flame yellow. inductive inference
supposedly leads to the general conclusion that all sodium salts, when
put into the flame of a Bunsen barrer, turn the flame yellow. But in
this ease, the truth of the premisses obsicusly does not guarantee the
tenth of the conclusion; for even if it is the case that all samples of
sodium salts examined so far did turn the Bunsen flame ello, it
remains quite possible that new kinds of sodium salt might ytt be found

4P6
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that do not conform to this generalization. even some kinds
of sodium salt that have airway been tested positive result might
conceivably fail to satisfy !lac: generak4ation under spcci ii p'aysical con-
ditions (such as very stro ig niazLetic fi-fids or the hle) in which they
have not yet been exrpined. For this reason, the premisses of an in-
ductive inference arc often said to imply the conclusion only with more
or less high probability, whereas the premisses of a deductive inference
imply the conclusion with ccriainty.

The idea that in scientific inquiry, inductive inference from ante-
cedently collected data leads to appropriate general principles is clearly
embodied in the following account of how a scientist would ideally
proceed:

If we try to imagine how a mind of superhuman power and reach, but
normal so far as the logical processes of its thought are concerned,
... would use the scientific method, the process would be as follows:
First, all facts would be observed and recorded, without sclection or

priori guess as to their relative inipolance. Secondly, the observed
and recorded facts would be analyzed, compared, and classified, with
out hypothesis or postriktes other than those necessarily involved in
the logic of thought. Third. from this anclysis cf the facts generaliza-
tions would be indactively drawn as to the relations, classificately or
causal, between them. Fourth, further research would be deduciive as
well as inductive, employing inferences from proiously established
generalizations!

This passage distinguishes four stages in an ideal scientific inquiry:
(I) observation and recording of all facts, (2) analysis and classification
of these facts, (3) inductive derivation of gencal.z.ations from them,
and (4) further testing of the generalizations. The first two of these
stages are specifically assumed not to male use of any guesses or hypoth-
eses as to how the observed facts might be interconnected; this restric-
tion seems to have been imps:A in the belief that such preconceived
ideas would introduce a bias and would jeeparelize tlac scientific obiee-
tivity of thz investigation,

But the view et:pressed in the quoted pastsigeI will call it the
narrow inductivist conception of reientiriu inquiryis untenable, for
several reasons. A brief survey of these can sere to amplify and to
supplement our earlier remar':s on scientific procedure.

First, a scientific investization as here emisnod could never get off
the ground. Even its first phase ecn!d never be carried out, for a col-
lection of cti the facts would have to await the end of the world. so tu,
speak; and even all the facts up to now cannot be carded. since there

A. R. Wolfe. 'FtiNtiLV,:i PCWW,4111:,.." in The Trod cf Ecotenkl. ed. R. C.
Turrcli (Net A7ft,Nii Knvi, Irv.... IQ!), p. 4::0 cro!e3).
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are an infinite number and va,detv of them. Are %IC to i.V1111'110, foe

example, all the grains of sand in all the deserts and on all the beaches,
and are we to record their shapes, their weights, their chemical composi-
tion, their distances from each other, their constantly changing tempera-
ture, and their equally changing distance from the center of the moon?
Are we to record the floating thoughts that cross our minds in the tedious
process? The shape's of the clouds overhead, the changing color of the
sky? The construction and the trade name of our writing equipment?
Our own life histories and those of our fellow investigators? All these,
and untold other things, are, after all, among "all the facts up to now".

Perhaps, then, all that should ir required in the first phase is that
all the relevant facts be collected. Bat relevant to what? Though the
author does not mention this, let us suppose that the inquiry is con-
cerned with a specified problem. Should we not then begin by collecting
all the factsor better, all available datarelevant to that problem?
This notion still makes no clear sense. Semmelweis sought to solve one
specific problem, yet he collected quite different kinds of data at differ-
ent stages of his inquiry. And rightly so; for what particular sorts of
data it is reasonable to collect is not determined by the problem under
study, but by a tentative answer to it that the investigator entertains in
the form of a conjecture or hypothesis. Given the conjecture that mor-
tality from childbed fever was increased by the terrifying appearance of
the priest and his attendant with the death bell, it was relevant to collect
data on the consequences of having the priest change his routine; but it
would have been totally irrelevant to check what would happen if doc-
tors and students disinfected their hands before examining their patients.
With respect to Semmelweis' eventual contamination hypothesis, data
of the latter kind were clearly relevant, and those of the former kind
totally irrelevant.

Empirical "facts" or findings, therefore, can be qualified as logically
relevant or irrelevant only in reference to a given hypothesis, but not in
reference to a given problem.

Suppose now that a hypothesis H has been advanced as a tentative
answer lo a research problem: what kinds of data would be relevant to
H? Our earlier examples suggest an answer: A finding is relevant to H
if either its occurrence or its nonoccurrence can be inferred from H.
Take Torricelli's hypothesis, for example. As we saw, Pascal inferred
from it that the mercury column in a barometer should grow shorter if
the barometer were carried up a mountain. Therefore, any finding to the
effect that this did indeed happen in a particular case is relevant to the
hypotheses; but so would be the finding that the length of the mercury
column had remained unchanged or that it had decreased and then
increased during the ascent, for such findings would refute Pascal's test
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implication and would thus disconfirm Torricelli's hypothesis, Data of
the former kind may be ca:led positively, or favorably, relevant to the
hypothesis; those of the latter kind negatively, or unfavorably, relevant.

In sum, the maxim that data should be gathered without guidance
by antecedent hypotheses about the connections among the facts under
study is self-defeating, and it is certainly not followed in scientific
inquiry. On the contrary, tentative hypotheses are needed to give
direction to a scientific investigation. Such hypotheses determine, among
other things, what data should be collected at a given point in a scien-
tific investigation.

It is of interest to note that social scientists trying to check a
hypothesis by reference to the vast store of facts recorded by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census, or by other data-gathering organizations, some-
times find to their disappointment that the values of some variable that
plays a central role in the hypothesis have nowhere been systematically
recorded. This remark is not, of course, intended as a criticism of data
gathering: those engaged in the process no doubt try to select facts
that might prove relevant to future hypotheses; the observation is simply
meant to illustrate the impossibility of collecting "all the relevant data"
without knowledge of the hypotheses to which the data are to have
relevance.

The second stage envisaged in our quoted passage is open to similar
criticism. A set of empirical "facts" can be analyzed and classified in
many different ways, most of which will be unilluminating for the pur-
poses of a given inquiry. Semmelweis could have classified the women in
the maternity wards according to criteria such as age, place of residence,
marital status, dietary habits, and so forth; but information on these
would have provided no clue to a patient's prospects of becoming a
victim of childbed fever. What Semmelweis sought were criteria that
would be significantly connected with those. prospects; and for this
purpose, as he eventually found, it was illuminating to single out those
women who were attended by medical personnel with contaminated
hands; for it was with this characteristic, or with the corresponding class
of patients, that high mortality from childbed fever w:ss associated.

Thus, if a particular way of analyzing and classifying empirical find-
ings is to lead to an explanation of the phenomena concerned, then it
must be based on hypotheses about how those phenomena are con-
nected; without such hypotheses, analysis and classification are blind.

Our critical reflections on the first two stages of inquiry as en-
visaged in the quoted passage also undercut the notion that hypotheses
are introduced only in the third stage, by inductive inference from
antecedently collected data. But some further remarks on the subject
should be added here.

A I\
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Induction is sometimes conceived as a method that leads, by means
of mechanically applicable rules, from observed facts to corresponding
general principles. In this case, the rules of inductive inference would
provide effective canons of scientific discovery; induction would be a
mechanical procedure analogous to the familiar routine for the multi.
plication of integers, which leads, in a finite number of predetermined
and mechanically performable steps, to the corresponding product.
Actually, however, no such general and mechanical induction procedure
is available at present; otherwise, the much studied problem of the
causation of cancer, for example, would hardly have remained unsolved
to this day. Nor can the discovery of such a procedure ever be expected.
Forto mention one reasonscientific hypotheses and theories are
usually couched in terms that do not occur at all in the description of
the empirical findings on which they rest, and which they serve to
explain. For example, theories about the atomic and subatomic struc-
ture of matter contain terms such as 'atom', 'electron', 'proton', 'neutron',
'psi-function', etc.; yet they are based on laboratory findings about the
spectra of various gases, tracks in cloud and bubble chambers, quantita-
tive aspects of chemical reactions, and so forthall of which can be
described without the use of those "theoretical terms". Induction rules
of the kind here envisaged would therefore have to provide a mechanical
routine for constructing, on the basis of the given data, a hypothesis or
theory stated in terms of some quite novel concepts, which are no-
where used in the description of the data themselves. Surely, no general
mechanical rule of procedure can be expected to achieve this. Could
there be a general rule, for example, which, when applied to the data
available to Galileo concerning the limited effectiveness of suction
pumps, would, by a mechanical routine, produce a hypothesis based on
the concept of a sea of airy

To be sure, mechanical procedures for inductively "inferring" a
hypothesis on the basis of given data may be specifiable for situations
of special, and relatively simple, kinds. For example, if the length of
a copper rod has been measured at several different temperatures, the
resulting pairs of associated values I'm temperature and length may be
represented by points in a plane coordinate system, and a curve may be
drawn through them in accordance with some particular rule of curve
fitting. The curve then graphically represents a general quantitative hy-
pothesis that expresses the length of the rod as a specific function of
its temperature. But note that this hypothesis contains no novel terms;
it is expressible in terms of the concepts of temperature and length,
which are used also in describing the data. Moreover, the choice of
"associated" values of temperature and length as data already presup-
poses a guiding hypothesis; namely, that with each value of the tempera-

-go M.
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ture, exactly one value of the length of the coppc,r rod is associated,
so that its length is indeed a function of its temperd tore alone. '('he
mechanical curve-fitting routine then serves cnly to select a particular
function as the appropriate one. This point is important; for suppose
that instead of a copper rod, we examine a body of nitrogen gas en-
closed in a cylindrical container with a movable piston as a lid, and that
we measure its volume at several different temperatures. If we were to
use this procedure in an effort to obtain from our data a general hypoth-
esis representina the volume of the gas as a function of its temperature,
we would fail, because the volume of a gas is a function both of its
temperature and of the pressure exerted upon it, so that at the same
temperature, the given gas may assume different volumes.

Thus, even in these simple cases, the mechanical procedures for
the construction of a hypothesis do only part of the job, for they
presuppose an antecedent, less specific hypothesis (i.e., that a certain
physical variable is a function of one single other variable), which is not
obtainable by the same procedure.

There are, then, no generally applicable "rules of induction", by
which hypotheses or theories can be mechanically derived or inferred
from empirical data. The transition from data to theory requires creative
imagination. Scientific hypotheses and theories are not derived from
observed facts, but invented in order to account for them. They consti-
tute guesses at the connections that might obtain between the phenom-
ena under study, at uniformities and patterns that might underlie their
occurrence. "Happy guesses" 6 of this kind require great ingenuity, espe-
cially if they involve a radical departure from current modes of scientific
thinking, as did, for example, the theory of relativity and quantum theory.
The inventive effort required in scientific research will benefit from a
thorough familiarity with current knowledge in the field. A complete
novice will hardly make an important scientific discovery, for the ideas
that may occur to him are likely to duplicate what has been tried before
or to run afoul of well-established facts or theories of which he is not
aware.

Nevertheless, the ways in which fruitful scientific guesses are ar-
rived at are very different from any process of systematic inference. The

This characterization was given already by 'William Whewell in his work The
Philosophy of the inductive Sciences, ind ed. (London: John \V. Parker, 1847); 11,
41. Whewell also speaks of "invention" as ''part of induction" (p. 46). In the same
vein, K. Popper refers to scientific hypotheses and theories as "conjectures"; see, for
example, the essay "Science: Conjectures and Refutations" in his boot, Conjectures
and Refutations (New York and London: Basic Books, 1962). Indezd.1. B. Wolfe,
whose narrowly ind,,ctivist conception of ideal scientirie procedure was quoted earlier,
stresses that "the limited human mind" has to use "a greatly modi6cd procedure",
requiring scientific imagination and the selection of data on the basis of seine "work-
ing hypothesis" (p. 950 of the essay cited in note 5).
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chemist Kekule, for example, tells us that he had long been trying Inn
successfully to devise a structural formula for the benzene molecule
when, one evening in 1865, he found a solution to his problem while hp
was dozing in front of his fireplace. Gazing into the flames, he seemed
to see atoms dancing in snakelike arrays.. Suddenly, one of the snakes
formed a ring by seizing hold of its own tail and then whirled mockingly
before him. Kekule awoke in a flash: he had hit upon the now famous
and familiar idea of representing the molecular structure of benzene by
a hexagonal ring. He spent the rest of the night working out the conse-
quences of this hypothesis.'

This last remark contains an important reminder concerning the
objectivity of science. In his endeavor to find a solution to his problem,
the scientist may give free rein to his imagination, and the course of his
creative thinking may be influenced even by scientiEcally questionable
notions. Kepler's study of planetary motion, for example, was inspired by
his interest in a mystical doctrine about numbers and a passion to
demonstrate the music of the spheres. Yet, scientific objectivity is sifc-
guarded by the principle that while hypotheses and theories may be
freely invented and proposed in science, they can be accepted into the
body of scientific knowledge only if they pass critical scrutiny, which
includes in particular the checking of suitable test implications by
careful observation or experiment.

Interestingly, imagination and free invention play a similarly im-
portant role in those disciplines whose results are validated exclusively
by deductive reasoning; for example, in mathematics. For the rules of
deductive inference do not afford mechanical rules of discovery, either.
As illustrated by our statement of modus Pollens above, those rules are
usually expressed in the form of general schemata, any instance of
which is a deductively valid argument. If prernisses of the specified kind
are given, such a schema does indeed specify a way of proceeding to a
logical consequence. But for any set of premisses that may be given, the
rules of deductive inference specify an infinity of validly deducible con-
clusions. Take, for example, one simple rule represented by the following
schema:

p
p or q

It tells us, in effect, that front the proposition that p is the case, it follows
that p or q is the case, where p and q may be any propositions whatever.
Th.a word 'or' is here understood in the "nonexclusive" sense, so that 'p

Cf. the quotation; from Kekules own report in A. Findlay, A Hundred Years of
Chemistry, 2nd ed. (London: Gerald Duckworth & Co., 1918), p. 37; and W.I.B.
Beveridge, The Art of Scientific Investigation, 3rd ed. (London: William Heine-
mann, Ltd., 1957), p. 56.
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or q' is tantamount to 'either p or q or both p and q'. Clearly, if the
premiss of an argument of this type is true, then so must be the con-
clusion; hence, any argument of the specified form is valid. But this one
rule alone entitles us to infer infinitely many different consequences
from any one premiss. Thus, from 'the Moon has no atmosphere', it
authorizes us to infer any statement of the form The Moon has no
atmosphere, or q', where for 'q' we may write any statement whatsoever.
no matter whether it is true or false; for example, 'the Moon's atmos-
phere is very thin', 'the Moon is uninhabited', 'gold is denser than
silver, 'silver is denser than gold', and so forth. (It is interesting and not
difficult to prove that infinitely many different statements can be formed
5.n English; each of these may be put in the place of the variable 'q'.)
Other rules of deductive inference add, of course, to the variety of state-
ments derivable from one premiss or set of premisses. Hence, if we are
given a set of statements as premisses, the rules of deduction give no
direction to our inferential procedures. They do not single out one state-
ment as "the" conclusion to be derived from our premisses, nor do they
tell us how to obtain interesting or system-tically important conclusions;
they provide no mechanical routine, for example, for deriving signifi-
cant mathematical theorems from given postulates. The discovery of
important, fruitful mathematical theorems, like the discovery of im-
portant, fruitful theories in empirical science, requires inventive ingenu-
ity; it calls for imaginative, insightful guessing. But again, the interests
of scientific objectivity are safeguarded by the demand for an objective
validation of such conjectures. In mathematics, this means proof by
deductive derivation from axioms. And when a mathematical proposition
has been proposed as a conjecture, its proof or disproof still requires
inventiveness and ingenuity, often of a very high caliber; for the rules,
of deductive inference do not even provide a general mechanical pro-
cedure for constructing proofs or disproofs. Their systematic role is
rather the modest one of serving as criteria of soundness for arguments
offered as proofs: an argument will constitute a valid mathematical
proof if it proceeds from the axioms to the proposed theorem by a
chain of inferential steps each of which is valid according to one of the
rules of deductive inference. And to check whether a given argument is
a valid proof in this sense is indeed a purely mechanical task.

Scientific knowledge, as we have seen, is not arrived at by applying
some inductive inference procedure to antecedently collected data, but
rather by what is often called "the method of hypothesis", i.e. by
inventing hypotheses as tentative answers to a problem under study, and
then subjecting these to empirical test. It will be part of such test to
see whether the hypothesis is borne out by whatever relevant findings
may have been gathered before its formulation; an acceptable hypothesis
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will have to fit the available relevant data. Another part of the test mill
consist in deriving new test implications from the hypothesis and check-
ing these by suitable observations or experiments. As we noted earlier,
even extensive testing with entirely favorable results does not establish a
hypothesis conclusively, but provides only more or less strong support
for it. Hence, while scientific inquiry is certainly not inductive in the
narrow sense we have examined in some detail, it may be said to be
inductive in a wider sense, inasmuch as it involves the acceptance of
hypotheses on the basis of data that afford no deductively conclusive
evidence for it, but lend it only more or less strong "inductive support",
or confirmation. And any "rules of induction" will have to be conceived,
in analogy to the rules of deduction, as canons of validation rather than
of discovery. Far from generating a hypothesis that accounts for given
empirical findings, such rules will presuppose that both the empirical
data forming the "premisses" of the "inductive argument" and a tenta-
tive hypothesis forming its "conclusion" are given. The rules of induc-
tion would then state criteria for the soundness of the argument. Ac-
cording to some theories of induction, the rules would determine the
strength of the support that the data lend to the hypothesis, and they
might express sucll support in terms of probabilities. In chapters 3 and
4 we will consider various factors that affect the inductive support and
the acceptability of scientific hypotheses.

114



THE NEED FOR ASSERTIONS

The following reading from The A me r i c ay Jury is a
41,14

good example of socio-legal research undertaken in an inductive

fashion. After setting out the various points of view concerning

the value of the jury system, Kalven and Zeisel tell us that they

will "study the performance of the jury measured against the

performance of the judge . . . and that their study will have

relevance for both the critics and the defenders of the jury

system and will provide fresh material for the jury debate. "

We are not adverse to this approach to socio-legal

research, but we do feel that Hempel's comment concerning the

power of research based on prior theory is applicable to the jury

study. He says: "Empirical facts or findings . . . can be quali-

fied as logically relevant or irrelevant only in reference to a

given hypothesis, but not in reference to a given problem. " If

data are to have a powerful impact on understanding a problem,

they are best collected in reference to particular assertions con-

cerning the relationships between various characteristics.



411. 1
From Harry Kalven, Jr. and Hans Zcisel, The Ame ri can
Jury , (Boston! Little, Brown and Company, IS66) pp 3-11.
Reprinted by permission.
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(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., l(3661,iiii.3-71T

The Anglo-American jury is a remarkable political institu-
tion. We have had it with us for so long that any sense of sur
prise over its main characteristics has perhaps somewhat dulled.
It recruits a group of twelve laymen, chosen at random from
the widest population; it convenes them for the purpose of
the particular trial; it entrusts them with great official powers
of decision; it permits them to carry on deliberations in secret
and to report out their final judgment without giving reasons
for it; and, after their momentary service to the state has been
completed, it orders them to disband and return to private
life. The jury thus represents a deep commitment to the use
of laymen in the administration of justice, a commitment that
finds its analogue in the widespread use of lay judges in the
criminal courts of other countries.' It opposes the cadre of

1 Lay judges have been a persistent part of the administration of
criminal justice since antiquity. During the Middle Ages Europe
developed two forms of lay participation in the criminal process, inde-
pendently both of each other and of the Greco-Roman tradition: on
the European continent, the scabini or Schoffen, and in England the
jury. See Dawson, A History of Lay Judges (1960).

The Schoffen courts have survived in the mixed tribunals which to-
day are the principal triers of criminal cases in Central, Eastern and
Northern Europe. The jury migrated from its English home in two di-
rections. The expanding orbit of the English law took it through what
was then the British Empire. The French revolution and its aftermath
brought it to Europe, where since Nfontcsquiee's Esprit des Lois the
jury had been looked at as democracy's way of administering criminal
justice. From France the jury spread across Europe and further, first
under the direct impact of the revolution and the Napoleonic conquest
and, after 1848, more permanently when the second revolutionary wave
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professional, experienced judges with this transient, ever-
changing, ever-inexperienced group of luiateurs. The jury is
thus by definition an exciting expetinu:nt in the conduct of
serious human affairs, and it is not surprising that, virtually
from its inception, it hag been the subject of deep contro-
versy, attracting at one' the most extravagant praise and the
most harsh criticism,/

The jury controversy has recruited some of the great names
of political philosophy and the law: Alexander Hamilton,
de Tccquevillc, Blackstone, Montesquieu, Bentham, Spencer,
Livingston, Holmes, Stephen, Corbin, Wigmore, Pound, Sun-
derland; and, more recently, Frank, Curtis, Green, Wyzan-
ski, Bok, Glanville Williams, Denning. Devlin, and Griswold?

Yet this long tradition of contro; ersy over the jury system

carried democratic institutions eastward Across the continent as far as
Czarist Russia, which instituted jury trial in ISC1.

On the whole, the European graft Oid not take well. See Ch. 2,
note 3. But while the jt.. y in recent decae: has lest some ground, the
principle of lay participation in the criminal process is more firmly
established than ever. in the large, only the Near East and Japan and
some of the Latin American countries hase left the criminal trial ex-
clusively to the learned judiciary. Fnr a general bibliography of the
jury in the United Staffs and in other countries, see Pound. Seagle,
Jury, in Encyc. Soc. Sci., v. 8, pp. 492.502 (1932).

A complete bibliography on praise and blame of the jury would be
formidable; v:e list a 53ropl ing: Livingqnn. A System of Penal Law for
the State of Louisiana, pp. 10 et seq. (1833): Pound, Law in Books and
Law in Action, Am. L. Res., v. 44, p. 12 (1910); Sunderland, Verdicts,
General and Special, Yale LI, v. 20, is. 235 (1920); 'igmore, A Program
for the Ttial of a jury Trial, J. Am. Jud. Soc , v. 12, p. 166 (1929);
Green, Judge and Jury (1930); Frank, Law and the Modern Mind, Ch.
XVI (1930); Frank, Courts on Trial (1919); Curtis, The Trial Judge
and the Jury, Vand. L. Rev., v. 5, p. 150 (195`).); Wyzanski, A Trial
Judge's Freedom and Responsibility, ilat. T.. Rev., v. 63, p. 1281 (1932);
Devlin, Trial by Jury (1956); Williams, 1 he Proof of Guilt (3d ed.
1953). See also, Brooder, The Functions of the Jury; Facts or Fictions,
U. Chi. L. Rev., v. 21, p. 3S6 (1931). A reasonably complete bibliog-
raphy on the jury debate was prepared by Piofessor Dale Breeder for
the Un:sersity of Chicago Jury Projec, as a staff memorandum; iron-
lolly it owes its publication to the Congres.Aonal hearings on jury
tapping. See Hearing Before the Subcommitter to Investigate the Ad-
ministration of the internal Security Act of the Senate Committee on
the judiciary, 84th C,ong., 1st Sess., pp. 65-S1 0955).
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has produced unsatisfactory debate. Much of the criticism
has stemmed from not more than the a priori guess that, since
the jury was employing laymen amateurs in what must be a
technical and serious busin "ss, it could not be a good idea. In
comparable fashion, the enthusiasts of the jury have tended to
lapse into sentimentality and to equate literally the jury with
democracy. Not surprisingly, therefore, the very character-
istics which the critics point to as defects, the jury's cham-
ps herald as assets.

The wide range of opinions about the jury is easily docu-
mented.' We begin with a very recent statement by one A
the critics. The Dean of the Harvard Law School, in the
course of his annual report for 19G21963, made certain rec-
ommendations for improving the administration of justice,
among them the abolition of the jury in civil cases. Dean
Griswold argued:

The jury trial at best is the apotheosis of the amateur. Why
should anyone think that 12 persons brought in from the
street, selected in ar:ous ways, for their lack of general ability,
she) td have any special capacity for deciding controversies be-
t en persons? 4

/ The more exasperated form of criticism is illustrated by the
following excerpt from an article in the America,: Bar Asso-
ciation Journal in 1924:

Too long has the etieze and sterile jury system been per-
rnittt.d to tug at the throat of the nation's judiciary as it sinks
under the smothering deluge of the obloquy of the it was
designed to serve. Too long has ignorance been permitted to
sit ensconced in the places of judicial administration where
knowledge is so sorely needed. Too long has the lament of
the Shakespearean character been cdiocd, "Justice has fled to
brutish beasts and men have lost their tCa5011." $

The jury Project has also conducted an opinion survey among the
judiciary on the jury system, from which some findings are set forth in
Chapter 37. The Jury Project will present at a future time a complete
report of thr data.

4 1962.1963 Harvard Law School Don's Rtpot t. pp. 5-6.
&bine, Trial by pity: An lnefiettie Sul% A.B.A.J., v. 10, pp.

33.35 (192I).
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And to add still another unfriendly voice, the distinguished
English scholar Glanville Williams, in the Seventh Series of
Ham lyn Lectures in 1955 had, among other things, this to
say of the jury:

j orIf one proceeds by the light of reason, there seems to be a
midable weight of argument against the jury system. To

begin with, the twelve men and women are chosen haphazard.
There is a slight property qualification too slight to be used
as an index of ability, if indeed the mere possession of prop-
erty can ever be so used; on the other hand, exemption is given
to some professional people who would seem to be among the
best qualified to serve clergymen, ministers of religion,
lawyers, doctors, dentists, chemists, justices of the peace (as
well as all ranks of the armed forces). The subtraction of rel-
atively intelligent classes means that it is an understatement
to describe a jury, with Herbert Spencer, as a group of trk tire
people of average ignorance. There is no guarantee that
memb(ss of a particular jury may not be quite unusually ig-
norant, credulous, slow-witted, narrow-minded, biased or tem-
peramental. The danger of this happening is not one that
can be removed by some minor procedural adjustment; it is
inherent in the English notion of a jut y as a body chosen from
the general population at random.'"

The defenders of the jury are equally emphatic. Lord
Justice Devlin, an experienced and greatly admired English
judge,,may speak here for them. In 1956, in the Eighth Ham.
lyn .cture Series, he said of the jury:

Each jury is a little parliament. The jury sense is the parlia-
mentary sense. I cannot see the one dying and the other sur-
viving. The first object of any tyrant in Whitehall would be
to make Parliament utterly subservient to his will; and the
next to overthrow or diminish trial by jury, for no tyrant
could afford to leave a subject's freedom in the hands of twelve
of his countrymen. So that trial by jury is more than an in-
strument of justice and more than one wheel of the constitu-
tion: it is the lamp that shows that freedom lives.*

Williams, The Proof of Guilt, pp. 271.272 (3d ed. 063).
Devlin, Trial by jury, p. 164 (19:?6).
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Justice Devlin found it appropriate t,1 :Include his lectures
on the jury by quoting the famous pasage from Blackstone,
the words of which, he said, are still -a ter two centuries as
fresh and meaningful as when they N%'erc v rittr'n":

So that the liberties of England cannot bui. subsist, so long
as this palladium remains acre(' and inviolate; not only from
all open attacks, (which none will be co hardy as to make), but
also from all secret machinations. whi li may sap and under-
mine it; by introducing new and arbitrary methods of trial,
by justices of the peace, commissioners of the 'venue, and
courts of conscience. And however convenient these may ap-
pear at first, (as doubtless all arbitrary powers, well executed,
are the most convenient) yet let it be again remembered, that
delays, and little inconveniences in the forms of justice, are
the price that all free nations must pay for their liberty in
more substantial matters; that these inroads upon this sacred
bulwark of the nation are fundamenrdly opposite to the spirit
of our constitution; and that. though begun in trifles, the
precedent may gradually increase and spread, to the utter dis-
use of juries in questions of the most momentous concern'

Thus, after two hundred years. th,! debate over the jury
system, with distinguished participants on both sides, is still
gcfiKg on apace

This is not the occasion to review the debate systematically.
It may be useful, however, to suggest its broad outline. The
controversy centers around three large issues. First, there is a
series of collateral advantages and disadvantages that arc often
charged against, or pointed to on behalf of, the jury as an in-
stitutioti. In this realm fall such positive points as that the
jury provides an important civic experience for the citizen;
that, because of popular participation, the jury makes tolerable
the stringency of certain decisions; that, because of its transient
personnel, the jury acts as a sort of lightning rod for animosity
and suspicion which otherwise might center on the more
permanent judge; and that the jury is a guarantor of integrity,
since it is said to be more difficult to reach twelve men than

Commentaries, v. IV, p. 3!O (1 lth ed. 1791).
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one. Against such affirmative claims, sirious collateral disad-
vantages have been urged, chiefly that the jury is expensive;
that it contributes to delay in civil litigation; that jury service
imposes an unfair tax and social cost en those forced to serve;
and that, in general, exposure to jut y duty disenchants the
citized and causes him to lose confidence in the administration
ofidstice.
/Second, there is a group of issues tli..t touch directly on the
competence of the jury. Here the debate has been fascinat-
ing but bitter. On the one hand, it is urged that the judge, as
a result of training, discipline, recurrent experience, and su-
perior intelligence, will be better able to understand the law
and analy» the facts than laymen, selected from a wide
range of intelligence levels, who have no particular experi-
ence with matters of this sot t. and who have no durable offi-
cial responsibility. On the oilier him]. it is argued that twelve
heads are inevitably better than one; that the jury as a group
has wisdom and strength which need not characterize any
of its individual members; that it makes up in common sense
and common experience what it may lack in professional train-
ing, and that its very inexperience is an asset because it secures
a fresh perception of each trial, avoiding the stereotypes said
to 'nfect the judicial eye.

The third group ,)f issues about the jury goes to what is per-
the most interesting point The critics complain that

the jury will not follow the law, either because it does not
understand it or because it does not like it, and that thus only
a very uneven and unequal adm;nislration of justice can re-
sult from reliance on the jury; indeed, it is said that the jury is
likely to produce that government by man, and not by rule
of law, against which Ane.o-American political tradition is so
steadfastly set.

This same flexibility of the jury is offered by its champions
as its most endearing and most iriportant characteristic. The
jury, it is said, is a remarkable des ice tot msurirg that we are
governed by the spirit of the law and not by its letter; for
insuring that rigidity of any general rule of law can be shaped
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to justice in the particular case. One is tempted to say that
what is one man's equity is another man's anarchy.

From even so brief a summary, it is apparent that there is
little chance that the debate over the jut), will soon be re-
solved; it is too threaded with difficult value judgments. For
the special purpose.; of this book, however, three character-
istics emerge as salient. First, most praise or blame of the
jury can come only by way of the comparison of trial by jury
with trial by a judge, the one serious and significant alternative
to it.

Thus, throughout the jury controversy there is at least
the implicit assumption on both sides that the decisions of the
jury will sometimes and to some degree be different from
those that would be given by the judge in the same case. Its
critics point to these differences as evidence of the fury's fal-
libility and incompetence; its champions point to these differ-
ences as proof of the jury's distinctive function and its
strength.

Second, most of the unrest over the jury today is limited
to its use in civil trials' It is agreed that the case for the jury
in criminal trials is different and much stronger.

Third, while in no small part the jury controversy is clearly
in the realm of value judgments and is but a variation on the
age-old theme of rule versus equity, nevertheless much of the
argument appears to rest on assumptions as to what the facts
are the facts, that is, as to how the jury actually performs.
The present book reports an investigation into these facts.
It is an effort to provide data on the actual decisionmaking
by juries and judges. Its single purpose is to attempt to an.

'See generally, kalven, The Dignity of the Civil Jury, Va. L. Rev.,
v. 50, p. 1035 (1964). See also Green. Juries and JusticeThe Jury's
Role In Personal Injury Cases, 1962 U. 11!. 1.. F., p. 152; Joiner, Civil
Justice and the Jury (1962). The argument about the jury in civil
cases has become much invohed with the problcm of coutt congestion.
For a recent criticism by a distinguished Nov judge, see Desmond,
Should It Take 34 Months for a Jut) Trial? N.V. Times, Dec. b, 1963
(Magazine), p. 29. For an estimate of the impact of the jury on de.
lay, see Zeisel, Kalven, and Buchholz. Delay in the Court, Ch. 6 (1959).

6
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surer the question when do trial by judge and trial by jury
lead to divergent results.

As a matter of both theoretical int test and methodological
convenience, we study the performance of the jury measured
against the performance of the judge as a baseline. Our
material is a massive sample of actual criminal jury trials
conducted in the United States in recent years. For each of
these trials we have the actual decision of the jury and a
communication from the trial judge, telling how he would
have disposed of that case had it been t ricd before him without
a jury. In this sense, we have been able to execute the grand
experiment of having each case, over the wide universe of
contemporary jury business in the criminal law, tried by a
jury and also by a judge, thus obtaining matched verdicts
for study. The result is a systematic view of how often the
jury disagrees with the judge, of the direction of such dis-
agreement, and an assessment of the reasons for it.

From what has been said about the method it is not easy
to anticipate the full scope of the study. Trial by judge and
trial by jury will emerge not simply as two different modes of
adjudication, but as different systems of law, In that sense
this is a comparative study of two legal cultures, that of the
jury and that of the judge.

We would, however, emphasize that this research opera.
tion opens only a limited view on the behavior of the jury.
We can answer questions about the jury only in terms of a
comparison with the judge. If, for example, we wish to
know whether a given factor, such as the defendant's being a
cripple, or the skill of counsel, or the committing on evidence
by the judge, has any effect on the jury, we can answer only
by measuring what effect such factors have on the jury's pro-
pensity to agree or disagree with the judge. But while as a
matter of clarity, it is important to emphasize this limitation,
it is also important not to make too much of it. It will turn
out that through this special window one is able to observe a
very considerable amount of july behavior. For the most
part, the impact of a factor on the jury's propensity to agree
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or disagree with the judge is a. goci-.1, --if! perhaps the only
practicable, index of its impact on the

While this book then is essentially an n,pirical study of the
jury in operation, we wovld pause to note its broader impli-
cations. It is a contribution to whar 111s often been called r,-
alist jurisprudence; it is an effort to send out how the law in
operation, as contrasted to the law on the books, is working.
There are innumerable other instances of unwritten law in
action besides those afforded by the jury, and the study may,
therefore, be taken as some indict timt of what empirical
efforts to map out the law in action can yield.°

Second, AS will become more apparent as we proceed, the
book links up with questions about legal decision-making gen-
erally, and especially with what the American law has found
to be an endlessly fascinating topic: the decision-making of
judges. Here again the book can be taken as some indication
of what empirical study of the judicial process may yield.

In its concern with measuring jury against judge, the study
is, of course, a contribution to the debate over the merits of
the jury system. A word of qualification, however, is
needed. It is not its purpose to decide whether the jury is a
good institution. The purpose has teen simply to find out
how in fact the jury is performing. The study will have rele-
vance for both the critics and the defenders of the jury sys-
tem and will provide fresh material for the jury debate, It
certainly will not terminate it.

'Inuring recent years a number of rigorous empirical studies have
made their appearance, am: ug them, Conatd ri el., Automobile Acci-
dent Costs and Payments (1961); La rase, Arrest: The Decision to Take
a Suspect into Custody (1965): Rosen'orrg, 1 hr: Pretrial Conference and
Effective Justice (1964 For its emtndo,7% impact the bail bond ex
petiment of the Vera Foundation doer% cs mention here: Ara, Rankin,
and Stutz, The Manhattan bail Project: In interim Report on the Use
of Pre-Trial Parole, N.Y.U.L. Rev., v. 5S, p. 67 (1963). One might note
also the emergence of centers attempting to apply social science in-
quiries to legal institutions at Columbia, Ret1,.e:cy, and Wisconsin. for
a general survey of these developments ice Zeisel, The Law, in Uses of
Sociology (Lan rsfeld cd. 1966).



THE POWER OF AN HYPOTHESIS

Carlin's study, Lawyers' Ethics , when contrasted

with The American Jury, presents an example of socio-

legal research approached from a deductive rather than an induc-

tive perspective. Carlin, unlike Kalven and Zeisel, states an

hypothesis and then proceeds to collect and analyse data in relation

to his assertion. He says: "We shall be principally concerned

with influences on ethical conduct arising from characteristics of

the lawyer's clientele, of the courts and agencies of government

with which he deals, and of his colleague group, and with the

patterning of these influences by the system of social stlatification

In the bar." The hypothesis is not very specific, it is true, but at

least it Is there. This is not to say that the testing of theoretically

derived hypotheses is the only path to knowledge, as we have noted

before. But the former has many advantages In empirical research.

Carlin is asserting that there Is a relationship between political and

social variables and ethical behavior. And he is then led to probe

into these issues systematically, which is preferable to a rather

haphazard gathering of data.



There is, however, another factor involved in the Carlin

study which makes it valuable reading for students of socio-legal

research. Carlin's research problem is constructed in such a

way as to place it within the general body of literature pertaining

to ethical behavior among professional groups. His research

problem, as was pointed out in an earlier reading, is formulated

"at a level sufficiently abstract so that findings from the study

may be related to findings from other studies concerned with

the same concepts."

From Jerome E. Carlin, Lawyers' Ethics: A Survey
of the New York Bar (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation, 1966) pp. 3-9. Reprinted by permission.
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Members of the legal profession in die United States are bound by
a set of ethical rtdes. These :Ire designed to protes.1 clients from
e.,:pioitation by lawyers, to promote solidarity and effective working
relations among colleagues, and to guard against interference with
the proper functioning of courts and agencies of government. In
addition, the ethical standards of the bar scree to promote a more
basic responsibility:

The lawyer's hishest loyalty is at the same time the most intangible.
It is a loyalty that run net to persons, but to pi occdures and institu-
tions. The lawyer's role imposes on him a trusteeship for the integrity
of th..e fundamental processes of government and selfgovernment
upon which the successful funetio:,iug of ow- soc:cty depends.'

Frequent ethical violations tend to undermine public confidence
in the legal profession, and to weaken the integrity of the adminis-
tration of justice. Thus, the Preamble to the Canons of Professional
Ethics warns:

In America, where the staNlily of Courts and all departments of
government rests upon the approval of the r.,..ope, it is peculluly
essential that the system for tstabl:siling and dispensing j.Istice be

. . so maintained that the public shall have ak.:-.Aute confklente in
the integrity and impartiality of its administration. . . It cannot be
so maintained unless the conduct and motives cf our profession are
such as to merit the appr,aval of all just racn.2
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Compliance L1ith ethical norms cannot be nIken for granted,
particularly in view of the nature of lawyer's v-,r1:. As art advocate
asserting or challenging claims of right, as counselor and draftsman
fashioning the legal framework of collaborative effort, as negotiator
and mediator acccaninodating intern: is and manipulating institu-
tional structures, the practicing lawyer is constantly confronted
with contending interests and co:JILL:ling loyalties. He may not only
find himself in situations where his own interests run counter to
those of his clients, but where service to clients may be inconsistent

his responsibilities as officer of the law. A critical research
task, therefore, is to explore the conditions supporting and impairing
the lawyer's capacity to carry out his ethical obligations.

Traditional Approaches to Professional Misconduct

Unethical behavior is most often explained as a product of
inadecnate training, as a failure on the part of the professional
school to instill in students a commitment to professional norms and
values. Eliot Freidson has observed:

Deficient behaior on the part of a professional tends to be seen as
the result of being a deficient kind of perzon, or at least of haring been
inadequately or improperly "socialized" in professional school. The
most common remedy for such behavior is to reform the professional
curr:colur11.3

The underlying assurapdori is that commitment to professional
norms and values can be learned in the course of professional
training, and that, armed with this firm commitment, the practi-
tioner will be disposed to conform to ethical standards. This position
is evident in the following statement regarding the functions of
medical educati

Since numerous kinds of F.:entire; :r.ay be exerted upon private
practitioners to depart fru:n what they know to be the most appro-
priate kind er mt.-heal care, it becomes binction ally imperative that
they acquire, in tuzdical school, those valun and norms which
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make them less vulnerable to such de-, i;Itions, It is in this direct
sociological sense that the acquisition of .-.i.propriate attitudes and
values is as central as the acquisition of knowledge and skills to training
for the provision of satisfactory ratified care.'

Similar views are voiced by commentators on legal education.
At the Se ton Hall Conference on Professional Responsibility, a law
school dean asserted:

It is necessary for the law school wherever possible to incorporate
in the curriculum sufficient scientific ethics to enable a well-raeanhig
lawyer to know what he should do and sufficient incentive to lead him
to it.6

And a panel discussant at a meeting of the American Bar Associa-
tion maintained that the way to achieve greater professional respon-
sibility is "to engender in each lawyer a higher sense of dedication
to the fullest service of mankind. . . . It must come from the ins;(!e."

Although there are disagreements over methods, and doubts
about specific programs, there is little wavering in the conviction
that the professional school can influence ethical behavior and that
this task "is or should be one of the major concerns of professional
education. "' All that is required, according to the author of a
recent article in the Journal of Legal Education, is "an understanding
of the intrapsychic factors that so largely determine the shape of
manifest behavior."9

Professional misconduct is also seen as a result of inadequacies
in the canons of ethics, and in the machinery for their enforcement.
The usual solution is to modernize the canons and to increase the
effectiveness of disciplinary measures. For example, a special com-
mittee has recently been established by the American Bar Associa-
tion to undertake a "broad re-evaluation of the adequacy and
effectiveness of the Canons of Professional Ethics."' The committee
will "carefully evaluate the extent to which departures from high
ethical standards and lapses in strict enforcement are related to
the content of the Canons."'' And it is further noted that "appro-
priate revisions or additions could contribute significantly to more
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effective grievance procedure, as well as to increasing the level of
voluntary compliance.""

Both approaches to the problem of unethical conduct focus on
rules or norms as the principal, if not exclusive, instrument of social
control. The assumption is that if the rules were properly defined,
effectively internalized, and actively enforced they would be faith-
fully observed.

This point of view tends to conceive of professional norms as
existing independently of the social and organizational context
within which they are meant to operate. The focus of attention is
on what the professional brings with him to the situation--his norms,
values, or commitmentsand un the punishment of infractions.
Little or no attention is given to the context of action except to
emphasize the need for more effective internalization of norms to
counteract situational pressures.

Commitment to certain norms and values undoubtedly plays a
role, and an important one, in the regulation of professional con-
duct. It is by no means certain, however, that such commitment can
be instilled during professional training; indeed, data presented
here and in other studies indicate that this is most unlikely. Nor is it
certain that norms and values are the principal determinants of
behavior. In fact, the main research problem is to examine the
varying significance of norms for behavior within particular social
contexts.

Ethical conduct is also undoubtedly affected by formal disci-
plinary measures. How much of an effect these measures have and
the way in which they are brought about raise complex and largely
unexplored issues. It seems to be the case in the New York City bar
that only a small fraction of violators are officially- disciplined. It is
possible that if more violators were punished the level of conformity
might rise. However, even if enforcement proceedings were carried
out against a larger proportion of violators, this would still fail to
affect the structural conditions leading to widespread violation of
ethical standards. Until these conditions are in some way altered,
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little can be accomplished by merely increasing the number of
punitive actions.

In short, neither internalization nor formal enforcement of
norms is sufficient to bring about or fully account for differences in
adherence to ethical standards. The social setting of the lawyer's work,
especially the pattern of opportunities and pressures to which he is
exposed in his practice, is equally if not more important.

The Approach of This Study

The perspective adopted in this study is to center attention on
how the social organization of the profession affects the ethical
behavior of lawyers. We shall be principally concerned with influ-
ences on ethical conduct arising from characteristics of the lawyer's
clientele, of the courts and agencies of government with which he
deals, and of his colleague group, and with the patterning of these
influences by the system of social stratification in the bar. We shall
also examine lawyers' ethical commitments and the contribution of
formal disciplinary measures to the maintenance of professional
standards.

The critical importance of situational factors rests in part on the
obstacles the lawyer encounters in maintaining his professional
independence. Threats to his integrity may arise from the character
of the market for legal services, from captivity to clients,, and from
the contaminating effects of certain courts and agencies.

The market for legal services is highly competitive, particularly
in areas of practice calling for low-level, standardized skills. In
these areas, the lawyer's work frequently overlaps that of other
occupational groups such as realtors and accountants, resulting in
intense competition if not open rivalry with these groups. The
insecurity of the lawyer's practice is intensified, moreover, by the
weak and intermittent demand for legal services among lower- to
middle-income individuals. Lawyers who handle these nonrepeating
.matters are forced to seek continually for new legal business, and
often find it necessary to establish illicit connections with runners
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and other intermediaries. Consequently, lawyers who face these
market conditions may be unable to preserve either their profes-
sional identity or moral integrity.

Lawyers are also likely to become captives of their clients. This
is more often the case for practitioners who provide a continuous
and broad range of service to their business clients, and who there-
fore often become involved in client affairs. Thus, 6o per cent of the
lawyers in our sample assist their business clients in obtaining
financing; an equal proportion are on the lookout for investment
opportunities for these clients; close to half ai e either officers or
board members of client corporations (generally taking an active
part in corporate affairs); approximately a third hold stock or have
other financial interests in such corporations. Under these condi-
tions lawyers may find it extremely difficult to exercise independent
judgment or authority. Moreover, involvement may also increase
the lawyer's opportunities to exploit clients and make him more
vulnerable to improper client demands.

Finally, the very institutions involved in the administration of
justicethe courts and agencies of governmentmay themselves
contribute to undermining the professional integrity of lawyers.
In so far as these institutions are subject only to weak professional or
bureaucratic controls and are open to political influence, practices
are likely to develop which may undermine ethical standards. The
inability of the legal profession to make more effective use of the
courts for controlling the ethical behavior of lawyers stands in sharp
contrast with the increasing use of the hospital for maintaining
standards in the medical profession.



THE HOW-TO-DO-IT OF
HYPOTHESES CONSTRUCTION

The following selection from Goode and Hatt is a brief dis-

cussion of the major points which will aid the researcher in con-

structing hypotheses. Conceptual clarity, empirical referents,

specificity of hypothesis, the relation of hypothesis to a body of

theory--all are essential parts of research design.

There are two issues in the selection which are particularly

worth noting: (1) "an hypothesis must be separated from a moral

preachment . . . "; and, (2) "scientific predictions or hypotheses

must avoid the trap of selective evidence by being as definite and

specific as possible. "

If moral preachments are not carefully separated from

factual predictions, the results are all too likely to refer to vague

feelings which will connote different things to different people. For

example, to use the term "bad" to describe the behavior of parents

in relation to their children means that anyone reading the results

of the study must interpret what the researcher had in mind when

1



he used the word, If, on the other hand, the research problem is

stated in such a way as to lead to hypotheses about the relationship

between parental behavior and psychic disturbances in the child,

the study takes on an objectivity which can be used by others in

carrying out further testing and which exposes the results to

critical analysis.

As for specificity in the construction of hypotheses, the

need is simple and clear-cut. Not to work in specific terms will

often render the assertion non-testable. If the concepts used are

too vague or too general, there is always the danger that "any

occurrence can be interpreted as a fulfillment."

From William J. Goode and Paul K. Hatt, Methods in
Social Research (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1952)
pp. 68-73; 170-183. Reprinted by permission.
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William J. Goode and Paul K. Hatt, Methods in Social Research
(New York; McGraw-Hill, 1952), pp. 68 -7S.

.

;

Let us now look at some criteria for judging hypotheses.
The hypotheses must be conceptually clear. Enough emphasis upon

this requirement was made in the preceding chapter to require little
further elaboration. It should be repeated, however, that this involves
two things. The concepts should be dearly defined, operationally if
possible. Moreover, they should be definitions which are commonly ac-
cepted and communicable rather than the products of a "private world."

What to do: One simple device for clarifying concepts is to write out a list of
the concepts used in the research outline. Then try to define them (a) in words,
(b) in terms of particular operations (index calculations, types of observations,
etc.), and (c) with reference to other concepts to be found in previous research.
Talk over each concept with fellow students and other researchers in the field.
It will often be found that supposedly simple concepts contain many meanings.
Then it is possible to decide which is the desired referent. For systematic con-
ceptual clarification, perform all the operations suggested in Chapter 5.

Hypotheses should have empirical referents. It has also been previously
pointed out that scientific concepts must have an ultimate empirical
referent. No usable hypotheses can embody moral judgments. Such state-
ments as "criminals are no worse than businessmen," "women should
pursue a career," or "capitalists exploit their workers," are no more usable
hypotheses than is the familiar proposition that "pigs are well named
because they are so dirty" or the classical question, "How many yards of
buttermilk are required to make a pair of breeches for a black bull?" In
other words, while a hypothesis may study value judgments, such a goal
must be separated from a moral preachment or a plea for acceptance of
one's values.

What to do: First, analyze the concepts which express attitudes rather than
describing or referring to empirical phenomena. Watch for key words such as
"ought," "should," "bad," etc. Then transform the notions into more useful con-
cepts. "Bad parents" is a value term, but the researcher may have a definite
description in mind: parents who follow such practices as whimsical and arbitrary
authoritarianism, inducing psychic insecurity in the child, failure to give love, etc.
"Should" is also a value term, but the student may simply mean, "If women do
not pursue a career, we can predict emotional difficulties when the children leave
home, or we can predict that the society will not be able to produce as much
goods," etc. When, instead, we find that our referent is simply a vague feeling,
and we cannot define the operations needed to observe it, we should study the
problem further and discover what it is that we really wish to investigate.
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The hypotheses must be specific. That is, all d,c operations and pre-
dictions indicated by it should be spelled out. "-! he possibility of actually
testing the hypothesis can thus be appraised. Often hypotheses are ex-
pressed in such general terms, and with so grandiose a scope, that they
are simply not testable. Because of their magnitude. such grand ideas are
tempting because they seem impressive and important. It is better for the
student to avoid such problems and instead develop his skills upon more
tangible notions.

By making all the concepts and operations explicit is meant not only
conceptual clarity but a description of any indexes to be used. Thus, to
hypothesize that the degree of vertical social mobility is decreasing in the
United States requires the use of indexes. At present there is no satisfactory
operational definition of the status levels which define mobility. There-
fore, the hypothesis must include a statement of the indexes which are to
be used; that is, political office, occupation, effective income, education,
etc.

Such specific formulations have the advantage of assuring that research
is practicable and significant, in advance of the expenditure of effort. It
furthermore increases the validity of the results, since the broader the
terms the easier it is to fall into the trap of using elective evidence. The
fame of most prophets and fortunetellers lies in their ability to state pre-
dictions so that almost any occurrence can be interpreted as a fulfillment.
We can express this in almost statistical terms: the more specific the pre-
diction, the smaller the chance that the prediction will actually be borne
out as a result of mere accident. Scientific predictions or hypotheses must,
then, avoid the trap of selective evidence by being as definite and specific
as possible.

What to do: Never be satisfied with a general prediction, can be broken
into more precise subhypothcscs. The general prediction of war is not enough,
for example: we must specify time, place, and participants. Predicting the gen-
eral decline of a civilization is not a hypothesis for testing a theory. Again, we
must be able to specify and measure the forces, specify the meaning and time of
decline, the population segments involved, etc. Often this can be done by con-
ceptual analysis and the formation of related hypotheses; e.g., we may predict
that urbanization is accompanied by a decline in fertility. However, we gain in
precision if we attempt to define our indexes of urbanization; specify which seg-
ments will be affected, and how much (since in the United States the various eth-
nic and religious segments are affected differently); specify the amount of fertil-
ity decline, and the type (percentage childless, net reproduction rate, etc.). Form-
ing sub-hypotheses (l) clarifies the relationship between the data sought and
the conclusions; and (2) makes the specific research task more manageable.

Hypotheses should be related to available techniques. In earlier chap-
ters the point was repeatedly made that theory and method are not
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opposites. The theorist who does not know what techniques are available
to test his hypotheses is in a poor way to ft)n qL; te usable questions.

This is not to be taken as an absolute injunct ,n against the formulation
of hypotheses which at present are too complex to be handled by con-
temporary technique. It is merely a sensible ri quirement tc apply to any
problem in its early stages in order to judge its researchability.

There are some aspects of the impossible hypothesis which may make
its formulation worth while. If the problem is significant enough as a
possible frame of reference it may be useful whether or not it can be
tested at the time. The socioeconomic hypotheses of Marx, for example,
were not proved by his data. The necessary techniques were not available
either then or now. Nevertheless, Marx ian frameworks are an important
source of more precise, smaller, verifiable propositions. This is true for
much of Emile Durkheim's work on suicide. His related formulations con-
cerning social cohesion have also been useful. The work of both men has
been of paramount importance to sociology, even though at the time their
larger ideas were not capable of being handled by available techniques.

Furthermore, posing the impossible question may stimulate the growth
of technique. Certainly some of the impetus toward modern developments
in technique has come from criticisms against significant studies which
were considered inadequate because of technical limitations. In any serious
sociological discussion, research frontiers are continuously challenged by
the assertion that various problems "ought" to be investigated even though
the investigations are presently impossible.

What to do: Look for research articles on the subject being investigated. Make
a list of the various techniques which have been used to measure the factors of
importance in the study. If you are unable to locate any discussions of technique,
you may find it wiser to do a research on the necessary research techniques. You
may, instead, decide that this lack of techniques means your problem is too large
and general for your present resources.

Some items, such as stratification or race attitudes, have been studied by many
techniques. Try to discover why one technique is used in one case and not in
another. Note how refinements in technique have been made, and see whether
one of these may be mere useful for your purposes. Look for criticisms of previous
research, so as to understand the weaknesses in the procedures followed.

Again, other problems may have been studied with few attempts at precise
measurement. Study the literature to see why this is the case. Ascertain whether
some subareas (for example, of religious behavior) may be attacked with tech-
niques used in other areas (for example, attitude measurement, stratification
measures, research on choice making, etc.).

The hypothesis should be related to a body of theory. This criterion is
one which is often overlooked by the beginning .Audent. He is more likely
to select subject matter which is "interesting," without finding out whether
the research will really help to refute, qualify, or support any existing
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theories of sodal relations. A science, however, c.irt be cumulative only by
building on an existing body of fact and them It cannot develop if each
study is an isolated survey.

Although it is true that the clearest examples of crescive theoretical
development are to be found in the physical aril biological sciences, the
process can also be seen in the social sciences. One such case is the develop.
ment of a set of generalizations concerning the social character of intelli-
gence. The anthropological investigations at the end of the nineteenth
century uncovered the amazing variety of social customs in various so
cieties, while demonstrating conclusively dr- t there were a number of
common elements in social life: family systems, religious patterns, an
organization of the socialization process, etc.

The French school of sociology, including Lucien lAvy-Bruhl, Emile
Durkheim, Marcel Mauss, Henri Hubert, and others, formulated a series
of propositions, at the turn of the century, which suggested that the
intellectual structure of the human mind is determined by the structure
of the society. That is, perception and thought are determined by society,
not alone by the anatomical structure of our eyes, ears, and other senses.
Modes of thought vary from society to society. Some of these formulations
were phrased in an extreme form which need not concern us now, and
they were often vague. Nevertheless, the idea was growing that the intelli-
gence of a Polynesian native could not be judged by European standards;
his thinking was qualitatively, not merely quantitatively, different.

At the same time, however, better techniques were being evolved for
measuring "intelligence," which came to be standardized in the form of
scores on various IQ tests. When these were applied to different groups it
became clear that the variation in IQ was great; children of Italian immi-
grants made lower grades on such tests, as did Negroes. Northern Negroes
made higher grades than whites from many Southern states. Ameri-
can children of Chinese and Japanese parents made rather high scores.
Since it was generally assumed that these tests measured "innate intelli-
gence," these data were sometimes generalized to suggest that certain
"racial" groups were by nature inferior and others superior.

However, such conclusions were opposed on rational grounds, and lib-
eral sentiments suggested that they be put to the test. There were, then,
two major sets of conclusions, one suggesting that intelligence is in the
main determined by social experience, the other suggesting that the IQ
is innately determined. To test such opposing generalizations, a research
design was needed for testing logical expectations in more specific situa-
tions. If, for example, it is true that the intelligence of individuals
who are members of "inferior" groups is really determined biologically,
then changes in their environments should not change their IQ. If, on
the other hand, the social experience is crucial, we should expect that such
changes in social experience would result in definite patterns of IQ change.
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Further deductions are possible. If identical twins are separated and are
placed in radically different social experiences at an early age, we might
expect significant differences in IQ. Or, if a group of rural Negro children
moves from the poor school and social experience of the South, to the
somewhat more stimulating environment of the North, the group averages
would be expected to change somewhat. Otto Klineberg, in a classic study,
carried out the latter research. He traced Negro children of various ages
after they had moved to the North and found that, in general, the earlier
the move to the North occurred, the greater the average rise in the IQ.
The later the move, the smaller the increase. Even if one assumes that the
"better," more able, and more daring adult Negroes made this move, this
does not explain the differences by time of movement. Besides, of course,
the subjects were children at the time of the migration.*

In this research design a particular result was predicted by a series of
deductions from a larger set of generalizations. Further, the prediction was
actually validated. In justice to the great number of scholars who have
been engaged in refining and developing IQ tests, it should be mentioned
that other tests and investigations of a similar order have been carried out
by many anthropologists, sociologists, and social psychologists. They do
not invalidate the notion that IQ is based in part on "innate" abilities,
but they do indicate that to a great extent these abilities must be stimu-
lated by certain types of experience in order to achieve high scores on such
tests.

From even so sketchy an outline of a theoretical development 2s the
foregoing is, it can be seen that when research is systematically based upon
a body of existing theory, a genuine contribution in knowledge is more
likely to result. In other word.,, to be worth doing, a hypothesis must not
only be carefully stated, but it should possess theoretical relevance.

What to do: First, of course, cover the literature relating to your subject. If it
is impossible to do so, then your hypothesis probably covers too much ground.
Second, try to abstract from the literature the way in which various propositions
and sets of propositions relate to one another (for example, the literature relating
to Sutherland's theory of differential association in criminology, the conditions
for maximum morale in factories, or the studies of prediction of marital adjust-
ment). Third, ascertain whether )'ou can deduce any of the propositions, including
your own hypothesis, from one another or from a small set of major statements.
Fourth, test it by some theoretical model, such as Merton's "Paradigm for Func-
tional Analysis in Sociology" (Social Theory and Social Structure, pp. 50-54), to
see whether you have left out major propositions and determinants. Fifth, espe-
cially compare your own set of related propositions with those of some classic
author, such as Weber on bureaucracy or Durkheim on suicide. If you find this
task of abstraction difficult, compare instead with the propositions of these men

4 Otto Klineberg, Negro Intelligence and Selective Migration (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1935).
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as explained by a systematic interpreter such as Talcott Parsons in his Structure
of Social Action. What is important is that, whatever the source of your hy
pothesis, it must be logically derivable from and based upon a set of related
sociological propositions.

SUMMARY

The formulation of the hypothesis is a central step in good research,
and it is important to give it a great deal of thought. Because of this sig-
nificance, we have looked at the hypothesis from several points of view.

1. We have shown why it is so crucial a step to take, and how it func-
tions in a research. It is the question which we put to the empirical world,
in such a form that an answer can be obtained.

2. We have also looked at some of the problems which occur when we
attempt to formulate hypotheses. It is clear that the formulation of hy-
potheses does not occur automatically but is usi,ally preceded by m.ny
false starts, evaluational propositions, vague statements, etc.

S. As an aid in understanding hypotheses, we noted that they may be
developed at different levels of concreteness, from fairly common-sense
statements to the relationships between complex, abstract variables.

4. Making hypotheses is a creative act, but we can study such acts. We
saw that hypotheses come from many sources, from the general emphases
of our culture to the most individual of experiences.

5. Finally, we sketched a few criteria for selecting the more useful
hypotheses and offered a few suggestions for improving those hypothesec
which seem to be weak.

Such art outline at least offers the student a set of preliminary but
useful notions for thinking fruitfully about research problems. Many
studies fail at precisely this point, the development of a good hypothesis.
On the other hand, the history of science gives innumerable examples to
prove that great strides were made when someone asked the right question.



CHAPTER ONE

CLASS NOTES

I

The teachers and students who will use the materials contained in

this selection of readings will undoubtedly possess varied intellectual

interests and training. Consequently, we do not think there is one clearly

prcferred way to use these readings in the classroom, one "correct"

approach which will insure both enthusiasm and understanding. Nonethe-

less, the following problems and illustrations may aid law students and

their teachers in coming to grips with some major methodological issues

in the social sciences. The emphasis here is not so much on reading or

discussion as on performance; and to this end we have included a number

of "exercises" at the end of each chapter which may be used as they stand

or modified to fit the expertise and interests of the class.

I I

At the beginning of these readings, we said that there is no proven

method to teach people how to develop hypotheses. Nonetheless, we think

it is possible to set up a series of tasks which have a good chance of help-

ing the student to uncover ideas worth testing.
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A. The first step is to have the student decide on the subject (or

variable) that interests him, that he would like to understand in terms of

',hat makes it vary. As an illustration, let us say it is the matter of

academic performance in law school. We can call this the dependent

variable--that is, the variable that presumably depends on some other

variable or set of variables we wish to discover. The latter are usually

referred to as independent variables. The task, then, is to discover

what independent variables are related to--and possibly cause -- variation

in th dependent variable of acadornic performance in law school.

The first and simplest way to look for an answer is to use common

sense and our own experience and intuition. We might guess that there is

an intellectual aptitude or ability for the study of law that plays a large

part in determining just how well a law student does in his course work.

We might also guess that past academic performance also plays a part- -

perhaps reflecting an ability that partly overlaps a special aptitude for

the study of law but is not conterminous with it. And, finally, we might

suppose that academic achievement in law school transcends intellectual

skills- -there is a motivational factor, a drive to do well, that students for

one reason or another possess to a greater or lesser degree.

We can now set these variables up in a matrix, as in Figure 1, and
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systematically examine the relationships among them. Each crossmark in

a cell stands for a relationship between the variables taken two at a time.

The next step is to ask what relationships, if any, exist between

these variables and to state explicitly wily we think the relationships exist
1

in the ,Lay we have asserted.

1

Since academic achievement in law school is our dependent variable,
it might be thought that there is no benefit to be gained in trying to link the in-
dependent variables, such as motivation and aptitude for the study of law. But
such a task helps to better understand why the independent variables have the

influence that they have and how their interaction effects the dependent variable.

FIGURE I
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There is one more point to be considered in this part of this first

exercise. Before we can test our assertions, to see if they correspond to

empirical reality, we must Qperationalize our terms. The concept of

operationalism has a long and complicated history; and it raises some very
2

difficult issues in the philosophy of science. Here, however, all we wish

2

See, for example, Herbert Feigel, "Operationalism and Scientific
Method," The Psychological Review Vol. 25, No. 5, September,
1945, pp. 250-259.

to make plain is that although defining every concept or variable we discuss

would be a waste of time. there are key concepts which we must define as

precisely as we can in terms of the aspects of the observable world to

which they refer--and if such definitions are to be useful in research and

are to be comparable from one piece of research to another, we will have

to specify the operations by which we make our observations. (For example,

what do we mean by the term "socio-economic status?" What empirical

reality does it refer to? How can we measure that empirical reality?)

In the problem we are now dealing with, the academic achievement

of the law student, we might define our terms as follows:
111

/ Academic achievements will refer to the cumulative grade

point average of the law student as recorded by that great keeper of

records, the Dean's office.



/ Aptitude for the study of law will refer to the student's score

on the morning session of the Law School Aptitude Test, as administered by

Educational Testing Service.

/ 7 Past academic performance will refer to the student's

cumulative grade point average as an undergraduate.

/ / Motivation will refer to--what the reader of this book can

create as a measure of the individual law student's drive to do well in law

school. What behavior, what verbal responses, could serve as a good

indicator of different levels of ambition for academic achievement?

It is possible, of course, to argue that grades are not a very good

indicator of academic achievement, either in law school or in college,
3

and that the LSAT is not a very good indicator of aptitude for the law. We

3
At the end of these class notes, we have included two readings

which bear on this issue. The first is an excerpt from the LSAT Handbook;
the second is an article, "Law School Admissions: Science, Art, or Hunch?"
by Robert R. Ramsey, Jr. which appeared In The Journal of Legal
Education, 1959-60, Volume 12, pp. 503-520.

are free to construct another operational definition, if we wishrememberIng,

however, to pay attention to common sense, common usage, and tile definitions

used by social scientists in other research projects.
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B. A second device for generating hypotheses involves a critical

reading of the work of others who have studied the problem being examined.

It is here we can find propositions that have been tested once but reed to be

tested again; explanations for observed results which sound plausible but

have been subjected to empirical examination; inconsistencies or dis-

crepancies which are puzzlin;; and need further exploration; insights which

are hardly more than vague hints and which need to be worked out and

hooked to clear, specific empirical referents. Scientific understanding,

after all, is to a large extent a matter of slow accumulation of tested and

refined ideas. The brilliant, original hypothesis is a fine thing, of course- -

and it is essential for the real growth of a discipline. But the testing and

development of existing ideas is also essential and fully deserves the

effort it requires.

The two readings we mentioned before--the excerpt from the LSAT

Handbook and the article by Robert R. Ramsey, Jr. , will be useful here.

Both contain numerous assertions which can be developed into hypotheses.

C. A third device involves looking at work that has been done in

analogous areas. The use of analogies, in fact, is one of the most potent

means for the discovery of new ideas, new insights. The situation which

serves as an analogy may be very similar to the topic being examined or it

may be quite different in a great many respects; in either event, the attempt
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to find similarities and differences between two phenomena has proven to be

an invaluable aid in scientific discovery.

Mat, then, is similar to achievement in law school? One obvious

and very similar situation is achievement in college. (We suggested earlier

that achievement in college might reflect an ability which would influence

performance in law school. Now we are using achievement in college in

another way--as an analogous situation which may suggest other factors

influencing performance in law school.)

There have, of course, been a great many studies of undergraduate

performance. We will cite only one--They Went To College by
4

Ernest Havemann and Patricia West. These authors found that two vari-

4
Ernest Havemann, Patricia Salter \Vest, They Went To College,

The College Graduate in America Today (New York: Harcourt,
grace and Company, 1952)

ables were related to performance in college--namely, political opinions

and extent of extra-curricular activities. Students who called themselves

Independents tended to get higher grades than students who call themselves

Democrats or Republicans. (The study was made in 1947.) In addition, the

authors found that students who engaged in many extra-curricular activities

tended to get higher grades than those who did not. The question, then, is

whether these factors influencing undergraduate performance might also in-

fluence law school performance--and if so, precisely why.



We said this is a rather obviously analogous situation. In fact,

there are a great many other situations which have been examined with

regard to the determinants of achievement and which might help to generate

ideas or hypotheses about achievement in law school. The factors influenc-

ing performance in the business world, in the Army, in voluntary associ-

ationsall of these and more may open up additional hypotheses.
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What the Law School Admission Test Measures

The development of the Law School Admission Test illustrates a number of
these generalizations. One of its main functions is to assist in the selection
of law students by providing information about probable future performance
in law school. Obviously it cannot test law school applicants on knowledge
and skills which will be acquired during their law school careers. It must,
therefore, depend on indirect methods--on the measurement of general
abilities underlying those of ultimate interest and on the measurement of re-
lated skills in contexts which are free of specialized knowledge.

A thorough analysis of .hat it takes to do well in law school--as defined by
performance on first-year examinations--would rebult in a long list of
abilities and personal qualities among which might be the following:

facility in acquiring information,
skill in logical analysis,
writing ability,
persistence,
originality,
effective study habits,
self-discipline,
ability to work well in a competitive atmosphere,
motivation to succeed.

The list could be extended indefinitely, but even these few examples will serve
to illustrate some of the problems facing the designers of a test like the Law
School Admission Test. Some of these qualities elude the precise operational
definitions which are a necessary basis for successful test development.
Among these are originality, self-discipline, ability to work under competition,
and motivation to succeed. Undoubtedly these could be further analyzed, but
when one asks exactly t.ow a person possessing these qualities would behave in
a concrete situation, difficulties arise. What seems like originality to one
person is not so classed by another; self-discipline, while generally desirable,
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may be foreign to a student who excels by virtue of his original insights;
conditions of competition similar to those existing in a law school are
difficult to reproduce in a testing situation; and motivation to succeed is
so vague a quality as it stands, and so complex a quality upon further
analysis, that it becomes a subject for basic research rather than a
quality which can be tested by existing methods.

It is true, of course, that through the operation of serendipidity all of these
qualities and others may be indirectly measured to some degree in a test
designed primarily to test other abilities. The Law School Admission Test
is at present a full day's battery of tests during which the candidate performs
numerous taxing tasks under high stress, and the mere fact that he appears
for the test and completes it may imply something about his persistence, his
self-discipline, his ability to work under competition, his motivation to
succeed, and many other qualities not directly approachable.

Other qualities, such as effectiveness of study habits, could probably be
given satisfactory operational definitions but raise serious problems of
testing method. Some information could no doubt be obtained about them,
but the method employed would probably be self -report which, under con-
ditions of competitive examination, is notably undependable. Again, while
such qualities are not directly measurable, information about them may be
implied in the results of other types of measurement. One might assume,
for example, that in most instances the student who has good undergraduate
grades from a school that demands much of its students has probably develop-
ed reasonably good study habits, although this may be a,. erroneous assump-
tion in the case of a student who is bright enough to achieve good grades with
little effort.

It is apparent, then, that by no means all of the abilities and qualities which
result in a successful law school career are susceptible of measurement.
Some of them defy the precise definition in concrete behavioral terms which
is a necessary preliminary step in test development. Others present prob-
lems of testing method, given the conditions under which tests must be
administered to large numbers of candidates. There remains from the
suggested list of abilities and personal qualities a small group for which
reasonably exact definitions can be provided, for which useful thought
imperfect test methods do exist, and which are of great importance to
success both in the study and in the practice of law. These are skill in ac-
quiring Information, logical analysis, and writing.
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The measurement of these abilities is diffused throughout the test. No one
section of the test is exclusively related to any one of them. However, for
convenience in presentation, it seems best to discuss the measurement of
each of these abilities in connection with the specific sections of the test
where it is most clearly displayed.
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Robert R. Ramsey, Jr. , "Journal of Legal Education, "
1959-60, Volume 12, pp 503-520.

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS: SCIENCE,
ART, OR HUNCH ?*

ROBERT R. RAMSEY, JR.

ixf ASV school admissions committees have long been interested in more
s,precise methods for estimating a student's chances for success in the

11.13. piogram, but only in the last decade has the growing admissions
problem generated attent;on on a broad scale to the need and likely effi-
ciency of rigorous and systematic evaluation procedures. The advent of
selective admissions has, in particular, meant a new emphasis on predic-
tion, for all selective methods for admission are essentially predictive.
The committee which grants admission to one and denies it to another
is, in effect, saying that it feels the former is better law school material
than the latter, and its members must likewise feel that of those ac-
cepted, some wilt do better than othets.

The problem of selective admissions was not peculiar to the late
forties; it is a continuing one, and promises to be even more crucial in
the years ahead. One can hardly overlook the great population expan-
sion the nation has been experiencing in the last few years. The baby
boom of the past two decades has afresh!y added millions to the class lists
of the 'sixties and 'seventies. Nor is the problem solely one of quantity.
An additional factor that renders the admissions situation even more
acute is the noticeable improvement in quality of the applicants who each
year seek entrance to our colleges and professional schools. Preliminary
screening by counselors and advisers has aided greatly in reducing the
number of marginal applications to be considered, but this very act has
also made the selection task more difficult. Institutionally and imli-
viduall, we can no longer afford Wigmore's trial-and-error method that
"the way to find out whether a boy has the makings of a competent lawyer
is to see what he can do in a first year of law studies."' Of those who
now complete application, a very large percentage must be considetcd
qualified in so far as experience in the past with individuals of similar
qualifications has shown that they are likely to attain a satisfactory level
of academic success.

The author is Indebted to Proksior Pant S. lOirecior, CON of rd.
ticallonAl 11e.veArt-11. Ynle nn,1 tl 'tr. timilA Toc;i7r, Vice 1,,ass, Itnr-
nard UnlyerAtty Law School, for 1-,cfpftif citlkisms and a igge5tfams concerrillig thf

t At..410ant Dirt-dor, Office of tAlutatInzint tle$.-Atelt. 1a1c i'vitcrity.
I %%Ignore, hithlie PfrhoigVo.rrirOlpftor nom to tind Out trActhcr a Roy

110, the Ma Olga of n 1.4trecr, ?I I/A.1.14N. VA. 40,3 (0-2)).
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Law schools have felt these pressures, and will feel them to an even

greater degree, for not only are they fewer in number, but their facilities
for handling expanded enrollments are generally more limited. Certain
other considerations. also give selection for professional training added
importance: the cost to the individual and to society of a professional
education, highly desirable personality quAlities and abilities, probable
ethics of practice, and possibility of social contribution.2

in view of these factors, it seems likely that explicit evaluation pro-
cedures will assume an increasingly important role in educational practice.
Used wisely, they can contribute significantly to a realization of Kander::
plea of twenty years ago, even timelier for today's situation : more than
ever before, the individual student must be protected as far as possible
against the disappointment, disillusionment, and waste that arise from
his being admitted to a college or professional school for which he is un-
suited or inadequately prepared.3 The professional school must also
minimize the waste of its own limited resources by discriminating more
finely between those who show promise and those who do not. The ulti-
mate goal of any such program is the same at all levels : the right educa-
tion for the right individual, a greater awareness of individual differences
among students and of the individual characteristics of a particular stu-
dent which mal;e desiratle for him a certain educational program as op-
posed to the several available to him. Hopefully, rigorous and system-
atic assessments of admissions procedures will enable both student and
institution to capitalize more fully on the educational opportunities, at
their disposal. The present article reviews the law schools' experience of
the past and present, and offers some suggestions for the future.

I

THE NATURE or PREDICTION PROCEDuRES

The necessary components (:;hc. any prediction procedure are a criterion
and at least one predictor. The most fundamental, and perhaps the most
difficult, problem in any prediction study is the choice of some standard
of subsequent performance against which to validate the procedure in

question, for it is axiomatic that any such research is only as good as
the criterion used. In selecting students for law school, two kinds of
performance suggest themselves as possibilities for the criterion to be

predicted: success in legal practice and success in law school. The for-
mer represents what Tliorndike calls the "ultimate" criterion, the corn-

English C Nagy, Profu7siopat School Admissions, in 2 11A-s000x or Arrr.mo
Psvciror.onv -153 Of r:70),

31. 1, KANotir Pc:orrss:oNAL ArTnunr. Trs-rs MvorciNE, LAW ANn ENC.I.NEVL-

INO rvi (19,10).
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plete final goal of professional echteation.4 But as he himself is quick to
remind us, such a criterion is rarely, if ever, available for use in psycho-
logical research. This is certainly the case with respect to the profes-
sions, for the securing of a satisfactory on-the-job criterion has, to date,
been practically impossible. Because the duties and responsibilities of
the professional person vary from time to time and from place to place,
success in professional work has proved too elusive and relative a con-
cept to be of use in the validation of more precise prediction techniques.
Such criteria of long-term proficiency as length of service, income de-
rived from work, and rank or professional standing are helpful, but they
too have their limitations, in that it is not entirely accurate to equate sue- .

cess with any one or particular pattern of these.
As a result, the researcher is almost always thrown back upon substi-

tute, working criteria of an "immediate" or "intermediate" nature, which
he judges, either in terms of rational analysis or in terms of empirical
evidence, to be related to the ultimate criterion with which he is most
fundamentally concerned. Prediction studies with law students have
histo.rically relied on "immediate" measures of success, generally nest-
year grade average. It is important to remember that all so-called "im-
mediate" or "intermediate" criteria remain partial, since at best they give
only an indication or an approximation of the ultimate goal towards
which the selection is directed.

An acceptable working criterion should possess the following qualities:
(1) It must be relevant to the ultimate goal, and this relevance should be
based on actually determined correlations; (2) it must have some reliabil-
ity, including the power to discriminate between individuals; (3) it must
be as objective as possible; and (4) it must be practical for purposes of
convenience, economy, and comparability .3 Anyone who has had occa-
sion to be concerned operationally with the choice and use of criterion
measures realizes that few of those currently available satisfy all of these
requirements. Graduation, over-all grade average, first-year and first-
semester grade averages, and achievement in particular courses, though
imperfect, arc useful as long as the investigator recognizes their limita-
tions and makes allowance for the same in his final interpretations.

Most law school prediction studies have used course grades as both
predictor and criterion, correlating undergraduate college grades against
law school grades. The continued widespread use of grades in prediction
studies is due in large part to the fact that they arc conveniently avail-
able and appear to possess a rather satisfactory degree of reliability.
However, it is widely recognized in the psychological and statistical

4 lt. 1.. TuonNwNe, PER:',ONNEL SELECTION 120-24 (1940).
5 ittliOn, The Criterion, In K P. LINPQLiST (UD.), EDUCATION,'.1, NEAR:El:ME:sr 631

(19:31).
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world that "grades do not represent the universal and unvarying values
which their numerical or literal definiteness often implies." The unre-
liability of instructors' grades, based, as many contend, on "some esoteric
combination of improvised testing, dazzling intuitions, and the per-
sistencc of the student attending classes," 7 has long been a controversial
topic and a continuing problem. Professor Grant has recently proposed
in this Journal one method for the establishment of fixed, discernible
standards in law school grading, in the hope of reducing "the incredible
variance now caused by our present personal and incompatible grading
Standards that so distorts the significance of our grades to the injury of
our schools and our students."8 College and university grading methods
have undergone favorable modification in recent years, but there still re-
mains too much subjectivity in many grading situations. Sonic feel that
this is due to a lack of any defined common denominator upon which to
base grades, and they emphasize that it gill continue "as long as each
teacher has a set of standards, individually defined and reflecting a some-
what unique set of objectives." 9 Unless a criterion is free of such arbi-
trary elements, szJisfactory predictions will be difficult, if not impossible,
to make.

Most prediction studies have used the average or summary grade, and
there is the feeling in sonic circles that such an over-all evaluation of
the student has limited Validity for prediction purposes. The chief ob-
jection is that such a measure fails to indicate the degree to which each
important goal of instruction has been achieved by the student. Notable
among these critics is Furst, who comments that,"

Such evaluations have some usefulness in prediction studies but, in general,
Suffer from the limitation of not being analytic . . . . The weaknesS
of an average is that it is always somewhat artificial; it implies uniformity
where variability is the rule, Instead of describing the pattern of achieve-
ment over the various instructional objectives, it yields only a conglomerate
the parts of which are rather nand,:script.

While no one can deny that grades or a summary of them represent
varying degrees of achievement in many different kinds of courses taught
by various kinds of instructors with different standards of measurement
(in the process, giving rise toa certain amount of unreliability and bias),
the general feeling is that sufficient reliability and validity remain in the
final composite index to make them uieful for prediction purposes. Their

6 J. G. DAI:LEY ET AT., 'DIE USE or TEsTs IN COLLEGE 13 (1047).
7 Sarbin & llortlin, New Criteria for OW, 1 Evuc, & Psvcit, 31tAsunEmENT 173,

ISO -S1 (1911).
8 Grant, Justice in Grading, 9 J.I.vo.yr. En. 212 (1950).
9 Sarbin & Dot supra iinti! 7, at 174.
10 Tticoreticat Piotilems in the Selection of Students for Professional

Schools, 10 1.:ouv. Mr:Ast:itEmrsr G37, 0.!S 0050).
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continuing value stems from the the fact that they represent a combina-
tion of ability and motivational factors operating in much the same way
as they probably will in professional school. The advantages of these
circumstances seem to outweigh the factors that tend to reduce their re-
liability and validity otherwise.

In recent years, standardized tests have gained increasing acceptance
as useful predictors, so that today nearly all professional schools require
applicants for admission to sit for specially-constructed aptitude tests,
supervised and administered by the respective professional associations
or independent testing organizations. General achievement and per-
sonality inventories have also been used from time to time, but the corre-
lations between scores on these scales and course grades in professional
schools have been consistently low and not of sufficient magnitude to be
useful in individual prediction when selecting applicants for admission.lt

In order to interpret the results of prediction studies an index of the
relationship of predictors to criterion is necessAy, since, some factors
are presumably better indicators of a student's probabilities of success
in a prescribed program of professional studies that others. The usual
method of indicating this relationship has been the coefficient of correla-
tion. The larger the correlatio coefficient (the possible range is 1.00
to + 1.0412 the more we assume the predictors and criterion to have in
common, high performance on the former reflecting substantially the
same factors that apparently account for academic success in profes-
sional school.

In the final analysis, the use of any prediction technique in an admis-
sions operation will depend upon how well it serves the objective of the
particular professional school. Each school must determine its own
admissions policy. If it proposes to admit a large number of students
with the expectation that a considerable number will fail, then the pre-
dictor need not be so predictive. On the other hand, if the aim of the
school is to pick out only those successful students at the start (as is
usually the case in these days of many applicants and limited facilities),
then the most valid predictor available is still inadequate.

31 See Thompson, Personality and Intcrc..t Factors in Dental School Success, 4
Entre. & PSYCH. MEAstmEltENT 299 (1014); & Fredcrilcsen, Achicrcutent of
Freshman Engineering Students and the Strong Vocational Interest Monk, 30 .1.
Arrt.Psren. 109 (1052); Glaser, Predicting Achievement ii Medical School, 35 id. At
212 (1051).

I? Obtained correlation coefficients rarely exceed + 0.75, and the following Is a
rough guide to their evaluation in terms of experience to dole:

0.00 - 0.29 Very Low' .

0.20 - 0.40 Low
0.40 - 0.50 Averag.c
0.51) - 0.70 nigh
0.T0 - 1.1.'0 Very high
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II

REVIEW or I Sciloor, EXPERIENCE.

A7, in most other professional fields, an increasing number of appli-
cants and the persistence of a high percentage of failures led law schools
to seek more selective methods of admission. Thirty years ago, there
was practically no selective admissions policy, and during this trial-
and-error era, almost any college graduate could enter the law school of
his choke, provided he was of good character and could pay the bills. As
a result, the first-year failure rate at many schools was quite severe; and
at one, a professor is leputod to have suggested to members of an enter-
ing class that they "look at the man to the right of you, look at the man
to the left of you one of you three won't be here next year." "

The approach of the earliest law school studies was to try to determine
the degree of relationship between the quality of the student's prelegal
work and his achievement in the law curriculum." In other words, to
predict marks, use marks. Studies of this type continue to the present,
and the findings to date have shown that the undergraduate academic
record is a fairly reliable predictor of subsequent achievement in law
school." Many legal educators maintain that the quality of the student's
prelegal college work is the best single indicator of law school success,
and they arc supported in this conviction by a sizable body of research
evidence. In many cases, the college average is not so valuable in pre-
dicting the actual achievement in law school as it is in forecasting po-
tential failures.

It is interesting to note that in some instances, accuracy of prediction
tends to increase if it is based on prelegal grades received at the same in-
stitution where the prospective student intends to pursue legal train;r.
It also appears that frequently the quality of a student's academic record
during the period immediately prior to entrance into law school is of
greater predictive utility than that of the first years of preparation.
Studies at Yale Law School have found a rather high correlation between
undergraduate junior year average and law school performance, and the
suggested explanation is that this average "probably represents achieve-
ment at a level of motivation and work-adjustment more comparable to

13 STUDYING, LAW AT Tilr, IIAn.v.vnt) IAw SCI[001.. 22 (19)5).
141). Ii. SIVIT jr AL, 1.11V:tro:r!NG SUCCV.Ai IN Pro.,.:sAtoNAt. Sertoor.s (.14.)1!))
15 A inimcograplied tabular sumnlary or int1)1khed correlation stndles

prela gratle averages and lay.. seltool nellievetnent up to 1013 available up.):1 re-
quest to thc autisor (1.tos: 211'7, Yale uLtion, New Haven, Conn.).
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t: :at in the stticly of law than is the case with the two preceding years of
t;:;.lergraduate preparation.""

As one means of combatting the high failure rate, the minimum re-
:uirements for admission were raised front two years of college to col-

:.;L:e graduation. But, as Kandel pointed out,"

provided no assurance of success in legal studies. Mortality continued
high and could not be accounted for by the lack of general intelligence;

tn,lents with good college records were also found among the failures in law
5:1wols.

In the -tiddle 'twenties, it was concluded that success in law school re-
SpCciriC hinds of intellectual capacities, and a study was under-

:-tken to ascertain the capacities a lawyer supposedly requires for his
On this basis, early law aptitude examinations were designed to

:: :ensure such things as power of analysis, recognition of the crucial
;.uint in a mass of facts, ability to memorize quickly, and ability to as-
:intilate what has been learned. Alertness, verbal facility, and the pos-

ssion of a large vocabulary also appeared to he important in these early
intdies.

Prior to 1948, at least seven specially constructed legal aptitude tests
tvere used by various institutions as one means of selective admission
:9 their law schools. With the exception of the Person-Stoddard exami-
nation, however, use of these tests was generally restricted to the institu-
tiuns at which they were developed."

The Pelson-Stoddard Law Aptitude Examination, constructed by
a law school dean and a psychologist, was based upon the following
abilities, as representing, in the aggregate, a certain degree of law apti-
tude: (1) capacity for accurate recall, (2) reading comprehension, (3)
reasoning by analogy, (4) reasoning by analysis, and (5) skill in pure
logic. Most of the early studies showed that every part of the test was
;Tisitively correlated with first-year au,; first-semester grades in law,"
but subsequent experience revealed that it probably did not discover the
high-grade students as accurately as the low-grade ones."

The Person-Stoddard Examination was opposed from its very incep-
tion by some legal educators, and among its most vociferous opponents

%%Crawford & Gorham, The Fate Leya ,Apt:tude Teat, YALE L.J. 1237, ]241
t. S 11010).

%;KANDEr.., op. cit. supra note 3. at 31.
14 mimeographed tabular sunnnary of imblishel correlation studies between law

1;.!inv1 test score's and law school acilles.emea up to is available upon requEst
the author.
13 Stoddard, Fcrio3 and Stoddard Law Aptitude Examinntion: Preliminary TM

; .11. f, An.L.Sen.Ittiv. 78 (1027).
Witham, Levet Aptitude Tc.sts, 2. 41S (11,30).
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was Professor Wigmore of Northwestern. Conducting his own study
with fifty student v ,:tinteers, he concluded that the test 21

as a basis for juristic psychopoyametrological prognostication of individual
aptitude . . . had no sulistantial practical value for the purpose in-
tended, viz., predictability as to ultimate high capacity of a particular in-
dividual for law studies.

Not having utilized accepted statistical techniques such as correlation,
median, and deviation, he did coacade, however, that some "psychopoye-
metromethodological" error ini.ght La discovered in his methods; and
unbiased evaluation of all avaik,ble validity data on the Examination
suggests that it did warrant more credit than his conclusions admitted.

Columbia Law School experimented with law aptitude tests as early
as 1921. With the assistance of Professor E. L. Thorndike, a law "ca-
pacity" test was prepared "to test the student's ability to work effectively
with abstractions and symbols, a capacity necessary to do the kind of
work required of law students." Although it was not designed to
determine general mental ability, its sponsors claimed that it was so con-
structed that it was next to impossible for a student not fitted for the
study of law to obtain a bigh score. The teat was required of every stu-
dent admitted to the first year from 1928 to 1936, but in the latter year,
the admissions committee was given the power of discretion to admit to
the first-year class without the requirement of the capacity test.

An account of Columbia's experience with the test may be found in
an appendix to the Dean's report for 1937." Although the capacity test
was not a certain index of law school achievement (1. c., able students
occasionally did make a low score), the findings with 1980 students dur-
ing the nine-year period (coefficient of correlation, + 0.38) did justify
its use as a predictor of law school performance. A slightly higher cor-
relation 0.41) was obtained bt:tween college average and first-year
law grades. In the operation of its selective admissions process, Colum-
bia personnel found that the college average and the capacity test score
acted as valuable checks upon each other, particularly when the applicant
had a low placement in either. Tints, it was discovered fairly early that
law aptitude test results may actually improve predictions based on col-
lege grades alone only slightly, bat they can serve the valuable additional
function of providing a common base for evaluating college records.
Such verification can be especially helpful to an admissions committee that

21 Wigniore, supra note 1, et -10.
2111r.I'OIrr Or TRU DEAN' OF TILE. LAW SCIi0OL FOI1 VIE PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30,

1937, 20 (1:)37).
23JacoNio itcpOrt of Mc Faculty Cowl:lit:cc ou.. t1 c Selection of StIldCWS, AIIPOWIT'S

to the 1:Eporr or THE DEAN OF ID E 10:: TILE PERIOD ENDING JUNE 30,
1937, 39-7.3 (1937).
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must consider applicants from a large number of relatively "unknown"
colleges.

Columbia and Yale have used legal aptitude tests continuously over a
longer period titan any other law schools.. Yale first experimented with
the Thorndike CAVD (Completion, Arithmetic, Vocabulary, Directions)
Test, and a much shorter test of twenty minutes constructed by its ONVI1
Professor Chapman. But these were not specific tests of legal aptitude,
and after several years of unsatisfactory experimentation, the assistance
of Crawford was enlisted to design a new instrument, the Yale Legal
Aptitude Test. This was a test of ninety minutes and was composed
of verbal comprehension questions, logical inference and analogy prob-
lems, and legalistic material." Although legal problems and terminology
were involved, knowledge of law was not required by any part of the
test; all the professional information needed to answer the questions was
provided in the directions of the test. In short, the Yale test was planned
"to reveal whether or not the student possesses a capable thought legally
naive mind." 23

Validity studies involving the Yale Legal Aptitude Test revealed high-
er correlations between test score and first-year law grades (-I- 0.55) than
corresponding measures reported for the Ferson-Stoddard (-1- 0a16) and
Columbia (-I- 0.3S) law tests, and Yale authorities found that it was
particularly helpful as a counnon denominator in checking on the validity
of undergraduate records." The e..:perience of the University of Wis-
consin with the Yale test, hawever, indicated that it added little to pre-
dicti . of grades earned in its law school; and it did not appear to be
of quite as much service as the straight aptitude test," supporting Craw-
ford and Gorham's conclusion that

any prognostic instrument which, like the Legal Aptitude Test, has been
validated and successively revised with reference to a particular curriculum
and population is likely to find its usefulness limited to situations closely
analogous to those which have governel its own development.

Thus, in adopting existing tests for new situations, one should be pre-
pared for a certain predictive shrinkage as the by-product of a ready-
made versus a tailored solution.

The University of Minnesota tried a number of different teats during
the 'thirties, but unlike Yale, was def:nitely not satisfied with its at-

21 Crawford, The Lcool aptitude l'est kriocriment at Yale, 7 Asr.L.Sc(r.I1Ev. 530
(1932).

23 Crawford & Gorham, Attp/%1 ,rote :10. at. 1210.
24 Gulliver, The Use of e Legot Arditilde 'best in the Selection of Low School

Etadee..!s, 9 AN(.3,.Scif.11Ev. 3110 (1:119).
IItt:41,aad, Prediction of Loy. SchNot Sirreci.s, 2 Wis.L.Itcy. 283 (19:30).

21 Crawford S Gorliam, otprn ;;, at 1215.
12 Journal of
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tempts to measure legal aptitude." Using original and borrowed tests,
it found that the most successful single instrument was the University
of Minnesota Relevancy Test in Law, a test of the relevancy of proposi-
tions of law to stated questions of fact. At various times, its legal apti-
tude battery was also composed of the Wesley Social Terms Test, Legal
Generalization Test, and Pro3ser Reading Tests. After five years of
experimentation (1933--37), during which time the predictive validity
of the tests varied incomprehensibly from year to year, the use of apti-
tude tests was discontinued by the Minnesota Law School. Experience
had shown that by far the best predictor for its own situation was a pre-
law college average adjusted to take account of the fact that some schools
are weak and inferior."

The law schools of the Universities of California and Michigan also
experimented with the predictive value of legal aptitude tests at one time
or another, but very little has ever been published tert ding their find-
ings. The California Legal Aptitude Tests \vere prepared locally, and
correlation coefficients of + 0.52, + 0.64, and -1- 0.61 between test scores
and law school grades were reported for three years." Michigan re-
ported a correlation of -1- 0.60 between scores on its own legal aptitude.
test and first-year law grades for 1940."

In 1941, an experimental edition of the Iowa Legal Aptitude Test ap-
peared as "a new test of scholastic aptitude for legal studies which would
incorporate the best features of existing tests of this type, and which
could be made available for general use by schools of law and college per-
sonnel counselors." 33 Subsequent validity data led to a 19-16 revision
composed of the following seven parts: analogies, reasoning, opposites,
relevancy, mixed relations, memory, and common legal information
(which tested a candidate's knowledge of subject matter to a limited
extent)." Although studies show that the Iowa Test was probably not
a great deal better, on the average, than the undergraduate grade record
for predicting academic performance in law school, its primary value
derived from its availability for use in the counseling of individuals
whose undergraduate preparation was of marginal quality.

29 Prosser, Comhicids on //can Gu1liver'.1 Paper from. Proceedings of the
Annual Meeting of the AALS, (10!0).

30 Dottglass, 1.10;er, & 11.0NI:gttr, Pri:diCti011 of SUCCOS in the Low School, ht Llsr-
VERSITY or NIINNESC)T.I. S1t:1)11:i IN PEEDILTING SCIIOLASIC Acnim.1.3:ENT 4i) (1012).

3t Kidd, Comblcnis on 1JCan Gullic(c's Pop(Nr h'uni PrOCCedietus of the 37th Anntial
Heeling of the A.t LS, 9 Am.L.Scir.lt-,-.s..1)(i3 (1010).

31 Communication from J. E. Tracey to W. M. Adams, as reported ire Adams, l',.c-
.dietion of fichfila3(iO St:Cee.id in Co!tc.,),..3 of Lou; I. Experimental Edition. of the
lozra Legal Aptitude Te8t, 3 Eucc. l'svcir. MrAsyr:LmENT 291 (1013).

331d. at 200.
31 Adams & SUM, The Prediclie of the 1:3.3G Revision of the long Le!;a!

Aptitude Test, & P ( . MI:A.-::111:NtENT '2:3 (1010).
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Not satisfied with the predictive efficacy of existing instruments, a

group of law schools approached the College Entrance Examination
hoard in 1947 regarding the pos5ibility of developing a legal aptitude
test which would be available nationally several times a year. (As early
as 1939, at the 37th Annual Meeting of the AALS, Kidd had proposed
uniform national aptitude tests for the legal profession, in the hope that
better tests devised by experts might reduce materially the enormous
wastage then existent.') The result of these negotiations with the
CEEB was the Law School Admission Tut (LSAT), and an LSAT
Policy Committee, composed of legal educators and admissions officers
from representative law schools, was established from the start to advise
the technical experts in carrying on a continuous program of test develop-
ment, pretesting, item-type validation, and test validation.

From the very beginning, the Policy Committee has emphasized that the
LSAT "should be an aptitude (ability) test as free as possible of items
requiring specific knowledge or detailed information, yet predictive of
scholastic achievement in law school." The intention of the test, now :e-
quired as part of the admissions procedure at seventy-six law schools, is
not to measure a student's prelaw scholastic achievement, nor his motiva-
tion or willingness to apply himself. Nor does it purport to predict suc-
cess in legal practice. Its ultimate finiction is to "predict only what an
examinee can do in the study of law if he uses his ability wellwhat his
performance is likely to be if he applies himself." 3' Questions on the test
are, therefore, designed to measure the individual's capacity- to read, to
understand, and to reason logically with a variety of verbal, quantitative,
and symbolic materials.

The results of validity studies with the LSAT vary from school to
school. In some cases, prelaw record is the better predictor ; in many
instances, the LSAT is superior as a single predictor. Studies conducted
by the Educational Testing Service on 19-18 entrance at fourteen law
schools showed a range of coefficients of correlation between LSAT
score and first-year law grades from + 0.15 to + 0.65, with the mean
falling at + 0.41. The corresponding mean coefficient for the under-
graduate grade average was 0.37. Studies carried out by ETS subse-
quent to 1948 tend to confirm these results.33

Most law schools have found that the best prediction technique cur-
rently available is some combination of prelaw record and LSAT score,

35 Kidd, svpre r.ete 33, at (1{3-1.
3G JelinS011, VC!idditUit of Peofcsqa;tci Aptqq.1.: llotlericl: Tests for Law, LTA.

1:i'S INVITAlIONAL CONiTI:ESCE ON TESTINC 1'1:0(LEDINCS, 31 (1D:51).
37 A. P. Jotts.iox, MAT...tot:tr. A. Or..s:s is J. A. Wryi.LI.:VOTIO:.t, Tilk: LAW Scicoor,

TI: 61' AND SLI:01.:SVONS Fon ITS
3+ Triltut iC:tt to the alittiol- Cr.n J. A. (1954
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for such a combinetbn has proven superior in almost all instances to ei-
ther predictor used alone." Such combinations, based on statimieAy de-
termined "best" weights of the predictors, have yielded multiple corre-
lation coefficients as high as I n a significant improvement in pre-
dictive efficacy over th.tt of the predictors employed separately.

HI

l'311'1.1CATIONS 1CM Till; FUTURE.

Errors in the prediction of law school performance are still fairly high,
and it is apparent to all tle,t no prediction technique has as yet even ap-
proached infallibility. Correlations in the 0.50's and 0,60's are useful,
but they ai'e low enough to impress upon us that our attempts to predict
law school. achievement are still more in the realm of hunch than of
science. Looking to the future, let us consider some of the recurring
pitfalls of prediction, as well as the prospects for their resolution.

Correlations between first-year law grades and earlier legal aptitude
test scores were, in twiny i:istenices, larger than the more recent ones in-
volving the LSAT. i7, this wean that accuracy of prediction is, in
fact, inversely proilortionai to the technical perfection of out' measuring
instruments? On the contletry, paradoxical as it may seem,
is essentially correct lehen s.tiggests that we should "expect further
lower correlations., not higher ones, as indications of efficiency and effec-
tiveness."4° We arc here confronted with the peculiar statistical phe-
nomenon that increased reliance on prediction renders correlation itself
a less useful index. The elimination of low prediction cases through the
admissions process increases the homogeneity of ability in the accepted
group and thereby yields low,s coefficients of correlation between pre-
dictors and criterion than would otherwise be the case in the more hetero-
geneous range of the total, unselected group. As more and more of thc
effectiveness of predictors is "used up" in the selection process, it be-
comes increasingly difficult to demonstrate statistically the real validity
of the predictor. It is even possible that the correlations may be zero
although the instrument is valid for selection purposes. 1

Admissions officers might view any such apparent decline in the va-
lidity of their selection techniques as analogous to the situation of our

39 For an eNaniple of the zn:±EpIe approatli as used at one law school, sec
ban., & Crawford, Law School Peceielio:, of Miii-Coitiery, 10 3.1.t:uAr.. Ey. 3So, 193- 03
(1037).'

401Villiarrison, Thc Ilurca,iry .accuracy a/ Scholastic 1'rce.Fictirin3, 2S J.Ftlue.
Psvcir. 3, 13 ttri3.0.

4t 'racer s: warace, Inco;ts;-st,eLl in The Predictive Value of c Illett'ry of TC6
J.Avi,L.V:-.:.ccit. 237 (1250).
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currency the longer it remaim in circulation. While its appearance may
deteriorate noticeably during the period of its use, its inherent value re-
mains unchanged; and in times of an expanding economyjust as in
these days of growing numbers of applicantsits importance to the
prosperity of the situation is greater than ever. It is part of the lawyer's
orientation that the facts are not always apparent on the surface. The
seeming definiteness of a statistic should not lead him to sacrifice his pro-
fessional sl;epticism in other areas.

The continuing widespread use of course grades as both predictor and
criterion has not ipso facto removed the obscurity that has so long char-
acterized these academic devices. If they Are to contribute to the pre-
diction process as most of us hope and expect, their nature and origin
must be subjected to closer scrutiny than has generally been the case in
the past. Grant has outlined the problem with respect to law school
grades,'" and who among us has not paid at least lip service to purported
differences, in undergraduate departmental standards and the varying
levels of ability represented by students who are attracted by them?
Heightened accuracy in prediction is dependent upon improvement in in-
stitutional grading methods, but in the meantime, most law schools could
profitably give more attention to differential techniques for evaluating
applicants according to undergraduate college and major. If consistent
differences in law school performance arc observed among students from
different undergraduate institutions, or from different colleges or depart-
ments within a single institution, then individual institutional corrections
reflecting these differences in performance should be incorporated in
future predictions.

Institutional "corrections" in the prediction procedure may be handled
statistically in one of two war;, depending on the nature of the particular
situation. The larger law schools, with a history of several students
from certain "feeder" colleges in each entering class, may devise a sepa-
rate prediction procedure for each undergraduate institution. In the
author's opinion, a sample of at least thirty cases is desirable in order to
effect any semblance of statistical reliability, and in nearly all law schools,
large or small, such samples will generally have to be assembled from
more than one entering class. Since conditions governing predictors may
vary over a period of time, cases upon which the prediction procedure
is built should be drawn from the minimum number of classes necessary
to obtain acceptable sample size. Ordinarily samples of thirty to one
hundred cases are satisfactory if they are drawn from no more than five
successive classes.

42 Cr ant, 8upre note S.
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linrollment,,, 111 the Lee schools usually do not include suillciero

numbers of students from aov one oodergraduatc institution to inal:e tih

derivation of separate pr.ediction 140N:ires statistically feasible. Rec-
ords of students from seveiod or all of the colleges represented may lc!
combined to contribute to one or wore group procedures. But even io
this group approach, diff:o.etaiA considerations for individual co:lc;.zes
can still be applied When v.-arranted. How is this accomplished? .1t
least one law school (and 1 F others) has relied on a "college grarl,
adjusted" concept, consHing e i thcee basic steps: (1) The under-
graduate grade averages of all stodents from a particular college are
transmuted to co,uivalent iedices on the particular law school grading
scale for Nvhich prediction is de:hod; (2) the means of the tranoouted
undergraduate and law school grade averages for these stodents are ob-
tained; and (3) their difiereoce is the correction to be applied to indi-
vidual undergraduate grade records in mal:ing future predictions. For
example, if the differeoce ly.tween the mean undergraduate grade aver-
age for all students from College .\ at Law School Y during the past five
years and the wean of their first-e.n law grades during the same period
is then future applicants to Law School Y from College X should
have their competed tlildergrP(hlatC ;_,F;ale Averages increased by a factor
of 7 before prediction is accotupli,hed.

A third major aspect of the law school adnrissions and prediction prop-
km is the need for a piogrant of continuing research and evaluation
of (-orb school. Studies sopp;,rted hy the 1.SAT Policy Committee have
provided useful informaii;,o en the total applicant group, as well as pilot
studies at selected law schools. )tut ETS itself has repeatedly (.1n-
p11:1517.C(1 the limitations of these Vlore general data for comparing any
given individual xvith his conTetitoes for admission to a paid:War law
school." The findings at one law school cannot be trans (erred tordteted
to another institution without the possibility of considerable loss in Va.
May. M shown in the Mtonesota experience,' the best single predictor
for one law school may be (lithely negligible in its contribution to :toe
er. All of this reinforces Swills ohservation that "a test may have
Validities, depending on the ppuhtion and criterion of success with
which it is used," " and to a major deficiency in present law school
admissions operations: the paueity of local validity studies.

It must be remembeted that in practice, predictors never fur:etion in
a statistical vacuum. Since ex:clod conditions and the law school's
educational philosophy have 3:1 aelolowledgeel ;olluenee On their per-

JC1W0N, pin tr,te :37, at 6$.
11 t,!
1.1Stoit, $iyrif.-... 0, t:f .10;?'* rfor,7, tri L. 0, Non"! t \!.0: CIAO.

Tr.EN:vi 11.51 tPrNi :.;
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formance, each law school must determine the usefulness of predictors;
for its own purposes by establishing local norms and validities. The con-
clusions offered by any national .or over-all study should always be re-
garded as "guideposts for local research rather than as generalizations
valid for universal application." "

Once local validities have been established, they should be reviewed
periodically." The validation study of the relationship between predic-
tion and performance is never finished as long as the particular procedure
is being used as an integral part of the admissions operation. As in in-
dustry, there must be continuing quality control. Mere inference from
previously obtained data is not enough, for just as the average ability
level of the applicant group varies from school to school, it may also
vary from year to year at the same school. In 1951, with the Korean
conflict claiming a large percentage of the college-trained population, one
law school found itself admitting a lower level of ability than has been
s.dlicient to gain acceptance since that time. In fact, the ability level of
its entering classes has subsequently risen to such an extent that many
of those gaining admission nine years ago (and having since graduated)
would not now survive the initial screening.

The findings reviewed here indicate that ability actually accounts for
only a relatively small percentage of the variability of law school per-
formance. It appears likely that as much as fifty per cent of the variance
must be accounted for by other human attributes. Reviews of the litera-
ture on scholastic success's have repeatedly emphasized that ability,
effort (tithe or motivation), and circumstances (personal, social, eco-
nomic, etc.) arc on crucial factors in academic performance; yet, the
most serious gap in our hnowledge to date continues to be the assessment
of these nonintellectual influences. The diftienity is probably both a
function of their specifically nonintellectual nature and the fact that
methods of obtaining such information are not so accurate as the more
strictly objective measures of intelligence and achievement. The notion
that "personality tests" are tittle more than a cheat and an intellectual

44 Student Persooncl 11.eek-1. SNIcort Pwvilation, In W. 8. MON trA
or 1:ovevirr,x.At. 12;1:1 (19)).

41 At Vale Law Scht191 there It a il$!(1nitli. vallit) stilly or th.,1 entire rolletioi
proterhire evety (hive )-catt, ;m,41 on Oita from tic five dils:scA that have imat
tecently coinpkt(11 the fiistear Cr. a fora. iprn 1,te
igtw ,ctiro,.5 with loner inn! rut 1.rI':.`111 decide to robot all or
PatIlatt4 of thoir poxo:Ilie wote frcrAtioat1)-.

1 MarriA, oelors Affecting C(.11cyc Cris !.: Prrfor, o/ Mc Litcrotsre.
1).17, 31 crukut.)... 125 (IMO); Imt 'Pager. Ccti on of CO/rye Sircee**--.1

01 tineinp, 11 &Au. f..40,-.(*eli ctri: (1911); Ibi-
tqw, Can tat ot,tcodo fit 1t, tutoioilno of V7trte :72 id. at it (191411;
Travvrs, Sign!for?.1 Po,earch 4st Ike t,f 1(*aromie Scw..), la Wit.;
D0N111."7", ("Lint II. 1: lInuit:t NI. 1, TrA% TIM ME ASIA:Ult.:Sr

Sivot.Nt sIgt.NT AND ArItISA'S vf Itt (019),
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fraud is still popular in son.c circles; and in many cn5c,z, this attitude
is an almost insiipetT,hlc bordle to obtaining meaningful data in this
urea.

Restdts from pers;Driality re,nrch supported by the LSAT Policy
Committee have varied and gen.:Talk- have not shown any useful relation
to the criterion of first -tear law grades:1' Nor have others succeeded
in reducing significantly Cie unexplained variance in law school per-
formance through psych,nietiic evaluation of non-intellectual factors.
A sociocultural approach was rcantiv employed by the author to Study
the performance of a sample of Harvard law students, and the rcsulis,
Nvhile not immediately transnritab!e to a series of prediction equations,
may, nevertheless, stu;est directions for research. Using the
formulations of l:14ichit:.)Ini'' McArthur " with dominant at
variant value cis the an:Avsis focussed on certain major instim-
Cowl factors common to evere individual's sociocultural matrix and
%vhich previous reseal ch :3a.1 est.Rislicd as important bases, overtly or
covertly, for differentiation in othcr areas of his behavior. The major
hypothesis of the study was !!;if, ir,dividtial differences in cultur,:l
ground are, on the whole, reflected iii differences to academie fot ia-
ance in college and law school.

Seven institutional V:i! (relrgiotis denomination, ancestral
ground, type of secorrh..fy school, father's occupation, family income,
community, and region of iesiiience) were investigated. Appropilate
statistical pr )ccdui-es ti;itized to ascertain if different
of these variables, singly and ii, conliination, for two first-year eld.sses
at Ilarvard Law Sch.,o1 ,11 ;weal cluster tendencies in a three-dimensional
space defined by undk.rgiadurne college grade average, LSAT score. and
first-year law school grade average.

Significant differ-cm:es in academie performance were observed be-
tween groups within five of the institutional variables (religio,, occupa-
tion, school, income, and region), and combinations of these
variables generated more highly significant differentiation in academic
performance than any one of th,.,n alone. In the absence of significant and

40 sec, e.g., 3nits it. 1111.t: WA! Tin .7. PAIM, INtr.r.nri vtioNArtrrs ,.;(v.vo S!..-
I.Ect Evrv..tt Tye .11.1 t 1. 11 .%!!I l'ff:VE14117.1 MT:1,0.1:11 iT ny). :

A l'ot.tycvm:v Smot. (1'.5ct.
40)1. n. .1r, A (?rltiorol it4fIlitnro on ,If,141. nits j,,,tfor?

In Cn(ge S1b-),N1 iii' 11/.14it: I 11.i044 Itatt'nfitt UttlVel:,ity 1.11,1-my, In69),
Si lt. Pr,1 l'eaat OritraPiotri, IT, Coto:

Etrootoitx, 111 70:1- A. ?it 1:11.1,1" 11/1.1.10 :t1. SCUM. ILIFFI (1:114.),
Sr.,ctt-Tr, NI, ye:: ni:

C. Mr.lrih ir. Perie,rri,re, P, shrr-1? I air. '21 11 %t:,.
pry. :re, (vc,41; 1)pTherrq-4. 1:clere.7n Cord tper Z4) 3.
Ar.:snumSe::.1.-t(10. rtre,-.PbtR* oo C4,c
0 tfevry of .11' .11:.(-1,4.4 4-,"qt..11.',1-1.1!.. :1 (0)7).
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consistent LSAT mean differences, the observed grade differences were
ascribed to the influence of nonability factors operating as products- of
dominant and variant value orientations (subcultures). In the most sta-
tistically significant of the combinations ("Rdigion+School+Occupa-
lion+ Income"), certain clusfer tendencies were evident, and it was dem-
onstrated that Kluckhohn's "Being," "Being-in-Becoming," and "Doing"
classification of personality types could be meaningfully imposed on the
observed differences in academic performance. Differences among
"School+Occupation+Income" and "School- 1-Income" combinations
also supported the utility of this trichotomous taxonomy of academic
subcultures.

Observed differences in academic performance were entirely in the
direction of earned grades, with a notable discrepancy in favor of
college grades. The complete lack of significant differences in LSAT
performance was not too suprising when one considered that the LSAT,
as a limited three-hour test of ability and aptitude, is much l.ss sus-
ceptible to the sustained influence of nonintellectual factors than grades.
But the absence of more significant differences in first-year law school
performance was surprising.

The leveling of college grade differences in law school emphasizes
again the complexities we face in bringing system and order to our law
schoo! selection procedures. The "Morning Glories" and "Late Mown-
crs" will probably always frustrate our best efforts of law school predic-
tion, but we will have moved forward if we increase our awareness and
understanding of the etiology of their occurrence. In the present study,
one speculates that the improved performance of students from a "Be-
ing" background, typically charaeteri".ed by a cultural and intellectual
atmosphere in which the emphasis is on the flexible manipulation of ideas
(or knelling for its own sake), derives at least in part from their better
training to deal with new or original situations than their "Doing" oppo-
sites, whose prior conditioning, has focussed on the external symbols of
success (grades) without commensurate attention to the more important
underlying processes. The variability among cultural groups of the
meaning of academic performance underscores a real danger in the appli-
cation of any single, absolute stPodard or approach in the evaluation of
academic behavior of student! florn different cultural backgrounds. The
limited evidence of this study Indicates that products of different cultural
e.rientations perckive their academic roles differently, and further, that
these very same perceptions may \ ary at different stages of their educa-
tional careers.

The need for more restaich to develop and evaluate different law
school selection procedures has never been greater. Once validity studies

17
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vithin taw schools hat:, dc.terno.,1 the most cilicicnt tie of intc11,:c.,1!,. 1

and non-intellectual factoNfor tlil pat ticular situation, an exch:-..r.;..;e
information relevant to the. pro:ess (whether successful or unsucceF,f.f..:1)
must follow if we are to bring order to the broader landscape. Only Iev
pulling apart, and together, v. ill we extricate ourselves from the citik;:-
sands of hunch and approach the fcmndations of science. In the wem-
thne, we must live enviou.-ly with that rare and inexplicable cre;-ini:y,
the admissions artist, whose p,-.csistent insights dazzle us all,
chided.

IS



CHAPTER TWO

THE DESIGN OF RESEARCH

I

Designing a research project is best seen as a series of choices

in which limited resources of time, money, and technical capability must

be weighed against what we would like to do. It is almost always true that

we cannot do exactly what we wou'd like and that our plans must be compro-

mised, our testing of hypotheses rendered less than perfect.

We will assume that the researcher has managed to hammer out the

major questions he seeks to answer. Now he must decide what empirical

data he needs to test his hypotheses, how he will collect those data, and how

he will analyse those data once he has them. The fact that we must plan

what we are going to do with our data even before we have them in hand is

worth stressing, for it underlines the idea that research is not a neat

sequence of distinct steps but is instead a set of interdependent parts which

are often undertaken simultaneously. Thus, our plans for the analysis of

data will frequently help us to decide what kind of data we need= and the

kind of data we plan to collect will play a major plan in determining the

kind of analysis that is possible. In any large-scale research project, in

fact, no matter how well designed, we will find new hypotheses being



developed near the end of the work, new kinds of data suddenly seen as

essential and collected in haste, and so on. It is this view of research as

a complicated set of interconnected events which is emphasized by Professor

Selltiz, et al. , in the selection describing and illustrating the research

process. They take pains to point out that the way research is reported in

monographs and articles to professional journals is not the way it is carried

out in reality, in a great many instances; and there is a great deal that is

done that is very often not mentioned at all.

I I

Much of the work that is carried out today under the name of social

science research is based upon interviews and questionnaires. Such a

heavy reliance on one kind of data is, we think, a mistake; and we agree

with the authors o' Unobtrusive Measures when they say that, "We

lament this over dependence upon a single, fallible method. Interviews and

questionnaires intrude as a foreign element into the social setting they

would describe, they create as well as measure attitudes, they elicit atypical

roles and responses, they are Hinted to those who are accessible and will

cooperate, and the responses obtained are produced in part by dimensions

of individual differences irrelevant to the topic at hand. But the principal

objection is that ills.), are used alone. No research measure Is without bias.

Interviews and questionnaires must be supplemented by methods testing



the same social science variables but having different methodological weak-
1

nesses.

1

Eugene J. Webb, et al. , Unobtrusive Measures (Chicago:
Rand McNally and Company, 1966) p. 1.

We will, then, examine several different ways of gathering data in

the next chapter of this book. The important point for the moment, however,

is the fact that different kinds of data, obtained in a variety of ways, can be

brought to bear on our questions or hypotheses, and the kind of information

we attempt to obtain plays a major part in shaping the plans of research:

/ / Surveys or questionnaires generally use "structured" respon-

ses to a large battery of questions and can be administered by relatively

untrained people. They have the advantage of getting large quantities of

comparable information at a relatively low cost from a large number of

people, who do not need to be known intimately by the interviewers.

/ / Participant observation, in which the person who is collect-

ing information observes and talks to and sometimes participates with the

people he is studying as they go about their usual activities, allows greater

intimacy and the observation of behavior--rather than verbalizations- -

over a prolonged period of time. The information obtained is frequently

of a greater depth than is obtained by a questionnaire, and often irvolves



the observer's interpretation of behavioral cues which are revealing but

difficult to verify. In general, the number of people who can be studied is

much smaller than in the case of surveys; and the information that is

gathered, while rich in detail, is very dependent on the training and the

sensitivity of the observer.

L / There is a good deal of debate in the social sciences about

the relative virtues of surveys and participant observation. Much of it is

unnecessary, if we remember the quotation above and recognize that all

methods of collecting information--and all research designs--have their

strengths and their weaknesses.

L Experiments in which extraneous factors are carefully con-

trolled and the causal effects of a small number of variables are determined

with relative precisirm are much admired and justly so. Experiments, how-

ever, are difficult to perform in the social sciences; and there are often

ethical reasons for rejecting research designs which depend on them. At

the same time, the logic underlying experiments is frequently employed

implicitly or explicitly in much social science research and provides a

model of the type of evidence in terms of standards of scientific rigor which

we strive to approximate if not achieve exactly, as indicated In the reading

by Samuel A. Stouffer.



I I I

The best research design, then, in our opinion, is one which tries

to obtain information in a variety of ways, both to serve as a cross-check

and to increase the scope of our information. This need for varied pro-

cedures is perhaps not so pressing in all fields of empirical inquiry, but it

is of prime importance in studying social behavior for a number of reasons

which are embedded in our subject matter.

First, the social sciences are concerned with the causes of social

events and their consequences; and this involves us in a temporal sequence

which demands more than the recollections of respondents (which may be

quite distorted or incomplete) and their anticipations of the future (which

may often be erroneous). A study executed at one point in time freezes the

action when we really wish to examine the flow.

Second, the social sciences are deeply concerned with man's be-

havior and not just the words with which he clothes his actions and imperfect-

ly reveals the contents of his mind. But at the same time, the meaning of

behavior is difficuh to discover simply by the use of overt physical signs.

We must examine both words and actions, if we are to fully understand man

as a social animal.

Third, the meaning of the behavior studied by the social sciences,

and the causes and the consequences, are sometimes quite beyond the ken

- 5 -



of the person exhibiting the behavior (the actor) either because there are

unconscious motives at work or because there are other people involved who

the actor knows impe:fectly or not at all. The observer cannot rely merely

on what the actor tells him, but must also observe the behavior of the people

involved from many vantage points, either directly himself or through the

accounts of others.

Fourth, the social sciences are seldom concerned with single cases

but are largely concerned with collections of cases or units of observation- -

and they may be collections of individuals, social groups, populations, and

so on. It is immediately obvious that the units which make up these various

collections (or collectivities, as they are labelled in the Jargon of sociology)

are frequently dissimilar. Even when individuals or social groups or popu-

lations are identical with respect to some selected characteristics, they are

very apt to differ with respect to other important characteristics. The re-

sult is that no unit in a particular collectivity will surely behave like all

the other units under the same conditions or with the same set of antecedent

events. And this means thr.t we must study a number of cases or units to

determine the average influence of a particular cause or the average size

of a particular effect. (Since the collectivities studied by the social sciences

are often quite large, we are generally forced to draw a sample; and this

sample, as we will see later, must be representative of the collectivity if

it is to be of much use.) We must examine the phenomenon we are interested



ii. under different conditions, to see if the relationship we have hypothesized

will still hold when the circumstances change.

All this adds up to the idea that at some point in our research, we

will want to examine a fairly large number of cases, either in terms of

data we have collected ourselves or of data collected by other researchers.

And this inevitably requires elements of research design which are quite

different from a full, detailed study of a handful of cases.

The three selections from the work of Professors Skolnick, Wolf-

gang, and Hunting and Neuwirth represent very different types of research

design. The first stresses participant observation; the second emphasizes

the use of official records; and the third depends primarily on survey tech-

niques. None of these really makes a systematic effort to incorporate dif-

ferent types of data, it might be noted. Our argument for the combined use

of various ways to obtain information clearly expresses an ideal of what

research design should be like rather than a common practice. Aside from

this, however, one of the most strikini things about these descriptions of

research projects is the extent to which the authors were forced to cut back

from the wide-ranging scope of their original interest in designing a practi-

cal project. For example, Professors Hunting and Neuwirth start out with

a general intc:est in the "litigating public." They end up with an examination

of 164 people suffering mild injuries in automobile accidents in New York City



in February, March, April, and May, 1957. Such a reduction is known inti-

mately and sadly to all researchers in the social sciences as they attempt

to fit their resources to their curiosity.

I V

One more issue should be noted, disconcerting though it may be.

Gi en the complexities of social science research today, projec. are seldom

carried out by one person. Very often students and other assistants are in-

volved and this means that the researcher finds himself cast in an adminis-

trative role. The danger here is that the person doing the research, but

who is not in charge of it, may have very little real interest in the outcome

or may in fact in some situations be extremely hostile. This is the problem

which is discussed by Julius Roth in "Hired Hand Research." It is a

difficulty which is not easily solved, but it is also an issue which can not be

shoved under the carpet.



PLANNING A RESEARCH DESIGN

Research, as the authors of the following reading point out,

is not carried out in a neat series of sequences beginning with a

statement of purpose and concluding with a statement interpreting

conclusions drawn from the data collected. There are what

Professor Selltiz et al. call "additional activities" which must be

undertaken if the researcher is not to find himself bogged down in

a series of both thecretical and practical problems as a result of

what amounts essentially to improper planning prior to the con-

struction of hypotheses and collection of data. These "additional

activities" Selltiz has divided into two categories: those related

to the scientific requirements of the study and those related to

the practical demands of the study.

In explaining what he means by activities related to the

scientific requirements of a study, Selltiz refers us to a study

carried out by Deutch and Collins concerning interracial attitudes

in public housing projects. The investigators, Selltiz tells us,

were interested in the general problem of "relations between

members of different . . . groups . < " In particular, they

1



wanted to observe interracial groups in face-to-face situations.

Prior to any formulation of a specific research topic Deutsh and

Collins engaged in preliminary research. They chose a setting--

"la:!ge scale interracial housing"--and devoted eighteen months of

syeematic study to narrowing their area of inquiry and attempting

to understand the dynamics of multi-racial public housing. The

end result of their initial investigation was (1) the conclusion that

a public housing setting would be a useful one for study of the

effects of personal association between members of different racial

groups; and (2) that their particular focus of inquiry would be

directed at attempting to miderstaal the effects of various occupancy

patterns of the housing projects upon "social relations 4:3ross racial

lines, social standards for behavior with people of the other race,

the general pattern of social relations in the project, and inter-

racial attitudes." In other words, what Deutsh and Collins did was

to systematically plan their research design by first choosing a

setting and then observing the general problem of race relations

within that milieu. Not to have done so, Selltiz is saying, would be

to have left themselves open to the possibility of constructing an

elaborate research design and then discovering not only that it

dealt with too broad an area to produce useful data, but that the

setting in which it was being carried out was not at all conducive



to producing data relevant to the problem being studied. This is not

to say that every research project should be preceded by a pre-

liminary, investigatory study. What we are saying, however, is

that a great deal of preliminary planning and study must precede the

actual design of a research problem.

As for the more practical" problems, Selltiz lists such

things as budget planning, obtaining and administering funds, and

acquiring and allocating skilled personnel. Referring to the Deutsh

and Collins study, Selltiz shows how these more practical problems

took the form of having to collect data mainly from white housewives,

"because of the limited number of interviews that . . . resources

made possible, " recruiting skilled interviewers, and obtaining per-

mission to interview in the projects used from both the New York

and New Jersey public housing authorities. All this is to say that in

planning and carrying out empirical research one will necessarily

have to engage in administrative as well as scientific endeavors.

There is, however, one additional point which we feel is

worth noting about the Deutsh and Collins study. It was designed

with a social purpose in mind. They state, "Our decision to investi-

gate the effects of the occupancy pattern . . was not a matter of

whim . . . . Unlike many of the factors In a housing project the

-3



occupancy pattern is directly determined by an administrative

decision, . . . which is responsive . . . to the social climate .

These decisions are particularly apt to be influenced by knowledge

of the consequences of the different patterns for tenant relations.

To law students, we feel, this approach to empirical inquiry is

most significant. It suggests that social science methods can be

used in an advocate's context to bring about social and political

change.

This material has been reproduced from Research
Methods in Social Relations by Claire Selltiz,
Marie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch, and Stuart W. Cook.
Copyright 1951, (c) 1959 by Holt,Rinehart and Winston,
Inc. No part of this material may be reproduced in
any way without t'le written permission of Holt, Rine-
hart and Winston, Inc. pp. 8-23 Reprinted by per-
mission.
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Claire Selltiz, Research Methods in Social Relation;
(New York; Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1964),
pp; 8n23;

Major Steps in Research,

The object of this book is to describe in detail the procedures neces-
sary to discover answers to questions through research. But since
concern with detail often obscures perception of the whole, it is well,
before embarking on the examination of specific procedures, to point
out some over-all aspects of the research process.

The research process consists of a number of closely related activi-
ties that overlap continuously rather than following a strictly prescribed
sequence. So interdependent are these activities that the first step of
a research project largely determines the nature of the last. If sub-
sequent procedures have not been taken into account in the early
stages, serious difficulties may arise and prevent the completion of a
study. Frequently these difficulties cannot be remedied at the time
they become apparent because they are rooted in the earlier procedures.
They can be avoided only by keeping in mind, at each step of the re-
search process, the requirements of subsequent steps.

To be sure, as research proceeds from the conception of a theme
for a study through the gathering of data to the productiun of a report
and the application of the findings, the focus of attention will neces-
sarily shift from one activity to the next. This shift reflects a difference
in emphasis, however, rather than an exclusive concentration on one
step. A mechanic-ally consecutive sequence of procedures, in which one
research step is entirely completed before the next is begun, is rarely,
if ever, the experience of social scientists.

The usual pattern of reporting research creates an oversimplified
expectation of what is involved in doing research. Customarily, a report
on completed research, when it appears as an article in a technical
journal, resembles, with minor modifications, the follei.-ing model:
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1. A statement of purpose is made in the form of formulating the
problem;

2. A description of the study design is given;
3. The methods of data collection are specified;
4. The results arc presented;
5. Frequently, there follows a section on conclusions and inter-

pretatimr.

Whatever the individual variations from this model, published
research strongly suggests the existence of a prescribed sequence of
procedures, each step presupposing the completion of the preceding
one. Although this model is entirely justified in the interest of economy
of scientific reporting, it must net be mistaken for a model of the
research process, which differs from it in two respects: (1) The re-
search process almost never follows the neat sequential pattern of
activities suggested in the organization of research reports; and (2)
the process involves many additional activities which are rarely men-
tioned in published studies.

Some of these additional activities are related to the scientific re-
quirements of the study; others to its practical demands. The ap-
parently simple reporting of the methods of data collection, for ex-
ample, summarizes decisions about the kinds of data needed and the
most efficient way of collectin,1 them, and the activities carried out in
the development and pretesting of the data-collection instruments. In
addition to these steps, related to the scientific requirements of the
study, there arc other, more "practical," demands: the budget must be
planned; funds must be obtained and admin+stered; personnel must
be allocated and, in some cases, specially trained; the setting within
which the data are to be collected must be explored and the coopera-
tion of the people in it must be gai7led; etc. in addition, if the study
is one designed to solve an immediate, practical problem, the antici-
pated application of the fimlings must be considered from the outset.

An Illustration

The manner in which each step influences, and is influenced by,
others is perhaps best demonstrated by a brief case history of a research
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project. As an illustration, we shall use a study of interracial housing
projects carried out by Deutsch and Collies (1951 ),l'o a considerable
extent we shall use the author? own words, as they appear in the report
of the study. But since, like all reports, this one suggests that the study
was carried out in a neat scrie: of separate steps, we shall intersperse
comments about activities carried on in the course of the study which
are not mentioned in the formal report. The account of this study will
give an over-all view of the research process; each of the steps within
the process will be discussed in detail in later chapters.

The investigators were members of a research group that had as
a primary concern the study of relations between =mks of different
racial and religious groups within the United States. As a further
specification of its general area of interest, the group had chosen to
concentrate on the study of situations in which members of different
groups are in face-to-face contact. Clearly, these decisions mapped out
a N'ery general area of interest; the focus had to be specified much more
sharply before a study could b.. undertaken.

In this ease, the next step was somewhat atypical; it was the
selection of a general setting for the research, even before the problem
to be studied had been identif: ed. This setting was to be large-scale
interracial housing. Since no member of the research group had any
real familiarity with such housing, the group had little basis for select-
ing a specific problem to be studied within that setting. Accordingly,
they drew up a proposal which called for research to be carried out
in two stages: (1) .six months to be devoted to an exploratory study,
consisting of interviews with housing experts, on the basis of which
a specific question would be selected for more systematic study; (2) a
year to be spent in a systematic study of the research question selected
on the basis of the exploratory study. A foundation interested in re-
search in the field of intergroup relations granted them the necessary
funds.

One member of the research team took primar; responsibility for
the exploratory study. Preliminary work involved reading material
about public and private interracial housing, compiling a list of hous-
ing experts whose experience and insights might make a valuable
contribution, and arranging to interview them. In conferences with
the director of the research group and with other colleagues, plans for

*Deutsch, El., and M.E. Collins, 1951. Interracial
housing: aTsychological evaluation of a social
pIperiment. University of Minnesota,3
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these interviews were drawn up. Next, the investigator visited housing
projects and housing officials in the eastern, midwestern, and far-
western United States. Forty-two interviews, with managers of housing
projects, race relations officials of public housing agencies, and othei
persons with relevant experience in housing, were carried out. The
intcivicws lasted from two to eight hours. They covered the respond-
ents' views about factors important in influencing relations between
Negro and white tenants, problems on which research was specially
needed, and suggestions about the feasibility of research on various
pi °bier ns.

These iiterviews strengthened the belief that the housing setting
would be a useful one for study of the effects of personal association
between members of different racial groups, pointed to the choice of
public housing because of the scarcity of private interracial housing
projects, and suggested a number of research questions, one of which
the investigators selected. for the systematic study. They explain both
their choice of setting and their choice of a specific question on grounds
of implications for social action, theoretical interest, and opportunities
for research:

Public housing has existed for more than ten years. It has
had a chance to develop standard patterns and variations with
respect to racial occupancy. The common pattern is complete
segregationNegroes and whites live in separate housing proj-
ectsbut there are important exceptions. These exceptions
and the variations among them, in effect, provide a natural serial
experiment which permits those engaged in carefully controlled
social research to gather valuable information about condi-
tions which make for wholesome race relations. Such research
can, by providing scientifically grounded knowledge in the place
of current unecitaintics, aid policy makers in their efforts to
live up to the principles of the democratic ethos in their official
functioning.

Not only may such research be socially useful . . . but it
might also have theoretical significance. Most of the studies of
attempts to change prejudice have, by and large, been limited
to influences which were relatively minor in relation to other
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influences in the subject's social milieu. . . . there is reason to
believe that the housing community . . . providz3 one of the
few opportunities for interracial contact of a sufficiently intimate
and extended nature to result in large a tti t-dinal change. In light
of the crudity of J....cis t attitude mcasuremer techniques, changes
of relatively large magnitude are necessary to mal:c possible iden-
tificatioA and measurement of significant theoretical, relation
ships.

With a census of problems and issues in the field of iqter-
racial housing before us, our task was to select a problem for
more definitive research. Many stodies were suggested by our
survey [of housing officials]: the effects of different policy de-
cisions, the effects of different maw-gement procedures, the
effects of different kinds of tenant activities. All of these and
many more would be useful. From these possibilities, we selected
for study the impact of different occupancy patterns: the in-
tegrated interracial pattern (families arc assigned to apartments
without consideration of race) and the segregated hi-racial pat-
tern (Negro and white families live in the same project but arc
assigned to different buildings or to different parts of the proj-
ect).

We make no claim that the occupancy pattern is the only
importa,.t influence on racial relations in projects that house
both white and Negro families. Quite on the contrary, our sur-
vey indicated that the state of racial relations in a project would
be affected by many factors . . the neighborhood in which
the project is located, the racial composition of the tenants, the
attitudes of the management staff, project facilities, etc. The
effects of the occupancy pattern would, of necessity, be colored
by the influence of these other factors. . . .

Yet our decision to investigate the effects of the occupancy
pattern, as our first systematic study in this area, was not a mat-
ter of whim. NVe bad several reasons for the choice. From' our
survey of housing officials and from our theoretical expecta-
tions . . it was apparent that the occupancy pattern would
very probably prove to be one of the most crucial influences on
race relations in housing projects. . . .

It is not often that social research executed without the
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instigation of an admi iistrator will be useful in affecting admin
istrative decisions. Nevertheless, a further important reason for
our interest in the occupancy pattern is our belief that, uncle;
the present circumstances, something can be done about it and
that research can offer guidance in the doing. Unlike many of
the factors which affect the state of race relations in a housing
project, the occupancy pattern is directly determined h:, an ad-
ministrative decision, a decision whielr is responsive primarily
to the "social climate" lather than to economic and physical
limitations. . . . With the political atmosphere such as it is,
with the alternative occupancy policies each having its pros and
cons with respect to political feasibility, these decisions are partic-
ularly apt to be influenced by knowledge of the consequences of
the different patterns for tenant relations.

Actually, it had not seemed feasible within the exploratory study
to examine in detail the practical possibir''es for research on each of
the topics suggested; the investigator, lore did some further
"scouting" before they settled on the th,. LS of occupancy patterns as
the focus of the second stage of the research. The purpose of this
scouting was to dehainine whether it would be possible to find op-

; propriate projects in which to carry out research on this topic and to
secure permission from housing officials to do so. Preliminary inquiries
suggested that it would be feasible; accordingly, the decision was made
to study the OEMs of occupancy patterns.

For much of the next fourteen months, both investigators worked
on the study full time. Their efforts were supplemented from time to
time by conferences with a consultant and with colleagues, by a staff
of interviewers, a group of coders, an organisation which specialised
in the machine pre:eosin& of data, a secretary. But before these more
specialized services were needed, it was necessary to formulate the
research question more precisely, and to consider its relation to ex-
isting knowledge.

Our statement of the problem . . needed muds addi
tional formulation before it could serve as a guide to research.
In effect, we had to develop hypotheses about the possible
OM: of the occupancy pattern from our knowledge of the
essential differences between tl.c two t)pcs of project we were
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studying and from a knowledge of basic sociopsychological
principles. Otherwise research efforts would be dissipated on the
investigation of factors not likely !ra be related to the occupancy
pattern.

. . In the development of hypotheses, it is always simpler
to deal with imaginary, idealized phenomena rather than with
events as they occur in the real world. So, for the sake of conven-
knee, let us conjure up two projects exactly alike except for
their occupancy pattern. In one project, Negro and white fain
ilics arc assigned to apartments without consideration of race;
in the other project, though Negro and white families live in
the same project, they arc assigned to different buildings or to
different parts of the project, . .

From the point of view of race relations, what . . . arc
the essential dilferences between the two projects? . . . it
seems to us that the two types of projects differ mainly with
respect to (I) the physical and functional proximity of Negro
and white families, (2) the social norms regarding racial rela-
tions implicit in the policy decision of the occupancy pattern
by an official public authority, and (3) the relationship of the
project to the broader conummity.

These are the differences, but what are their effects? 'Ile
answer to this question requires a further specification of interest.
Effects upon what; Our original interest directs us to inquire
about the effects of the occupancy pattern upon (I) social re-
lations across racial lives, (2) the serial standards for behavior
with people of the other race, (3) rtic general pattern of social
relations in the project, and (4) interracial attitudes.

As it became clear what the research question was to be and what

type of evidence would be relevant to the answer, the investigators
began to consider how to collect this evidc. cc most economically and
with least chance of being led to an incorrect conclusion i.e., they
began to develop their research design. The essential featt,fe of the
design was a comparison of the responses of residents in the two types
of mica. The development of a satisfactory research design is likely
to be particularly difficult when the research is to be carried out in a
teal-life setting. In the case of this study, it required that the two types
of project be alike in all relevant respects except occupancy pattern,
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and that the tenants in the two projects should have con parable initial
attitudes. It was not easy to satisfy these conditions.

. In the abstract, the research design called for by the hypoth-
eses is relatively uncomplicated. It simply minims a compar-
ative study of a number of segregated and integmted interracial
housing projects which arc equated in all relevant respects other
than the occur ACT pattern. Practically speaking, however, the
phrase "equated in all relevant respects" introduces enormous
complications ad difficulties. As any housing administrator
will point out, "No two housing projects arc alike."

We designed our study to overcome as many as possible of
the difficulties which would otherwise distort our findings. First
of all, we carefully selected the segregated and integrated inter-
racial projects we were to study so they were ,S cyuisalcut as pos-
sible in all relevant tespects other than the occupancy pattern.
Second, we decided not to limit our study to one project of sac:,
type; we stretched our funds so as to study two of each kind. And
third, in our method of investigation we ruefully collected data
about factors other than the occupancy pattern, to determine
whether our results could be explained in terms of these other
factors.

Compromises with the ideal of projects "equated in all oilier tele-
vant respects" had to he made. In the course of the preliminary scout.
ing, it had been learned that the number of integrated projects was
limited At the time of the study, there were sonic fifty-odd cities
throughout the United States that had public housing projects officially
described as integrated; however, in most of these projects the great
majority (over 90 per cent) of the families were of one ram It seemed
reasonable to suppose that the effects of occupancy oattern would show
tip more clod} in projects where the 11111111:KIS of white and Negro fam-
ilies were more evenly balanced. But such projects Existed in less than
ten cities. While the research question was being sharpened and the
design of the study worked out, the search for appropriate projects
continued. It was finally decided that Ncw York City presented the
best setting for selection of integrated projects; neighboring Newark
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provided matching segnited biracial projects. But interviewing
could not be conducted in the projects without the consent of the
housing officials. Although officials in both cities were interested and
cooperative, several conferences were ,cdcd to complete arrangements
with them.

The fact that the integrated and the segregated projects were in
different ciiics introduced a problem; so too did certain characteristics
of the projects. New York and Newark arc different. Since the research
funds did not provide for studying the attitudes of a sample of citizens
of each city not living in public hous:ng projects, it was not possible
to work out a study design that would make it possible to judge to
what extent observed differences between tenants in the two types of
project might reflect differences in atmosphere in the two cities rather
than the impact of occupancy pattern. Further, it developed that the
projects that could best be match:A on other grounds all had a high
proportion of Negro tenantsfrom 0 to 70 per cent. meant that
the findings could properly be generalized only to projects with a sim
flatly high proportion of Negroes. Finally, the projects in Newark were
of a type known as areasegregated, with Negro and white families living
in different sections of the project. Although this had the advantage
of giving a clear -cut pattern of segregation, it meant that the findings
might not hold for projects with less extreme patterns of segregation,
such as those in which separate buildings occupied by Negro families
and by white families are scattered throughout the project.

During the same period that the projects were being selected, the
staff considered the selection of subjects within the projects and the
method of collecting data. !fere again there were limitations and com-
promises:

From our preliminary survey and the theoretical analysis,
it bec-ame clear that the focus of the study would be the tenants
themselves. Since there was, by and large, little evidener of much
organized or observable group activity, it was evident that the
main source of out information must come through interviewing.

Because of the limited number of interviews that our re-
sources made possible, it seemed advisable to concentrate on
some segment of the tenant [orlation. We decided to collect
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our data primarily from white housewives. We made this choice
mainly on the ground that the home is largely the domain of
the woman. She spends more time in it than anyone else; she is,
by and large, the initiator of activities and contacts that develop
directly out of the home. Whether or not she "wears the pants
in the family," she is the key person in activities centered iu the
place of residence.

It was not financially. feasible to interview both Negro and
white housewives equal proportion. We decided to interview
more white housewives as a result of onr conviction that preju-
diced interracial attitudes arc mole socially crucial among whites
than among Negroes. Segregation and discrimination arc, after
all, enforced by the write, and not by the Negro segment of the
populat

A more serious problem was that of determining whether the
svhite housewives in the two types of project had had similar attitudes
toward Negroes before they moved into the prolate. Since all the
projects had been occupied for several y-cars, it was impossible to get
measures of attitudes the truants had held before moving in. instead,
the investigators drew on their knowledge of other studies, which had
shown that such characteristics as religion, political Pilittides, educa-
tion, and previous experiences with Negroes are frequently related to
attitudes toward Negras. Aaordingli, they included in the interview
schedule questions on these points. It it turned out that the women
in the integrated and in the segregated moieLts were similar in these
respects, there would be some reassuranathou0 by no II leallS ccr

tahltythat they were similar in thc:r initial attitudes toward Negroes.
Unfortunately, it developed that there were dillerences between the
two groups in religion, political attitodes, and education; thus these
factors had to be taken into account throughout the analysis.

Decisions such as this, about what infornaition was needed, led
naturally to consideration of the interview selicl the inthriment
by which the data were to be collected. The process of developing
questions was simplified !.y the fact that much research on attitudes
toward Negroes had already been tarried out. The inkl6CW as finally
developed aimed five major arc-as: the attandes of the housewives
toward living in the project, attitudes toward Negroes, the amount

/0
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and intimacy of contact with other women in the project, the social
supports for attitudes, and the characteristics of the housewives.

While the interview schedule wars being developed, the samples
of women to be interviewed were being drawn from the lists of tenants
in the projects. During this same period, one of the staff members
began taking steps to recruit the number of skilled interviewers who
would be needed to collect the data within a reasonable time. The inter-
viewers were graduate students in social work and psycliolpay. As soon
as the interview schedule was in a form that seemed reasonably satis
factory, a "pilot test" was carried out; two or three of the most expe-
rienced interviewers, and the investigators themselves, carried out in-
terviews with a small number of white housewives in other housing
projects similar to those that had been selected for the study. As was
expected, these pilot interviews pointed up questions that were not
clear, those that needed especially careful handling to avoid antagoniz-
ing the respondents, those that did not seem to elicit the information
they were intended to get. Changes were made in the interview sched-
ule to overcome these difficulties. After another set of pilot interviews
had been checked, all interviewers were trained in use of the schedule.
Each interviewer spent approximately twelve hours in training sessions
and conducted two practice interviews with residents of projects not
included in the study.

Finally, the actual interviewing got under way. Five hundred in-
terviews were conducted: four hundred with white housewives, one
hundred with Negro housewives. The interviews lasted, on the average,
from an hour to an hour and a half. There were irinetex n intersiewers,
and all the interviews were completed within a month. During the
interviewing, the investigators spent time in each of the projects, super-
vising the assignments and inspecting the interviews as they were com-
pleted.

Once data collection had taken place according to the specified
research design, a number of irreversible decisions had been made
which largely determined the next step--aaalysis and interpretation. In
this study, the plan of data collection made it possible to compare the
white housewives in the area-segregated and the integrated projects
in terms of: (1) their extent of association With NegtOCS, (2) their
perception of the social norms concerning amciation with Negroes,
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(3) the relation between perceived social norms and extent of associa
tion, (4) their attitudts tmsard Negroes living in the projr.sct arcs
Negroes in general, and (5) their attitudes toward living in an inter-
racial project.

The limitations and comromises that have already been pointed
out meant that it was not possible to be r:tilitely sure that the differ.
ences found between the housewives in the two types of proleet repre-
sented the effect of occupancy pattern rather than general differences
in attitude in the two Mies or differences in attitude between the two
groups of white housewives that existed before they ever moved into
the projects. Nor was it possible to say whether the findings would hold
for projects with smaller proportions of Negroes and for projects where
the pattern of segregation was less marked- -for example, in projects
segregated by buildings rather than total sections.

Finally, the pattern of areasegregation in the Newark projects
meant that, mil if it was found that the white housewives living in
integrated projects had more favorable attitudes toward Negroes than
those in the segregated protects, it would be difficult to draw inferences
about the processes that contributed to the difference in attitudes. In
thinking about the ways in which different occupancy patterns might
be expected to lead to differences in attitudes, the investigators con-
sidered two major factors: (I) the extent to which Negro and white
tenants had occasion to sec and to meet each other and thus had
natural opportunities to become acquainted, and (2) the implications
of the integrated and segregated arrangements in terms of social ap-
prowl or disapproval of association between white and Negro families.
The pattern of segregation in the Newark projects, with white and
Negro families living in separate sections of the project rather- than
in separate buildings scattered throughout the project, made it impos-
sible to disentangle the effects of perceived social standards from those
of simple physical proximity, since in these area-segregated projects
not only did white and Negro familick live relatively far from each
other but the segregated arrangement suggested social disapproval of
interracial association. This WAS a limitation primarily on the potential
contribution of the study to theoretical knowledge of the dynamics
of attitude change; it did not interfere with the possibility of gathering
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evidence on the practical question of the effects on attitudes of living
in an integrated or an arcascgregated project.

In order to provide ancwcrs to those questions which could be
answered by a study having this particular &sign, it was necessary, of
course, to analy/e the replies to the interviews. The function of the
analysis wls to mike possible a comparison of tine Women in the inte-
grated projects with those in the g.RITgatcd projects in terms of the
possible effects (or derncicitt variables) which had been specified in
the formulation of the research problem and in the construction of
the in I view schedule.

The first step in the analysis was to derive from the anrit-Crs to the
interview questions an indicator of each dependent viaiablc with
which the study was concerned, or sometimes several indicators. For
example, in the general area of social relations within the projects, the
main dependent satiable with which the investigators were concerned
was intimacy of contact with Negroes on the part of white housewives.
The interview provided three indicators of this variable: (1) whether
the housewife reported knowing ;illy Negro residents "pretty well"; (2)
whether she included at least one Negro among the five people in the
project whom she knew best; and (3) the number of different types
of neighborly contact she apoited with Negro women in the project.

In the general area of interracial attitudes, the investigrtors dis-
tinguished eleven different variables, such as degree of esteem for
Negroes iu the project, degree of esteem for Negroes in general, degree
of friendly feeling toward Negroes in general, etc. For e;:ch of they
variables, one or more indicators were derived from tie answers to the
interview questions or from ratings by the interviewers.

The second step in the analysis was to prepare tables showing the
distribution, on each index, of I-es:me-tents in each of the four projects.
These tables were !hen corninci and subjected to tests of statistical
Sigliihealree to determine whether the differences between housewists
in the segregated projects and housewives in the integrated projects
on a particular variable were so large that they could not be reasonably
interpreted as resulting simply from accidents in the random selection
of subjects.

Almost all the tables showed large differences between housewives
in the two t pc's cs: project, and the differences were consistently in the
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direction of more social contacts slab Negroes and more favorable at-
titudcs toward Negroes in the integrated projects. \lost of the diffe
ences were far too large to be reasonably attributed to sampling fluc-
tuations.

The next step in the analysis was to investigate the distribution of
respondents on each of the background variables, or characteristics of
respondents thought to In related to attitudes toward Negroes. As we
have previously noted, there were substantial dill:rem:es between re-
spondents in the two types of project in religion, political attitudes,
and education. It was consequently ncee:,sary to prepare additional
sets of tables showing, for each index, the scones of Protestant women
in each of the four projects, of Catholic women, and of Jewish women.
From these tables it was possible to determine that the previously
found relationships between occupancy rotten; and the dependent
variables remained approximately the same when Protestant, Catholic,
and Jewish women were examined separatelythat is, when religion
was "held constant.' Simon tables were prepared "holding constant"
education and political attitudes, with similar results.

On the basis of this analysis it was concluded that the differences
in attitudes and social relaticus with Negroes houscwhcc in
the two types of project could not be accounted for by the diffelences
in religion, education, or political views. Similar analyses indievted
that these differ-tilers could not be mounted for by differences in
initial attitudes toward Negroes (as reported by the respondents them-
selves), or by differences in expeetatioos regarding the occupancy
pattern at the tune of moving in. It was not possible to nil,- out the
possible effect of differences in the "social climate" of New York City
and Newark, or of other uncontrolled variables th it were not tapped
by the interview schedule; but it was tentatively concluded that the
differences in the dependent vat-Ales vcre due to the differences in
occupancy pattern in the two types of project.

Interest then turned to the question of how the difference in
occupancy pattern might produce the observed differences in attitudes
towird Negroes. The inscstigatcrs had included in their interview
schedule a question on the ways in which somont king in the project
might get to know tire Negro women in the project. The most common
ways mentioned 4 housewives in the integrated projects wuc meeting

Iy
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the Negro wonicri as ncif;hhors in the building, or on benches outside
the building. In the segregated projects only half as many wallas
mentioned any 11'3S in which one would be likely to get to know the
Negro women, and the mid( h that were most frequently mentioned,
such as meeting in stones or in streets around the project, did not
provide natural opportunities for ctended conversation.

Another analysis was adc comparing the Imusewives in the in-
tegrated projects who rented that their attitudes toward Negroes
had become tunic fasorabk siiree living in the project with those who
reported no change in their attitudes. This showed, among other
things, that the women whose attitudes had changed tended to be
those %dm had more intimate contact with the Negro omen in the
project and who belies that their white Wends in the project ap-
proved of their friend!) association with the Negro women. As was
prinked out earlier, the study design did not make possible an evalua
Con of the relative influence of association with Negroes and of per.
ccised social approval of such association on the process of attitude
change.

Because of this and other uncertainties of interpretation men-
tioned earlier, plans were made almost immedirtely for another study,
which would baild on this one and early its findings still further (Wil
net, Walk ley, and Cook, 1955).*This ncsv study was carried out in
font cities (all of than outside the New York metropolitan area).
The projects all had a quite small proportion of Negroes, and the seg.
tegated projects took the form of scattered Negro and white buildings
rather than separate areas. 'These two tatter characteristics made it
possible to cxamine sepatatcly the influence of physical proximity and
of implied official standards, since some white %soma' in the building-
segregated projects lived closer to Negroes than did some white women
hi, the integrated projects. 1 he findings of this study indicated that
physical proximity was the more important influence.

This illustration can indicate only in barest outline the nature of
the research process. As would be the rise with any illwIttation, it dots
not cowl all the possibilities of interrelation and latadependence of
research steps. The pitfall of interaction among the various procedures
that constitute a scientific inquiry mill. of course, vary from study to
study. The point of this illustration is to show not, only that catly

Wilner, D.M., R.P. Walkley, awl S.W. Cook, 1955. Human
relations in _interracial housing: a study of the contact
Fiiiithesis. University of Minnesota.
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steps influence subsequent onesan obvious matterbut also that the

interaction of each step with others is a major consideration in its
selection, and that subsequent steps often lead to a reconsideration of

preceding ones. Social research is not a deductive process, in which

everything follows from sonic cicady defined premises; it is a contin-

uous search for truth, in which tentative answers lead to a refinement

of the questions to which they apply and of the procedures by which

they were obtained.



THE MODEL OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Samuel Stouffer, in the following reading, suggests that part

of the reason for social science not fulfilling the prophecy that it

v.ould produce "dazzling miracles" parallel to those produced by the

natural sciences is because it has been afflicted with what he calls

the bas!c problem of the thoughtways of our culture--"the implicit

assumption that anybocb, with a little common sense and a few facts

can come up at once with the correct answer in any subject. "

An example of what Stouffer means is best given by refer-

ring to his discussion of the controlled experiment. Briefly, a

contrelled experiment is "one where the researcher is essential-

ly thinking in terms of cause and effect. That is, he tas in mind

one or more variable, variations in which can be used to explain

variation in another variable. " (these causal dimensions are

termed independent variables and the values to be explained are

called variables.) A control group, then, which is not subjected

to the independent variable, becomes critical to a fundamental

understanding of how and to what degree the independent variable

really brings about the effect predicted by the particular hypothesis



being tested. For example, in testing the hypothesis that indoctrina-

tion movies would boost the morale of enlisted men during World

War II, Stouffer interviewed two groups of men--one group had seen

the films, the other had not. To have proceeded without a control

group (a group which had not seen the films) would have resulted in

the erroneous but apparently reasonable assertion that the films

boost morale, since those who had seen the films had high morale,

since those not seeing the films had equally high morale. As

Stouffer notes, "Tin; test of whether a difference d is attributable

to what we think it is attributable to is whether d is significantly

larger than d' [a control group). "

There is, however, more to the Stouffer article than just a

discussion of the benefits of a controlled experiment. He is saying

that too much contemporary research is trivial, that social scientists

have not devoted themselves to building a modern theory of society,

that they' are engaging in study that is "not really important. " We

interpret his criticism of much empirical research as being

directed at not only research which has no social relevance, but

research which is andertaken because the particular problem allows

the researcher to construct a relatively simple research design

which produces the obvious rather than scientific understanding.

2
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Samuel A. Stouffer, "Sop!a Observations on Study Design,"
The. American Journal of Sociolcqz, 55 (January; 1950),

As a youth I re:id a series of vigorous es-
says in the Centzeu 3faga::i;:e by its editor,
the late Glenn Frank. His theme was that
the natural sciences had remade the face of
the earth; now hat.: arrived. the age of the so-
cial sciences. The same techniques which
had worked their miracles in physics, chem-
istry, and hiolegy should, in competent
hands, achieve equally daezling miracles in
economics, political science, and sociology.
That was a long time ago. The disconcerting
fact is that people are writing essays just like
that today. Of course, the last two decades
have seen considerable progress in social sci-
encein theory, in technique, and in the
accumulation of data. It is true that the
number of practitioners is pitifully few; only
a few hundred research studies are reported
annually in sociology, for example, as COM-
pared with more than twenty thoesand
studies summarized annemliy in BieLgie:a:
Abstracts.. But the bright promise of the pe-
riod when Frank was writing has not bran
fulfilled.

Two of the most common reasons alleged
for slow progress are cogent, indeed..

The data of sociol science are awfuliy
complex, it is said. And they involve values
which sometimes put a strain on the objec-
tivity of the inveetigator even 1hen they do
not incur resistance from the vested inter-
ests of our society. However, or. important
part of the trouble has very little to do will
the subject matter of social science as such

rather, Es n product of our own Tod

work habits. That is why this paper on the
subject of study design may be relevant. So
much has been spoken and written on this
topic that I make no pretense to originality.
But is the course of a little experience, espe-
cially in an effort during the war to apply
sccial psycholegy to military problems, and
in an under taking to nurture a new program
of research in my university, I have encoun-
tered some frustrations which perhaps can
be examined with profit.

A basic problemperhaps the basic prob-
lemlies deeply imbedded in the thought-
ways of our culture. This is the implicit as-
sumption that anybody with a little com-
mon sense and a few facts can come up at
once with the correct answer on any subject.
Thus the newspaper editor or columnist,
faced with a column of empty space to nu
e,-Ith readable English in an hour, can speak
with frailty and authority on any social
topic. however complex. He might not at-
tempt to diagnose what is wrong with his
sick cat.; he would call a veterinarian. But
he knows precisely what is wrong with any
social institution and the remedies.

In a soe.iety which rewards quick and con-
fident answers and does not worry about how
the answers are arrived at, the social scien-
tist is hardly to he blamed if he conforms to
the norms. Hence, much social science is
merely rather dull and obscure journalism; a
few data and a lot of "interpretation." The
fact that the so-called "interpretation"

little or no relation to the data is often
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obscured by academic jargon. Jf the stuff is
hard to read, it has a chance of being ac-
claimed as profound. The rewards are for the
answers, haweer tediously expressed, and
not for rigorously marshaled evidence.

In the army no one would think of adopt-
ing a new type of weapon without trying it
out exhaustively on the firing range. But a
new idea about handling personnel fared
very differently. The last thing anybody
ever thought about was trying out the idea
experimentally. I recall several times when
we had schemes for running an experimental
tryout of an idea in the sociopsychological
field. Usually one of two things would hap-
pen: the idea would be rejected as stupid
without a tryout (it may have been stupid,
too) or it would be seized on and applied
generally and at once. When the provost
marshal wanted us to look into the very low
morale of the MP's, our attitude surveys
suggested that there was room for very
much better selectivity in job assignment.
There were routine jobs like guarding pris-
oners which could be given to the duller
MP's, and there were a good many jobs call-
ing for intelligence, discretion, and skill in
public relations. We thought that the
smarter men might be assigned to these jobs
and that the prestige of these jobs would be
raised further if a sprinkling of returned
veterans with plenty of ribbons and no cur-
rent assignment could be included among
them. We proposed a trial program of a re-
assignment system in a dozen MP outfits for
the purpose of comparing the resulting mo-
rale with that in a dozen matched outfits
which were left untouched. Did we get any-
where? No. Instead, several of our ideas
were put into effect immediately throughout
the army without any prior testing at all.

The army cannot be blamed for behavior
like that. In social relations it is not the
habit in our culture to demand evidence for
an idea; plausibility is enough.

To alter the folkways, social science itself
must take the initiative. We must be clear in
our own minds what proof consists of, and
we must, if possible, provide dramatic ex-
amples of the advantages of relying on some-
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thing more than plausibility. And the heart
of our problem lies in study design in ad-
vance, such that the evidence is not capable
of a dozen alternative interpretations.

Basically, I think it is essential that we
always keep in mind the model of a con-
trolled experiment, even if in practice we
may have to deviate from an ideal model.
Take the simple accompanying diagram.

Before Af ter After Before

Experimental
group

Control
group x;

x,

x;

d= x, x,

The test of whether a difference d is attrib-
utable to what we think it is attributable to
is whether d is significantly larger than d'.

We used this model over and over again
during the war to measure the effectiveness
of orientation films in changing soldiers' at-
titudes. These experiences are described in
Volume III of our Studies in Sociel Psychol-
ogy in World War IL'

One of the troubles with using this careful
design was that the effectiveness of a single
film when thus measured turned out to be so
slight. If, instead of using the complete ex-
perimental design, we simply took an un-
selected sample of men and compared the
attitudes of those who said they had seen a
film with those who said they had not, we
got much mote impressive differences. This
was more rewarding to us, too, for the man-
agement wanted to belies e the films were
powerful medicine. The gimmick was the
selective fallibility of memory. Men who
correctly remembered seeing the films were
likely to be those most sensitized to their
message. Men who were bored or indifferent
may have actually seen them but slept
through them or just forgot.

Most of the time we are not able or not
patient enough to design studies containing
all four cells as in the diagram above. Some-

' Carl 1. Hovland, Arthur A. Lumsdaine, and
Fred D. Shttald, Expcpltrenfr in 31ass Communica-
tion (Princeton: Princeton Uoi,..173ity Press, 1949).



times we have Only the top two cells, as 111
the areri panyiru; liagram. In this situa tion

we have two observations of the same indi-
viduals or ;soups taken at different times.
This is often a very useful design. In the
army, for e.tample, we would take a group of
recruits, ascertain their attitudes, and re-
study the same men later. From this we
could tell whose attitude's changed and in
what direction (ir was almost always for the
worse, which did not endear us to the
amyl). But exactly what factors in the
early training period were most responsible
for deterioration of attitudes could only be
inferred indirectly.

The panel study is usuaiiy more informa-
tive than a more frequent design, which
might be pictured thus:

Mere at one point in time we have one
sample, and at a later point in time we have
another sample. We observe that our meas-
ure, say, the mean, is greater for the recent
sample than for the earlier one. But we are
precluded from observing which men or

hat type of men shifted. Moreover, there is
always the &sturl ing possibility that the
populations in our two samples were initially
different; hence the differences might not Le
attributable to conditions taking place in the
time interval between the two observations.
Thus we would study a group of soldiers in
the United States and later ask the same
questions of a group of solders overseas.
fraying matched the two groups of men
carefully by b:anch of service, length of
time in the army, rank, etc., we hoped that
the results of the study would approximate
what would be found if the same men could
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have been studied twice. But this could be
no more than a hope. Some important fac-
tors could not be adequately controlled, for
example, physical conditions. Men who
went overseas were initially in better shape
on the average than men who bad been kept
behind; but, if the follow-up study was in
the tropics, there was a chance that unfavor-
able climate already had begun to take its
toll. And so it went. How much men over-
seas changed called for a panel study as a
minimum if we were to have much con-
fidence in the findings.

A very common attempt to get the results
of a controlled experiment without paying
the price is with the design that might be as
shown in the accompanying diagram. This

is usually what '.ve get with correlation
analysis. We have two or more groups of
men whom we study at the same point in
time. Thus we have men in the infantry and
men in the air corps and compare their atti-
tudes. much of the difference between
x; and x2 we can attribute to experience in a
given branch of service and how much is a
function of attributes of the men :elected for
each branch cannot 1:now assuredly.
True, we can try to rule out various possibil-
ities by ma e can compare men from
the two branches with the same age and edu-
cation, for exm nple. But there is all too often
a wide-open &ite r.hrough which other un-
controlled variAhli can racrch.

Sometimes, believe it or not, we have only
one cell:

r.

When this happens, we de not know much of
anything. But we can still fill pages of social
science journals with "brilliant analysis" if
we use plausible conjecture in supplying
missing cells front our imagination. Tnus we



may fivi that the adolescent today
ideas and coi:lied that soeiety is going to
the dogs. We fill in the dotted cell represent -

ing our own yesterdays with hypothetical
data, where .r, represents us and ae our off-

z+

spring. The tragicomic part is that most of
the public, including, I feat, many social
scientists, arc so acculturated that they ask
for no better data.

I do not intend to disparage all research
not conforming to the canons of the con-
trolled experiment. I think that w: will see
more of full experimental design in sociology
and social psychology in the future than in
the past. But I am well aware of the practi-
cal difficulties of its execution, and I know
that there are namterless important situa-
tions in which it is not feasible at all. What
I am arguing for is Lwareness of the limita-
tions of a design in which crucial cells are
missing.

Sometimes by forethought and patch-
work we can get approximations which are
useful if we are careful to avoid overinterpre-
tation. Let me cite an example:

In Europe during the war the army
tested the idea of putting an entire platoon
of Negro soldiers into a white infantry out-
fit. This was done in several companies. The
Negroes fought beside white soldiers. After
several months we were asked to find out
'.chat the %%bite troops thought about the in-
novation. We found that only 7 per cent of
the white soldiers in companies with Negro
platoons said that they disliked the idea
very much, whereas 6z per cent of the white
soldiers in divisions without Negro troops
said they would dislike the idea very much if
it were tried in their outfits. We have:

Ex-peciment41

Before After

Contrel 62%

Now, were these white sold ers who fought
beside. Negroes 'nen who were naturally
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more faorahle to Negroes than the cross-
section of white infantrymen? We did not
think so, since, for example, they contained
about the same proportion of southerners.
The point was of some importance, however,
if we were to make the inference that actual
experience with Negroes reduced hostility
from 62 to 7 per cent. As a second-best sub-
stitute, we asked the white soldiers in com-
panies with Negro platoons if they could re-
call how they felt when the innovation was
first proposed. It happens that 67 per cent
said they were initially opposed to the idea.
Thus we could tentatively fill in a missing
cell and cr nclude that, under the conditions
obtaining, there probably had been a
marked change in attitude.

Even if this had been a perfectly con-
trolled eeperiment, there was still plenty of
chance to draw erroneous inferences. The
conclusions apply only to situations closely
approximating those of the study. It hap-
pens, for example, that the Negroes involved
were men who volunteered to leave rear-area
jobs for combat duty. If other Negroes had
been involved, the situation might have
been different. Moreover, they had white of-
ficers. One army colonel who saw this study
and whom I expected to ridicule it because
he usually opposed innovations, surprised
me by offering congratulations. "This
proves," he said, "what have been arguing
in all my thirty years in the army--that
niggers will do all right if you give 'em
white officers!" Moreover, the study ap-
plied only to combat experience. Other
studies would be needed to justify extending
the findings to noncombat or garrison duty.
In other words, one lone study, however
well designed, can be a vet), dangerous thing
if it is exploited beyond its immediate im-
plications.

Now experiments take time and money,
and there is no use denying that we in social
science cannot be as prodigal with the repli-
cations as the biologist who can run a hun-
dred experiments simultaneously by growing
plants in all kinds of soils and conditions.
The relative ease of experimentation in
much not all of natural science goes far



to account for the diflereece in quality of
proof demanded by physical And
sciences, on the one ha nil, aud sacial 6( len-
Usti, on the other.

Though we cannot always design neat ex-
periments when we want to we can at least
keep the experimental model in front of our
eyes and behave cautiously when we fill in
missing cells +.'ith dotted lines. But there is
a further and even more important opera-
tion we ca- \ form in the interest of econ
omy. That lies in our choice of the initial
problem.

Professor W. F. Ojann always told his
students to apply to a reported research con-
clusion the test, "How do you know it?" To
this wise advice I should like to add a further
question: "What of it?" I suspect that if
before designing a study we asked ourselves,
more conscientiously than we do, whether or
not the study really is important, we would
economize our energies for the few studies
which are worth the expense and trouble of
the kind of design I have been discussing.

Can anything be said about guides for se-
lecting problems? I certainly think so. That
is where theory comes in and where we social
scientists have gone woefully astray.

Theory has not often been designed with
research operations in mind. Theory as we
have it in social science serves indispensaLiy
as a very broad frame of reference or general
orientation. Thus modern theories of culture
tell us that it is usually more profitable to
focus on tare learning process and. the con-
tent of what is learned rather than on innate
or hereditary traits. But they do not provide
us with sets of interrelated propositions
which can be put in the form: If as, given x,
and xi, then there is strong probability that
we get x4. Most of our propositions of that
form, sometimes called "theory," are likely
to be ad hoc coin:eon-sense aoervations
which are not deducible r-orn more general
consider, tions and \Olio are of the same
quality as the observation, "If you stick
your band in a fire and hold it there, you will
get burned."

Now in view of the tremendous cost in
time and money of the ideal kind of strict
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empirical research operations, it is obvious
CatIfIfit afford the luxury of conduct-

ing them as isolated fact-finding enterprises.
Each should seek to be sonic sort of experi-
onoThon crucis, and, with rare exceptions,
that will only happen if we see its place
beforelpFrd in a more general scheme of
things, Especially, we need to look for situa-
tioes whore tuo equally plausible hypothe-
ses deducible from more general theory lead
to the expectation of different consequences.
Then, if our evidence supports one and
knocks out the other, we have accomplished
something.

The best work of this sort in our field is
probably being done today in laboratory
studies of learning end of perception. I do
not know of very good sociological examples.
Yet in sociology experiments are possible.
One of the most exciting, for example, was
that initiated long before the war by Shaw
and McKay to see whether co-operative ef-
fort by adult role models within a delinquent
neighborhood would reduce juvenile delin-
quency. So many variables are involved in a
single study like that that it is not easy to
determine which \vere crucial. But there was
theory behind the study, and the experi-
mental design provided for controlling at
least some variables.

It may be that in sociology we will need
much more thinking and many more de-
scriptive studies involving random ratlike
movements on the part of the researcher be-
fore v-c can eve a begin to state our problems
so that they are in decent shape for fitting
into an ideal design. However, I think that
we can reduce to some extent the waste mo-
tion of the exploratory period if we try to
act as if we have some a priori ideas and keep
our eyes on the possible relevance of data to
these ideas. 1 his is easier said than done.
So many intrnesting rabbit tracks are likely
to be uncovered in the exploratory stages of
research that one is tempted to chase rabbits
allover the woods and forget what his initial
quarry was.

(oratory research is of necessity fum-
bling, but I think that the waste motion can
be reduced by the self-denying ordinance of



deliberately limiting ourselves to a few vari-
ables at a time. Recently two of my col.
leagues and myself have been doing a little
exploratory work on a problem in the gen-
eral area of social mobility. NVe started by
tabulating some school records of fifty boys
in the ninth grade of one junior high school
and then having members of our seminar
conduct three or four interviews with each
boy and his parents. We had all the inter-
views written up in detail, and we had
enough data to fill a bookwith rather in-
teresting reading, too. But it was a very
wasteful process because there were just too
many intriguing ideas. We took a couple of
ideas which were deducible from current
general theory and tried to make some
simple fourfo'.d tables. It was obvious that
with a dozen variables uncontrolled, such
tables meant little or nothing. But that led
us to a second step. Now we are trying to
collect school records and a short question-
naire on two thousand boys. We will not in-
terview all these boys and their parents in
detail. But, with two thousand catea to start
with, we hope to take: a variable in which we
are interested and. find fifty boys ss ho are
plus on it and fifty who are minus, yet who
are approximately alike on a lot or other
things. A table based on such matched com-
parisons should be relatively unambiguous.
We can take off from there and interview
those selected cases intensively to push fur-
ther our exploration of the nexua between
theory and observation. This, we think, will
be economical, though still exploratory. Ex-
perimental manipulation is far in the future
in our problem, but we do hope we can con-
clude the first stage with a statement of
some hypotheses susceptible to ex-pe rimental
verification.

I am not in the least deprecating explora-
tory work. But 1 do think that some order-
I iress is indicated even in the bright dawn of
a youthful enterprise.

One reason why we a, e not more orderly
in our exploratory work is that all too often
what is missing is a sharp definition of a
given variable, such that, if we wanted to
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take a number of cases and even throw them
into a simple fourfold table, we could.

Suppose we are studying a problem in
which one of the variables we are looking for
is overprotection or overindulgence of a
child by his mother. 1\re have a number of
case histories or questionnaires. Nov how
do we know whether we are sorting them ac-
cording to this variable or not? The first
step, it would seem, is to have some way of
knowing whether we are sorting them along
any single continuum, applying the same
criteria to each case. But to know this we
need to have built into the study the in-
gredients of a scale. Unless we have some
such ingredients in our data, we are defeated
from the start. This is why 1 think the new
interest social scientists are taking in scaling
techniques is so crucially important to prog-
ress. in particular, the latent-structure the-
ory developed by Paul F. Lazarsfeld, which
derives Louis Guttman's scale as an impor-
tant special case, is likely to be exceedingly
useful, for it offers criteria by which we can
make a small amount of information go a
long way in telling us the logical structure of
a supposed variable we are eager to identify.
The details of Guttman's and Lazarsfeld's
work' are likely to promote a good deal of
attack and controversy. Our hope is that
this will stimulate others to think such prob-
lems out still better and thus make their
work obsolete as rapidly as possible.

Trying to conduct a social science investi-
gation without good criteria for knowing
whether a particular variable may be
treated as a single dimension is like trying to
fly without a motor in the plane. Students of
the history of invention point out that one
reason why the airplane, whose properties
had been pretty well thought out by
Leonardo da Vinci, was so late in develop-
ment was the unavailability of a light-
weight power plant, which had to await the

'Samuel A. Stoufl!r, Loris Guttman, Edward A.
Suchmaa, Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Shirley A. Star, and
John A. Clausen, Mcaruronent and Prediction
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, r949)



invention of the intct Ail combustion motor.
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THE BUILDING OF THEORY

In introducing his study Justice Without Tr i a 1, Jerome

Skolnick says, "Since we do not pre3ently have a theory of the

administration of criminal Justice we cannot say whether such vari-

ables as community size, rural-urban character . . . political

links of court and legislature . . . are to be equally or differ ently

evaluated." What Professor Skolnick is referring to, of course, is

the need for a body of comparable studies prior to any theory-

building concerning behavior. He does not, however, draw any

generalizations concerning the criminal justice system in his own

study. He does not generalize simply because he cannot. At the

time he engaged in his research, there was not a sufficient body

of literature pertaining to the criminal process against which he

could evaluate his findings. What he does do, and what is of sig-

nificance to the student of social science research, is to clearly

define and list the social, economic, and historical facts incident

both to the police department under observation and to the city,

"Westville," in which the research was undertaken. By doing this

he has insured that his work can be used as part of a general body

1



of literature which eventually will lead to the development of a

theory of the administration of criminal justice.

The Skolnick reading, however, illustrates more than the need

to be cognizant of building theory when engaging in empirical research.

It gives us an insight into the development of a type of research design- -

participant observation. In undertaking his study, Skolnick tells us

he adopted as his model William F. H. Whyte's study, Street Corner

Society , which presents a view of a delinquent sub-culture as being

both complex .d in conflict with conventional morality. What Skolnick

is suggesting here is that by becoming a participant observer one can

reach a point of empathy with his subjects and thereby obtain a better

perspective than can be acquired through the use of questionnaires,

surveys, and interviews. While we find ourselves in agreement with

Skolnick as to the value of participant observation, we would caution

the student that the mere observation of a group will not produce the

kind of revealing results which Skolnick cites in referring to St r e e t

Corner Society. As Professor Skolnick points out, "A partici-

pant observer . . . must genuinely be prepared to see the world

through the eyes of his subjects. Such a position does not undermine

scientific objectivity . . . rather scientific knowledge should be en-

hanced, provided the participant observer is neither captured or re-

pelled by his subjects."



From Jerome H. Skolnick, Justice Without Trial
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1967) pp. 6; 23-37.
Reprinted by permission.



Jerome Justice Without 'Trial

(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1967), pp.23-37.

purpose of this chapter is to answer standard methodological
questions: the nature of the conimunit) being studied, the character

of the police department, the time of the study, and the methods used
to obtain information. Srccial emphasis is given to the derdopmental
aspect of the tcscarch, in efft:t, to discussing the question of how a
study initially considered as eploratory grows into a variety of research
interests and assignments.

One way of presenting a methodological background is to present
only results, suggc,ting. Nthaps unir.tentionally, that topics were worked
out systen atically beforehand; but it true not fair to the
method used here to sucgcst a greater degree of initial order than actu
ally existed. :1 reader who finds tli;s sort of report tiresome may pre-
fer to skip the chapter, especially .he section on phases of data collec-
tion and those following. On the other band, the tcadct interested in
questions of how relations with police and others in the erimintl law
community are developed: of the tutor(' of participant observation in
such a setting: of ethical problems in :kis research stance, should find
these sections of the chapter interesting.

THE SE1 Oi" 1f11 S1PPV

Data far this bock were drawn from a Study of criminal of vials
conduct',; In the autli..1 in \Vestsille, a city of appro.imatelv
four bunched ther3sand with a '.1nnwhitc population of about 3: i-,c;
cent. For the sale of broad com,,atison, two week-; weer also spent in
Eastale, a city of comparable sire. nonwhite opatition. induitrs, an.i
commerce. l also visited make ckpittrotats and tole p,±it..-)1 in two
other cities. In addition. federal, state. and lo:al enforcement pct.
sound were interviewed at several length:, confc-cncc. .111 this Loa.-
ever, was background material to put NVestsille in pctspe.tike. In the
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main, therefore. this is a slosh of the aslininist;:,tHn of criminal :ustice
in one middle sired city.

Ilow tcpresere.olve of the Uni!.cd S:atcs is Westville and its ridininis
tration of criminal jostles.? ] here are fifty one separate jori-,clictions in
the United States, each with a body of statutory and case law, although

Rulessome, modeled on the Federal Rules of Criminal Fro:es:hire, are more
alike than others. In addition, there are practical diffcences in the ad-
ministration of justice from coAnty to county and city to city in any
state, and among federal distrieb. Furtlicimore, in assessing the repre-
sentativeness of a specific jurisdiction, it is difficult to single out with
assurance which criteria are most relevant to determinint; the legal char-
acter of a community. Since we do not presently have a theory of the
administration of criminal justice, we cannot say whether such variables
as community sire, ruraurban character, regional eliaraeerisics, degree
of industrialization, facial and ethnic composition. political lint~ of cart
and legislature, or history of corwption arc to be equally or differentially
evaluated. Lacking such a theory, we ate in no position to assert which
of these "test" variable: it is important to control. 'l'o point out the diffi-
culty. of estimating the representative quality of a criminal courts wrn
munitr, is not the same, however, as to su;gest !f-t comparability is not
desirable. To be able to draw inferences about the etiology of distinctive
patterns, several case studies along the lines of the one that follows
would be prActable. Given limited time and resources it was not possi.

however, to complete even intensive case studies.
Theory or no, it may be assumed that the social, economic, and

historic facts of the city studied, the general outlines of the environ-
ment, are relevant to the operation of the machinery of justice. Such
factual background is found in Appendix A. Factual backgro-and about
the police department is in Appendix B. In Addition to these fundamen-
tals, there arc several outstanding characteristics of Westville and its ad-
ministration of criminal law that arc important enough to bring to
immediate attention.

First. Westoille is a "real" city. It is neither a college town where the
role of a researcher might be limited by his connection with the univer-
sity., nor a megalopolis like New York or London that dominates the
surrounding country. In New Ilaten, `or instance (where I lived for al-
most ten years), social research is inevitably affected by the history of
ton-gown relations. Professional relations with the New Haven police
department tend to Isa.,e a special edge of cidicacy, since the university
and public institutions in general arc interested in improving relations
with one another. By contrast, the Uniyersit.. if California is not lo-
cated ;n Vestville, there has cansequently ttcn no prolonged history of

le
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anirnosits, and the ilnkcisits -tot a niaioi force in the coin.
munity. It ISas Ji/CA, of coutx, that I tray "c illege professor," but
nobody seemed to rate \kit:al C011.12;(:. it was.

Along \sill' Leis,g a "real" city, \Vesteille is rquted to have an ex-
emplary macliincrr for administering criminal justice. 1 he prosecutor's
office, the police department, and the once of tint public defender arc
generally of as high qualit) in facilities, pay, and national reirossu as
those of ans middle -sized city in the United States. The city Sall is
bright and clean. Courtrooms are modern, ssell-lighted. and Pit.
conditioned. The police arc housed in a modern building and arc
technically sscll equipped. In testininns before an alsisory committee to
the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights (1965), the head of the \Vest.
aille NAACP, vs bile stressing the continuing need for comi»unication
and understanding. said, in response to a rpicstion concerning rapport
betssecn the police department and the NAACP:

I have the teeti,-; that as a total plice: organitatin the Wu kii!c Police
Otrattnunt is hc.a3 and shoulders alx,se any otl,et law cnfoietnsent a;csacs
in the region. This is nut to say th.it thcn arc p:tftrt. or that i'a:y has e cvcis
begun to approach flair rs-sponsibiiity. !hey %slain Depastincist
many- indisiduab uho mac . . . oisprcssisc miens. But. at the salve time.
the arc also tn;o.,inE, an in Aus of ncxiscrsonti:1 . . . and the people ssithin
the Ikpartntont arc takin; mote of a istuf..tie.nil attitude tusratd thcit
ropowibilitics to the conininit;.

The salutary reputation of Vestsille's criminal justice machiner) ex-
tends throughout the United States and even abroad. During my visit to
Lasts ilk, seseral high-ranting officials of the pace department there
expressed strong intcrest in coming to \Vests ilk: in learn its operating
procedures. Consequently, since Westville is generally regarded as a
model of efficiency and modernity, its administration of criminal law
rannot be claimed to be teprescutative of the United Stato as a sshole.
On the contran, it mould be more accurate to eoniider it as an example
of the top straturn of American criminal justice administration.

'MC ACTION utttsncriE

To conduct research ssith any grolp ssh.ase norm; and values may not
conform uith those of the obserser. the latter must ernpathire with the
situation c.f his sub;ects. In trying to do Ilia:. I toot. \Villa:in whpc
as a model participant elysencr t At tic time Wloc made his obierva-

' Set the App.ndA. St:i=tt Ce4:F:t S Fc.-!.
SP-tit Civrtr Soil: Uk.e SPLc,t.rc. .11 /;41,..,1 Stunt XIIKag,:
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Lions, his subjects would probably ILo.e been considered young hood-
turns by the tenets of converitional morality. V.'hyte did not, however,
judge his subjects, hut rather obsersed them with the intent of under-
standing the bases of their behavior. As a result, the corner boy emerges
as a complex human being. Ile appears as an actor responding to a cub
Lure in conflict t.t points with a conventional morality that permits cer-
tain kinds of people to he exploited and others to be treated with
considerable tenderness and concern. Nlost importantly, the corner boy
is seen by Whyte as a human being try ins to work out a life for him-
self.

Similarly, in studying the policeman the sociologist must not, if he is
to develop scientifically useful byp,otliescs, merely emphasize the extent
police behavior tarics from legal ideals. Those who are of a liberal or left
persuasion may find it easier to identify with the "underdog" than with
constituted authority, especialis the police. A participant-observer, how-
ever, must genuinely be prepared to see the world through the eyes of
his subjects. Such a position doe.s not undermine scientific objectivity,
unless science is limited to the narrowest sort of positivism. On the con-
trary, scientific koowledge shold be enhanced, provielcd the participant-
observer is neither captured nor repelled by his subjects.

In making this investigation, therefore, I took a cue partly from so-
ciology and partly frot. legal plailosol illy. From sociology I borrwecd the
"action perspce:tive," the idea that the investigator can best perceive the
meaning of events through the eyes of the participant. From legal phi-
losophy, I borrowed Fuller's conception of law as an enterprise, a way,
not always certain, of trying to reach ideals. Law is not only problematic
in that its contours are vague; it is also problemrsolsing. It is a mecha-
nism through vhich human beings. officials of varying morality and
competence, strtisg% to solve exceedingly vase and complex problems
and to balance such fundamental and cor.flieting ideals as order and
liber t.

Toe legal world cf roles may deceive the fresh observer into an
erroneous tendency to oserestimate th-ir regularity and to consider the
operation of laws as "mechanical" since they arc written and need not
be inferred. In reality, however, the rules of a legal order are always
problematic, since the occasions for and outcomes of invoking them
1.1.1.ivusity of Chieaga p. cf. 2150 2%1 t, Prcb
km; cf Infcrtnie and Pic.-.f is rart:zipatt Ami7ical
ttni,. 23 l +5;:-E6:: and NTe.:Ti; 5. SAA ai.!? ancl, s;Ittz:!,,
'IrroVxm4 in REtkipart 4;:rsgtnek,n." Ar,cri:dr: /..,%n,a./ eu s;5
343'353-
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vary. The legal philosopher iI. I,. A. Hart has eloquently expressed an
underlying assumption used in observing the actors in this study when
he speaks, in a somewhat diarent context, of "the open texture of law."
Hart says:

It is a future of the human predicament . . . that we labour under two
connected handicaps whenever me seek to regulate, unambiguously and in
advance, some sphere of conduct by means of general standards to be used
without further official direction oil particular occasions. The first handicap
is our relative ignorance of fact: the second is our relative indeterminancy of
aim. If the world in which we list were characterized only by a finite number
of features, and these together with all the modes in which they could corn
bine were known to us, then provision could be made in advance for every
poss:bility. We could male rules, the application of which to particular cases
never called for a further choice. F.crything could be 'known, and for ow
thing, since it could be knossn, something could be done and specified in ad-
vance by rule. This would be a ssorld fit for "mechanical" jutisprudence.

"Plainly," adds Hart, "this world is not our world." 2
Once basing observed men in a legal setting, an opposing tendency

may arise. \Viten it becomes clear that laws are not nearly so certain as
was assumed, and that ofganizational and situational requirements oien
affect the actor's interpretation of laws, the sociologist may tend to for-
get about the rules at,4 to interpret behavior almost purely as a response
to other situational ...;.tors. The proper interpretative path here is tricky
but always exciting to traverse: to sec rules as a context for the behavior
of legal men. As Alexander M. Bickel has stated, we are governed not by
laws but by rarer. who make laws:

A government cf laws simply means that no capricious commands are is-
sued; that rules which are laid down to govern cordoct are of general applica-
tion; that no one man or one institution has power uncliceled by ansonc
else; arid that the lawmakers sometimes surrender ininicdiatcl; &sited objec-
tiles for the sale of conforming to a superior norm of principle. which is
itself, of course, also ma7-made.2

A stud) of law in action, whether of judges, law; 05, or policemen, is a
study of men interpreting and thereby transforming principles and asso-
ciated rules within legal institutions. Above all, it is a study of men at
work. The action perspective is intended to reseal the meaning of the
work to the men performing it.

L. A. Hart, The etr..:ept cf Low (Ditzvd: OAIA 17Aiiraity rrm 19,51).
P. 115.

TN New RepMe, is' 00an sc64% 9.
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THE ADVANTAGE Or AN OVERVIEW

Although this book is specifically about police, it is also about other
officials, the defense attorney, the prosecutor, the judge, the probation
officer, because they too are woven into the Ttem of justice without
trial. A methodological conclusion of the present work is that the sociol-
ogist gains a more adequate understanding of the polif-c by examining
the work of these other officials in the systctn. For example, to estimate
the extent of illegal police activities of various kinds, police reports alone
cannot be relied on. MI police live enemies, and the natural enemies of
the policeman arc the defense attorney and his client. Indeed, an impor-
tant reason for studying a criminal law community is that each segment
tends to be more critical of the others than of itself. From a methodo-
logical point of slew it does not matter whether such criticism is justi-
fied. 'What matters is that natural antagonisms provide leads for
investigation; mote important, the absence of criticism suggests the in-
vestigator may take seriously assertions of innocence of the segment
being studied. Thus, if police say there is no bookmaking or numbers
racket in a city, and this assertion is confirmed by conversations over a
period of several years with defense attorneys, clients, police, and court
reporters, as well as random citizens in the community (who are critical
of the police in other respects), it may be confidently inferred that a
large-scale gambling racket does not exist. This is the basis for the con-
clusion that Wes ts die does not presently have organized graft.'

It is, incidentally. not very difficult (as Lincoln Stevens demon-
stratei) to find out whether police take graft in a city. If the researcher
approaches police as someone who, in effect, has worked in another po-
lice department, he finds that they, like defendants who "cop out"
thint ing interrogators know moll. than they often successfully pretend to
know, will reseal themselves. There is, howo et, little iodation actually
involved. In Fastsiile, fot example, graft is toutine. The police realize
that a social researcher or reporter (as contrasted with a legal investi-
gator who wants names and dates and places) can easily learn about the
general pattern. Awareness of petty graft and corruption is necessarily
widespread. If there is bootniaking. at least exerybody (and his brother)
who bets on horse races 111A'S the bookmaker exists. Similarly, if num-
bers are being sold, 1..o,sledge of this mast also be widely distributed.

'The riascns tut ah,enet c-rnrict anl clestr,r a snlly is thertU-Chel. It may
be noted in passing. hosteler, teat the proxi-nity of Netzda In California drays ei
much gambling money. Wtqi7lers oho rn:ght )thcrAise bet vitt; a lalot.mal(: are
itttactcd to spend their at/Ito:Is at the neon glittering' ct P,cno and Las Vagas.
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So long as the policeman trints the rcseleher to protect his anonymity,
the policeman has little to fear.

Even more important than the tactical advantage of being able to
verify claims of participants is the overview an observer gains by having
a form of ACCC55 to the sy:tern unavailable to each of the individual
participants. Under these conditions, the investigator may participate in
events dosed to interested actors whom he has teen observing in the
course of their For example. the "dealing out" of cases against
prostitutes may take place in the chambers of a judge from which the
police are excluded because their conduct is at hsue in the bargaining.
The researcher's presence in the judge's chambers may be of great ad-
vantage foeobserving how the work of the police comes to be evaluated
by other actors in the system of justice without trial.

A broad overview, with access to different parties, cannot but help to
a:d an observer in making sociological interpretations of informal
processes as well as those legally pre:cribed within the system. A
participant- observer constantly finds himself involved in the business of
interpreting the marline of the behavior of the actors whom he is ob-
serving, and, as a corollary, the meaning the events they are engaged in
present to them. Indeed. success as a sociological investigator may be
measured priniarily according to how wdl this is done, since the mean-
ing of legal action is hardly obvious.

For example, the preliminary hearing before a magistrate is ordinarily
considered as that point in the criminal procedural process at which the
State must show to the satisfaction of a magistrate that there is suffi-
cient evidence against the accused to warrant his standing trial for the
crime with which he is being charged. Prosecutors and defense attorneys
who were observed and interviewed during the course of preliminary
hearings all felt that in most casts the real purpose of having a prelim-
inary hearing. which the defendant 11 waive. was not to cony ince a
judge there was sufficient evidence against the accused to warrant that
he stand trial. 11aat question has usaally been settled to the satisfaction
of both parties by the time the preliminary heating is conelueted. 1 he
prosecutor tends to find the preliminary hearing useful as an opportu-
nity to observe how well the keg Stare's Iitrtliei hold up under COSS-
examination. On the other side. the defense Attorney frequently uses the
preliminary hearing as a "fishing expedition."' When a defense attorney-
uses this expression. he suggest; that in part the preliminary hering al-
lows him to seek actual flaw s in the te4imonv of the State's witnesses. It
also enables him to search for any statement by the witness under oath.
in hope that it will later be ron'radi:ted by the same witness durirz the
trial, thereby impeaching the validity of the witress.s trial testimony.

7
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In addition, the Frelimivary hearing may be used cs a device by which
the defense attorney controls a client reluctant to enter a guilty plea.
Since a good part of the prosecutor's case may be revealed at the prelim-
inary hearing, this step in the legal process, ostensibly designed to enable
a magistrate to reach a decision, also serves as a mechanism through
which the State can communicate its case to the accused. An actual
demonstration of strength compels the defendant to face the [Mity of
his legal situation, which may limn been misread and misinterpreted to
him by "jailhouse lawyers," and aids the defense attorney in controlling
his client's agreement to plead guilty. Thus, to place this event in an
"intelligible and inane inclusive context of meaning," the sociological in-
terpreter is advantaged by observing both sides of the adversarial sttuc
tune.

DEVE LOPS (ENT or DATA COLLECTION

The study began early in the summer of 42. I saw my task at that
time as fami!iatizing myself with the city, the county, and especially the
organization of its criminal courts community. Appendix C deals with
this subject in detail. Let it be noted here as an introduction that there
are two superior courts at the county level, where felony cases are tried,
and that 61 per cent of all felony arrests in 1962 arose out of Westville.
The public defendet of La Loma Ciointy handled about 6i per cent of
the 1,S93 felony cases in the count). There ate also 7 municipal courts
which hold prelim;oary hearings and try misdemeanors. The "hard
core" of the criminal courts community in La Loma County consists of
about io district attorneys of varying rank, some 15 attorneys in the
public defender's office, approximately zo to a; private defense attorneys
of \shorn no more than 6 make a living primarily from the practice of
criminal law, and 15 judges. Thus, in a county of almost one million
population, the criminal courts community is very much a fact-to-face
one. Esetytxxly soon know escr)body else, and most can draw upon a
history of mutual relationships to estimate the merit of opinions and
contentions.

It is not only. size but the need for repeated interaction which makes
this a fact.trafate tommunity.1 Mast of the time, a practicing attorney

' Indeed, dcr:ng the course of this stedy, a 'Ctinsinal Couch Assoeatite was
kilned, on grc.un4s that all pa: ;es concittxd with the riministratit-n cf criminal
tsw should trace a cemrtxn meeting ryLp. A:thligh the chart:t membus am law.
lett, theft ft;I:ng is test ttlr, tend to ha..e tn,,te in common with cel:ers in the
criminal cou:tt commarity, vuch as pchabon C'a t.v.s. than alth, fct CI] 7711..e.
Wien tawycts. Ftcbstk,n ottctri at: ;Kt pcnti'ted to bu.-tene rnerners are wild
to attend :tivccift rnett'flt.
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does not do the same kind of work that a scholar does. He has a case on
his hands, and his job is to dispose of it as cpeditiously as possible.
Since most of his cases are settled without trial, the quality of his "eon
tads" will to 2 marked degree determine his behavior and his success as
an attorney. For a practicing criminal lawyer, "knowing the ropes" often
reduces to knowing people; and since interactions arc necessarily fro
quent, he comes to know many people in a relatively short time. For
instance, I found that after several months of participating in the West.
Ole criminal courts community, i knew more people there than in my

isn department at the University of California; %nil certainly I knew
people in the criminal courts community better than colleagues in such
related fields as political science, law, history, anthropology, economics,
and psychology. This statement may say something about the imperson
ality of the University of California, but I believe it reveals more about
the difference in occupations. Scholarship is essentially a lonely calling.
When scholars talk with one another, it is usually a social matter or re-
sults from assignment to a committee. The well: of criminal lawIering,
by contrast, demands repeated working contacts with others in the crim
inal courts community. To carry the academic analogy through, the
work of criminal lawyering is like repeated assignment to an ad hoc
committee judging the merits of an issue. The difference is that in the
criminal law community, one issue is predictably repetitive: the guilt of
a citizen accused of crime.

The study commenced with observation of the work of the public de-
fender in the fall of 42. Phases of his work which vi-ere observed in-
chided: initial inteniewinc of the defendant; Iris classification as a par-
ticular category of offender; processing of the case through several stages
of criminal procedure. such as arraignment, preliminary hearing, and so
forth: re-evaluation of the relative strength of the defendant's case and
the prosecution's on the basis of information raited to these stages:
communication to the defendant as to what Iris case is "worth" and ad-
%ice as to what charge he shouli plead to; the ezLilint's reaction; the
working out of a "deal- with the pro:um:or; and r.lo.ions betAetn pub-
he defender and defendant, probation ofnecr, jirdEe. and prosecutor
after the plea has been entered. Approximately two hu;idred hours were
spent in the office of the pub:led:fender.

After several months of such observations, I Wit ih it I had net ade-
quately experienced the law enfotecroted sire of the criminal colas
system. It became esident that interactice-is tees;e1 t%c defense attor-
ney and the accused, as individuals, were neev,-.arCv more infreqoent
than those betvsten defense attorney and pro:cr.wx. 'inns, an appropri
ate sisin of the system of processing of criminal e.,.;s's places the prose-
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cutor and the defense attorney at the top as spokesmen and interpreters
for the real adversaries who arc, on the one hand, the complainant, and
on the other, the acciisal. Cis en this conception. it seemed necessary to
see the :Astern of criminal law processing from the law enforcement
side.

By this time, I was fairly well known to several of the deputy district
attorneys who had met me while I was looking over the shoulders of
men on the public defender's staff. / suggested to the head of the public
defender's office ihat I would like to see how "the other half' lived.
Through his recommendation, plus an estendcd inters iew with the dis.
trict attorney, I V. as permitted to become a pattieipant.olaserver in that
office. After several weeks of observation in the office of the Westsille
district attorney, it seemed important to know mu e about the work of
the police. It turned out, for instance, that policemen were often com-
plainants, as in traffic or narcotics cases, and that even when they were
not, they often represented the actual complainant. Thus, if A claimed
that B had stolen his watch, a dctectise, after interrogating B, would
talk over the case with a deputy district attorney to decide with what
offense II should he charged. It became apparent that the quality of the
relations between policeman and suspect influenced the working rela
lions between policeman and prosecutor, With this in mind, I asked my
"contacts" in the prosectitor's office if it would be possible to arrange
observation of the police earning out their duties.

The Chief of Police Was willing to entertain the idea. It is again im-
portant to emphasize that this police department regarded itself as va-
mpire. It had, about a decade earlier, been a tainted police depart-
ment, but it was now sure of its honesty and efficiency. The Chief was
known as a man who tan a taut ship. Not beloved by either his men or
the community. he was g 'malls- respected as hard-workinz. intellieent,
and honest. although perhaps a bit cold, aloof, and sensitive to direct
criticism. Ili; attitude toward the research was made urn partly of co-
operation and partl.s of the defiance of a sensitively placed public official
who feels he has done a commendable job and can say, "Co ahead and
look at am thing want. Not only do we have nothing to hide in this
department, but we are desirous of Lasing cut story told. We don't
want a whitewash, but we do want \to to be obiective and truthful."
On these terms nay observations of the M'estsille Police Department
began.

The Chief assigned his aide, Lieutenant bask, to male introductions
within the department. The Lieutenant was a genial man who had been
on the force for almost twent- ,,ears, knew everybodx. and was person-
ally liked. 3S I later learned, throughout the department. We decided
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that the best place to begin the study was with the patrol division
which, in Westville, has onern:n 'chicle; and three ranks: supervising
detecti..e, sergeant, and patrolman.

I spent eight nights with these patrolmen, mostly on weekends, on
the shift miming from 7 P.N1. to 3 A lf..\1: of this time was spent inter-
viewing and &Lase:sing, hiking about the life of the policeman, and the
work of the policeman. I understood my job was to gain some insight
and understanding of the way the policonau views the world. I found
that the most informative method was not to ask predetermined ques-
tions, but rather to question actions the policeman had just taken or
failed to take, about events or objects just encountered, such as certain
categories of people or places .4 the city.

1 soon learned, however, that patrol work is minimally connected with
legal processing. To be sure, some street behasior is relevant to the
policeman's role as a legal actor. On the street, the policeman has the
greatest potential for discretionary judgment riot to invoke the criminal
law, a decision of major legal consequence for those involved. Neverthe-
Izs, I thought that the t pical activities of a patrolman were not those
of a law officer. but rather those of a peace officer. This distinction, I
later discovered. had already been nude separately by Michael Banton
and Arthur Stinehcombe.' 1 hus, l3anton states:

A division is becoming apparent between specialist departments within
police forces (detectives, traffic officers, Nice and fra;c1 squads, etc.) and the
ordinary patrolmen. The former arc law officers" whose contacts with the
public tend to be of a punitive cr Mluisitery character, whereas the patrol-
men . . are princ;pall "peace officers" operating within the moral con-
sensus of the co-nmonit3. Whereas tic former hisc occasion to speak chiefly
to eenderc or to persons who can supply idormation about an offense, the
patrolmen interact with all sorts of people and more of their contacts center
iipon assisting citiicns than up-ri offenses.!

Such a distinction is, of course, prelintinaty to the notion of an "en-
forcement parent based upon Sm.& police assignment.

With the realization that law enforcentzlit is not to be found in its
most signi5c.ant and interesting forms on the streets, I again consulted
with Lieutenant Dayle (who was Most helpful and considerate through-
out the study). I felt that I ought to b,tigin to study detective work, es-

Ntietiael Banton, Pre NI.,cernry the Cm-it:mit) (London: TAW-NA FAL
cationc, '1;64).

'Arthur L. S";red,zomt:c, k the D.:termination of Police
.1erniliA!rative PrEt.:ctt: Ar:cricaq Socislep. 6.0 (S.ptcrIStt,

'Etzntott, op. cit. p. 7.
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peciallv the work of the rice squad, but I also felt that I wanted to learn
more about the policeman's use of legal curliority in mundane and rou
tinc matters. Lieutenant Doyle suglested °laicisation of the traffic
division, and also suggested spending a wed or so with the traffic
warrant police. As it turned out, this was a useful idea, because it gave me
the opportunity, as is described in one of the diapicis, to observe police-
men under conditions where they have \vide discretion.

In line with the more genial perspective of law as a problematic
phenomenon, I kept in mind that observations should shed light on the
policeman as a legal actor. Tlic study of how the weck of the policeman
affects his family life is a reasonable subject for a sociologist of the farm
ivy. The policeman's family Mc, however, should be studied 1):. the legal
sociologist only if there is theoretical reason to suspect a strong relation
between it and his work as an officer of the law. Family life would seem
to affect only shadings of work behavior. not fundamental patterns.
Thus, the most important considerat:on here was the proiceted level of
generalization. I was not, in this study. concerned with individual differ-
ences among policemen, but ratha with the issue of how working con-
ditions associated with varying enforcement specialties give rise to dis
tinctise attitudes and beli...%iors of police obliged to carry these out.

With such a per5pcctile in mind. and having already had some back-
ground in the police department. I decided to attent;t to study that ixar
tion of it whidi seemed to me central to an understanding of the police
as legal men, and perhaps also the most difficult to study : the working
of the vice control squad. From the sielv point of the sociology of law,
my interest in the vice control squad was motivated by several factors.

First, the vice control squad, as a matter of observatior, was in closest
contact with the district attorney's once. Partly this could be attributed
to exceptionally good personal relations between the head of the nar-
cotics squad and the herd of the Wcstvilk prosecutor's office. It was
also dependei-t, lioAever. upon :1 feature of vice control enfor.:ement dis-
cussed at some length in the t:vti that in vice control the policeman is
typically the sole legal complainant.

Associated with this was an impression, gained front working in the
prosecutor's office, that vice control ofFeers seemed in closer contact than
other detectives with sonic of the defense attorneys. Their position as
sole complainant seemed to give them a special s'?..tus as an interested
patty in the defendant's fate. It was therefore in the interest of the de-
fense attorney io deal with thron direct:\ in ne;otiati-.g a plea of guilty.

In addition. there were sonic notions about the relations between
substanti\e crim;nal law and criminal pcoctdor: I wished to explore.
lhe underlyin; idea was that the elk:cement of vice laws, especially

I;1
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narcotics laws, crcated situations inviting policemen to violate search-
and-seizure restrictions; and that, as a result, the enforcement of nar-
cotics laws had the unanticipated consequence of calling judicial
attention to the behavior of the policeman, thereby restricting his future
area of working discretion. But I certainly had no more than a vague
idea of how this process actually worked, especially of the differing con-
ditions under which such a generalization might be more or less true.
This, then, was the perspective with which investigation of the vice con-
trol squad was begun.

Observations were usually made on weekend nights, when most activ-
ity occurred. I also spent time during the day with vice control men, es-
pecially in court-related duties, but on investigative work as well. It is
difficult to state precisely how much time actually was spent with the
vice control squad. Some of the most illuminating observations were
made observing vice-control police in interaction with the district attor-
ney (at which time I was primarily observing the work of the district
attorney) or in interaction with other detectives while the latter pro-
vided the base for observation.

I spent six weeks, however, directly observing the vice control squad.
In addition, four weeks were spent with the burglary squad and two
with robbery and homicide to compare the detective's work where there
is typically a citizen complainant. Weeks of intensive observation were
spaced over a period of fifteen months, during which time I would drop
in at least one or two afternoons a week to keep up acquaintances. I also
spent one month in the summer of 1963 studying the La Loma district
attorney's office. This is the office to which felony defendants are bound
over after a preliminary hearing in Westville. Thus, during three
months as participant-observer in the local and county offices of the
prosecutor, I frequently came into contact with police.

Under direct observation, detectives were cooperative. They soon gave
permission to listen in to telephone calls, allowed me to join in conver-
sations with informants, and to observe interrogations. In addition, they
called me at home when an important developmcnt in a case was antici-
pated. Whenever we went out on a raid, I was a detective so far as any
outsider could see. Although my appearance does not conform to the
stereotype of the policeman, this proved to be an advantage since I
could sometimes aid the police in carrying out some of their duties. For
example, I could walk into a bar looking for a clanprous armed robber
who was reportedly there without undergoing much danger myself,
since I would not be recognized as a policeman. Similarly, I could drive
a disguised truck up to a building, with a couple of policemen hidden in
the rear, without the lookout recognizing me.

/3
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At the same time, I looked enough like a policeman when among a
group of detectives in a fa.' for suspects to take me for a detective. (It
twice happened that policemen from other local departments, w ho rec-
ognized that I was not a member of the Westville force, assumed I was a
federal agent.) Even though I posed as a detective, however, I never
carried a gun, although I did take pistol training on the police range. As
a matter of achieving rapport with the police, I felt that such participa-
tion was required. Since I was not interested in getting standard answers
to standard questions, I needed to be on the scene to observe their be-
havior and attitudes expressed on actual assignments.

One problem that this sort of research approach raises is whether an
observer's presence alters the normal behavior of the police. There is no
certain control for this problem, but I believe the following assumptions
are reasonable. First, the more time the observer spends with subjects,
the more used to his pre: once they become. Second, participant-
observation offers the subject less opportunity to dissimulate than he
would have in answering a questionnaire, even if he were consciously
telling the truth in response to standardized questions. "Arguing some
matters," as Whyte put it, is "part of a social, pattern . . . one could
hardly participate without joining in the argument." 0 The process of
"arguing," discussing, especially in the setting of the police work itself,
creates an air of informality when opinions seem to be more openly ex-
pressed. Third, in many situations involving police, they are hardly free
to alter behavior, as, for example, when a policeman kicks in a door on a
narcotics raid.

Finally, if an observer's presence does alter police behavior, I believe
it can be assumed that it does so only in one direction. I can see no rea-
son why police would.. for example, behave more harshly to a prisoner in
the presence of an observer than in his absence. Nor can I imagine why
police would attempt to deceive a prisoner in an interrogation to a
greater degree than customary. Thus, a conservative interpretation o%
the materials that follow would hold that these are based upon observa
tions of a top police department behaving at its best. However, I per-
sonally believe that while I was not exposed to the "worst," whatever
that may mean, most of what I saw was necessarily typical of the ordi-
nary behavior of patrolmen and detectives, necessarily, because over a
long period of time, organizational controls are far more pertinent to po-
licemen than the vague presence of an observer whom they have conic
to know, and who frequently exercises "drop.in" privileg,.s. If a sociolo-
gist rides with police for a day or two he may be given what they call the

cit., p. ;oz.
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"whitewash tour." As he becomes part of the scene, however, he comes
to be seen less as an agent of control than as an accomplice.



THE SPECIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM

In the Hunting and Neuwirth study, the researchers were not

so much interested in portraying a picture of the entire litigant

population in personal injury cases resulting from automobile acci-

dents as they were in understanding the relationship between the

severity of injury sustained in an automobile accident and the

propensity of the injured party to sue. "We decided," say the

authors, "to deal with the relatively minor type of injury because

it seemed the kind of injury which confronts the injured person with

the decision of whether or not to make a claim . . ." The group

of respondents (persons listed on official accident reports) were

chosen not because of their representative quality but because of

the likelihood that their experience (being faced with the dilemma

of whether to sue) would offer insights into litiguous behavior.

In addition to the fact that the Hunting-Neuwirth reading

provides us with an example of the use of official records as a

means of data collection, there is one other aspect of the selection

which is worth noting--the authors use the device of random samp-

ling in order to obtain an understanding of the universe with which



they are dealing.

We will examine the issue of sampling in Chapter IV. At

this point, we would merely like to indicate that Hunting and

Neuwirth were faced with the problem of having to ascertain informa-

tion about large masses of people. Short of interviewing all these

people, a random sample is the best guarantee that the information

gained describes the entire group with accuracy.

From Roger B. Hunting and Gloria S. Neuwirth, Who Su es
in New York. City ? (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1962) pp. 1-7. Reprinted by permission.
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Roger E. Huntina and Gloria S. Neuwirth,

WhoSuosinNew Yorkctty? (New York: Columbia

UnTvErsty Press, 1962), pp. 1-7.

The Project's goal was to discover the makeup of that
part of the population of N,..v York City which is the
source of personal injury claims and lawsuits. To reach
that goal, it was apparent that long and detailed interviews
with injured people were necessary. There seemed no other
effective way of obtaining information in the areas we
wished covered, which included the following: the circum-
stances of the accident which caused the injury; the extent
of financial loss incurred; the liability situation; the influences
of others upon the injured man; previous experiences with
accidents and injuries as well as lawyers and courts; attitudes
toward people who make claims for their injuries, toward
insurance companies, and lawyers, as well as general sophisti-
cation or degree of awn:mess of the system of recovery for
injuries; and, finally, education, income, age, and other
relevant aspects of background. Jt was obvious that accurate
md complete answers to questions in these fields of inquiry
could best be obtained through personal interviews with a
scientifically selected sample of accident victims.

The information obtained from such a sample would then
give us a picture of the nature of the "litigating public," and
would provide a firm basis for recommendations affecting
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the flow of litigation into and through the courts. For
example, if the research had revealed (which it did not) that
drivers over the age of sixty are mach more prone to sue
than others, the adoption of laws restricting licenses to those
under that age might be expected to reduce the flow of cases
into the courts by removing a more than generally litigious
group from the total of potential litigants.

The approach the research took was to obtain information
about those persons who, in effect, are faced with a choice
as to whether or not to make a claim or obtain a lawyer. But
although a goal of this research is the reduction of the
volume of cases which burden our courts, steps toward that
goal must be consistent with the overriding necessity that
substantial justice be done for all the citizens. Fundamentally,
we are committed to the proposition that every person has
the right to bring his controversy to a legal tribunal to have
it decided in accordance with law. Therefore, any exclusion
of controversies from easy access to a judicial body is, to
some extent, a denial of justice to those who are entitled to
it. It is because this true that justice delayed is, in some
cases, justice denied. It is also because this is true that we
cannot be arbitrary in our efforts to reduce the volume of
litigationthe right to litigate must be preserved.

Nevertheless, some restrictions on that right have been
established from time to time. The most notable of these is
the entire workmen's compensation system, which removed
from court consideration practically all cases in which work-
ers, injured at work, made claims against their employers for
compensation for their injuries. Before that system was in-
stituted, an injured worker was relegated to an action against
his employer under the laws of tore, based on a claim that
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the employer had neglected his duty to proviLle the employee
with a safe place to work or had otherwise neglected to
protect his health and safety. Workmen's compensation laws
now assign this area of ccmtcoeersv to boards, rather than
the courts, and to this extent the right to litigate has been
eliminated.

Generally speaking, however, thoughtful persons are in-
terested in maintaining the right of those who wish to use
court processes to do so, and the reduction of the influx of
cases, if accomplished, must be by a method which limits the
reduction to that portion of cases in which resort to the
courts is not reasonable or justified. Obviously, a person
who has been severely injured or who has lost a limb or been
permanently disabled is completely justified in retaining a
lawyer to submit to a court the questions of another's lia-
bility for the loss, and assessment of the damage against that
other if liable. It is clear that our system must, to sonic ex-
tent, lean over backward to provide a forum for such cases.
On the other hand, it is equally clear that if a drunken driver
runs into a cement abutment and, providentially, sustains a
bruised knee and nothing more, he is not reasonable or justi-
fied in demanding a court adjudication of his claim against
the city that the abutment had been negligently built in a
spot through which he Was driving.

Attention, therefore, has been devoted to an examination
of the nature and actions of people whose accidents and in-
juries are sufficiently slight that one person might say, "I'll
forget it," while another says, " ; sue." It was, of course,
necessary to deal with a group which could be ascertained
without reference to claim or suit so that we would not be
limited to those who had already committed themselves to
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make a elaiin or institute suit, mi,sing those (we were
confdenc of their existence) why would not, in spite of
being injured, make claim or institute suit.

The only available source of a large pool of injured persons
who might or might not retain lawyers and make claims was
that great mass of persons who are injured each year in
automobile accidents. The law reetui,.es that their names be
reported to the State &arm of :Motor Vehicles, and compli-
ance with the law provide:: the names of those injured, with-
out reference to whether or not they plan to seek compensa-
don for those injuries. It is also of great value to deal with
automobile accident victims since, in addition to being the
only group available for v,hom such records exist:, they do,
especially outside New York County, provide the source of
the great majority of all the licigezion which occupies the
courts of this city and the country at large.

Thus, the decision was made to direct the study to persons
who were injured in motor vehicle accidents, this group
providing the greatest influx of suits resulting in calendar
congestion. The total number of accidents in New York
State in 1957 (a typical year) in which there was a personal
injury was 162,5z3, and as a result of these accidents, a total
of -2. ,.934 persons were injured. Because delay in New York
City courts was most troublesome, research was limited to
accidents occurring in the City. This just about halved the
number of accidents (in 1957) to 85,1.49, and the number of
injured persons to 134,891.

The New York State BUiT311 of Motor Vehicles divides
injuries into eight categories of varying degrees of serious-
ness, the mildest of which is recorded as "slight shock, con-
tusions." In the words of the injured person this may be
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"shaken up," "bruises," or "injuries not yet known." We
decided to deal with this relatively minor type of injury
because it seemed the kind of injury which confronts the
injured person with the decision of whether or not to make
a claim, and because it may be dismissed as nothing by those
with any inclination to do so. In addition, since 5o percent
or 68,155 of the 134,891 injuries reported in New York City
in 1957 fell within this mild category, about one half of the
potential claimants and claims would be represented.

We selected the year 1957 for the sampling, since it was
close enough to be within the range of memory for the
persons injured, yet distant enough so that the great majority
of claims brought would lave been disposed of by the time
the interviews were held.

A detailed description of the method by which the sample
was drawn and other information on the subject appears
as Appendix A. At this juncture, however, we think it
worthwhile to explain briefly our sampling methods. In
general terms, it was a random sample of 3:1 injured per-
sons, drawn from the total injured in the group we were
concerned with, whose injuries were incurred during the
months of February, March, April, and May, 1957. The
final sample, then, consisted of 3: r persons injured in New
York City in 1957 with slight shock and contusion. This is
less than 1.5 percent of the total so injured in New York
City in the four-month period.

Nevertheless, the technique of random sampling has been
sufficiently developed and tested that it can be said with
confidence that the information gained from the examina-
tion of such a scientific sample describes the entire group
with some accuracy. For example, for present purposes, if
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one sought information about rico° people, a sample of too
would be sufficient and would probably be as accurate as a
sample of zoo. In fact, a sample of too in which everyone
in the sample was questioned would be more accurate than
a sample of 400 of which only one half were questioned,
even though that group of 200 is twice as large as the first
group. The reason is that when persons are interviewed,
unless strenuous efforts are rulde to interview the reluctant
as well as the willing, a bias will creep in, simply because the
consenting interviewees usually have characteristics different
from those of the reluctant ones who are not interviewed.
Thus, in the example given above, the zoo interviewed from
the sample of 400 are likely to have characteristics which
differ from those of the 200 who were not interviewed, so
that the results when tabulated will be weighted in favor of
the characteristics of the willing. On the other hand, if the
sample of too were all interviewed, the characteristics of the
willing would be balanced by the characteristics of the
unwilling, so that a more accurate picture of the entire
group (1,000) would be obtained.

Therefore, although 321 injured people is but a small
portion of the total "universe" from which it was drawn,
the random method of its selection substantially assures that
it will accurately- reflect the whole group from which it
came. This was, as noted, over one half of the people injured
in New York City and thus over one half of the potential
claimants and litigants.

Of the 321 persons in the sample, 165 were actually inter-
viewed and t 64 were coded and analyzed. That is 51 percent
of the total. Of those not interviewed, 72 were totally un-
available, having moved and left no address, being unknown
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or having given a fictitious address, or h wing attorneys who
refused to permit an interview. Thus, of the 249 who were
it: fact available to the interviewers, 66 percent were in-
terviewed. Interviews were completed by September 15,
1959 and our discussion throughout reflects the situation at
that date.

The analysis of the interviews gave us what might be
described as a claimant's-eye view of the entire process of
compensation for accident victims from the initial accident
to a final settlement or trial resulting in payment. The infor-
mation we sought was really the answer to one rather simple
cuestion: What distinguishes the person who makes a claim
from the one who does not, and if he makes the claim, what
distinguishes the person who retains a lawyer from the one
who does not?

Specifically, we obtained information as to these distin-
guishing features in the areas of amount of loss; evaluation
of liability; influence of others; previous experience with
accidents, lawyers, and courts; attitude toward courts, law-
yers, insurance companies, etc.; and the socio-economic
background of the injured person.



OFFICIAL RECORDS

The following selection from the Wolfgang deposition provides

an example of research design not based on participant observation

or surveys. In addressing the question of race discrimination in

sentencing for rape,Wolfgang tells us that he "decided to start with

the only reliable and objectively ascertained fact that was available

. . the fact of conviction for the crime of rape." Official records

are a convenient source of information, and in some instances they

are the only practical source of data available. They are often of

limited value, however.

In planning his research design, Professor Volfgang was

aware of the limitation imposed by relying on official records.

"Using this point of departure (official records] meant," he points

out, "that we would not be able to say, if at the end of the process

a disproportionate number of Negroes were found sentenced to

death, whether the disproportion was in part the result of rapes by

Negroes being disproportionately frequently reported to the police,

or of Negroes being disproportionately frequently Arrested for rape

or charges with rape, etc. . ." In short, he was not looking for a
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comprehensive picture of the effects of race on the criminal process

but was interested in one very limited question -- namely, the impact

that race has in determining sentencing among all persons convicted

of the crime of rape.

None of this is to say, of course, that we are not in favor of

the use of official records in planning a research design. Rather, as

we suggested in our introduction to this chapter, the best research

design is one which tries to obtain information In a variety of ways,

both to serve as a cross-check and to increase the scope of our

information.

From Marvin E. Wolfgang, deposition In case of Alabama
V. Wheeler Billingsley, State of Alabama for Etowah
County (Cases 1159, 1160, 1161).



THE STATE OF ALABAMA

ETOWAH COUNTY

THE STATE OF ALABAMA,

Plaintiff

VS.

WHEELER BILLINGSLEY, JR.
JAMES LIDDELL and ROBERT BUTLER,

Defendants

CASE NOS. 1159, 1160, 1161

Deposition of Marvin E. Wolfgang witness sworn and examined on behalf
of Wheeler Billingsley, Jr., James Liddell and Robert Butler by virtue of
the annexed commission issued out of the Circuit Court for Etowah County
and State of Alabama, in a case therein pending, wherein the State of
Alabama is Plaintiff and Wheeler Billingsley, Jr., and James Liddell and
Robert Butler are Defendants. The said Marvin E. Wolfgang first being duly
sworn to speak the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, doth
depose as follows:

To the nineteenth interrogatory, he saith:
My colleague at the University of Pennsylvania, Professor Anthony

Amsterdam of the Law School, asked we if I would be interested in parti-
cipating in a research project to study the effects, if any, of racial
factors in the imposition of the death penalty upon defendants who have

1
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been convicted of the crime of rape in Southern states. He stated his
belief that this was an appropriate topic for research and analysis in
light of the apparent fact -- as suggested by the National Prisoner
Statistics on Executions publishes by the Federal Bureau of Prisons
-- that a far greater number of Negro defendants receive the death pen-
alty for.rape in the South than do white defendants. The Bureau's
figures show, specifically, that of the 44G persons executed for the
crime of rape in the United States between 1930 and 1962, 399 were
Negro, 45 were white and 2 were of other races. I am attachin!, as
Exhibit 1-A to this deposition a xerox copy of tablas in the Bureau's
publication, National Prisoner Statistics Executions 1962, in which
these figures appear. the 9 -to-T Negro-Wile rafT6-Th executions for
rape was particularly interesting to us inasmuch as the Negro-white
ratio in executions for murder during the same period was about 1-to-1
and because rape is punishable capitally almost exclusively in the
Southern and border States. I was asked to help construct a study
design that would provide the basis for determining whether this appar-
ent disproportion in the sentencing of Negroes to death for rape was
real, and whether it resulted from differential sentencing practices
based on race or was due to other causes.

To the twentieth interrogatory, he saith:
I was informed by Professor Amsterdam that the sponsor of the project

was the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., and that if the
proposed study was in fact carried out, the results of the study might
be used in litigation in cases in which lawyers working for the NAACP
Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc, were representing Negro defen-
dants who have been convicted of rape and sentenced to death.

To the twenty-first interrogatory, he saith:
was asked initially if I would attend a conference to discuss the

appropriate and practicable scope of a possible research project to
study the influence of racial factors in sentencing for rape, and the
means of setting up such a research project in a fashion that would

assure scientifically reliable and valid results. I was asked to serve
as the technical consultant in formulating the comprehensive research
design for the project. I was asked to give instructions to researchers
who would collect empirical or field data pursuant to the research
design. I was also requested to do a statistical analysis of the data
collected as a consequence of the field research. I acceded to these
requests and participated in the conference, the design of the research
study, and subsequent phases of the study including analysis of data.

To the twenty-second interrogatory, he saith:
The study was to be concerned principally with capital sentencing

for rape. I was told that only eighteen American jurisdictions now
allow the imposition of the death sentence for rape; the federal juris-
diction, District of Columbia, and the States of Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri,
Nevada, North Carolina, Oklahopa, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas
and Virginia.

The National Prisoner Statistics of the FedCral bureau of Prisons
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disclosed that substantial numbers of persons had been executed for the
crime of rape during the past 30 years or so in only twelve of these
States: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland,
Mississippi, Noeth Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Vir-
ginia. The State on this list with the fewest rape executions between
1930 and 1962, Louisiana, had 17; no state not on the list had more than
10. This appears from the National Prisoner Statistics table #4 attached
as Exhibit 1-A. It was decided that 1 e study should be profitably con-
fined to these twelve States,

I suggested that, to form a basis for conclusions about the effect
of racial factors on capital sentencing for rape in each of these States,
it would be necessary to gather data about a sizeable or substantial
number of rape cases in each State. In order that satisfactory statis-
tical analysis be performed, it is necessary to have a considerable
number of instances of any phenomenon that is being studied. Here, the

phenomenon studied was the type of sentences imposed upon convictions
for rape. That meant we had to gather information, in each State, about
a considerable number of cases of conviction for rape.

I should say that we decided to start with rape convictions in
studying the effect of race on capital sentencing for rape because
there was no other practicable place to start. In seeking to explore
the meaning of the apparent racial disparity in capital sentencing for
rape revealed by the National Prisoner Statistics -- that is, tha
phenomenon that nine times as many Negroes as wnites were executed for
rape in the United States bet..4een 1930 and 1962 -- one might well be
led to ask the question whether Negroes commit rape more frequently
than whites. But it was not possible, as a practical matter, to an-
swer tnis question, because it was not possible to determine the total
number of rapes committed or the identity and race of the persons who
committed them. Many rapes -- an unknown number -- are not reported
to the police, and of those that are reported, many are not cleared
by arrest. Even when a reported rape is cleared by arrest, often no
records of any accuracy or completeness are kept. So no reliable in-
formation would be available on the total number of rapes committed
or who committed them.

Similarly, it was nat practicable to answer questions about the
number of Negroes and whites charged with rape. In numerous cases

where a charge is made, it is dropped or the person charged is acquitted.
If the charge is dropped without a trial, it is usually very difficult
to get tith information about the circumstances of a case. And, in any

event, it is almost impossible to determine the significance that should
be given to a case in which the disposition is a dropping of the charges
or a verdict of acquittal. Should we find that an equal number of
Negroes and vhites were charged with rape, but that nine times as many
Negroes were eventually sentenced to death for the crime, this might
roan only that nine tires as many Negroes as whites were guilty of the
(rites., and that, in effect, whites were much more frequently falsely
charged with tape than Negroes. To determine the validity of this
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latter speculation, it would be necessary to find some means of deciding
whether each defendant who was charged with rape was in fact guilty or
not guilty -- that is, of deciding whether the prosecutor or the judge
or jury had rightly determined guilt or innocence. Even if we knew the
facts of all the cases -- which, as I have said, we would not likely
know in many cases where prosecutions were dropped in their early
states -- we would have no objective and reliable means for resolving
conflicting evidence, for example, or for drawing the kind of inferences
which prosecutors, judges and juries draw from evidence in deciding
guilt or innocence in particular cases.

For these reasons, we decided to start with the only reliable and
objectively ascertainable fact that was available to us; the fact of con-
viction for the crime of rape. We decided to study the cases of persons
convicted of rape, in order to learn whether, among the total number of
such persons, race was a factor determining who would be sentenced to
death and who would be sentenced to something less than death. Using
this point of departure meant, of course, that we had to ignore the ef-
fect of racial factors upon the criminal process prior to the conviction;
we would not be able to say, if at the end of the process a dispropor-
tionate number of Negroes were found sentenced to death, whether the dis-
proportion was in part the result of rapes by Negroes being dispropor-
tionately frequently reported to the police, or of Negroes being dispro-
portionately frequently arrested for rape or charged with rape, or of
prosecutors disproportionately frequently dropping rape charges against
whites, or of juries disproportionately frequently convicting Negroes.
One might like to know, of course, in order to obtain a comprehensive
picture of the role which race plays in the administration of criminal
justice in rape cases, whether racial factors affect all of these stages
of the process. But it was not practicable to study these stages, and
we therefore determined to limit our study to the narrower but very im-
portant question of the influence of race at the sentencing stage: that

is, Oat impact race has in determining sentence among all persons con-
victed of the crime of rape.

In doing so, of course, we automatically negatived the speculative
possibility that, if Negroes were disproportionately sentenced to death
for rape, that pattern could be accounted for by a disproportionate fre-
quency in the commission of rapes by Negroes, or in the conviction for
rape of Negroes. Starting with a class of cases in all of which the
defendant was convicted of rape, we could investigate whether among con-
victed defendants, Negroes were disproportior.itely frequently sentenced
to death and, if so, whether the disproportion seemed to be explained by
non-racial factors.

As I said, than, we had to have in each State to be studied a con-
siderable number of cases of coAvictions for rape. We could not know
in advance how many there would be in any given state within any given
period. We assumed that we could find a substantial minter by looking
at every case of conviction for rape in any state over a relatively
long oeriod of tine, say ten years, or by looking at every case of con-
viction for rape in selected counties within that state for a somewhat
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longer period of time. We decided on the latter course. We had limited
resources available for the study and wanted to utilize them most effi-
ciently. A given number of fiele researchers can gather more information
about more cases in a restricted number of counties for a longer period
than in a larger number of counties for a shorter period,.because moving
from county to county involves considerable time lost in travel, locating
and becoming familiar with new records, and other transition problems.
Studying selected counties in a state during a longer deriod, rather than
all counties in the state during a shorter period had the added advantage
of allowing us to examine the development over time of racial influences
on sentencing. And, if the counties to be studied were selected by a
proper sampling procedure, so that the sample counties were representa-
tive of the state as a whole, the conclusions drawn from the data collected
in those counties would be valid for the eotire stato.

We decided, therefore, to study every case of conviction for rape
during a twenty-year period -- January 1, 1945, until the summer of 1965
when the study would be undertaken -- in about 250 counties comprising a
sample of the counties in each of twelve states, and comprehending more
than 50% of the aital population of those twelve !tates. Actually, as it
turned out, we did not have time 4o do Maryland, and so gathered data from
about 230 counties is eleven states.

to the twenty-third interrogatory, he saith:
In order to obtain a reliable determination of the effect of racial

factors on sentencing for rape, it was necessary first to construct the
questions which were the subject of inquiry -- whether, for example,
Negroe!, convicted of rape in the South were disproportionately frequently
sentenced to death in comparison with whites, and, if so, whether the
disproportion was attributable solely to race or rather explicable in
terms of other factors -- into a scientifically testable hypothesis or
hypothek. ay that I mean it was necessary to construct hypotheses in
terms such that they could he tested by observation, by the collection
of factual data, which, when analyzed statistically, would yield results
confirming or rejecting the hypotheses. Most empirical scientific re-
search ordinarily begins with this sort of hypotheses. Their function,
in the first instance, is to direct the factual investigation by identi-
fying what data need to he observed or collected. The hypotheses, in
testable form, directs attention to the specific facts which will sustain
or refute them. These are the facts about which data must be obtained.

It was appropriate to translate our ultimate question concerning the
effect of race on sentencing into sohsidiary questions. First we asked
whether there was any relation between defendants' race and sentence --
that is, whether Negro defendants convicted of rape were disproportionately
frequently sentenced to death, compared with white convicted defendants;
and then we asked whether Negro defendants convicted of raping white
victims were disproportionately frequently sentenced to death compared
to whites who raged whites, whites who raped Negroes, and Negroes who
raped Negroes. If the answer to either of these questions was yes, re
had to ask a second sort of question: whether any non-racial factor or
factors could account for or explain the racial disproportions.
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Take the first kind of question first, and--as an example- -

the specific question whether Negroes convicted of rape are dispro-

portionately frequently sentenced to death compared to whites. To

make this question scientifically testable, we first framed it as a

null hypothesis. A null hypothesis is one which states that there
is no relationship between factors or, put another way, that there
is no differential distribution of the data under observation. The

particular null hypothesis which was framed to test this first question,
then, is that there is no significant relationship between the race
of a defendant and sentence--that there is no significant difference
between the proportion of Negro defendants convicted of rape who are
sentenced to death and the proportion or white defendants convicted
of this crime who are sentenced to death.

The study was designed, as stated above, to provide a basis for
testing this hypothesis. The hypothesis is in a form such that it can
be tested by collecting data which when analyzed will provide a com-
parison between the expected distribution of death cases--that is,
the frequency of death sentences which would be imposed on Negroes
and the frequency of death sentences which would be imposed on whites
if the null hypothesis was valid--and the observed distribution of

cases in which the death sentence actually was imposed. If the ob-

served data show that a substantially or significantly different num-
ber of Negro anu white defendants were actually sentenced to death
than the numbers one would expect under the null hypothesis (the
hypothesis that Negroes are not disproportionately frequently sen-
tenced to death), then the hypothesis is re.i,ected and one can con-
clude that Negroes are disproportionately frequently sentenced to
death.

It was in this fashion that we framed as hypotheses all of our
questions of both sorts described above--concerning the relation of
race and sentence, and also concerning tie relation of other, possibly
explanatory variables to sentence. These hypotheses told us what data
we had to collect . . .



SABOTAGE AND THE HIRED HAND

The following article "Hired Hand Research" is, we feel, one

of considerable importance in that it speaks to an all too often under-

played problem in social sc'ence research. Professor Roth says:

"There is no reason to believe that a hired hand in the scientific

research business will behave any differently from those in other

areas of productive activity. They want to make as much mo

avoid difficult, embarrassing, inconvenient, time consuming situations

as well r:s those activities which make no sense to them." In short,

what Roth is saying is that hired help employed to interview, program,

analyse statistics, etc., can sabotage even the most flawless of research

designs.

For the lawyer, Roth's article has particular relevance. lie

will not only have to contend with the hired hands Roth refers to, but

more than likely will find that he has to collaborate with a social

scientist in planning research design, constructing hypotheses, and

drawing samples. It is conceivable, then, that the lawyer might find

i imself in the position of having employed a behavioral scientist, who,

as Roth points out, is apt to "avoid dealing with activities which make



no sense to him."

What is essential, if this hired hand syndrome is to be

avoided in interdisciplinary research, is that lawyer and sck.ntist,

as did Wolfgang and Amsterdam, have not only a common interest

but a common understanding of the problem which is being con-

fronted.

From Julius A. Roth, "Hired Hand Research," American
Sociologist, (August, 1966) pp. 190-196. Reprinted by
permission.
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A.:Rothi"Hired Hand Research," American Sociologist,
(August p. I1966), pp.-190-196.

CASE I
z

After it became obvious how tedious
it was to wake r!"..irs number., on pteara
of paper whirls didn't earn fulfill one's
own tense of reality and which did not
remind one of the goals of ii . project,
we all in little ways started avoiding
our work and cheating on the project.
It began for example when we were
supposed to he olnarving for hour end
a half periods, an tour and a half on
the want and then an hour erd a hall
afterwards to write up or dirciate what
we had ohaervell, in terms of the cat.
troy system which the project was
auppoacd to be seating and in terms of
a Wald diary. We began cutting cor-
ners in time. We Irnuld arri.c a little
Lit late and leave a little, bit early. it
began Innocently enough. but soon
boometanged into a full cheating
syndrome, where we .cult! fake ob.
strations for some time slot which
were refer oketvcd on the ward. Sam,
for example, in, one ease, came onto the
ward while I was still f.niahing up an
assignment on a randy patient and 141
me that he was tupposed to °loser**
for a, liOut and a halt kit that he
wa=nt going to ,toy het atvia he coullio't
stand h anymore_ He .R2),f ha want
going to tell anyone that miaaed an
talgortent, but that he would simply
wait' up a teport on the boats of what
he brew *heady about the ward arid
the patient*. I was somewhat appalled
by Sara's chkaneta, and in this tense
I was the last one to go. It was three
err four -.meta after this before
&drolly theate/ h the same manner.

ft was aka* freirprent for us to miss
obaertation period% tap daily the 8 to
4:30 a.m. ones. We all had a long drive
for one thing, and we Ittte all chronic
eterdeepees for another. Pot 11 while
we wed to make op the timee we toisaed
try Coming In the heat morning at the
Ism time end oreatting out teports
wit; the prmioirs day's date. Al time
weet en, however, we didn't leather to
eas'at up the limns we'd tti:ted. then

er ., mt.* r
PlItED

. .

we were nor-slimed by nor supervisor
shout the missing reports, we would
claim that there had been an error in
relieltilling 'wit that, we did not know
that tbrse time this were supposed to
be covered.

There were other ways we would
cheat. tornatirnes inadtetfrutlr. rot
example, ore can deride that one can't
hear cnollah of a conversation to Word
h. People need to think fairly highly of
themaelvea, and when you think that
you're a cheat and a liar and that you're
not doing your job for which you are
teceiving high *seta. Ion arc likely to
And Me anbconaelona ways of getting
out of having to teme yourself of there
ihints. One of the ways Is to rot he
Ate to hear wen. We had a special cat-
egory in our Coding system, a ques-
tion mule; which we iloted by its
tamho! on our code 'Letts wficneter
we could not hear what Scat going on
hetween Inn patient. As the inargatory
of wilting nuenhats on Freres of ansper
lengthened. more and more transcripts
were psaed in with question rlaIca on
them, to that even though we had
probahly artisrlly heard most of the
tOnstttstionS tetrecn patient.. we were
gill actually avoiding the work of
tranacription by dettiairg outsetam
into helienieg that we could not hear
what was being said. This became a
good we, of saying yourself work. If
you couldn't !:tat a coutrantion, it
just got one mark In one column of
see code abed, and if yoo wrote down
an elaborate conversation lasting even
ten mint/tea, it might lobe Too up to an
hour to tole it, one hour of putting
eambers in little blocks. In the long
run, all of our data became touch
abimpier. Conversations were incom
plete; their duration was strangely
diminishing to two er three rniostes in
length instead of the halt -hour talks
the patients tarally had with esch
ether, We tea, all &Slit& cur own
tuttiaa of point% saying to oersclata,
*Well, that's 'notes of that totiretss-
tion." Aecording to the coating rulers,
however, a ttetamegks1; can't be
considered at tai'd nand tl3e sr-la:ants
It interactkn has been tors;,'eted lad

terlaie time lapse et tiler...ea Ill en-

In cd-r to era tel'al IL, of

car coding. the research design called
Inc an Noter.Rater Reliability Check"
mite every two mornli. in which each
of the four of $15 +:111141 pair up with
every mho, member of the tram and he
rated on our shility to code, jointly the
same interaction in trims of tlrr Paine
categoriea and dimensions. We. learned
to loathe these checks; we knew that
the coiling system wet inadequate :to
terms of rcliallility and that our clinite
of categrria wee optional, auhjerilie.
and largely according to our omn sense
of what en ialcsarti,, is really shout.
tatter than according to the
stylized, aril preconceiveil de4gn into
which we were suppose,' to make reality
At. We also tnew, however, that our
principal inveatigatora insisted no on
intertater reliability coefficient of .70
In order for the to earth to proceed.
When the time came for smother check,
we met together to discuss and make
certain agreements on low to bring our
coding habits Into conformity for the
sake of achieving relithility. in dime
rectinga we would eonfeas our prefer.
tntrit tot ending certain thinga in ccr
ten was and agree on (Mail f,,litti
Boni tn tadt other for the duration of
14 alert: Depreidiog on what otter in.
diciual I was to he paired with. for
etaropte, I had a very goof ilea of how

tonid code in order to *chime tread?'
the same tranacriptiona. We didn't end
It there. After each phase of a cheek,
each pair of Iva *Told net again to go
ever Our transcriptions and ronipate
Out coding, and if theta were any gross
discrepancies, we corrected them before
sending them to the statistician fot
analysis. lieediets to any, as soon as
dr! tenability emits were over with,
we tech returned to a coding rationale
which we as Indiaidusis required in
tattler to do any coding at allin ordet
to maintain sanity.

CASE It
There didn't appear to be ton much

e nem with the poaaihility of ininn
t1::ttey among the covers. Varimra
talc's toed atrions mth-ids to ale-
tetmine the code of an epenta.f rota-
tines. Teard the trot of the
recta+, etreditney beta :-r the key-
eote, Itattes ta gross ine.oa.,acreer.
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"1 lucy cv 11 cii mIrror' ii, scise Ilsnrt
a nnl ac' s' Tim rn s- iii lcckuo 'a tic of their
r.perttn ;. IllIc-)' ¶1111 tint put tiurjnrrkcc

on f-'r rc'ruu-tlmiuu; its uluirhu tFcy Fuse no
c!,sb-ur ms'c' ' in so 1'i r tc ic-i Lnici'ir prcs

sit rca 1r.rc tfirnc In. Cac Nun. i i' an

excerpt fu sill tic statnurme;u1 of a rcsrarclm
it tither si. -a star! nd 'cci iv ithi iitJi schism

.1 Icc-n 1 tOri; dud c,nIn! icitli sloppy
scec al 1 cl:c arii' ;.!unu 'li'- r'u'iirJ iso
Incugfr cs'i pr- lire (cmii thu c-ct ihuuo wac a
ruunrur flunky ems I'-tcrl to do her dirty
setcc-tlu-c r or rut it ss,fc nhm'zumriuug frul. lime

cod'rc lii Cc'.ce lb u-ui g3su' tip ani' -

t-frus-t Iii rnic.uIsr t!' anuriigiuiiirs of their
cor;;rc' jrati,'c cinch 1sIl,v'.h thur Ca:-
iCi pc-tin rrcu:c ptc-uThu' Ii ilnir sim 1ClY itrir.
!n lIcE-c cacur, thin cuipers is,r Iihuusr.T(

rn-uk Iittl urufnnt to u!iirut thu-u ulaM.
prncrc:iuug toivarul cupplyirug ancsvcrs. In
rneauainfui1 rcreacr!m i'mIrs. \'u"c nmut'L

rmuucruniu'r that ins ruu-inv rcscarrli opera.
lir'iis lice suipers icc r. anti ml i1r'c furs Ifurm.
scIses arc Mred Iii iii!: cnrr lug nnmi thm.r

rcqnets of a licnt or :umperiuur a'

peditiously rut prisr.ihulc.
hian y' of the actiruum of Iuirr'uI hard rc.

ss'ardrc"rs arc strikingly amuulogons-. In

restricLisC praci i's of f,icIuir u'ju'r.i.
Iii c. liters ic wers Si lieu limit ir..l ci

and ohscrs ors s,Iun linmit iictu'rciu-I hun to-

cording arc heficis irig Ukur ismurhcor: np
plying uiqiuruta it-sir iCtirn." a ii ml is itht
interacting hirci tuzm,mri: hi furr.ua I agree.
merits ma) he maclieu on ttr rtxtnt of

such restrctirinm; To fahuriratu' purl inns

of a report is a iii of pdlfurkkimig.
The cihucimn on thur reliahmiUly check
rCiucmntetf jim Casc I j: sccikingh' cinutilar
to flue ssorko:s' plot to i-cii'aut 11cr timnur.

tujdy kptrIincnt. Such sir'uIaz-ilirc arc
no aec,iu!r.nF. Tlu' riaiir -idu (if flirt
hItu! hand in thur prudort ,'iuuuh thuri pm.
ce-s ci prnmiuir.Iiumuu is thur am,r in cant
ca'e. 11cc pru'uclicct I' r.nt 'bhc." The pro.
duictinru procc' gvos hint Iitth or or.
oppnrtuuuily to rxprrss coy Jruirin:k in.
trret inc laay bar re ii lIcc' prorbutet. I I,. -

will sooner ci 1.,trr fall into a Imaltern cut
carrying nm;t lj: work scitlu a nuinirnminl
of u-han, inru"nv'cui°'lt-u', iuriI chars-nt's.
n',at----Jm' jm''t nia';uh so thu liii
tro !ur 'icfli i,t Fy. If it p'cr? of a
large and duuinr!r ott-retied is hr,rn hik
hmiin-:uT?,i!u' sujc ri.rs euro a! ct hired



hands with lov ietrirele. intere-e jil the
product and vle final ardeeity,
may lie di-tset and even, ail -vrofm:JS,
quality contret of the product 'ill he
mechanical and 1114: mini:nal efbet
that will pet by can .4infl !PC learned
and easily', applied. 111r factory
prnduction situarinn has at leaA one

ultimate Iiinitatinit on the more er
time deviations of the hired Blonds:
the final product null "Work" rearnm-
814 will in a F;0*.tantial proportion' of
eves. In sncial F-C1.:11(C research, on the
other hand. the preduct k usually so
anti and the field of study so'
lacking in standards of performance,
that it k /difficult for anyone to say
whether it "works"' or not.

'What is more important is.the cactt
of the hired hand mentality on the na-
Pre of the p.-orlitet. Workmen not only
turn out less than they. could if it were
in their interest to maximi-ze prndur-
lien, but often pi-mince shoddy and even
dangerous product" lo the case of re-
search. the inefficiency of hired hands
rot only tauses a study to take hanger
or cost moie money. bet is Ilk,' to in.
trodore much dubious data and inter-
prctations into the process of analysis.
Our mass production industrial system'
has opted to sacrifice individnal effici-
ency and product quality (or the advan-
tages of a rationalised division of labor.
The same approach has been applied to
murk of our larger scale scientific re-
search and the results, in my opinion,
have been much more disastrous titan
they; arc in industrial production with
little of the compensating 0-h antnges.

When the tasks of a research project
are split op into small pieces to be as-
tripled to hired hands, noire of these
deta-rollectors and processors will ever
understand all the complexities and
suttleties of the research issue.; in the
same way as the 1.crsrmi who conceived
of the study. No amount of "training"
can take the place of the gradual devel-
opment of research interests and form-
latinns nn the part of the piamter. Some
the director often cannot be sure what
conerrtion; of the issues the hired
hands have as a result of his explana-
lions and "training." he must make
dal inns guesses about the meaning of

31 WV,: to corp:lasit.c once again that
in a lawiness setting, supenines anJ
rseculiaes, as welt as production line
werkrnrn, participato in aspects of the
hired )oust mentality. None of them may
hate an Intrinsic interest in the quality
of the erodlict. (See. for examp!e, hfrIvire,
',altar. Alert i71:* noroace. Ile., York:
/ehn %Viler send Sew, Inc, D....7, especially
Ch4ryn 7, rt. and 9.) The same is the
tare la much laree stale research.

JulitJs A.

meek of the date they retero I.r L'na. If
he attempt:- to deof ve,11r this dileeully
by oaremly t'etioine the ye, missible he
havior 01 earl; hired hard (fere, de-
mand that all ',on .tine; on a ;ale den:
he ask'' in a set vordiee). r,,r;t,Ty
increases the alierlatioli all, hired
hand frr-rn his work airi thue biro eas,:s
the likelihood of 'Amine, eoreirts arn1
cheating. As he gain; in qoantity of
dale, he l'ene, in sal anti meaning-
fulness!'

I dn not want to give the impression
that the hired hand reeot.di:y with its
attendant eliilleulties is simply a char-
acteristie of the large -stale et- ;nine; re-
search organization. We may find it at
all size fevets, inrferling the academie
man hiring a single student to do his
1C.,,Cardi elm; es. The argument may be
advanced that assignment of sin:rifled
tasks by the director of a study is essen-
tial in getting the job tom: in the
manner that he warts it done. My no.
swcr is that such assignments arc often
not eflectively carried out and it is mis-
leading to assume that 1113y are:

Let nit ifiestrete this point. A re-
seal-An- wants to do a study of the
operation of a given institution. Ile has
some definite notion of what aspects of
behavior of the institutional personnel
hewants information about and Inc has
some ideas about the manner in svdrkh
Its will go *alma analysing and inter-
preting these tvehasiors. lie finds it pes-
ale and useful to engage our trained
and interested assistants. Let me outline
two ways tine study migTo be conducted:

A. Thrnugh'a series of discussions, gen-
eral agreement fc reached about the
nature of the *tidy and the manner
in which it might ha conducted.
Some division of labor is agreed
upon in these discussions. However,
none the field workers is held to
any particular tasks nr foci of in-
terest. Each is allowed to pursue his
data-roller-11'm as Inc thinks best
within the larger framework, al-
thotigh the field workers exchange
information frequently anal make
new agreements sn that they can
benefit from each other's experience.

3 In this discussion I am assuming there
Ea yrne one (or a small group of col-
iragues) who has initially formulated the
research problem nr area of concern be-
cause of Intrinsic interest and curiecity.
In (11101 Of our S1,031 science research,
we do not have even this saving pace
an,1 the revrarch b fatrantmel and curled
out for avian% "uuliticar sue!"
cares, we enfold co.:A on having aap.re
Interested rrinaell tr try to torn tea ac-
cemutatiens of data into a meaningful
explanatory atm,: meet.

It. 111.: director divides top the data-
and ineersving in a logi-

cal rnalleer an I assigns a portion to
each of the assistants. Each field
winker iv bolroete-1 to ()Main in-
fn:rnetio; in all the areas assigned
to him and to work in a prescribed
manner so that his information will
he dircetty comparable In that of the
others. The' di;.::Ctor may use a pro-
rederal (-Lek such a; linviag each
assistant write a repott covcrieg
oven tiviies or areas at regular
intervalS.

Which is the preferted approach?
,fitilging from my rending of social sei
trice journal=, mnst research directors
would say Method Il is to be preferred.
Method A, they would maintain, pro-
doces information on subjects. issues, nr
events from one new worker which is
not diiectly comparalife to that col-
let-ter! by another field worker. They
would also abject that if each field
worker is permitted to follow his oven
inclination: even in port. the total study
will suffer from large gaps. These at:
cusations are quite trueawl; I would
add. arc an inevitable result of dividing
a research project a MUllg a number of
people. What l disagree with. however,
is the assumption that wtricyt B would
not suffer from these defects (if indeed,
they .should be regarded as defects.) It
is assumed that the assistants in Method.
ll arc actually carrying ont their as-
signed tasks in the manner sprcifird. In
line with my earlier discussion of the
behavior of hired bands, I would con-
&der this highly unlikely. If the infor-
mation produced by these assistants is
iecleed closely comparable. it would
most likely be because they had reached
an agreement on how to restrict produc-
tion. And, vdtether the study is carried
out by Maiind A nr by Method Id, gaps
will emu. The difference is that she di-
rector of Study Aassuming he had
succeeded in mating his assistants into
collaborating collengtieswonli at least
know where the Taps arc. The director
of Study /3 would have gaps without
knowing where they arc or indeed,
that they existbecause they have been
covered over by the fabrications of his
alienated assistants.

It is ironic that established research-
era do not ascribe the sante motivatieg
forces to their sisbordinatee as they do
to thencelves. For many years research
scientists have been confronting those
who pay their srdnrias and rive them
their grants with the argunanit that n
er.ienrist can do geed research only
141?.:11 tic bast the freedom to fellow his
Ideas in whatever way seerns beet. They



Ii3c tirn F,) FIIC(rfUI . i1i tiI a

uirnt tti? iinir'iy a4i in trat inla
iVt rvrcarch ornh/irn irrcirratcr.

,.ircly atieniji clhi1iC -O CVCII 5tij-

p'i --pr4trin Cr rn,rii'c to a rc-
s.rarrh'r or their *irifl. ziitrt tie ni(C

prow rurii rafltiog aenr,ies write ron-
tracts with n1riist no si rFng tchd
a In ihc ss '. in v Tdri the stiJv 1l be
cndiictc4 Yet rc 'arch directors friI to

pTy ilik sar1 Irneiphe to itinee they
hire to carry nut cia .c11r.-rion cr4
preccsing. The lured asiiant's ksire
to ,arlkiiitc in tic ia4 arid tie crea-
Ii%t contriluuutirn tic iniit make Is ig.
norcil ithi thin result itiat tire n'itaruts'
ceeatMt) is a pikd inteauh to covertly
changing tire nature of 'tie tasi:,

lucre has been very liuhe drusion
in our jnrrnitk and our ioot< on re-
sca:ch mtihnrT on the reiatfirn4rip of
(lie lured hand to the data diceted.
Whatever ciscrission tiu"re un been caiu

rci th surcy iew tLi(l

'vihicrc there hiae hecri sonic stu'iies of
liuc eflcet of suu!i elernograpldr ractors
as age. tex. and race. sonetirne rneis
direui prrsoruahiiy traits, on 'intcrvcuver
!j'." Thur. natuu'c of tire intcrvker's
status in a research nrganiation is sri-
doun discuicT in print, lIe puillcin flf
Interviewer cheating. although a com-
mon subject of informal gns.ip, is
e1thtni dealt with ncnly as a serk.us

prniu!ruuu. Vhcn 1.cn Crcspi published
an article twenty car.c ago iii wl'rclu lie
exprcscrl die worry that chir.ating sva
seriously aticcting the vtidity of much
survey data.4 thoe who rccponidrd
(rnnctiy survey nrgl nization e 'ecutkes)
staled rca.uuriniy that few interview-
ers rhue'atrd and that they 1"ul, pretty
cifeulke ways of rontrolihug tlune who
did. If the anzdss oticred ru ibis paper
Is currect. the first part of tiu; rsur-
anc Is almost certainTy wrong. Tire low.
lect fliin position uluichi frost inter.

icucrs occupy in surucy organiratiruni
bntuluI irad us to expect widespread tic.

ilalionls from aigned tas?;s. The siurcy
ezccuutbes who responded gkc no con-

i /ts for
the ceond part of the asscrlfnn, their
deseripiian of their control mcaures
Indicate tlu't thury ran hope to huhork r!y
be cruder. mnr ohivinu, and repeated

fornn3 of cheating. The pocial card fo!.

Let' Crespi. 'Thr. ('.hcater rroT!ni It
Piinr," P."kc Q;fnTht t:)uari',Zy, Winier
l9I-I9Pi, j,p. 4l- $$.

"Sun e on Prn1i.rs of inuterviawer
Ch'.'itiot." JrrfrCo; al Jo::rn ii I Op.'iini
C17' 4ith'gf fle.c-,cFi. I (P)7). r 3-
10?.

Juhiuu A. flnt',, 'iii Ltsis of tu'. r-
ikwnr," Tire ifithcjS So ,'t.rt, 19
(Dreembe: jr.:)1 pp. -11.

Ju1us A. Roth

owuii wifl cairhi tic mIt o or win

doc nt bnthr to r'nrt r.
cots a! e'l_ Srrt.d:e' f1nw.r:p iuutr.

g TIr2% C ' Utie hi) r; trb tI '
teisiir itrr nj:is ritrir, lit
fahriraic eictrinp,r piri' clt. (t full i
qruotu sarrrpTt) or cimplr'L city part
of the i'utt r rivw a ui fills in, th rest i'a
a stcreoiyprd untruec 1:utcr on, (l'ven
here, niuy of hui ifllciu:CW.5 niiy be
uqtl irfore he i; d':tr ti.) I h)rer,
front tire rar of !!r'!J brent

tog which I suit foniiir ith. 1 vn
say stilt c rude chr! ing j; out tic vno4

common Ion ni of cuntt rug eu rurrsrnu
jilt. Far more cr,rnnofl is the kind
found ri Ca-c Hf sducre the interviewer
makes his contact, olitairsa (airh curn-
pktc interslcuu b ut heaves turtral 'rps
here anti there 1,eu:ui he foFnl it tiuui1.

consuming. culuarrc'king. ni' troublc
some, kit tin reatcricd Fry tinC rrs;ianrdeurt,
or sin ph kit ii tuner lain about 110w t}i
si urdy direct or smuted ccii ciii hirucs of
questioning dc%cioparl. Withu a hittl
irnrtginMionu, sorb gaps can he filled in
hater nut ins way that is very unlikely
to be dctcciu'4 in a follow-up itrtrvicw.
If, for craropk, a sirprvkor i: C-ae Ill
bad rctunir'd In tiuc respondents and
asked Iltem irhiethuer the "fuvc rcason"

on thou intcrvkw form were cc-
rurrte reflections of their opinion. prohu'
ably most wiwhd base said yr's and the
few wino nhjctc4 to one or two of the
reasons could base been rhirmisted as
the degree of change that ore eperts
nit rciatervicw.7

Sonic ginumieks for catching clueatrs
may even punt tile finger on the wrong
person. lhiis, one apprrr3cli to 4etct.
ing clnectirg Is to corepire lire dati of
each inter4ewcr to tire group ate, egea
and to cisulme tuct if one de-iates
nuaricedly from the group. he i; chicalirug
or doing his work i:ntr,rarhy. This tea-
zoning assumes that cTicsting is excip.
hermit anti iilh stand out from tire
crowd. I have already suggested that the
flPPite Is often tire case. Therefore, if
ih checter are working in the same
&rcctir.n (hukhi is readily possible if
they hare reacted an informal agree-

1 have een heard thc argument dial
It arctics no diTrenr if rcrcclIie ta:er.
lcs:, maine op ;ais of th, ltcrkw

rcsacn'c.s wiuhu th- help of ln!orrIcIion
frou ether rcapolrcs brr;uie their fhrl.
catterns will usruolly closely sprrostmatc
wiat lire ubjci woulut have sail II he
could ha'e born jrnnuutrJ Ia ar,'wvr. flt
If we accrpt tins pruoient, a la,e per-
t; 'f 'hr iat'ri:r ehco!j ha e horn
tbrnir,ifr.l In t.ciru with. in nens ie
already h*n i, kr,'rw th nai'irc of '°rr
cf tha rCIat! 'uljs wIic!-i stuu!y ha

purportedly hnscc;r.:ikg.

-

,:ucnl or if the qiu"iioru Is of snub a ha-

litre . I) ci!$::.t lktortin in a giseni
dirictierl , it is thur 'hui't person

still deviate. In tlFr study alluded
In in Ca e 111. fr evani pie. rune ,f the
iutmuskwrrs nlwnr) s Ir:t spair opeul on
thre "(i c rcerorr.c" itrir,. At on Iuuiu:t flue
dircrir rcjrriniauuilcd him for not oh.
Iainirr five rcslansrs 'luke the re't o
the mt crvkwcra," lire iii rector pru.
fcr-o4 to luchiever iii at iii is man was
thing irk jdi right than to hchiv that
all lhuc rest were muuaiiiiig up responses.

tnree snirvey orgnu ii ita I bus late at
least riCifO some allciru.ts I') control lire
crirlor fuirnis of rluruting. h unrwt stiuf.
fe using hirci! hands. eve ii this 1 inuitel

'(,ntrol Ia client. Tire araujenuuk man
one or a few assIstants. tiu re-

srrarclr r>rganutr.itinrr rtturiy dh cetar wiiiu
or a (err rrr,,!h juniuj.'rts, usually his

" routine w'a of rik imr en tine work
or his assistants. If Ire (hnuiliraturs much
of thick s'ork or surpc'rr isec thorn very

hut, ruiey as well dicirojuse with
ibnir sr'rvkcs If hue gives thieni aciguu.
nacnts sit hururt circc's in g on Ihut'uu, clnsrly,
he is in cficct assunuing that they arc
conducting their aignment more or
less as directed anti is accepting their
products rut lace valjrc. This assumnrutiuuu.
I assert, I; a druhuiouns one. AntI since it

common practice nowadays lu farm
curt much of one's rr,scarr,hu wnriquiite
often In accumulate research grants
curly to hire others Is cm tlr hujhk of thur.
work--the dtuhi;js net ire of huirch huend
research is a widcsrarJ prohknn in
small as well as large scale r'rardm. in
surveys, in direct observaUomr. amid mu

various forms of data procr.ssinr.
I cli, not want to siugct, luowever.

tiat the liajuir lailurrur of hired frzrruuf rc-
secreTs is tine k ak ci control of rhueatinm.
Rather. i1u' very fact tirat use arm'

a pnstirn of huasirig ii think up gim.
rnhcks to cictert chratiuug is in itself an
aclmissh'n of failure. It m"ans that we
arc relying for an inuportani prI cii our
rcs"a reF operation ouu people si ho base
no concern for the criteouire of tire sink,
Such persons cannot mate lIne kind of
nodcrctnsntiirg of tine data'collcciinmm or
ijata.processing proecihuirru ss!ilrhi can
come only with wrrrkiuug rout prolihenis 1mm
which the rcccarchcr has ani intrinic
Ir.lerest auud bras gone lhrouugii a process
of formulating rr'secrrlr rWcrti,us ant
relevant ways of rollrctiui .and rwre
lag

I ceo hear thuc us!ujcction that nuneb
chn1 science cannot he done witlnouut

hired liar. Is, flut see simnuhl at kast he
aware of the duuultfirl flttr're Cf of
the iaferrma?ier, reieci'l in way
a nd con st runt Our d ta col'octo 3nr1

prOce3l.1 In such a w.i as to reduce



the rrstlrirriiu,t ni ri f c'.

tr Irinfl fir jri?iitin a - i. p);.

ibb. (Sr Crc rs fl'j rf ''T.'.
dcniiral,ir r'. ) Mni c Iir Iii?. liP V.

err. thr ii&tt lr h

h. ra cr311, agcitil. i) .
rnipb. IIiIi -1 'e c) O!CI 113, 1.! rgc

sa cii1f? Ili li rz'
a rafre mr ciitriilJ .ig

varjnu kinds i1 '5crrsirs" (mi-I idj ig
UCrrflr iiit rciduircil t, .TiiTc 1 ii
hrnit.). Dut f IhO study rr fl,

a TllIrh innI!e.r nipL by (in3 j':rnn

ru '(%crc'T ccillc-agiics uI) 1(rriltlI i"d
their iv.vn tiicv cincl cnnclucicul ii cn-

lireli Ti) ITur-r::cc-t .'. niurli ot tluj errar
wcuuld n e'ts:r in tli" frt vTau.,. t'n'i
a sample u1 (it' wTikb yklih dita in
which '.ic cn fIu3 a hk'TF kgrcc oh
cnnlfrnee tncirt uctuI tiuin t

of fle in nT vflre WC fliut U'lirilFI

iutilii (id abiviit what it is we
csiuleckd? Often a 1.:caTc study

to rIo Inn much at rric timc and so
earls up ac a linJ.pe m;
an hntrratinn of hTeis sir TflTotUlatkifl
ever tUng place caie it is. in cfT"ct,
nobe'fy'a sindy. Tfiu. nhlell hacc yri
rear! lila mclinrI of a llrassvc study cx-
pirnilirig ire iuniirt cuf money and
employing lamgc nil hera of pcople
where you were divappniiterJ at the
,auricy of 1!rn reii1i'. cqi-ciaHy 'hcn

criruarcd to a far sna!kr project sin a
similar iscuc crinulticted cnUrcl'j by one
or a few people?

let me reneal 17131 1 am nrt singling
out 1arp.uuca!e operations as the only
iainc. The current structure cif pro

rc,reers is such that often small
sii,dkc arc throes1 ocr to hired lniiidi,
Wc tctirl In h rat ad on how many slu it.
las we can Carry sin at the sanna linie
rather than on hn i rrouc,ldy arid care.
(iiflj we can carry tlirouli a given Tine
of rescarlr. Sm-ri wc nd that we do
rot base time (or all oh the projects w'e
have ben-sine invnlesT in and must turn
s-tunic ovir to other; of lower profes-
sional status. Thi; might not Fir! Co

If w. were ilhina to turn or tire cc-
s-easels wi,rh wholchiearted1. We riiirt

rnply art as entrepreneurs to funnel
fund; to Otheis arid tO pmnvm(?e t!icm

wth appropriate clearance and an
to research s.'itings. We can tlucn lc'ave
the spcciflc fomniulaanru of the pruhleni
iiid cucc (ar.tl tiu credit (cr dohri
the work) to the person we I'avc lcT.l
IIUI. Such ic often done. of course.
ecr, there arc marty iiwtrtce- in shkh
hlic $csiior rcaearchei- hc?ietc tiir.:c he
hac hittsl caiirtiut he triFird irs
!al their c'irn p!iri, ur

'Lao Crc.cp, ep. nil., pp. 4t7-4.t1.
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:m m r.s:;jti; cu'truc' FI1g that
hi c,i'it Ttiii1' I i' liii Cii, if liii

Ii cilL.'IS. III 5111 !i CV-i- tin i,

htry ti, 7r1,i:t;i a -friljtirre 'f ci'i.

ri hi u :iiuicIj stui'tusg a cc-
in ui-iT 1uHiru1: a'iig:hlr'ju1s ta

a._t.srIr. 1Pii. I has jris':catu-sI,
is th' ivay i tIts; liir? Tiri:I rnr;uaTity
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CHAPTER TWO

CLASS NOTES

I

In teaching these materials to law students, we have often encountered

a difficult problem. Students have frequently not had the training which will

enable them to formulate an nypothesis clearly and well. It is not an esoteric

skill, of course, and so it may be surprising that such a task initially poses

so many difficulties. But the problem does exist, and must be overcome if

the student is to learn how to fit social science data to the legal process.

A large share of the problem, we are convinced, is due to the

frequent lack of familiarity with the meaning of the term relationship ,

especially when A involves quantitative material which is best expressed in

graphic or tabular form. Later in this book we will go into the meaning of

relationship in a good deal of detail. However, some understanding of the

term is necessary even in the very first stages of considering the nature

of inquiry in the social sciences; and the following notes should be viewed

as no more than a brief introduction to a concept.

I I

We have heard it said that children using one brand of toothpaste

get 24% fewer cavities than children using another brand. In baseball,

1



some pitchers do better in night games than others who seem to do better

during the day. In some states population is increasing; in others it is

decreasing. We have been told that people who smoke are more likely to

die of lung cancer (and other diseases) than people who don't. We often

hear that young drivers have more automobile accidents than older drivers.

Some people say that women who drive cars have more accidents than men,

Among these and thousands of other seemingly related facts, it has

been found helpful to be able to state the relationships in numerical, or

quantitative termsmore and less, higher and lower, rising and falling.

Businessmen frequently want. to know which products will be used often and

which less often, and the answer may depend on what kind of people use

them; candidates for public office sometimes want to know what sorts of

people are most likely to vote for them; school board members--and

voters and house buyers--need to know in which areas of a city population

is likely to increase.

Stating the relationships between two things in quantitative terms

is not always simple, although it sometimes appears to he. In the follow-

ing pages, we are going to consider some of the ways in which relationships

can be stated quantitatively, some of the problems that arise in formulating

such statements, and some of the train: to avoid.
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TABLE I

YEARS OF FORMAL EDUCATION AND ANNUAL INCOME
OF A SAMPLE OF 50 INDIVIDUALS

Identifying Number for Individuals Years of Formal
Education

Annual Income.

1 9 $3900
2 12 $7300
3 1] $5600
4 8 $3200
5 12 $6700
6 12 $5800
7 11 $6900
8 11 $6200
3 10 $4700

10 9 $4200
11 11 $64G0
12 11 $5300
13 10 $6600
14 10 $5800
15 11 $5100
16 11 $5300
17 8 $4100
18 8 $4300
19 11 $4900

/ 20 10 $6300
21 11 $6300
22 10 $6300
23 10 $5600
24 8 $2900
25 9 $5100
26 11 $5400
27 11 $4900
28 12 $6700
29 10 $5600
30 10 $6800
31 11 $5400
32 10 $6400
33 8 $4000
34 9 $4500 .

35 10 $6200
36 10 $4600
37 11 $5900
30 10 $5700
39 10 $5600
40 8 $3800



TABLE I (Continued)

Identifying Number for Individuals .Years of .Formal
Education-

Annual Income

41 10 $4300
42 8 $3900
43 10 $4900
44 12 $5900
45 10 $4900
46 9 $5000
47 12 $6200
48 8 $4600
49 10 $5900
50 12 $5900
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Let's start with a fairly easy example of how a relationship can be

expressed. What is the relationship between the amount of formal education

that people have and the income these people earn? You can undoubtedly guess

in a general way what tha relationship is.

In Table I you will find a list of a sample of fifty people, with each

person assigned an identifying number. For each individual information is

provided concerning his years of formal education and annual income. With

this information, you can express the relationship in a kind of picture called

a scatter diagram . (You may have come across scatter diagrams in your

mathematical courses.) The diagram can be made on a sheet of graph paper.

Place a dot on the paper at the point where the line for annual income

(indicated along the horizontal axis) crosses the line for years of formal

education (indicated along du, vertical axis). Thus, the dot representing

income and education for individual #1 will be located where the vertical

line that represents $3,900 meets the horizontal line that represents 9 years.

If the figure you are plotting is not shown on the graph, you can estimate its

position between figures that are shown.

The entire set of dots, scattered across the graph paper, is a

picture or diagram of the relationship between education and income for this

sample of 50 individuals. By looking at the pattern the dots make on the

paper, you can tell whether your guess about the relationship was right.

- 5 -



TABLE 2

NATIVITY AND EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES
(by geogeaphicat dii lion)

.1111. ..-..
Geographical Division.

. , ,

% of Population
Foreign-Born

% of Population
.Uneducated

1. Now England 10.1 55. 5

2. Middle Atlantic 10.3 60. 0

3. East North Central 5.2 58.8

4. West North Central 2.6 57.1

5. South Atlantic 2.1 63.4

6. East South Central 0.5 70. 5

7, West South Central
/.

2.1 62. 8

8. Mountain 3.7 50.3

9. Pacific 7.f, 4P. 9

6

11111. . .

'
'0,

4.



In general, individuals with low education have low income, and individuals

with high education have high income.

When two such phenomena as education and income vary together in

this way, we say they are correlated , or that there is a correlation between

them.

Let's turn to another example involving the relationship between the

percentage of people in a state who were born in a foreign country and the

percentage of people in the state who have not had a high school education

or Its equivz lent. (For convenience we will use the term educated in this

study to mean high school education or more; uneducated less than high

school education.)

The states have been divided into nine geographical blocks with the

percentage of foreign-born and the percentage of uneducated given for

each division. The data are given in Table 2. Construct the scatter dia-

gram as you did the one before, and by looking at the pattern of dots decide

whether your guess about the relationship of the variables v+'18 right. It

may help you to decide if )-ou try to draw a single straight line that comes

as close as possible to touching all the dots. A line of this kind is called

regression line. (There are mathematical ways of figuring out exactly

where to draw a regression line in any particular scatter diagram. )

-7-



The kind of correlation that your diagram shows between the percent-

age of foreign-born and the percentage of uneducated may surprise you. If

you plotted the diagram accurately, it shows that a low percentage of foreign-

born often goes with a high percentage of uneducated. There is an important

lesson here: even things that are "t' :viously true," as we too often say,

sometimes turn out not to be true when the evidence is examined. One

advantage of stating relationships In precise quantitative terms is that it

enables us to examine evidence carefully.

The kind of correlation in which high numbers along one aide tend

to go together with low numbers on the other axis is called a negative

correlation. When a correlation is negative, the regression line will

slant from the upper left towards the lower right. In a positive, correla-

tion, such as that between education and income, the higher numbers along

one axis tend to go together with higher numbers on the other axis. Then,

of course, the regression line wilt slant from the lower left toward the

upper right. (You may wish to draw a regression line on your first scatter

diagram.)

- 8 -



TABLE 3

DIMENSIONS OF 10 RECTANGLES

RECTANGLES HEIGHT WIDTH.....
1

2

2.5

3 4 4

4 3.76 . 3.6.
6 4.76 6.6

.6 4,5 6

7 3 2

8 4.25 4,60 .

9 6.6 9

10

111.........-
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I I I

When you tried to draw regression lines on the previous scatter

diagrams, you found that no single str ght line would go through all the

dots. If the dots in a scatter diagram are so arranged that a single

straight line will pass through all of them, the correlation Is said to be

perfect. The data in Table 3, the dimensions of a set of rectangles, give

you a chance to see what a perfect correlation looks like. (The rectangles

had to be made up especially because no data that would show a perfect

correlation are available from sociological sources. In the social

sciences, perfect correlations are never encountered.)

If we plot the height and the width of each rectangle, we have a

picture of a perfect correlation. If you place the dots accurately, you

will find that you can draw a straight line that goes through all the dots.

Is the norrelation between length and width positive or negative.?

One of the advantages of a scatter diagram and as regression line

is that it enables us to predict one set of figures from another set. If we

know the height of one of the rectangles, In this particular set of rectangles,

we can rredict its width.

Remember, though, however possible mathematically, perfect cor-

relations are never found in the social sciences. Social science is concerned
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. TABLE 4

EDUCATION AND 711COME OF 40 FATHERS

0.1101..
Caser

%,........
Education (Years)

..... . . . . .

Income per year
1 8 $3200
2 17 $6600
3 18 $8500
4 12 $3100
5 12 $3600
6 19 $9500
7 10 $4200
8 16 $5500
9 10 $5000
10 15 $4500
11 19 $7000
12 12 $5400
13 8 $3300
14 8
15 7 $2400
16 6 $2800
17 6 $1700
18 16 $7000
)9 12 $6000
20 12 $4300

4.21 12 $4400
22 11 $4400
23 11 $4300
24 10 $4200
25 10 $3300
26 13 $3900
27 .9 $4500
28 9 $5000
29 13 $4700
30 14 $4900
31 14 $5700
32 14 $5800
33 16 $6200
34 9 . $41.30

35 16 $6500
36 16 $8700
37 16 $7500
98 It $3000
39 6 $ 900
40 7 12

-12- . ,-
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with human beings, and the characteristics of human beings just do not

seem to be perfectly correlated. Two sets of social facts, if they are re-

lated at all, have up to this time been found to be somewhat related. The

first two scatter diagrams you made are typical demonstrations of the less

than perfect correlations that obtain among human characteristics. Figures

2, 3, 4, and 6 also illustrate possible degrees; that is, of stating just how

far from (or near to) a perfect correlation any given relationship comes.

(We will describe one of the ways to measure this a little farther on.)

The scatter diagram derived from Table 1 contained a largo amount

of information. You probably found that making the diagram WAS time-

consuming and tedious work. Often it is helpful to be able to boil .4, lot of

information down to a few relatively simple figures. One reason is that

highly detailed figures, especially in the social sciences, cannot always

be trusted. If one man tells us that his income last year was $10,327.18 and

another man says his income was $10,317, 60, we wouldn't- -and shouldn't -

be certain that there was e. difference worth noticing between their incomes;

we'd fee: more confident in our observation of their incomes if we said:

"They both made more then $10,000," Another reason for wanting to con-

dense information is that it is hard to look at many items of information

and even harder, unless you have a computer handy, to remember them

and deal with them at the same time.

-13-



In order to see how an unwieldy number of observations can be con-

densed, we will once more use a scatter diagram. Table 4 provides a list

of numbered students in a high school class, showing the years of education

and the incomes of their fathers. Construct a scatter diagram of the fathers'

education and Incomes, using the piece of graph paper marked for that

purpose. As you would expect, the correlation is positive--the higher the

fathers' education, the higher their income. Although the figures you are

using have been made up for illustrative purposes, the relationship of any

individual's education and income is pretty generally positive. Draw an

approximate regression line on your plotted graph for the 40 fathers' incomes

and years of education.

One way of condensing the information in this scatter diagram is by

grouping the students' fathers into income brackets. Just as the states

were grouped into nine dividions in order to simplify the task of plotting

the data on nativity and education, so we can group the fathers into those

earning less than $1,000 a year, those earning from $1,000 to $1,999, and

so on. Then we can measure those fathers in each income bracket accord-
1

ing to the mean years of education for the group taken collectively. We

1

Total years of education for all fathers in any income bracket
divided by the number of fathers in the bracket.
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then put on the graph, just as we did for the 40 incomes and years of educa-

tion, a dot where the mean income for any of our new income groups crosses the

mean years of education of the group. Thus we can reduce the 40 dots of our

first diagram to only 10 dots. ($9,000 - $9,999 is the highest bracket for

our figures.)

Carry out the needed calculations and plot the results. It will probably

help if you start by drawing vertical lines on your scatter diagram at the

points on the horizontal axis where the divisions between the income

brackets fall (that is at each $1,000 of income). Does your second grouping

of figures give you the same general correlation that your first scatter

diagram gave?

You can, of course, condense your original information (incomes and

education of 40 fathers) by reversing the order of condensation that you Just

followed. You should do so, because it will show you something interesting

and important. Pegin, then, by clustering the fathers according to education

brackets; then calculate the mean income and the mean education for each

bracket. Now put your dots (better, put x's to distinguish the two plottings)

to represent the mean education and mean income for the fathers in cub

individual bracket. You will find that the x's are not where the dots are. It

follows that the regression line will not be the same, el:her. Such a differ-

ence is a signal that you ..ave a less-thun-perfect correlation. ft tells you

- 15 -



that to predict income from a knowledge of education you need a formula some-

what different from the one you used to predict education from a knowledge of

income.

There is no reason why we have to stick to intervals of $1,000 and one

year. We could just as well use $2,000 and 2 years or $3,000 and 6 years or

some other combination. If we wanted to boil down all the information into

the simplest form that would still show whether there was a relationship be-

tween income and education, we could use just two intervals along each axis.

What should these two intervals be? That question is rIt always an

easy one to answer. You will usually arrive at an appropriate answer if you

make each of your two intervals contain about the same number of persons.

In the present example, we will use as the dividing linen for the intervals
2

the median income of employed men in the United States, which is about

NO111111.111111.011

2

The median IN another average (or "measure of ,.entral tendency")
which is somewhat different from the mean, as will be explained in the
readings. The median is defined as that number which is smaller than half
the numbers in a set of numbers and larger than half the numbers.

$4, 700; and the median education of all adult males in the United States,

which is about 10 years. With these intervals, we cat count on getting

about half the fathers into each of the two income categories and about half

Into each of the two education categories - -if, that is, the fathers are
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representative of the United States population as a whole.

In this new condensation our two intervals for income will be (1) $0 -

4, 499 and (2) $4, 700 and everything more than that; our intervals for

education will be (1) anything leas than 10 years, and (2) 10 years and more.

On the scatter diagram you have been working with, draw heavy !hes to

mark these intervals; they will divide your diagram into four squares. It

is not necessary to calculate the means for each of these squares. There is

another and easier way of summarizing she information in the diagram;

simply count tt.1 number of fathers shown in each square. You will then

know how many of them are in the upper bracket of both income and dduca-

tion, how many are in the lower bracket of both, and how many are in the

upper bracket of one and the lower bracket of the other. Make these

counts, Rnd chter the numbers in the table following. The four squares

in this table correspond to the four squares In your diagram; and educa-

tion of 10 years or more is called high, and an income of $4, 700 a year or
3

more is called high;

3
Because the terms high end low do not have any fixed quantitative

meaning, we can use them to stand for anything we choose. However, when
you see the words in a table, be sure you know exactly what meaning they
have been given.
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TABLE 5

Father's Education Father's Income

Low High

High

Low

Since a table of this kind has four figures in it, it is often called a four-fold

table. (Each of the squares is a cell. ) The sum of the figures that you put

in the cells should be 40; that is how many fathers we have information on.

A large amount of the detail that you could observe in your scatter

diagram has been lost in this table. But the loss of detail is at least partly

offset by a gain in simplicity; you need to look at only four numbers to get

a general picture of the relationship.

To get a more exact picture of the relationship, notice that a positive

correlation means that a relatively large proportion of the fathers will show

up either in both the high cells (high education and high income) or in both

the low cells. You will remember that a positive correlation was defined

as one in which a high position on one variable goes with a high position on

the other. On the other hand, when the correlation is negative, the units
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(fathers, in this table) will bunch up in the cells that are high for one measure-

ment and low for the other. This unvarying pattern of distribution led to a

simple way to calculate the degree of correlation between two sets of measure -
4

ments. Multiply together the number of units in the high&high cell and the

4
Note that this term and the three similar terms following are written

as one word.

number of units in the low&low cell. From that product subtract the product

of the number of units in the high&low cell and the number of units in the

low&high cell. Express the difference between the products as a proportion

of (a ratio to) the sum of the same products. Here Li the calculation stated

in a formula:

!highnigh x low&low) - (high&low x low&high)

(high&high x low&low) (high&low x low&high)

If all the units were in the high&high and low&low cells, tha formula would

give you a positive 1; you would have a perfect negative correlation. Other

degrees of correlation will be fractions (often expressed in decimals) some-

where in between. The higli6r the positive correlation between two staterients,

the nearer the ratio will be to positive 1; the higher the negative correlation,

the nearer the ratio will be to negative 1. Calculate the ratio for the relation-

ship between fathers' education and fathers' !ncome (Table 5). Would you say
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5

it is a high correlation or a low one?

5

There are many different ways of measuring the degree of correlation
between two variables. It takes an expert in statistics to know which is the
proper measure to use in a particular case. The measure we have just
described is called Q, in honor of the Belgian statistician Quetelet. Another
measure often used is the OA coefficient. The formula for the phi coefficient
is

BC - AD

(A + B) (C + D) (A + C) (B + D)

where B and C are the high&high and low&low cells and A and D are the two
others.

It is not necessary to start with a scatter diagram every time we

want to analyse data by a four-fold table. We can simply classify each unit

(or rather, each observation we make about a unit) according to each of two

variables, put the unit in the appropriate cell, and then add up all the

observations in each cell. For example, here is a table in which all the

adults in the United States in 1960 have been classified according to

(a) whether they completed high school or left school before completion

and (b) whether they were born in the United States or in a foreign country:
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Education

TABLE 6

NATIVITY
Foreign-born U. S. -born
(by thousands of persons aged 25 or more)

Educated 2,345

Uneducated 6,935

48,043

68,508

We worked with information about this relationship earlier, but we used

then information about geographical divisions (more precisely, about

proportions of individuals according to the part of the country in which

they live); here we are using information about each individual, without

regard to the region of the country in which he lives.

One point about Table 6 should be explained before we go on.

Nativity is a different sort of variable from income and education. Income

and education come in many different amounts, or qualities; they are

therefore called quantitative variables. Nativity, by contrast, does not

come in different amounts; you are either born in a certain country or

you are not. Nativity is a qualitative variable; it comes in different kinds,

or qualities, rather than in different amounts. You can be more educated

or less educated, but while people are horn in many different countries,
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whatever country they were born in, they were either born there or they

were not.

An important qualitative variable in sociological investigations is

sex; all persons are either male or female, and everyone can be placed

in one of the two categories. When dealing with the variable of sex and

all other qualitative variables, four-fold tables become particularly

common. For example, in a study of factors that affect whether people

vote in an election, you would be forced to use a four-fold table if you

wanted to know whether sex was one of the factors. Every person you

studied would have to be classified as either male or female and as either

voting or not voting.

It is true that any quantitative variable can be turned into what

looks like a qualitative variable. We converted income and education

from quantitative to qualitative measurements in Table 5. A person,

we said in the table, either earned less than $4, 700 or he did not; he

had completed high school or he had not. However, there we could

still speak--and did speak-- of high and low income and education.

Since truly qualitative variables do not come in amounts, we cannot use

the terms high and low in connection with them. But we can still speak

of positive and negative correlations, as long as we are careful to

make clear what we mean. For example, if being born in the United
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States tended to go with a high school education, we could say there was a

positive correlation between being native-born and being educated, or a

negative correlation between being native-born and uneducated.

Now let's find out whether the correlation between being educated

and being born in the United States is positive or not. Calculate Q for

Table 6, taking, for the purpose of calculation, the cells labeled

educated and the cells labeler' U.S. -born as high. What result do you

get? (You might also try to work out the calculation taking the cells

labeled educated and the cells labeled United States-born as low. It

doesn't affect the correlation a bit; statistics don't prove that being

educated or being born in the United States is higher than being uneducated

or being born in some other country. )

If you remember the work you did before on the relationship be-

tween percentages of foreign-born and percentages of uneducated in the

nine geographical divisions of the country, you will be surprised at the

result you just got. Before, you found a negative correlation; regions

with a high percentage of United States-born persons tended to have a

low percentage of educated persons. But your new correlation is

positive: if an individual in the United States was born in the United

States he is more likely to be educated than a foreign-born person in

the United States.
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Both correlations are correct. The reason why this peculiar re-

versal has occurred is that the relationship is being affected by something

that is not shown in the tables; education and nativity are not related to

each other the same way in all parts of the country. Tables 2 and 6 were

deliberately included here to warn you against jumping to conclusions on
6

the basis of what the statistics show. Before you draw conclusions, 3 ou

6
This particular error, of assuming that the correlation between two

variables is the same for groups as it is for their individual members, is
known as the ecological fallacy. The technical mathematical explanation of
how the fallacy arises, using the relationship between nativity and education
as an illustration, is given by W. S. Robinson, "Ecological Correlations
and the Behavior of Individuals," American Sociological Review,
vol. 15 (June, 1950), 351-357.

should try to be sure that a table has not omitted information that must be

considered. Can you tell what it is in the present instance? Here are a

few hints: the reversal comes about because there is a large group of

people in the United States who (a) are native-born, but (b) have not been

given as much opportunity to become well-educated as the rest of the popu-

lation, and (c) are heavily concentrated in a few regions of the country.

Can you identify such a group? If so, can you figure out a way of deciding

whether it is indeed the source of reversal? State which of the two correla-

tions you think describes the actual situation better.
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SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXERCISES

A. Explain the following relationship and present your explanation in graphic
or tabular form.

B. Design a research project which would test your explanation.

#1 Number of Major Criminal
Acts (Self -Re p or ted)
Committed During Previous
Year 10

8

6
42

#2 Sex and Automobile Accidents

Auto Accident in Last 12 Months

Yes

No

Total

- 25 -
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7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Male Drivers Female Drivers

1271 475

4152 4496

5423

1746

8648

4971 10394



#3 CITY LOCATION AND CRIME RATE

.. .... - .... , - .-- IVZone ./ .
/ . Crime Rate:_ _ Low . ../ ' -Zone III ' - ./ . . .

/ r . 'Crime Rate: Low . . \ .
/ . .

/ /
/ / / , - Zone II .. . .

. .
/ . \ . .

/ /Crime Rate: Medium - . . .. ./ / / / - - -- ..... . . . .

/ / / / ...., \ . . ..
/ / / . .

k

t t

I / Zone I \\
1 i / i t . .

Center of City .

1 / /
t I .. . 1

1

// o / 1 /

i
1 t .

1

I Crime Rate: High 1 1

1 /
11 1

I . 1 i 1t
1

1 t 1 r it 1 1 / 1 i
\ t

1
.

I /
I 1 . / /

1 \ / i\ .
i \ \ \ .' / i
t \ \ . . - -. / / / /

\ ,. /
\ \ /\ \ .. / / /\ \ \

. . / /// /\ \ . _ , - / / /.\ 1. / /\ \ / /\ /\ \ /' /\ \ / I /\
-S ../. /\ \ .5 -.. ..-.\ ., /

'Zone
Crime Rate: Medium

5, ..
.... ,5 -.... .... - - ..

...

.5

Zone I: Financial, Theatre District, Slum Area
Zone II: Blighted. Area, Small Businesses, Low-Cost Housing
Zone III: Lower Middle Class Residential Area (Older Buildings)
Zone IV: Middle Class Residential Area (Never Buildings)
Zone V: Suburbs
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#4 COMPOSITION OF NEIGHBORHOODS AND ANTI-SEMITISM

Neighborhood Number of Number of Percentage of All
Jewish Families Non-Jewish Families Expressing

Families Anti-Semitism

Alpha . 19 81 16%

Beta - .30 71 15%

Gamma 44 58 16%

#5 RANDOM SAMPLES OF SPANISH-SPEAKING
AND ANGLO MARRIED COUPLES

Number of Children Anglo Spanish-Speaking
Less Than Five
Years of Age, Per 250 424
1,000 Population

.#6 AVERAGE NUMBER OF VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS
OF WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL IS A MEMBER

Soclo-Economi
Status

I (Low) .9
II 1.2
III 3.5
IV 3.8
V (High) 2.9
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#7 STRICTNESS OF MOTHER'S DISCIPLINE
AND SCHOOL DROPOUTS

School Dropout Strict Fairly Easy Easy
Yes 60 60 75
No 150 140 125

Same Sample, Broken Down by Sex of Child

Boys Yes 32 32 38
No 68 68 62

Girls Yes 18 27 37
No 82 73 63

#8 YEARLY INCOME AND AGE FOR A RANDOM SAMPLE
OF ADULT MALE WAGE EARNERS

25 YEARS OR OLDEP, 1960

AGE MEAN INCOME
25-29 $3200
30-34 $3450
35-39 $3700
40-44 $4200
45-49 $5100
50 -54 $5000
55-59 $4700
60 and Over $2100
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f9 YEARLY INCOME AND EDUCATION FOR A RANDOM SAMPLE
. OF ADULT MALE WAGE-EARNERS,

25 YEARS OR OLDER, 1960

EDUCATION MEAN INCOME
(Years of Schooling)

0-8 $2200
9-11 $3300
12 $3600
13-15 $4500
16 $4600
17 or More $5200
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CHAPTER THREE

THE COLLECTION OF DATA

I

Both law and the social sciences are concerned with the facts of

human behavior. The former may be interested in such facts primarily to

settle litigation in a specific case and the latter may be interested primarily

in using them to formulate scientific generalizations. They unite, however,

in that the stuff of which their work is made is not guess or assumption but

observed reality.

ft is true, of course, that the law and the social sciences have

organized their pursuit of "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth" in quite different ways. Science has usually left the matter to the

individual researcher who, in theory, is guided by a disinterested concern
1

for the outcome. The law, on the other hand, has developed a complex

1

For a discussion of the ethos of science--the institutional norms
which govern the search for certified knowledge- -see Robert K. Merton,
Social Theory and Social Structure (Glencoe, Illinois! The
Free Press of Glencoe, 1957), Chapter VI.

social system we call the judiciary with an intricate division of labor and a
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use of partisan rather than disinterested or neutral trvil-seekers. The

development of largo scale scientific research has changed this picture

somewhat, perhaps, but the contrast is still striking.

One consequence of the partisan search for the truth in the law is

that the accumulation of facts by the court can be hampered as each attorney

attempts to get into the record those facts favorable to his side and to supprec

those which are not. The attorneys, to be sure, are designated "Officers of

the Court," which means that the aim f finding the full truth is suposed to

take precedence over the partisan desire to win. We do not hP.ve to be

overly cynical, however, to suspect that the conflict thus created is often

resolved in favor of the attorney's side of the case at; suggestee. by the

reading from American Ltry Trials.

The court, however, has a variety of devices to further its task;

and over the centut..s our legal .system has hammered out rules of evidence

and courtroom procedures which hopefully allow the truth to emerge from the

hurly-burly of legal disputes. The prohibition against leading questions and

misleading or argumentative questions, as described by Professor McCormick,

are examples of how the law attempts to control the collection of data. These

procedures of the law, designed to elicit truthful testimony, should be kept

in mind by the law student as he engages in the task of carrying out or

analysing social science research, for they are a useful reminder of the
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difficulties which lie in the way of uncovering the facts. But the rules of

evidence and the rules of the courtroom cannot be allowed to restrict the

demands of research; and the law student must be constantly aware of both

the advantages to b(. gained and the benefits to be lost.

I I

There are at least four important ways in which the collection of

data in the social sciences differs from the collection of data in the adversary

proceedings of the law.

In the first place, "hearsay" testimoay is acceptable in a good deal

of research and indeed is welcomednot because it necessarily reflects a

true picture of some past event but because it tells us what our respondent

believes or feels and these beliefs or feelings, whethei. erroneous or not,

are frequently essential data in uncovering attitudes which may underlie

human behavior.

In the second place, the collection of data in the law consists of a

very large extent of the collection of oral or written accounts of events. In

social science research, however, it is commonly necessary to collect

data on behavior first-hand. The problems of inference and proof take on

new dimensions as indicated in the article on participant observation by

Professor Becker.
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In the third place, when the determination of facts takes place in a

courtroom (and the ccalee.tion of facts in litigation is frequently shaped by

the expectation of reaching a courtroom even though many cases never get

tc' that stage) testimony can be compelled and subjected to careful cross-

examination. In social science research, however, the "collector of facts"

stands in a very differe.r.t relationship to the person who provides the facts.

The revelation of attitudes and beliefs is largely voluntary and is heavily

dependent on establishing Eapmtt.

In the fourth place, social science research, unlike litigation, is

not conducted to win but to fully reveal the truth whatever it might be. The

researcher is pided by the norm demanding that he collect and present

evidence both favorable and unfavorable to his hypothesis. In a very fundn-

mental sense, his "client" id scientific knowledge and a partisan allegiance

to one view or another is forbidden.

The law student, then, is familiar with the problem of collecting

accurate information, for it is a problem which he encounters in one form

or another in his regular regal studies, flut when he moves into the collec-

tion of data in social science research, he encounters new problems, new

situations, new kinds of facts; and he will be facing intellectual challenges

no less great than those encountered in the construction of hypotheses.
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I I I

The variety of issues arising in the collection of data is so great
2

that it is impossible to reduce the process to a neat set of techniques.

2
/11

Given the limitations of space in this collection of readings, we
have been forced to confine ourselves largely to surveys and participant
observation as methods of data collection. But there are a number of
other methods -- perhaps most notably, for the law student, in 'he use of
documents, records, census materials, and so on. See Leon Festinger
and Dr(r.iel Katz, Research Alett,ods in the Behavioral Sciences,
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Mc., 1953.

In the selection from Selltiz, et al. , however, the student is alerted to the

kinds of problems he will face as well as to some possible solutions.

Questionnaires vs. interviews, getting at embarrassing material, the skills

of the data collectors standardized questions, differences in the interpreta-

tion of questions due to cultural background or educational level, anonymity,

inducements for cooperation, the use of "projective" questionsall of these

and more become issues as the researcher develops his plans for collecting

date. And it must be admitted that although the social sciences are slowly

building a body of research findings on these problems of research, we still

lack firm knowledge in this area and many of the problems must be solved

in the light of experience and common sense.

One more point is worth noting. Some research is dependent on mailed

questionnaires and their use would seem to have an immediate appeal in terms
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of saving time and money. But mailed questionnaires have their special

difficulties, as indicated in the readings from Methods in Social

Research by William J. Goode and Paul K. Hatt. Perhaps this will serve

to underline the idea that there is no method of collecting data that is without

flaws as well as special advantages and that in the choice of methods the

researcher calinot fall back on a mindless, automatic procedure, but must

eonststntly bring all of his skills, experience, an imagination into play.

.1111110.
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INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

The following reading provides the student with a detailed

discussion suggesting when it is best to use the interview as

opposed to the questionnaire, how to ask questions aimed at dis-

closing a respondent's beliefs as opposed to his feelings, and

illustrating the various types of interviews and questionnaires

being u..d by social scientists t "day.

There is one more point which the student should watch

for in the reading. Observational methods, it is argued, are

less effective in giving information about a person's perceptions,

beliefs, feelings, motivations, anticipations, or future plans

than questioning. To obtain such information, social scientists

have advised the interview schedule, the questionnaire, and a

variety of projective methods. According to Professor Se Mit

et al. observational methods of empirical investigation are

limited by such things as the difficulty of being on hand for rela-

tively rare and spontaneous occurrences and events of long &ra-

tion. For example, if an anthropologist wishes to learn about a



certain kind of religious ceremony by observation rather than by

interviews, he may find that his field work is completed long

before such an event occurs. Or, as In the case of Skolnick's

study, Justice Without Trial , the researcher is limited

to observing not the working life of a police officer, but the work

of a police officer while the study is in progress. In other words,

observational methods force the researcher to rely on an isolated

set of events. This is not to say that empirical researchers

should not use observational methods but--as we have said before- -

that a research design should try to make use of more than one

means of data collection.

This material has been reproduced from Res ea r ch
Methods in Social Relations by Claire Selltiz,
Marie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch, and Stuart W. Cook.
Copyright 1951, (c) 1959 by bolt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc. No part of this material may be reproduced in any
way without the written permission of bolt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc. pp. 236-268 Reprinted by permission.
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Claire Selltiz, et pl., Research Methods, pp.
268.

If we want to know how vf.c,;,,e (cc!: whit they expc.icticc and
what they re/nem/Kr, vhit t11..* emotions and motives JR,
like, and the reasons for actin; as th::y dowhy not ask
them? c. W. M.T.P0A1

2.36-

0 tALRVATIONAL MIA )10,)c, 3% we have seen in the picadiq
chapter, are primarily directed toward describing and under

standing behavior as it occurs. ',bey arc less effective in giving informa
tion about a rrson's poceptiont, b:dicfs, feelings, motivations, antic-
ipations. or future plans; and ce;rainly they provide no information
about past behavior or private 1,...:las lois, such as sexual activity o*
dreaming, which are, by their very nature, either unfeasible Of inip0
Sibk to ObStIVC. TO obtain such info; .nation, the interview, the quo
tionnairc, and the proje: t kr method haw ir:en devised.

In the interview and questionnair approach. heavy reliance is
placed on the subject's verbal krill for information about the stimuli
or experiences to which he is exposed and for knowledge of his behavior;

usually the investigator has not observed the cv:uts discussed. '1 he
subject's report may or may not be taken at face value; it naav be in
telpreted in the light of other knowledge about bier or in terms of sonic
psychological theory; infero.cs may be drawn about aspects of hit
functioning which he hat not reported. Regardless of the amount and
kind of interim !atinn, howcvs.r, the t tatting pint is the subject's scli-
report. 1 hu: these approac he: can chdinarily obtain only material that
the subject is willing and able to report.

rot many years now, a aintro%trAy has been raging in the psycho-
logical literature about the validity of verbal reports. The question it:
How do we know a person is really bungs when he says, "I am bun-
gry'? 1 here arc many weighty i!.uiet involved in this quest;em, whkli



Claire Selltiz

we shall not discuss.' Ect arc point liowv(r, tint in everyday life
We accept many verbal rcpcnts as valil For cs:amplc, if we ask a friend
what Inc thonght of a certain play and he s:Is .s "It's Male," we cirdi
'pains believe that his statement of is conic(!; t; whether his feel-
hug is appr. orrijte to the rlay course., anc.ihr.r matter. 1 lowe..cr, in
(Ncrs.day wc also realize that in certain circumstances verbal reports
are not to be inisted. For t\l,,liever we have reason to suspect
that a person's truthful :elf.re.ort Wild be eritb.litAssing.
or de grading, or would in some scar place hil i:i an MI favorable light,
we arc likely to entertain sonic reservations al,orit a rport that shows
him in favorable tight, Ot whenever have ria;011 to believe that a
person is using a verbal report to ingrati)ic himself, to gain respect or
prestige, to amuse or astonish, or in some other way to create a certain
social effect, we ate likely to place; little ennfickKC in it. In other words,
when the circumstances in which the :cp0:1 otetriS lead us to suppose
that the subject's motivation or the pressures to which he is exposed

are such as to Prevent a candid report, we arc not 14.(1). to give it much
credence.*

Not only may people be rchu Lent to rep ort openly their beliefs,
feelings, motis aliens, Ow, and so on; they may be unable to do so.

psychoarralsts have jloin led out, we arc not aware of many of our
important beliefs and motivation!, i,!cl lumee cannot report them.
Nlorcoscr, self-report frequently rcqrrircs seltailf,trosis. Even such
seemingly simple questions as "Ate ton shy with strangers?," or
"Would you rather go to a party or stay Lome and read a good book?"
require the individual to make a judgment .41xml. himself on the basis
of many past cs-cuts. heeling,, beliefs, and motivations become appal

11'04 an v.eellust &sew 's.ion cf tlszte sec hit ''S;I:svnium on 0eera
Ur/nisi-1s" in the f's(11,!ogk.i7R n it-n.1945, 52. 241'1,41.

I the research of rat and Cros5)ey st.enctttitts how tlfe 'newels ems to
in-11 gtxctMtrs snas be iAlxi+(tA eroitc to Am:4 'rt sn

hnritttil h K,t, (1951), ''11-Aa tor.o3 (lilt eorsistently coggerated thcit
nii.tration and voting hetrais,-4. lhe %ono(' firml thirteen r.Acctil

eltirree! to Last sege3 114-15 cl,ttion fo paste(
vivo ins& Actiti:aus claims to soling in One ttu of those ta*
r. p 0(A contributing to the Clansonnits Chest nut: speaking cf pious

a. teal trxthibutims. 1 (keTc4v and }t 11e nykm 0111 %ire attmately rcr (tOd.
tit ORT:CiSllTp was apirtd;Sly tact ten esteem of those

t.petin a dfistr's bras c did rt-t hale 'Al. ten (Limo.. to hist
II' tat; cards when in fact tlKy baJ
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cut to the self in an intelle0.thilly compr:hensible form only as the
end result of an involved process of inferenee. \tilt]) respect to corn-
ple% social attitudes, ninny pcoplc base never learned to make the
inferences necessary to an adequate verbal report; they cannot indicate.
in any systematic or inalatic !Met, their attitude toward their hus-
band or wife, for example, or tov..ard "progressive education," or toward
a minority group.

Nevertheless, estiy person has a unique opportunity to obseive
himself. To the extent float he can and will communicate his knowl-
c:Isc about himself, he provides the investigator with information that
could otherwise be obtained, ii at all, only by more time-consuming
methods. Despite the limitations of stlfrcprt, it is frequently both
possible aad nv..ful to get an indniduol's msn account of his feelings
toward a psychological °hied, iris image of the object, his views of ap-
propriate behavior toward it, etc.

Compailson of Intervicw and Ottcstioimairc

Although both interviews and questionnaires place heavy reliance
urn the validity of verbal reports, there arc important differences be-
tween the two me thodc. In a qmstionnaire, the information one ob-
tains is limited to the written responses of subjects to prearranged
questions. In an interview, since the interviewer and the person inter-
viewed are both present as the questions arc asked and answered, there
is opportunity for greater Aesibility in eliciting information; in addi-
tion, the intersicwer has the op pant to observe both the subject
and the total situation to which he is re<rariding. I tt us detail further
some of the general characteristics of the questionnaire and intcnicw
approaches, with thcit respective advanZags and disadvantages.

ADVANTAGrS OF QtYrSIIONNAIR}S

13y its very nature, the quest ionnaite is likely to be a less expensive
procedure than the interview. It requires much less skill to administer
than an inteniew; in fad, questionnaires are often simply mailed or
ha mica to respondents with a minimum of explanation. Further, quo-
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holm:riles can often be administered to large numbers of individuain
simultanconsly; an intervie X, on the other h.md, usually calls for ques.
tioningeacli individual separately.' Onestii,nulirc. can be sent through
OP mail; interviewers cannot.' With a given ani;mnt of funds, it is
usually possibk to COVCr a wider arca and 1r) obtain information from
more people by ille,;11s of qucstionmiNs !kw, by rimatty
log each respondent.

.11 lie impersonal nature of :1 rimstionlilirv--its standardized wed
ing, its standardized order of quciti,»is, its standardized instructions
for 'cording response;-cusurcs conic uniformity horn one measure
molt situation to arrothcr.1 From a p,stlioloical point of view, how
cvcr, this uniformity rimy be more aprucrit than re.,1; a question with
standard %%or ding may have divzi,e mcarlingi fzq different people, may
be comptclictisiblc to some and inzomprelt..ns:hle to others. Neverthe.
less, much can be done to (Amu: meaningful uniformity of questions
by careful pretesting and by helping the sullec is In understand the
questionnaire during its adrainiThatiqn. 'I !le interviewing situation, on
the other hand, is rarely unifetin From one interview to the next. Not
only do the personalities of different intositwers affect the incaste
mcnt situation differently; cub interviewer is hound to 'Wry somewhat
front interview to intcnitsy. Moreover, in sonic. t ;xi of interview, time

.ibis is not tide, of course, of group iulinioss, Aiwa as roan) as eight to
tint people nay discuss the subicet matter of an iasc,tigation undo the direction
of an into-viewer. Ilossost, slid; intcrsicus at ti o7: s.rti,fictory as a source of
hyothcscs ot a a nay of glthoing information alout Ill; group; they do not
ordinarily )isld sysIonatic infotroitiou flour tstry inshvidual in the group on each
visit coversci in the in.cisiesc utr-411c.

4 inko.ici.-ing t); tespitotre tray, in er rtArt circtrnstavcc s, cot lass per return
rt,or the tail questionnaire. The tckphore intaii,..sy is plItirularly useful in
olntaining infunnation about slat an ce a (1:nity s doing (e.g., .bat
lekvision program he is ..arching) at t1,. ,r 1%e call. td: .:torte
ini.ersioing has to be hid and itxiCsisl In u,N1111 the cooperition of the tc..
spon3,-t. ,mother serious limitation is that t.'sphotro suss -ys canont reach
random saiple of the Mul peerititiem, kilke 11)t all poet Ii'st Ickplroms, and
pcople ssho stek. assay .vas home arc hard to tcKh M tchylsont. U.( a furth,t
divirsion of WTI/vat SCc B1.1111014'h4 (11461 arse rortcrt ( I ');0).

$ This is not true f..4 r titre the is Ms!) to be tumid. r
able satiation from home to boon in the n-!iti,.0s sshkh the qukstiou.
note is filled out. In one tiutne, fee 4,,..,.;ti.4.0.74 may be Elks' out
by the head of the Ims11:4 rt ariotht.r to so:uc In.o.1..1; in arc the qtrciti)n-
mire mat br: given lone sine attorti.yrr. it to) t. ret,ititing Ilith
telcsiton broadcast or a crying MY:.
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interviewer Ills no ShlIAII0 sat to ask. AS a result, inter
views may be lass wiO; one another than question.
noires.

Another advantace of cplestioniri:es is th.it respondents may have

greater confilr rice in their .ineny.e;tv, and thus feel freer to express
views they fear rnight be disappro or migtO get them into trouble.
Although an interviewer may .-osurc the rccpcn that lie will not be
identified in any way, the respondent o ,r doubt his good fain; since,
in most interviewing sit tafi'llN, tau'. iiIkIiic wcr knows either the re-
spondent's 113111C or his address or other identifying information, it is
always possible that he mav inc.Inde this information ill the completed
interview. If a questionolite is presented as anonymous and there is no
apparent identifying information, the respondent may feel greater con-
fidence that his replies will not (or cannot) be identified 35 coming
from him. Studies that have used both methods have sometimes found
rather marked differences between the replies to the interview and
those to the questiomerhe. Edo irds (195Th 1, for example, in a survey
of attitudes of residents of Seat tic too'atcl a proposed state bill pro-
viding a cash bonus to war veterans, had interviewers question half
of the respondent s; the other half were :riven a sheet marked "Secret
Ballot," which they checked, folded, and inserted into a box labeled
"Secret Ballot Box." (1 his N\ ,14, of course, an unusually vivid war of
emphasizing anonymity.) '1 he interviews showed many more "don't
know" replies and fewer unfavorahle responses than the ballots. A
referendum vote in an election held a few weeks later provided a check;
the proportions obtained front the secret ballot were much closer to
those of the actual vote than the results of the direct interview, It
should be noted, however, that anonymity is not always the best
method of inducing f;'ank aoswers. On more complex questions, where
there may be strong emotino;:l I1I Ghent( tit--as, for example, questions

of marital adjustment- -a understanding and permissive manner on
the part of an interviewer is likely to be more successful than the

anonymity of a questionnaire in eliciting, frank responses.
Another characteoist:e of tit:. questionnaire that is soynctimc.z.

though not r.dways, desirable is that it may place less pressure on the

subject for immediate resp.rnee When the subject is given ample tine:

for filling out the qkit:',1 i-)mniN, he con eonider each point earefel!:.
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rather than replying with the first thought th (vines to mind, as often
luppens under the social pressure of long silences in an interview.

AuvANT.kons OF IN] ERVIFSVS

It has been estimated that, for purposes of filling out even simple
written questionnaires, at least JO per ceii of the adult population of
the United States is illiterate. For complex questionnaires, the per-
centage would undoubtedly be considerably higher.' Thus, one of the
major drawbacks of the usual questionnaire is that it is appropriate only
for subjects with a considerable amount of education. Complicated
questionnaires reqCring extended written responses can be used with
only a very small percentage of the population. Even many college
graduates have little facility for w and of those who do, few have
the patience or motivation to write as fully as they might speak. Hence,
questionnaires are not an appropriate method for large segments of
the population; for those for whom they ale appropriate, the burden
of writing or of maintaining interest is great enough to limit the
number of questions that may be asked and the fullness of the
responses. On the other hand, interviews can be used with almost all
segments of the population; in fact, in contrast with the questionnaire,
a frequent problem in interviewing is that of limiting the responses of
the verbose individual.

Surveys conducted by personal interviews have an additional
advantage over surveys conducted by mailed questionnaires in that
they usually yield a much better sample of the general population.
Many people arc willing and able to cooperate in a study when all they
have to do is talk. When questionnaires are 11),!iled to a random sample
of the population, the proportion of returns is usually low, varying from
about 10 to 50 per cent. There arc many factors that influence the per-
cuttage of rcturns to a mailed questionnaire. Among the most
important arc: (1) the sponsorship of the questionnaire; (2) the attrae-
tieness of the questionnaire format; (3) the length of the question-

(4) the nature of the accompanying letter requesting coopera-

.;SAipieeti limitcd education II13 th: al ,k to 611 out quc,tionnaircs. with
' Ih::t. of Ticstionnaire sur.h taNci the questionnaire
?. mudi IL: Alin tat;.. over tine int.ovit.w wi1i to economy.
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tion; (5) the ease of filling out th.. questionnaire and mailing it luck;
(6) the inducements offered to reply; (7) the nature of the people to

Nvitom the questionnaire is sent. Attractively designed questionnaires

that are short, easy to fill out, simph., to return, sponsored by a group

with prestige, and presented in a context that motivates the respondent

to cooperate arc most likely to he returned. However, even under the
best of circumstances a sizable proportion do not return questionnaires.

The people who do return them are usually the less mobile (and ,hus
the more likely actually to receive the qu,,.stionnaire), the more in-
terested, the more literate, and the more partisan section of the

population.'
Another advantage of the interview is its greater flexibility. In a

questionnaire, if the subject micintcrprets a question or records his

responses in a baffling manner, there is usually little that can be done
to remedy the situation. In an interview there is the possibility of
repeating or rephrasing questions to make sure that they arc under-
stood or of asking further questions in order to clarify the meaning of

a response. Its flexibility makes the interview a far superior technique
for the exploration of areas where there is little basis for knowing either

what questions to ask or how to fort mlate them,
In addition, the interviewing situation offers a better opportunity

than the questionnaire to apprakc validity of reports. The interviewer

is in a position to observe not only what the respondent says but also

how he says it. He CM, if he wishes, follow up contradictory state-
ments. If need be, the interviewer can directly challenge the subject's

report in order to sec how consistent his answers will be.
The interview is the more appropriate technique for revealing in-

formation about complex, emotional'y laden subjects or for probing

the sentiments that may underlie an expressed opinion. If a verbal

report is to be accepted at face value, it must be elicited in circum-
stances that encourage the greatest possible freedom and honesty of
expression. Although, as already noted, an anonymous questionnaire

may sometimes be the most effective %vas of producing such a permis-

sive atmosphere, its usefulness is limited to issues on which respondents
have rather dearly formulated views that can be simply expressed. The

more or less rigid structure of questionnaires, the inability to explain

7 'nor a fuller discus ion, sec P.1r;c 19 FO. 11).
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fully in writing one's asocial or antisocial feelings and behavior, and
the solemnity and permanent nature of a response that is put on paper
in one's own handwriting or (if the queshonnaire is not anonymous)
under one's own nameall work against frank discussions of socially
taboo or socially controversial issues in response to a questionnaire.
With respect to mangy questions, an interview is likely to be r tore
successful in creating an atmosphere that allows the respondent to
express feelings or to report behaviors that are customarily disap-
proyed.8

In the interview situation, the "social atmophere" can be varied
in other ways. Behavior in real life occurs in situations drat are seldom
free from social pressures. The interview, more thril the questionnaire,
allows one to approximate in the measurement situation these varying
social pressures, since the interviewer can, within limits, vary the nature
of the atmosphere as lie questions the rupondent. I lc can, for example,
point out objections to the position of the poison being interviewed,
and observe how the latter responds.'i This is a very useful flexibility,
especially if the ultimate objective of the measurement is to predict
behavior in varied situations.

Question Content

In both questionnaires and in ter% iews, information is obtained
by asking questions. Questioning is particalarIv suited to obtaining
information about what a person knows. bch'eves or expects, feels or
wants, intends or does or has clone, and about his explanations or
reasons for any of the preceding. These major types of question content
are discussed below. It should be rceogni?,ed, however, that questions
do not always fall neatly into one or another "content type." The
distinctions among types arc a matter of custom and convenience
rather than theoretical rigor.

s For an interesting discussion of the flexible use of the interview method to
obtain information about a socially taboo subj.:(t. sec Kinsey ct at. (14 -181.

9 As a IA, this would constitute vcrs bad intervi.;uiN Tracticc.I t o AS MT. iu
interviews designed to measure respons ..:eying degrees of social pressure,
such procedures on the part of the in,er:iewtr are an c.'.cuCrl Tait of the measure-
ment process.
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CONTENT AINITO MAINE)" Al' i soNn "FAe rs"

Often the simplest and mo:.t. economical method of obtaining
"facts" is to go directly to the pcoplc who arc in a position to know

them and to ask for the dcsircd information. It is reasonable to aSttille
that people who have access to iiifonnation, who arc sufficiently intelli-
gent to absorb it, and who arc motivated to acquire and retain it are
able, if they arc willing, to provide line investigator with reports of
many interesting and valuable "Lets." We may expect, for example,
that the people who arc resporn.dilc for the execution of a policy know
what it is. Similar-It, we should expect every individual to kilos,: a
variety of facts about himself and his environment. A sizeable pro-
portion of most questionnaires and ink; views is directed toward obtain-
ing such facts. Questions about the person's age, education, religion,
income, nationality, marital status, occupation, etc., arc of this type.
So, too, arc questions about the characteristics (behavior, beliefs,
feelings, desires, intentions, etc.) of persons who arc known to the
respondent, such as family, frftnds, and colleagues. Questions about
events, circumstances, policies, etc., known to the respondent arc also
of this nature.

Reported "facts" must, of couise, always be evaluated in terms of
credibility. The rules of evidence L;'at have developed through the
centuries in judicial procedure arc a good source of insight into factors
affecting credibility. Thus, it is Aiwa\ s pertinent to raise such questions
as: How did the respondent obtain knowledge of the "fact"
through direct observation, through inference, through hearsay, ctc.?
What motives may the respondent have in reporting the "fact"? How
accurate is the respondent's memory of the "fact" likely to be? Any
one of these factors may affect, for example, even such an apparently

clear-cut piece of information as a housewife's report of her husband's
income. Her knowledge may be based only oii her husband's state-
ment, and lie mat be deceiving het; or she may wish to impress the

investigator and therefore chim a higher income; or she may not be
interested enough in her husband's income to remember it precisely.
The fallibility of memory for nonrecurring events, for events in the

distant past, for events of little interest. and for events difficult to
comprehend; the ephemcial qual't-, of memory and its dependenue
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00 situational factors; the corroptibilitv memory in olation to cycuts
of si;oificance to the self--all of these fiotors revire caution in accept-

io as true the remembrance of things past
When the focus is on description or 11J:1:fowling of an event, a

situation, or a communitY, rather than oo n.foriurtion about the in-
dividual respondent, it is frequently posiible to check accuracy through
comparison of the reports of several ro,spoodcnts. If respondents
occupying widely different positions in the community agree on a
statement, there is much better ground for rtccepting it as title than if
only one of these respondents makes the statement. On the other
hand, contradictions between the reports of apparently reliable in-
formants provide important leads for further investigation. Rapkin,
Grier, and Grier (1957) used this method of checking in a survey of
race relations in an urban COn11111111ity. The stmly was exploratory in
nature, the purpose being to identify problems on which research was
needed as a basis for policy decisions. The i, vestigators interviewed a
variety of individuals in the community: _it o; officials, representatives
of Negro organizations, white persons known to be cooccmcd with
problems of interracial relations, other community leaders. The
respondents were asked about such matters as the extent of employ-
ment of Negroes, police treatment of minority groups, etc. On some
points the reports were almost unanimous; c», others there was wide
discrepancy. Almost all informants, for example, agreed in their
accounts of the policy and practices of the Public Ilonsing Authority
with respect to racial integration, though there was some disagreement
about the wisdom of that policy. This impressive agreement led the
investigators to conclude that there was no need to stody further the
nature of the Housing Authority's policy and practices, though there
might svell be need for research directed toward finding ways of solv-
ing the problems the agency was encountering in carrying out its
policy. At the other extreme, reports about police treatment of Negroes
were contradictory; thcy ranged from the statement that Negroes were
arrested for even the most minor iufractions., which would go unno-
ticed if committed be whites, to the view that law enforcement in
Negro neighborhoods was so lax that (oily the most serious offenses
brought police action. On the basis of this striking lack of agreement
about the actuii state of affairs, investigatioo of the practices of the
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Police Department with respect to Negroes was included in the
recommendation of research priorities.

Often, however, contradictions can be cleared up within a given
study. Whenever possible, statements should be checked against
statistical records. Comparison of contradictory statements may pro-
vide a due to the accuracy of one of them. For example, Rapkin and
his associates were told by a representative of a minority group organi-
zation that the local breweries did not employ Negroes. Checking
with the appropriate union brought the explanation that no new
brewery personnel of any kind had been hired within the past ten or
twelve years; employment had been at a peak during World War II,
and when additional workers were needed in the subsequent period,
former employees were called back. 'thus, if there was discrimination
against Negroes, it was a reflection of a situation that had existed sonic
years before, not necessarily of present policies. Several other in-

formants supported the union's version; the person who had originally
made the statement about discrimination, when presented with the
union's explanation, agreed that it was coned.

CONTENT AIMED MAINLY AT ASCERTAINING BELIEFS

ABOUT WHAT THE FACTS ARE

Instead of asking questions to find out the objective facts from
people in a position to know, the investigator may wish to learn what
people believe to be the "facts." This is the purpose, for example, in
asking a respondent to indicate whether the following statement is
true or false: "No Negro ha.; ever made a worth-while contribution to
the arts." The respondent's answer is not used to establish what is
objectively true but rather to provide a picture of his beliefs. Fre-
tyuently, before asking questions about the nature of a person's beliefs,
it is desirable to find out whether he has any beliefs or information
relevant to the topic under investigation. For example, it makes little
sense to inquire, except "projectively," about a person's beliefs about

the United Nations if he does not know that the organization exists.
The distinction between an inquiry into "facts" and an inquiry

into beliefs must be kept clearly in mind by the investigator. If, for
example, lie wishes to know objectiveb how much delinquency there
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is in a community, he will interview people who have been carefully
selected for their knowledge about the topicmembers of the police
force, for example, workers in settlement houses or recreation centers,
group workers assigned to street gangs (if there is such a program in
the community)and will consult court, police, and school records,
etc. On the other hand, if he wishes to know what people believe about
the extent of delinquency in the community, he will interview a general
sample of the population rather thin selected "experts," and he may
simply ask about their beliefs rather than pressing for objective evi-
dence. To use a simple analogy, °lie does not measure the temperature
of a room by asking the people in it how hot they believe it is. But if
one is interested in the subjective experience of temperature under
varying conditions, one may follow precisely this procedure of asking
people how hot they believe the room is. In the field of social attitudes,
the relationship between objective reality and a person's beliefs is
frequently of considerable interest. Distortions in perception and
beliefs, as well as gaps in knowledge, are very often clues to a person's
desires or fears."

In addition to disco,cring the content of a person's beliefs, a ques-
tionnaire or interview may provide information about the character-
istics and interrelationships or structure of the beliefs. In other words,
the purpose of questioning may be to investigate such aspects of belief
as: What arc the person's most important beliefs? Which beliefs arc
relatively private, and which arc accessible to the public? How specific
is a given belief? How clear is it? Ilow strongly held?'

COM ENT AIMED NIAINLY AT ASCERTAINING FEELINGS

A person's beliefs about what the facts arc will often give very
clear indications of his feelings and his desires. The converse is also
true; an emotional reaction will sometimes reveal beliefs that a subject
is unable to verbalize. To understand a r2rson's behavior, knowledge
of his feelings may be at least as fruitful is knowledge of his beliefs.

In questionnaires, perhaps the most common method of invcsti-

10 For a discussion of techniques that employ distortions in perception and
memory as a method of measuring social at tit udes. see Chapter S.

11 For a discussion of the measurement of the saricui eharactcristio of beliefs,
see Krech and Crutchfield ( 19 IS).
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gating feelings is to include items that bear directly on various possible
emotional reactionsfear, distrust, disgust, contempt, hate, envy,
sympathy, admiration, etc. Some examples follow:"

When prize fights are held between Negroes and white men,
I want 013 Negro to win.

'I he sight of a Negro almost always frightens mc.

Feelings and motives arc probably investigated better, however,
by questions that allow the subject considerable fr -tom in response.
Emotional reactions ate frequently too complex to report in a single
phrase. Moreover, the words used to identify an emotional reaction
may not have the same meaning for the investigator and for the
respondent.

Questions that call for simple unitary responses assume that a
subject reacts with the same emotion toward members of a given group
regardless of the specific situation or of his relationship with specific
members of the group. Clearly, this is a dubious assumption. For
example, a highly prejudiced plantation owner in the United States is
likely to feel somewhat benign toward Negroes who are self-abasing and
"Uncle Torn ish" but hostile toward Negroes who refuse to consider
themselves his inferiors. An investigation of emotional reactions, if it
is to provide a full picture, must Uncover not only the individual's feel-
ings but also the circumstances in which the feelings arc likely to be
aroused. Both can be studied most concretely by linking them to
specific events in the subject's past. Thus, instead of asking, "I low do
you feel about walking through Negro neighborhoods alone at night?,"
one would ask, "Did you ever walk through a Negro neighborhood
alone at night? (If yes) I low did you feel?"" Of course, if the investi-
gator is interested in the subject's response to an abstract "Negro
neighborhood," the former phrasing may be preferable.

CONTENT AIMED MAINLY AT DISCOVERING

STANDARDS OF AcT1ON

An individual's definitions of appropriate behavior in varioii
social situations are of interest both as a reflection of the prevAiliv.:

12 For fmther illustrotions.scc Kramer (1919).
13 For further scc Kramer ( t0.19).

it
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your establishment;." Responses were received from half of the estab
lishments; of these, over 90 per cent said "No."

On the other hand, Pace (1939) found a high correspondence
between answers to a series of "what would you do" questions on
social, economic, and political issues, and actual behavior as indicated
by voting and group membership. IIe presented college students with
r (potions, of which an example is given here:

Your state needs an additional to so that its budget can be
balanced. If you could vote, and a tax bill which provided for a
widely distributed general retail sales tax was submitted to the
people of the State for approval, what would you do?
_not vote at all
__vote for the bill

.ote against the bill
for the bill and try to persuade others to vote for

it too
vote against the bill and try to persuade others to vote
against it too

In a pretest, Pace administered this questionnaire to 25 known
"radicals" and 25 known "conservatives." The "radicals" included
members of the Young Communist League, Trotskyitr; Fanner-
Labwites, liberal New Dealers; they had all been seen frequently at
partisan meetings and at addresses by such speakers as Earl Browder
and Norman Thomas; they had all voted Communist, Socialist, or
Farmer-Labor in 1936. None of the "conservatives" had ever been
seen by the investigator at such meetings; 23 of them had voted for
Landon in 1936. Scores on the questionnaire distinguished between
the two groups with no overlap. Moreover, on all but three of the
37 items, the mean scores of the two groups differed significantly.

Interesting differences have been found between answers to
"should" and "would" questions. In a study by Blankenship (1946),
at a time when an amendment to permit horse racing and parimutuel
betting was under consideration, alternative question wordings wee:
used with two equivalent samples. One set of respondents was asked:
"Is it desirable to permit or to prohibit horse racing and parimutuel
betting in New Jersey?" The other was asked: "Would you vote for
or against the amendment to permit horse racing and parimutuel
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betting in New Jersey?" The first received more "don't know" and
more opposed IIIISWCIS, TIliS suggests that the "is it desirable" form \vas
answered from a social or moral point of view, whereas the "would you
vote" form was answered in trains of personal preference.

In a study of reactions to prejudiced remarks (Selltiz et al., 1950),
subjects were shown a skit representing an informal situation in which
an anti-semitic remaik was made before a group of people. In inter-
views following the skit, the subjects were asked a series of three
questions: "Mot do you think is the right thing to do or say? What
do you think you yourself really would have done in a situation like
this? What do you think most people would do or say in a situation
like this?" More than half (56 per cent) of the 'respondents replied
that the right thing would be to answer the anti-scmitic remaik in
some way (that is, verbally express disagreement with it); only 35 per
cent said they themselves would have answered the remark; and only
15 per cent said most people would answer the remark."

CONTENT AIMED .NIAt Nrx AT PRESENT 0It PAST BEHAVIOR

The present or past behavior of any person is a type of "fact" that
he himself is in a uniquely favorable position to observe. We single
out this type of "fact" for special notice because of the value of knowl-
edge of past and present behavior in predicting future behavior. How
a person has behaved in the past in a certain type of situation is, in the
absence of contradictory evidence, an indication of what his future
behavior will be in similar situa Lions.

In asking about present or past behavior, experience has demon-
strated that the most valid answers arc obtained by specific rather
than general questions. For example, it is preferable, in a study of
consumer behavior, to ask, "Which brand (s) of coffee do you have in
the house at the moment? May I see it? Do you usually buy thi,
brand?" than to ask, "Which brand of coffee do you usually use'-
Specifying a concrete instance and then asking whether this instame
is typical or atypical provides the subject with more cues for recall

Footnote omitted.
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climate of opinion and as a basis for predicting Ills probable behavior
in such situations. Definitions of appropriate action frequently have
two components: (Lineal standards of tit hat should be clone, and prac-
tical considerations of what it is feasible to do. Questions may be
directed toward either of these components.

The following arc examples of questions focused on what should
be done (Kramer, 1949) :

For years College, a privately endowed
college in New England, had followed the polies. of admitting
Jewish students in numbers no greater than eight percent of the
Freshman class. When a new president took office lie dropped
this policy and proposed to admit Jews on the same basis as other
students. Do you approve or disapprove of the action of the new
president? Why?

In your opinion should Negro and white children go to the
same public schools, or to separate ones? Wiry do you think this?

The "should" or "ought to" question whether phrased in terms
of "I," ''hc," "we," or "they"provides an indication of the idealized
policies of the individual, of the actions he would favor in a situation
free from all but moral imperatives. These policies arc, for the most
part, the product of the idealistic social expectations to which the
individual has been exposed in the teachings of societal surrogates
parents, clergy, teachers, government spokesmen. When there is a
large discrepancy between social ideals and practices, the ideals, for
most adults, tend to function as a guide to what to say on formal
occasions rather than what to do in everyday behavior (see Lee, 1949);
they may also be the source of "twinges of conscience" with respect to
everyday behavior.

A person's behavior toward any person or group is determined not
only by his beliefs, feelings, and social conscience but also by what he
considers to be feasible behavior in the existing social situation. Thus,
in parts of the United States or of South Africa, an unprejudiced person
in the face of existing social pressures against being friendly with
Negroes may act in a manner resembling that of a prejudiced person.
Conformity needs, as well as beliefs and feelings about the individual
or group that is the ostensible "object" of the b...liaviur, are likely to
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be important dotenninank of action. Thus it is useful to inquire nr-,t
only into beliefs and feeling.; about what is "right" but also into the
"realistic" policies that serve to guide the individual's actions in
specific situations.

For example, Stria( r (1919), in a study of conflicting social
norms, asked students to imagine that they were proctoring an ex.
=illation and saw a fellow student cheating. A questionnaire listed
possible steps the proctor might take, ranging from "Take away hi;
notes and exam book, dismiss him arid repent him for cheating." to
"Act as if nothing had happened and not report him for cheating:.
Each student was asked to indicate which of these actions he, as

proctor, would be most likely to lake, next most likely., etc., under a
number of specific conditions: If he did not know the student who
was cheating: if the student weic a good friend of his; if the authorities
but not his student friends were Maly to hear about his action; if his
student friends but not the authorities %sere likely to hear about his
oct

The "would" question inseoh;s a personal prediction with respect
to one's behavior in a given situation. Unless the IC5110;1:101% has bccn

in a comparable situation at some time, he may have little basis for
making such a prediction. Ills response in this case may be no more
than an expression of his desires or of his moral standards. Behavior
in a real life situation is influenced by mans momentary social pressures
that are difficult to imagine unless they have been previously cycti-
(need. Persona) prediction by a respondent may thus be a hatardons
affair unless :t is solidly based on past beim int.

As a matter of fact, cs-cu when a respondent has in the past been
faced with a situation of 111c type described, Ilk reply about what he
would do may be at variance with his actual past behavior or his
probable future Lehavior. lie classic investigation of the discrepancy
between actual behavior and response to a question of tine "what would
yersi do" type is that of I;.Picte (1931). laPicte traveled throughout
the United States with a young Chinese couple, stopping at 66 hotels,
auto emus, and tourist homes, and eating in 1S4 restaurants and casks.

Only once Wire Ole," tatiSed MARC. Six months later, LaPiere sent a
questionnaire to all of the places at which they had eaten of slept.
asking, `AVOI you accept memlizrs of the Chinese race as pests in

7
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And, in a sense, hinds him to a reality that acts as an obstacle to distol.
lion in response. Siinilnly, in the study of prciudiec, questions about
pl.t behavior in specific situations ire likely to elicit a more accurate
revolt than general inquiries about previous b.:havior. Thus it is

preferable to ask, "For whom did you vote io the last mayoralty elec.
Hon? What wade you vote for him? Did yon 1.iini the religion of the
candidates? Were pu influenced for or against ati candidate by
knowledge of his religion? Do you usually tend to consider a candidate's
religion in deciding for whom to vote?" than to ask only the general
question, "Do you usually tcncl to consider a candidate's religion in
deciding for whom to vote?"

CONIF.NT AIM) NIArsix AT CONSCIOtis Rr..s.soNs r 07t BITIEFS,

l'rt r !M.'S, POI rears, ox Blir.vvr OR

Finally, questions may be designed to obtain the reasons the
respondent is able to oiler for his beliefs, feelins.., policies, or behavior.
111 cdcct, the investigator is interested in out why."\VIiy?" may
seem like a simple question, but, as I ,a7usfeld (1935) has pointed out,
the answer to it is seldom simple. Consider inertly the problem of
determining why one student selects one college, another a different
one. A full answer to the question would require knowledge of their
information about various colleges, of their needs and ihtercsts, of their
ability to meet the entrance requirements or the financial cost of dif-
ferent colleges, and podia ps of still other flaws.

In order to secure a full answer to the question '''11)?" it is well
for tIc investigator to consider the sarious possible factors that may
influence the belief, behavior, etc., iii which be is interested, and to
provide for consideration of each factor by asking a number of specific
questions rather than a sipec "W11.?" Altiv.,u;,11 Clic specific influences
that are relevant depend on the question being studied, it is possible
to identify certain broad classes of considerations that arc likely to enter
into the determination of why. 'I her include! (1) "Die history of the
wet feeling, ',What were the eittlinhms when started

. . .r. (2) The tharJactictics in a giccn entity desert provoke a given
r. e.g., "What is there about that leads you to (feel.
1s.1 eye, act, etc., in a given way)?" (3) .1 he supports for the beliefs,

I
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feelings, etc., about a given entity: e.g., "What do your friends, rela-
tives, chib:;, etc. (fed, believe, ele.) ab Mit ?" "'What evidence
is there to support put bads, 1CdiqS, etc., about ?" () 'the
personal desires, motives, values, or interests involved in a given reac-
tion: e.g., "Is there anything about yourself that makes you want to
(believe, fed, or act in a given way)?" (5) The specific situations and
circumstances in which a given reaction occurs: e.g., "In what types of
situation arc you most likely to (fed or act in a given way)?"

In addition to these reasons for a cistn belief, feeling, action, etc.
it maybe relevant to inqui,e into the reasons against alternative beliefs,
actions, etc. It may also be Unportant to distinguish between past and
present influences; for example, between reasons for starting on a given
course of behavior and reasons for continuing it.

Once the investigator has decidcd which hinds of influcnets are
likely to be relevant to his particular question, he sets up an "account-
ing scheme" (see Zcisel, 1957), mapping out, in preliminary fashion,
the various kinds of reasons in which be is intoc.tcd and providing
questions to tap each of them. The following illustration of n set of
questions to serve as a guide in on intclakw aimed at learning why an
individual selected a particular college is adapted from Yokel. Note
that it starts with the general question, "Why?," permitting the investi-
gator to find out what is salient in the mind of the respondent, and then
provides specific questions to cover the history of the choice and the
kinds of influences in which the- investigator is interested but which
the respondent may not hive mentioned in his spontaneous lc ply:

1. Why, when planning your college eats, did you (led& to go
to college?

2. (Supplementary questions clarifying the history of the deci-
sion. Ask only those. that were not answered in 1.)
a. When did you first seriously consider going to

college?
(Probe for answer in terms of circumstances rather than
dates.)

b. Did you seriously consider any other colleges you might
go to?

c. Ilow did you conic to your dee ision'

9
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3. (Supplementary questions about reasons for the choke. Ask
only those that were not answered in 1 or 2.)
a. "Was there anything about the college itself (and/or the

alternatives)that influenced vont decision? What? flow
did you learn about these particular qualities of the college?

b. DA you feel that any of your own particular needs would
Lc particularly well taken care of by thii choice? (Needs
wildcat college? Postgraduate needs' )

c. Did your parents, friends, teachers or any other persons
help you to come to your decision? In what way? Did your
own decision in any way dCpald 01 the decisions made by
your friends? Dia you work it out together?

4. in the light of your actual experience would you nosy make a
different choice? Would von make the same choice on a differ-
ent basis?

Types of interviews and Quesliominires

The form of interviews and questionnaires may vary widely. inter-
views may range all the way from the standardized, in which
both the questions and the riltcniative response's permitted the subject
arc predeten lined, to the completely unstructured, in which neither
the questions to be asked nor the roponscs permitted the subject arc
determined before the interview. Although the possible range of ques-
tionnaire structure is more limited, there too sonic variation is possible.

STAXPARWIlt IN I FAVIEW$ .k.M1 Q tits roNs.si

in the standardized intersiew or questionnaire, questions arc
presented with exactly the same mcirding. and in the same order, to
all respondents. The reason for stand rtelization, of course, is to ensure
that all respondents arc replying to the vanes question. If one inter-
viewer asks, "Would you like to see taxes reduced next year?" and
another asks, 'Do you think a tax reduction next year would be
desirable ?," the answers may not be comparable. Differences in ques-
tion mkt can also id:atnee the meaning and implications of a given
question. lire question about the desitahilly cf a tax cut might wcil
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be answered differently if it followed a cpie;tion about the need for
developing intercontinental missiles th in if it followed a question
about the respondent's budge t.

Standardized interviews and questionnaires may differ, however.
in the amount of structuring of the questions used. They may present
fixed alternalive answers. or they may leave the respondent tree to
answer in his OW11 words.

"yixt QUI:SVONS. A "fixed alternative' (or
"dosed") question is one in which the responses of the snhicct are
limited to stated alternatives. 'these alternatives may be siniply Yes
Of No, or they 'nay 1)101'1de (01 indicating various degrees of approval
or agreement, or they may consist of a series of replies of which the
respondent picks one as being clus:st to his position. The following
are examples of fixed-alternative questions:

what social class would you say you belongmiddle class,
TOWCt class, working class, or iipp:1 class?

For the purpose of our survey, we need to have a rough indication
of the income of your family. \\'ould you mind telling me in
which of these classes it falls:

Below S1,000 a year From $3,000 to $1,000
From $1,000 to 52,000 From 5 -1,000 to $5,000
From $2,000 to s.,ridoo (r $5,000 a vcar

PO a 1 in front of the thing that is m.st important to have or uo
in order to get ahead in the world. rut a 2 before the next most
imntant, etc._ pull brains

good luck __hard work
Do you own an automobile'.__._ Yes .___ No
As 0,1 probably know, the Governor of Arkansas has called out

the National Guard to prevent Negro childuna from attending
a formerly all-white high school in I ittle Rock. flow do you
fed about this action? Would; ou 5,-.y you:

strongly approve
mildly approve
are undecidol
rtaildly disapprove
strongly disapprove

02/
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00011011S of this t\ C ate CSS(Mi.dly the same whether they arc
used in interviews or in questionnairss. '1 he cr,rlt reason for using
interviews rather than mitten question:7:1m with this t pc of material
is to reach subjects who are either not v.;ilin; or not able to fill out
questionnaires.

"oin:N-Exorn" Qm.sa !ONS. "open-ended" qucst ion is designed

to permit a free response from the subject rather than one limited to

stated alien:36%es. distinguishing characteristic of open-ended
questions is that they merely raise an issue but do not provide or
suggest any structure for the respondent's reply; the respondent is

given the opportunity to answer in Lis teinis and in his own
frame of reference.

Examples of open-ended interview questions follow:

Now that you have been living in_ [or __years,
I wonder if you'll tell me how von fed about it?

a. What do you like most about it?
b. What do you dislike most about it?
e. !low about the neighborhood; What do ,ou think of it?

d. now about living in a public 11"s'I'g 1"°i" I?
When used in questionnaires, batty the questions and the order

in whill thy). 21C presented arc pttdcicul'ill"1 it is imiv3ssiblc tti ask
any supplementary questions. When open -coded questions are used

in standardized interviews, the crestfrms and their order arc pre-
determined, but the inters iewer is given freedom to repeat the ques-
tion if the reply is not to the point and to we at hi«liscrelion such
nonditective robes as, "Won't you tell me more? What makes you
think . . .? Why? In what way . . etc. lire task of the inter
iewcr is to encourage the respondent to talk freely and frilly in response

to the questions included in the irthiview schedule and to make a
st:rtratim record of his replies. Generally he lr is no freedom to raise new
questions except to clarify the meaning of the subject's responses, and
these must be nondirective.

AmANTAGrs AND prs.thrANr.tr!.c or :'-r.rs-oto AND r FA-

N.111%T. QVIS1IONS. Fixed-alternative quesCons have the advantages of

being "standardizable,'' sina.21c to administer, quick and relatively in-
exixisive to awl; ic. 1 he sis of responses to °retrench:el questions
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is often difficult and expeihi.s.c. Categories for anal)sis must lx! built
up, coders must be trained, and tic responses must he codcel into one
of the categotics before they can tabulated and statistically annly/cd.
Compared to the simple process of tabulating the precoded responses
to closed questions, the analysis of opctecitdcd questions is complex
and often troublesome."

From the point of view of obtaining the information needed for a

given investigation, however, each tsp; of question has certain advan-
tages and certain disadvantages. A closed question may help to (1151.1TC

that the answers arc given in a flame of reference that is relevant to
the poipose of the inquiry and in a font that is usable in the analysis.
For example, to the question, "About how often do you go to the
movies, on the average?," if no alternative answers are supplied, °tic
respondent might answer, "Not %cry often"; another, 'When I have
a date"; still another, "Only when the:L.'s something I especially want
to sec." If the investigator is interested in frequency of movie attend-
ance, such answers are not usable. Prosision of a check list with
specific estimates ("more than once a WC a," mal)011t (MCC a V.V(1,..
"about three times a month," ctc.) requires the respcmdent to frame
his reply in terms that will be usable.

SOI1)CtilliC5 the provision of alternative replies helps to mate clear
the meaning of the question. Respondents ate more likely to under-
stand the question, "Arc you married, single, widowed, or divorced:
than the question, "What is your marital status?" 1 hig function of
clarification may be important not only in relation to words whose
meaning may not be generally known but in relation to concepts that
may not be familiar to the respondent. A study by Gross; Mason, and
McFaclic rn (1955) of the school supaintenchney role provides an
example. One aspect of this study concerned superintendents' percep-
tion of role conflicts (defined by the invest;gators as exposure to in-
compatible expectations on the part of diflerctit groups). Open-ended
questions failed to bring replies relevant to the investigators' concept
of "role conflict"; expoimentation with different wording brought no
success. Finally, they changed to a procedure of op:1611g tlic intetview
with desetipt ions of situations insohing probILms that all superintend-
ents face (criteria For the hiring and promotion of teachers, for (x-

i. Footnote omitted.
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ample), including a number of fixed alternative actions that might he

taken. The respondent was asked which of these actions various
specified people or groups (e.g., his school board) would expect him
to take. This procedure seemed to make the concept clear; the inter
viewers could then get meaningful auswcis to opeu.cndcd questions
about other sole-conflict situations that the superintendent had
encountered.

A similar function of alternative responses is to make clear the
dimension along which answers arc sought. Consider the question,
"Arc you satisfied with your present wages?" One subject may an 5WCI,

I'd like to earn 5100,000 a }eat." Another may say, "Yes, I think
the wage scale at our plant is fair; I'm eat ning as much as other fellows
who do the same kind of went- in other places." The question involves
neither words nor concepts that ale difficult. But one subject has
answered in terms of his level of aspiration (or fantasy), while the
other has answeied in terms of a judgment about the equity of his pay.
To code the first respondent as dissatisfied and the second as satisfied
might be misleading; if both of them had replied along the two dimen
sions, both might bast said "No" in terms of level of aspiration but
"Yes" in terms of fairness of wage scale. More precise wording of open-
ended question might eliminate this difficulty by indicating more
dearly which dimension was intended or by a,king separately about
both. However, the dimension along which answers arc sought can
frequently be indicated 11101e clearly by a series of altonatisie responses
titan by the wording of the question itself.

Finally, the closed question may minims tic ropondent Mins( If
to make a judgment about his attitude, rather than leaving this up to
the intersiewer or coder. 'This may or iniy not be desirable, depend
lag on the nature of the question. On sonic issues the respondent may
be in a better position to make the judgment. Suppose, in answer to the

question, "How well satisfied arc you with your job?," a respondent
says: "Well, some things about it I like, some I don't. My boss is a nice
girt'; he doesn't chew us out for every little thing. And they're fair
about promotions and things like that. But it's ass fully dirty work,
and it's a crummy old building: no decent place to tat, either." Let us
say the plan of analysis calls for categorizing attitudes in tams of the
following scale: definitely dissatisfied, more dissatisfied than satisfied,
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about half and half, more satisfied than dissatisfied, definitely. satisfied.
The coder may find it difficult t0 dcc id .11 wllieb of the three inidd',c
categories to place this man. "I hi- man himself, however, might have
little difficulty in making the judgment if he were presented with the
alternative positions.

Most of these advantages of fiNeklalternativc questions have, how.
ever, conesponding disadvantages. Ore of the major drawbacks of the
closed question is that it may force a statement of opinion on an issue
about which the respondent does not have ;Iny opinion. NIMIV ind
uals have no dearly formulated or mstallind opinions about mans
issues; this important char.icleristie is not likdv to be rtrealed by a
closed question. Inclusion of a "Don't kirow" alternative retry help to
provide an indication of a lack of c.i opinion, but the tenderlo-
in much interviewing s.ith qvctions of this sort is to press for a def
finite 1'01)0115C and to accept a Don't kno-x" only as a last TeSelt. Under
such pressure, the answer chosen by a respondent tory be an artifact c$
the specific wording or phrasing of the question or of ilic stated alter-
natise resixinses. Snppose one were to ask, "Do you apprcive or die.
approve of the Eke nho.vcr l)ir trine for aid to Middle Eastern con it-
tries threatened by Communist aggressiorir It is easy to say "Approve"
Of "Disapprove," and many S. may find this less cnibarr,7s-
sing than admitting that they clon't know what the Eisenhower Doc-
trine is, much less base an opinion alx,nt it. In the dosed question, the
reply is token at face value. Open-ended questions, especially svhen
thcy arc used in an int( iview and em be followed by probes, panicle
a much better indication of w killer the respondent has any informa-
tion about the issue, whether he has a doily formulated opinion about
it, and how strongly he (eels about it.

Even when a respondent has P dtar opinion, a Ewa-alternative
question may not give an ackcprate representation of it because none
of the choices corresponds exactly to his position, or because they
do not allow for qualification. T.,Ve such a question s, "Which of the
following cons;derations are most important to yon in choosing a job'
Interesting work; opportunity to assume responsibility; pleas mt sur-
roundings; cvsgenial associates: opponmity for advanrcmcnt;
salary; security. Nice a I next to tire one most important to you, 2 pc:'.
tG the one that is next most important, de." Let us suppose that th,

2
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items cover the range of relevant considerations for a given respondent,
and that he ha; a fairly clear view. lint Ins view may involve inter-1Th.
tions among the factors. In general, ink tcstin; work may be more
portant to him than a high salny. nowt:vet, given a choice between
two jobs, one of which pays twice as much as the other but is slightly
less interesting, he may el;,-Ise the higher-paying. Or there may be
sonic lower Built of salary beyond which he feels lie cannot afford to
go, no matter how interesting the work. Such qualifications can be ex.
pressed in reply to an open-ended question; a closed question not only
makes no provision for them, but even disci-images the respondent
from thinking about them.

Omission of possible alternative responses may lead to bias. Even
when a space is provided for "other" replies, most respondents limit
their answers to the alternative-5 pros idcd. Omission of an alternative
may seriously change the replies to even a factual question such as
what magazines people read. In a study of applicants who were accepted
by a certain college but did not actually' enter, tlie subjects were pre-
sented with a chock list of reasons for not attending. These reasons
included such factors as the location of the college, its cost, the fad
that it was not coeducational, the fact that specific desired courses were
not offered, etc. I LOWCM, the possibility that the applicant had in the
end entered another college because it had a generally higher academic
reputation was not included. Although a few respondents added this
in the space provided for "other reasons," thew was no way of esti-
mating how many would hove checked it had it been included among
the suggested alternatives. Unless one can be reasonably certain, on
the basis of either the logical possibilities or prior investigation. that the
alternatives presented adequately cover the complete range of prob-
able responses, it is safer to use an open-ended question, which does
not bias the se-spouses by suggesting some but not others.

The fact Out the wording of questions is the same for all respond-
ents may conceal the fact tkit different respondents make different in-
terpretations, some of which may be quite different from those in-
tended by the intcrsiewer. This possibility cists, of course, in both
closed and open questions, but it is much more likely to go undetected
in the former. An instance of interpretations made from such varying
frames of reference as to nuke the meaning of the obtained replies
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unclear has been reported by Crutchfield and Cordon (1947). A Ira-
Corral survey used the folto.ing question: "After the war, would you
like to see many changes or reforms made in the United States, or
would you rather have the country remain pretty much the way it was
before the war?" Most of the respondents replied that they wintcd
the country to remain "pretty nincli as it was." In a follow-up study.
the same question was as4 ed, but thou f 1!.owed by probes to ascertain
what the respondents had in mind when they answered the question.
The investigators identified semi diffeient frames of reference: do.
mestie issues (employment condition,, standard; of living. etc.); tech-
nical impros cnients (better transportation, communications, etc.):
politic-al affairs; and so on. It seemed dear that no single interpretation
of the respoi.st s to the cloLed ques;ion was justified.

From tWs discussion of the relatis c advantages and disadvantages
of open and closed questions, it i5 apparent that the two differ in the
purposes for which they OW appropriate. Closed questions arc more
efficient where the possible alternative replies arc known, limited in
number, and clear -cut. 'thus They are appropriate for securing factual
information (age, education, home ownership, amount of rent, etc.)
and for eliciting expressions of opinion about issues on which people
hold dear opinions. Open-ended questions arc called for when the
issue is compleN, when the relevant dimensions are not known, or ss-liert
the interest of the research lies in the exploration of r process or of the
individual's formulation of an issue. 1 'he dosed question has the ad-
vantage of focusing the respondent's attention on the dimension of
the problem in which the investigator is interested; by the same token.
it does not provide information about the respondent's own formula-
tion of the issue, the frame of reference in which he perceives it, the
factors that are salient for him, the motivations that underlie his
opinions. When these matters arc the focus of interest, open-ended
questions arc essential.

tazarsfeld (1944) has proposed that thc development of a dosed-
question interview schedule be preceded by more intensive, freer inter-
vies with a subsample of the population in order to discover the range
of probable responses, the dimensions that arc seen as mks-ant, and
the various interpretations that may be made of the question wording.
On the basis of such preliminary c ektIa i011, more meaningful eleisztl
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questions can be formulated. Ile leis also suggested another method
of using the two types of question to suppkment each other: after a

survey using closed questions, more intensive interviews might be hels1

with a suhsamplc in order to delve more deeply into areas that appear
significant. For many purposes, a combination of open and closed

questions is most efficient; an interview or questionnaire need not COD

sist entirely of one type or the other.

II .SS Sl PATC1VRED INT F RVIF.Ws

l'ot some research problems, a still more flexible approach than
that provided by a standardized inters icsv with open-ended questions
is appropriate. Largely as a result of the influence of clinical inter-
viewing and anthropological field work, a varied assortment of inter-
views has been developed in which neither the exact questions the
interviewer asks nor the responses the subject is permitted to make are
predetermined. Such interviews take various forms and go under var-
ious names thc "focused" interview, the "clinical" interview, the
"depth" interview, the "nondirective" interview, etc. 'limy arc coin-
merrily used for a more intensive study of perceptions, attitudes, moti-
vations, etc., than a standardized interview, whether with dosed or
open questions, permits. This type of intcevie is inherently more
flexible, and of course it requires more skill on the part rf the inter-
viewer than do the standardized types. Obviously, this approach is
impossible in a questionnaire.

The flexibility of the unstructured or partially structured inter-
view, if properly used, helps to bring out the affective and value-
laden aspects of the subject's responses and to determine the personal
significance of his attitudes. Not only does it permit the subject's deli-
nition of the interviewing sittution to receive full and detailed ex-
pression; it should also elicit the personal and social context of beliefs

and feelings. This type of interview achieves its purpose to the extent
that the subject's responses arc spontaneous rather than forced, arc
highly specific and concrete rather than diffuse and general, are self-

revealing and personal rather than stvrScial.
The freedom which the interviewer is permitted is, at once, both

the major advantage and major disadvantage of interviews of this type.

z r
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The flexibility frequently results in a lack of comparability of one inter-
view with another. IN Imeover, their analysis is more difficult and time
consuming than that of standardized interviews. There can be Mile
doubt of their usefulness, in the hands cf a skilled investigator, as
source of hypotheses that can later be submitted to a systematic test.
Partially structured interviews arc also used, on occasion, in studies
testing hypotheses. However, the lack of comparability from interview
to interview and the complexity of analysis usually make them less
efficient for this purpose than standardized interviews.

Let us briefly discuss several of the major types of partially struc-
tured and unstructured interview.

In the focused interview, as described by Merton, Fiske, and Ken-
dall (1956), the main function of the interviewer is to focus attention
upon a given experience and its effects. Ile knows in advance what
topics, or what aspects of a question, he wishes to cover. This list of
topics or aspects is derived from his formulation of the research prob-
lem, from his analysis of the situation or experience in which the re-
spondent has participated, and from hypotheses based on psycholo&-
ieal or sociological theory. This list constitutes a framework of topics
to be covered, but the manner in which questions are asked and their
timing are left largely to the interviewer's discretion. tie has freedom
to explore reasons ano motives, to probe further in directions that were
unanticipated. Although the respondent is free to express completely
his own line of thought, the direction of the interview is clearly in
the hands of the interviewer. lie wants definite types of information,
and part of his task is to confine the respondent to discussion of the
issues about which he wants knowledge.

Merton, Fiske, and Kendall (1956) have described this type of
interview:

First of all, the persons interviewed are known to have been
involved in a particular situation: they have seen a film, heard a
radio program, read a pamphlet, article or book, taken part in
a psychological experiment or in an uncontrolled, but ebserved,
social situation (for example, a political rally, a ritual or a riot).
Secondly, the hypothetically significant elements, patterns, proc-
esses and total structure of this situation have been provision-
ally analyzed bs the social scientist. Through this content or sit-

9
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national analysis, he has arrived at a set of hypotheses concerning
the consequences of determinate aspects of the situation for
those involved in it. On the basis of this analysis, he takes the
third step of developing an interview guide, setting forth the
major areas of inquiry and the hypotlicscs which provide criteria
of relevance for the data to be obtained in the interview. Fourth
and finally, the interview is focused on the subjective experiences
of persons exposed to the pre-anals zed situation in an effort to
ascertain their definitions of the situation. The array of reported
responses to the situation helps test hypotheses and, to the ex-
tent that it includes unanticipated responses, gives rise to fresh
hypotheses for more systematic and rigorous investigation.

The focused interview has been used effectively in the develop-
ment of hypotheses about which aspects of a specific experience (a
radio broadcast, a moving picture, a lecture, etc.) lead to changes in
attitude on the part of those exposed to it. The interviewer, being
equipped in advance with a content analysis of the stimulus experience,
can usually distinguish the objective facts of the case from the subjec-
tive definitions of the situation. '1 bus, he is alerted to the possibility
of "selective perception" and prepared to explore its implications. Sup-
pose, for example, that one is concerned with reactions to a series of
newspaper pictures portraying housing conditions in a slum neighbor-
hood, intended for use in connection with a campaign for more strin-
gent housing laws or for slum clearance and urban redevelopment. The
pictures show broken stairs, wallpaper peeling off, holes in walls through
which rats are reported to enterin general, conditions that may
reasonably be attributed to inadcpiate maintenance on the part of the
landlord rather than slovenliness on the part of tenants. A respondent,
in disoussing the pictures, may say, "They show how these low-class
people don't take care of their places; there's no use trying to give
them decent bousng, they just knock it to pieces anyway; you know,
Re they always say, if you give them bathtubs they just put coal in
them." The interviewer, knowing that the content of the pictures is
hot intended to give this impression, can follow up the respondent's
ancrptctation, trying to discover whether there are unconsidered as-

of the pictures that form a basis for this impression, whether
at StCliVi from the subject's stereotyped views, etc.

30
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The definition of a focused interview may be broadened to in-
clude any interview in which the interviewer knows in advance what
specific aspects of an experience he wishes to have the respondeni-
cover in his discussion, whether or not the invcsiigator has observed
and analyzed the specific situation in which the respondent partici-
pated. For example, in a study of the functioning of a program of part-
time work for high school students, one may prepare a set of questions
to be covered even though he is not familiar with the specific job set-
ting of each of the students. Such a list might include questicnIs such
as the following: "Does the student feel that he was given an adequate
picture of the job before he started? Does he feel that his job is at a
level appropriate to his skills?," etc.

Obviously, the more detailed the investigator's knowledge of the
situation in which the person being interviewed aas participated, and
the more specific his hypotheses, the more precisely he can outline in
advance the questions to be covered in the interview.

Somewnat similar to the focused interview is the clinical inter-
view, the primary difference being that the clinical interview is con-
cerned frith broad underlying feelings or motivations, or with the
course of the individual's life experiences, rather than with the effects
of a specific experience. In this type of interview, too, the interviewer
knows what aspects of feeling or experience lie wants the respondent to
talk about, but again the method of eliciting the information is lea to
his discretion. The "personal history" interview, used in social case
work, prison administration, psychiatric clinics, and in social research
using individual life histories, is perhaps the most common type of
clinical interview. The specific aspects of the individual's life history
which the interview is to cover are determined, as in all data-collec-
tion instruments, by the purpose for which the information is gathered.

For example, Lee (1957) was interested in the possibility that
adolescents who become heroin addicts may be predisposed to addic-
tion by family experiences that lead to certain personal characteristics.
On the basis of earlier. work with juvenile addicts, he and colleagues
conducting related studies hypothesized that among boys living in the
same neighborhood and thus exposed to roughly the same opportuni
ties for using heroin, addicts are likely to differ from non-addicts in the
following ways: they have relatively weak ego functioning, defective
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superego functioning, inadequate masculine identification, lack of real-
istic middle-class orientation, and distrust of major social institutions.
Next, the investigator° asked themselves what types of family envi-
ronment might be expected to stimulate or enhance such character-
istics. On the basis of theoretical considerations, largely drawn from
psychoanalytic thinking, they constructed a list of circumstances or
events of family life that might be expected to contribute to each of
the five characteristics. For example, it was considered that factors
such as the following might be conducive to weak ego functioning:
inappropriate handling of childhood illnesses, discordant relationship
between parents, the mother figure either passionate or hostile toward
the boy, either parent's having unrealistically high or low aspirations
for the boy, etc.

It seemed clear that relatively unstructured interviews would be
a more appropriate method of getting the needed information than
would a standardized series of questions. Accordingly, the interviewers
visited the parents of the boys included in the studya sample of
addicts and a control group of non-addictsancl encouraged them to
talk freely about their sons. The interviewers had no set questions to
ask. They were instructed to cover the following major topics: the
physical characteristics of the neiglorhood and the house, the com-
position of the family and the household, the health history of the
family, the present and early adolescent life situation of the subject,
childhood training and socialization, relationships within the family,
and relationships between the family and the "outside world." The
interview guide indicated a number of subtopics to be covered under
each of these major ones; for example, under "childhood training and
socialization," the interviewer was to gel information about early de-
velopment, discipline and patterns of handling by parents, early social-
ization experiences, early school experiences, etc. Under each of these
subtopics, the interview guide listel more specific points to be covered.

In the nondirective interview, the initiative is even more com-
pletely in the hands of the respondent. The term nondircctivc received
its currency from a type of psychotherapy in which the patient is en-
couraged to express his feelings without directive suggestions or ques-
tions from the therapist. In a more limited sense, nondirection is im-
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plicit in most interviewing: that is, although the interviewer is expected
to ask questions about a gisen topic, he is instructed not to bias or
direct the respondent to one rather than another response." In non-
directive interviewing, however, the interviewer's function is simply
to encomage 'the respondent to talk about a given topic with a mini-
mum of direct questioning or guidance. He encourages the respondent
to talk fully and freely by being alert to the feelings expressed in the
statements of the respondent and by %QM!, but noncommittal, recog-
nition of the subject's feelings. Perhaps the most typical remarks
made by the interviewer in a nondirective interview arc: "You feel
that . . ." or 'Tell me more" or "Why?" or "Isn't that interesting?"
or, simply, "Uh hub."

The nondirectic interviewer's function is primarily to serve as a
catalyst to a comprehensive expression of the subject's feelings. and
beliefs and of the frame of refe:cnce within which his feelings and
beliefs tal :e on personal significance. To achieve this result, the inter-
tiewer must create a completely pcimisiivc atmosphere, in which the
subject is free to express himself without fear of disapproval, admoni-
tion, or dispute, and without advice from the interviewer."

14 In "stres; inteoiews." this stlternent doc'i not bold. Here, the inteviewer
tries to see how well the rcipotident fwIctirm tioAJ the sties; of b.iitin;, dis
para;tinent, exproicd hostility, eft. lie tam may also be applied to interviews
in which tin: intavi:wer tries to sz.e low much p:es;ure o; stress is resLiced to
change the rCipozza:at's expizocion of 1.;;:wi.

lr For a more detalb.:d dircnigion cE nwtdirective intelii-n.ing see ft-Ktlilis-
betver and 1)kt:son (1931) lid kog,:t..s ;19-13).
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MAILED QUESTIONNAIRES

We have included the following reading about mailed question-

naires since they are sometimes a very useful device. We would

caution, however, against their indiscriminate use. The mailed

questionnaire is designed to be effective under a limited set of

circumstances. As Professors Goode and Hatt indicate, "T1,3

appropriateness of the mailed questionnaire will depend upon the

requirements of the research problem with regard to (1) the type

of information requireC, (2) the type of respondent reached,

(3) the a.ccessa)ility of respondents, and (4) the precision of

hypothesis. "

The mailed questionnaire is obviously not to be used in a

mechanical fashion, and it has many difficulties in measuring

subtleties of behavior. Before it can be used ejectively, therefore,

the scientist must engage in preliminary investigation to probe and

define his problem to the point of being able to construct hypotheses

which can n fact be tested by a mailed questionnaire.

There is, however, more to the Goode and Hatt reading than

1



a discussion of when to use a mailed questionnaire. The mailed

questionnaire is self-administered and its effectiveness consequently

is dependent upon its return. As the authors indicate, "Techniques

for returning must be thought of as overlapping the techniques for

eliciting responses," and they remind vs that such pedestrian things

as enclosing a self-addressed envelope and writing an accompanying

letter legitimizing and explaining the relevance of one's study are

necessary to increase the likelihood of the return of a questionnaire.

From William. J. Goode and Paul K. Hatt, Methods in
Social Research (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1952)
pp. 170-183. Reprinted by permisgicri.

2



William J. Goode and Paul K. Hatt, Methods in Social
Research (New York: NcGraw-Hill, 1952), pp. 170-183.

The preceding chapter dealt with the problem of formulating questions
regardless of whether they were to be incorporated in a questionnaire, a
schedule, or an interview guide. The questionnaire, it will be recalled, is
differentiated from the schedule and interview guide by the fact that it is
self-administered. Not questionnaires are mailed. They may be admin-
istered to groups of people who have gathered together for any purpose,
In this case, not all the problems which face the mailed questionnaire are
present. Since, however, research of the group-questionnaire type differs
from interview studies in the same direction, though not as sharply, as
does the mailed-questionnaire technique, it seems best to discuss the latter
in greatest detail. The student will be able to see for himself at what points
the problems of the two are direrent.

In spite of many abuses, the mailed self-administering questionnaire
remains a useful technique in sociological research. So long as this method
is employed in appropriate research designs, it can frequently be reward-
ing. The crucial point in its use is determining whether or not th;s method
of gathering data is the best one. possible in the specific situation. The
decision to use one method of collecting data over another method is
complex and must take many factors into consideration.

THE RELATION OF TILE MAILED QUEST
TO TILE RESEARCH PRORLEM

The appropriateness or the mailed questionnaire will depend Ppon the
requirements of the research problem with regard to (I) the ripe of in-
formation required, (2) the type of respondent reached, (3) the accessibility
of respondents, and (1) the precision of the hypothesis.

The type of information required. First, very extensive bodi,ss of data
cannot often be secured through the rite of the questionnaire. It is usually
unwise to expect returns from a questionnaire which requires much more
than 10 to 25 minutes to complete, and tints its use is restricted to rather
narrow areas of data. Further, an extensive, survey type of problem sug-
gests the need for so wide a range of data that personal participation
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and/or depth interviewing' is required. It would, for example, have been
impossible to secure the kind of infotmation roptited by Whyte in his
Street Corner Society by the use of cpicstionnah c

Second, the questionnaire is efTrc rive only whc:n the respondent is able
or willing to express his rem tions clec rly. considerable controversy has
existed among .social re.tean hers as to whether Ow answers from the anony-
mous qucitionnairc are franker, or given with gicater e:renness, because
there is less fear when there is no immediate listener. 1 his frankness has
been contrasted with the interview situation, since it is claimed that the
interviewer may inhibit the answers somewhat.'

This, however, seems to ignore the mafrr problem. There can be no
question that a good questionnaire can clkit ftank answers on almost any
subject, even such personal matters as sex and income. It is equally tote,
on the other hand, for the interview. When hood questionnaires are mu-
pared with good inteiviews, it is likely tlott on the score of simple lying or
frankness there is little to choose. The into viewo has the advantage of
seeing the evasion, while the prison wit° answers the questionnaire may
feel less constraint in telling the tenth.

The difference between the tv..o is not in the dimension of frankness,
but in that of dct f h. Ott this matter, Oleic can be little doubt that the
good into-view can prObe far more deeply than the best questionnaire.
The reason for this can be seen in both statistical and sciwialoelational
terms. With reference to the former, the exriienced researcher knows
that the most simple question has a great depth of motivation, desire,
attitude, and concrete compleyity to it. In one project, for example,
information was desired about the dating practices, of divocccd mothers.
A simple question for a questionnaire might lcc, "I low often do you date?
Almost every night, two to six times a week, once a week, twice monthly,
almost never?" however, such a question would not teach the Callplexig
of observable patterns. Some women might lose allSAvt;cxl, "Almost
never." because they woe living with their c >, husbands, of with their
frauds, or with boarders. l'utther, each of the compkx pattons breaks
down into still fur Ler questions to he askes.i. A simple tprestion to
there are eight possible answers, each of which most be probed by three
possible Aortal:yes, ecinalldi a SO ;es of 21 questions. 'IlleSC not oily
take up a large section of the space in any citiestiominire, bat would be
cry difficult to arrange spatially so that Li Ie respondent could thread

his or her way through the man.
At each deeper lesel of prolung the plssiblc nmeber of answets mul.

Witham 1011-te, Prtr1 Come, 5r,&71(ChitAt...o: Unitvelii, of Chiowo INS).
I Albest this "Q -5Tionn/itc stems lttscukic in tl a Sin4IF Ot Itim-In love

Rtt,tiolltbipt" AmericAn Scric!),;*al Pecicie, Vet. Xli (1911). re. 511 -5i3, and
xln (19i5). pp. 61-55.
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tiplies enormously, and all these possibilities must be included in the
mailed questionnaire.

The more important item for consideration, however, is that the active
work of the interviewer it required to st imukitc the respondent to express
these deeper levels of motivation and feeling. It is not that in the interview
it is possible to obtain a better rapport with the respondem, although it is
likely that the interviewer can get and hold ..nc emotional cononitment of
the respondent somewhat better. Rapport is not the most important cle-
ment in this comparison, but it is rather the fact that the respondent is
not able to give the necessary answers withoot help.

A social scientist attempted to compare the frankness of answers from
the questionnaire and inters ifs,. by asking comparable questions collect n.
ing the love experiences of a group 0: college gills' Although in general
the two techniques gave comparable results, with perhaps a slight advan-
tage in favor of th. questionnaire, one or two questions illustrated the
present point, that frankness is not the sole issue. One dealt with whether
the girl had ever been in low with two boys at once, and the interviews
showed a substantially higher number of gitls who admitted such attach.
ments. The questions were phrased similarly, but it was e;iscoveted that
when the intosicwer ICLCIVEd a "no" answer to this question, the further
probe question was asked: 'Neverr A number of girls then remembered
such an at;achment. flowerer, there was no lack of frankness in the fast
answer. Rather, the probe question ferceil them to think again, to search
their memories in older to his certain. Since the romantic complex in this
country is opposed to such double attachments, many persons tend to
forget them. This is also true for a number of incidents in the life his-
tories of any individual. }?son %dill the hest of willingness to tell the truth,
the tnith does not come easily to the tongue.

A further point litre is the fact that the questionnaire fails when its
crestions place an emotional burden on the tcapondent. This is a chi-
fcrcnt dimension from that of being onabie to attss..cr because of unawale-
ness of the complexity of one's motivation or the details of ones life his.
too,. The latter problem is nut by the mental alertness of the inter-
viewer, who probes when the answers are vague, meaningless, irrelevant,
or contradictory. I lowever, the faceacyface inters hew offers the emotional
support of a sympathetic listener, in addition to the pitch; intellectual
help. This factor may lx' of even vote' significance in cli, king die facts
than the latter. And, in airy OW, nritfrcr is OglilLtbk. Wil(11 the re-
spondent faces a mailed questionnaire.

The type of restondrnt ;cached. although questionnaires have been
used for a Wide range of social groups, experience has shown that not all
groups respond equally well. At the lowest level of differentiation, it must

ibid.
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be clear that it is impossible to obtain a representative sample of the
whole population by using this technique. A minimum necessity is the
ability to read and write. Further, the amount of reading attention and
writing skill required for most questionnaires is much greater than is
implied by a minimum definition of "literate." For many who are able
to read and write, neither burden is assumed willingly or easily.

The consequence of this aspect of the questionnaire is that it cannot
be used for a representative sample of the cruise population. This does not
detract from its usefulness in specific research situations, when more liter.
ate groups arc the focus of the study. It is, however, only by recogniting
the limitations of any rescinds tool that we can utili;c it to the follest,s

Emphasis has been placed on the fact that a substantial segment of
the population cannot answer a questionnaire. However, the wilting-
nes: of the addressee to answer the questionnaire is a still further pro:Am.
The tesearcher is not there to add his own pleas to those which are
printed or typewritten in the letter of introduction.

Both the "cannot" and the "will not" group bias the sample in a known
direction, but to an untnown degree. Since questionnaire studies with a
fairly wide population base have lye's tea the percentage answering as
from 20 per cent to around 70 per tent, it is clear that this twe of sampling
bias could be fatal to the validity of the study,

The direction of this bias is toward those who ate interested in the sub-
ject matter, those who ate higher in socioeconomic status, and those who
have had more education. Thus, a questionnaire circulated among college
professors of English, querying them about the kind of work load they
carry, is likely to be answered by a high proportion of the respondents.

In one study, on traveling by train, a substantial propel don of returns
was received from the first wave of questionnaiics.% Howes-et, it is now
standard procedure, in using the questionnaire, to send a second sve of
questionnaires, or a third. Depending on the technique used, these can be
sent to everyone on the primaly list. or only to those who have not an-
swered. In this study, the second wave showed very different chatacteris.
tics from the fast. looking mom e (lowly for the bask of the differences,
it was seen that the fitst wave was mainly composed of those who had
actually tras!..led on the hewer types of "super" trains. The wools had,
therefore, a keener interest in questions about innovations in train travel
and were willing to take the trouble of answer in; the questionnTh e. It
was only with the second wave, wl.ich stimulated those whose interest
was less strong, that the rtiphetal group was tapped, those who had not
enjoyed the newer train facilities.

4 Ir. PicUon taut. "Rtvonce Ilias in a Mail Surrey," rub& OpirtFoi Qaaih-ly,
X1 (1 917). pp. 591400.

Ra)rnomi F. Skim, "Fick st ina rf Q.1t45ooraires," rl ",enrich Sotio?ogical Prvine,
Vol. V (1P40), 1,1). -`1.00; avid r. A. s,jarmin styli f. McCarnik-s% 'Who Answers
Qacttiocnaircsr Journal of .4tried rtyl.olop, Vol. NNW (5910), rp. ;1S-769.
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The respondent will ordinarily not answer a questionnaire dealing with
a subject with tihicli he is unfamiliar, such as air travel, impending
legislation, or experience with a particular branch of the government cr
an occupation. This lack of knowledge has been classed under the gen-
eral heading of "lack of interest," for convenience, but it is clear that cases
may exist in which these do not coincide at all. In a particular organiza-
tion, for example, a controversy may have continued in a futile bickering
fashion for many months, leaving the members willing to wash their hand -
of the matter and unwilling to answer a polling questionnaire which
seems to bring up the issues once more. Another type of refusal to answer
occurs when the questionnaire deals with the use of luxury goods, for in
such cases there is a strong bias in the resulting sample, in the direction
of those who have used the article in question.

The central point of mentioning these results is to underline the fact
that the questionnaire is not an effective research tool for any but a highly
select group of respondents. It is not effective because a biased sample is
obtained. As noted in the section on sampling, the mere existence of a
"bias" Is not the primary point, but the fact that the extent of the bias
is not measurable. It the exact characteristics of those who do not answer
could be known, it would be possible to weight the results accordingly or
to restrict the conclusions to the select group who responded.

On the other hand, questionnaires can be fairly effective if such a
select group is the object of study. A group of business executives, for
example, will aossvcr a Dun and Bradstreet questionnaire with a low
rate of refusals. The income-tax blank is a questionnaire and (backed in
this case by police power) is fairly successful in eliciting a high rate of
response. The Dictionary of Arne:icon Scholars sends a questionnaire to
those who ate suggested for inclusion, and it is safe to say that the
response is ray close to 100 per cent.

Accessibility of respondents. Cr-anted that the questionnaire is effective
only for a highly select group of respondents, it is a very useful tool for
certain situations in vhich the respondents arc geographically widely
disposed. This, of corn se, at. wally reduces to a problem of time and
money. The savings to La atained bon the use of the questionnaire arc
not to be foimuhted by saying that one is always cheaper than the
other. To brzin with, research on these tools has not proceeded far enough
to be able to offer acceptable time and cost breakdowns. Actually, a large
part of published research is done by academic or other scholars who,
like home cr:ftsmen or weekend farmers, work ment of it.
"Costs" hick& the actual outlay of money, with little allowance for
their own time. }:specially during a testate', project, the researcher and
his associates arc likely to pay little attention to the total number of
hours worked. Furthermore, the extra cots on a questionnaire and an
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interview research are for different things. The questionnaire teas less
per questionnaire than the interview costs per interview, !ut this is true
only if immediate costs are considered. A great amount of time may be
spent in waiting for successive questionnaire waves to come in. Or, the
questionnaire may have to be supplemented by interviews. There may
be extra transportation costs for interviewers, and extra costs for added
efforts needed to fill in blanks which were left incomplete by the ques-
tionnaire respondents. In short, no simple comparison of costs can be
made which will hold good in all cases.

However, it is certain that when the group of respondents is widely
scattered, the costs will be Jars if the questionnaire is used. For example,
if the researcher wishes to poll the membership of the American So-
ciological Society, transportation costs for interviewing would be exces-
sive, both in money and time. Similarly, if an attitude study is to be
made among the participants at a conference, there is not enough time to
make the necessary interviews. Ifowevet, questionnaires could be distrib-
uted to all those attending meetings at a particular hour. A selected group
could be interviewed by questionnaire relative to a current controversy,
even from a fairly isolated campus as a research base. Further, this could
be done by a .single researcher, without the large funds otherwise rc
quired to hire an interviewing staff, or to pay a national staff, such as the
National Opinion Research Center, to tarry out the interviewing in secti-
ons cities.

This is not a blanket statement that the questionnaire is cheaper, only
that it can be cheaper under certain chcomstances. It must be kept
dearly in mind that costs should not be computed on the bask of the
Humber of interviews or questionnaires secured, but rather on the basis
of the mount of limbic information secured. For some information, the
questionnaire cannot be used at all. For other intotrnation, under par-
ticular circumstances, the questionnaire is cettaiely cheaper than the
interview and may be as adequate.

The precision of the hypothcsic. Freers the preceding discussion, it is

clear that the questionnaire is most ti cern' when a considerable amount
of exploratory woe:, has narrowed the questions to be answered. The
respondents arc no, likely to take the trouble to work out careful dis-
criminations of attitude, personal history, and value. The questionnaire
itself must do chic, for the respondents to choose from. Of course, a great
amount of exploratot y wen k must go into any tcseatch project, no matter
what tools are used. flowcver, the interview remains a considerably more
flexible instillment, even at the final stages. 11'hat is emphasited here is
not the amount of pz eliminat y wok, but the sharpness of the hypothesis.
The more closely focused the h)pothcsis, Cie more effective the question-
naire. At such a stage, the interview is equally applicable. However, the

ON"
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interview is effective even with a vaguely exploratory hypothesis. Indeed,
the testing of ihe questionnnipe myst utilize the intelvieun A few ques-
tions can be tested by using the questionnaire without interviews. It can
be determined, for example, that sonic of them are not answered or that
the answers seem inconsistent. A few respondents will take the trouble
to make marginal comments. However, this will not be adequate criti
cism. The questionnaire will have to be used with a selected sample who
are then interviewed further concerning emir question. Researchers often
do this without selecting menthe's of the respondent group, but the cons -
meats of colleagues or students are not sufficient at this stage. The mean
ing of each question can he adequately tested only by flexible, probing
questioning of those who are representative of the final respondent group.
This type of test cannot usua lly be done by the use of the questionnaire
alone. As a consequence, it is only when the hypothesis has been rather

sharply focused that the questionnaire is most effectively used.

SENDING OUT TIIF: QUESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire must he thought of as a kind of interview which
is surrounded by peculiar obstacles. Consequently, many of the comments
to be found in this section are equally applicable to the interview
search technique. For example, it is clear that the respondent can judge
the study only by what he can see. In interviewing, it is the interviewer
himself. In the case of the questionnaire, it is several pieces of paper.
These cannot adjust themselves to the situation. They are the same for
all respondents. The questionnaire maker, then, must offer as impres-
sive a presentation as possible, it the response is be adequate. Only
tht papers arc time to make his plea, and he cannot count on any per.
sonal charm or social skill when the respondent opens the envelope. Ile
must, then, plan carefully and seek a great deal of professional help,
before he sends out his queries. The following are concrete suggestions for
building a questionnaire.

The appeal. A cover letter almost always accompanies the question.
mire. This is analogous to the opening "sates talk" of the interviewer,
explaining what he is doing, why he is doing it, and for whom. The letter
must explain these facts, but must cover as many objections as possible,
since an unanswered objection means an ignored questionnaire. The
introductory comments of the interviewer need not do so, shit :. in most
cases an elaborate explanation is unnecessary. The interviewer has answers
ready for the objections, but he need not oiler than unless the objections
appear. The letter of appeal, however, mutt leave nothing unexplained.

On the other hand, it must be brief. Most of the recipients are not
willing to read a long letter, and lengthiness usually destroyi its impact.

;..4.3a4tria....41.4.01.11iikaudro.
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Yet within it a number of basic facts must be presented. Some of these
fol low:

I. 111E AUSPICES. Who is sanctioning the study? As in the case of the
interview, this information must be given at the outset. If the research
bureau is well known as a responsible, scientific group, the response is
likely to be goad. In some cases, the cover letter may devote a few sen-
tences to explaining the character of the (a/visitation sanctioning the
study, as well as the one carrying it out. The letterhead should convey
the impression of scientific competence, and the address as well as the
telephone number should be given to allow an easy check. Nothing
should appear to be hidden or suspicions.

2. WHY THE SlUDY? The interviewer may include this information in
his introductory remarks, but it is often left out unless the respondent
asks for an explanation. In the questionnaire cover letter, it is necessary
to explain why the sanctioning organization needs the information, or
why anyone at all wishes it. This need not be elaborate, but it must be
sufficient to explain the need for answers to the questions. Questions
dealing with marital relations can usually be explained adequately by
referring to the modern "crisis of the family." Studies which explore
religious behavior can allude to the secularism of the era. It cannot be
assumed that aft respondents will read the letter carefully, but it must
be carefully tested to be certain that every phrase in it conveys the mean-
big intended, For someone will read the phrase, and an unfortunate
interpretation will mean a loss of those respondents who found a differ-
ent meaning in it.

3. WHY SHOULD THE RI:SPONPENY 110THER TO ANSWER? Mention of the
group authorizing the study, the group carrying it out, and the need for
the information merely indicate that someone else is interested in the
study. There must be an appeal to the respondent himself, which per-
suades him that he ought to participate. A great number of appeals have
been used in the histot y of the questionnaire. Some have included money
or promised it (usually no more than a nominal sum, such as 25 tents).
()thus have offered special services, such as marketing reports, radio but-
leans, or samples of goods. Others have challenged the respondents to
"prose what man} thought impossible, that thousands of interested
people won't! give information for this cause."

In general, the most effectise appeal is an altruistic one. Although
these special inducements such as money have increased the proportion
of returns slightly, it remains true that no advantage that a research
organization is likely to be able to offer will appeal to a large group of
respondents. The amount of money that can be offered is trivial, and so
are the other advantages, compared to the amount of time and thought
requested. Whatever the student may believe concerning the cynicism of
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the age or the selfishness of people, extensive research has demonstrated
that an appeal to disinterested motives is strongest. "The information
is needed by thousands of leaders attempting to solve today's problems,"
"You d1I be contributing to the advancement of science," and "You
will help improve the education of thousands of students who will attend
Xiphosuran College in the future" are all better arguments than at-
tempting to exploit the self-interest of the respondent.

The social scientist will ordinarily test which appeal is most effective
for the group he is investigating, but the final form of his letter must
impel the respondent to action. Mere presentation of the questionnaire is
not enough. The impulse to activity is initially lacking, and the re-
searcher is not even offering the respondent a sympathetic audience, as is
done in the interview. The appeal is the "one shot" stimulus, and its
failure will result in the failure to gather data at all.

4. 111E DIRECT-IONS: now in 111.1 tr our. Almost always, the beginning
user of the questionnahe 'serrates the literacy of the average person. As
anyone knows who has checked questionnaires filled out by civil service
applicants, even those with a great deal of formal education are not at
ways careful in following directions. Therefore, the student must make
certain that a total stranger to the research can follow the directions with
no effort. This aspect of the pretest should utilize individuals with less
education than the group for which the directions are ultimately in-
tended, to give a reasonable margin of error. It is not lack of education
or int( llig ince which is the stumbling block, but lack of Mention and
interest. Ti. -re is no primary good reason why motivation should be high.
When high motivation cannot be expected, the demands on time and
attention should be minimal. Directions. then, should be few and simple,
both in the cos eller ter and in the questionnaire itself.

5. GUARANTEE or ANONYMITY. One element which is used to back up
the appeal is a guarantee of anonymity. Althengh many questionnaires do
not ask for Infolmation which is mil:massing. respondents will ordinarily
not answer if they hive any reason to suspect that information about
them will be made public. ibis suspicion will be more easily aroused,
of course, if the information itself touches on delicate personal matters.
The letter, then, should include a guarantee that the tespondent will
remain anonymous. There should be no request for names and no tines.
Lions which are so detailed as to make identification easy (such as street
addresses, etc.). The guarantee alone is not sufficient, if the questionnaire
itself seems identifiable.

Such a rule is not to be interpreted too narrowly. %Then the investi-
gating agency has a long history of making such studies within the same
group, as an anneal study of preKtoction from specified factories in an
industry, such anonymity may become unnecessary.
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TECHNIQUES roll FACILITATING THE RETURN OF THE
QUESTIONNAIRE

As noted previously, the vestionnaire is sometimes not mailed, but is
administered to groups within the same room. This is the simples col.
lection situation. Usually, however, the document is mailed to the re-
spondent, with directions to return it by mail. Perhaps the least effective
method is hav:ig friends or students distribute copies to their own
friends, with a request to return them after completion. Not only is the
sample biased, bin the prop:4 Hon of loss is extremely high.

The questionnaire maker cannot seriously expect the respondent to
exert himself in taking care of this task. Consequently, a stamped, self-
addressed envelope should be sent with the questionnaire. There is some
evidence that a regular stamp affixed to the envelope is more effective than
postage from a mailing machine, or even than the stamped envelopes from
the post office. The claim is that respondents do not like to see the stamps
wasted. It is equally likely that the icgular stamp gives some evidence
that the organisation is not taming on a selling campaign. Commercial
stamping is often associated with mailed advertisements, and there is a
tendency on the part of many individuals to throw such envelopes away
almost immediately.

As the student will see from these continents, "techniques for return.
ing" must be thought of as overlapping the "techniques for eliciting
response." Facilitating the return of the envelopes yields a greater re-
sponse. Acemate typography, printed if possible, which is well spaced
for easy reading, not only mates a favorable response in the recipient
but also helps to eliminate errors in mailing. A slightly larger investment
in rot mat and typography will create a vcty great dividend in number of
questionnaires completed and reunited. Even the choke of paper is not
to be taken lightly. The questionnaire %sill be bandied by the recipient
and the researcher, and it will be tinned and shuffled many times while it
is being coded and tabulated. he paper must, Om be of a good grade
and of a convenient sire. Many questionnaires, on the other hand, are
reproduced on ordinate mimmgraphed paper, which is likely to smudge
Or blot when 1st itten upon with pencil of ink. As to typography, the re-
searcher should investigAe the different methods of reproduction befote
choosing. A number of new processes are much better than ordinary
mimeographing, at only a slightly greater cost. Further, new processes
ate being developed as time goes on. One simple example of such a
process, for the rescarsher with limited funds, is offset mimeographing,
using bold Bodoni type st.eh as is found on modern electric typewriters.

I0
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The result is very numb like Kilning and considerably more impressive
(and therefore mote effective in eliciting responses) than ordinary type.
writer type.

CHCCKING MT; SAMPLE

A major problem in using the questionnaite is the structure of the
resulting sample. A low response is almost always indicative of a biased
sample. however, a high pt opinion of questiommires is not proof that no
bias exists in the sample. If da questionna:ic elicits a response from only
certain groups among the respondents, the sample will be biased. To
make :main that the resulting sample is representative, several devices
have been used.

One of the most obvious is that of tabulating separately' the respondents
which result from (I) successive time pc, jots, or (2) successive waves of
questionnaires. For most studies, those %duo answer pre 'stly arc different
from those who delay their answers. As noted previously, those who an-
swer immediately base a much closer relati +Ishii) to the subject matter,
or wish to ono their opinions about a luxury product, or have a higher
level of education. 'flue student, then, may separate the answets received
promptly front those teceiscd later. When circle is very little effluence
between these two groups, and the percentage of response is high, he
will have a fair assurance that the sampling bias is not great.

When successive waves of questionnaires arc sent out, in order to
obtain a vet y high level of response, such as SO to 95 per cent, the same
device can be wed effectively. an active followup campaign, a good
response can be obtained from the glory under study. Each new wave
will refer to the reviotts mailing and comment on the importance of the
work, apivating once moue for an answer.

In order to check the 'mulling :.ample more carefully, some researchers
have found it useful to assume that thole is a final die-hard group who
simply care little about the study and cannot he persuaded to bother
greatly about it. For the final tease, then, a double postcatd is sent, with a
few bask rim:scions to lie marked v, "yes," "no," or similarly brief
answers. The double postcard is (hop, and this final group can be com-
pared, for at least a few 11111/Ott:Mt characteristics (age, sex, occupation,
etc.) with those Oro answered the questionnaire with little urging. This
allows, then, some check on the sample obtained.

A comparable des ice, to he used with successive questionnaire waves,
elitninatcs some of the cost of duplication. This technique utilizes a s:nall
section of the qncationnaire, or a tern-ate sheet, on which the respondent
can put his name, cit:ier with or without cross tabulation data such as
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age, etc. This identifying tab is mailed separately by the respondent.
The duplicate, stamped envelopes are an added cost, but on receipt of
the tab the student can save the cost of sending a copy of the second
wave to that respondent. The s)stem preserves the anonymity of the
questionnaire, white allowing the researcher to know who has anst.ered
the questions.

The Coulter advantage is an obvious one; the unknown character of
the sample bias is thereby clarified. The researcher usually knows some-
thing about his respondents, else he would not be sending his question
naire to the particular persons concerned. Even a few items of inform-
lion allow a simple comparison between the answerers and the nonan
setters. To the extent, then, that any such comparisons can be made, the
extent of the bias can be known.

Knowing the direction of the bias, or something about it, may lead to a
decision to weight the tabulations, under the assumption that those who
do not answer brie the same characteristics as those who answer very late.
A more sophisticated te:linique was developed by the Bureau of the
Census, which involves the use of fate.tcrface interviews for a certain
percentage of those who do not answer the questionnaire.* Given the cost
of such a field interview as compared to the cost of mailing the question.
mire, and the degree of uncertainty in the sample structure, which is
increased as the percentage of rehouse is lower, it is possible to calculate
how many interviews ought to be used for any given level of response. It
is always assumed, of comse, that the heel of precision is not to be
changed. If the an:Avers ate not valid and reliable, that is adequate for
the problem, there is little point in doing the study at all. Hansen and
Hurwitz have actually ealculated hypothetical tables from which the stn
dent can determine how large a propoi Lion of interviews to obtain, given
the factors of cost, percentage of response, etc.*

Although the beginning Andcrit is not likely to be able to use such a
teclinitpre, it is of great utility in large snivels where a definite level of
precision is demanded. The interviews allow a clear picture to be drawn
of those who do not answer the questionnaire. In this way, not only is the
direction of the sampling bias known, but the degree and vohie of that
bias. Consequently, the resulting tabulations can be weighted with mu.
racy. On the other hand, not all the savings of the questionnaire technique
arc lost unless the level of Rsponse is very low.

'monis It. Illtn.cn Ara Ifnmitt, "The Problem of Non-responte in
X.ItnrIc Switic" lown.il ttj iht ArletitoR POinfrO Asothfitm, XI.I OM pp.
317-520. 1 hit it in a-LA-A:lion of Novnan . printiple of 'lot/Ye s.tnipling-). Nepon,
"Contribution! in 11,c 117tor, S-onpling Ihmtn PorilAtiont," Journal of the Amni-
a?, PerliOlyn1 \\V (Kis), pp. 101-ii6---anw: was uwa sit an early
date in gtrOng Ittnilo.tt 1kn.

I Ilianscn anti Iftn-wkr, rp. tit, ur. 5;1, 523-524.
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OPEN-ENDP1) QUESTIONS

Although the pleviolo remarks have suggested that the most effective
questions for the self.achninistered questionnaire are those ulich are
highly shut hired, i.r., posing all the possible alternatives for the respond-
ent to choose from, the viiilrychroi question may yield further infor-
mation. Ptesurnahly, the work prior to the final foimula0eit of the ques-
tionnaire has narrowed the possihilities somewhat, but questions allowing
greater freedom to the respondent may still be required. It must be
pointed out, however, that such questions are useful with an even smaller
ptoportion of the total population, for such questions require a higher
standard of literacy..Ill the previous ;marks on this score arc pertinent,
with the further c;»phasis that the open-ended question demands a still
greater amo Int of energy, and care on the part of the re-
spondent.

As a consequence, unless the sample is extremely carefully chosen al d
carefully rests ictcd to a rather literate gimp, the answers to such free
questions are likely to be incomplete, couched in cliches, or nonexistent.
The prohlem of eocling them is, of course, no different for the ques-
tionnaitc than for olio clantgathaing ledmiques.

If, hoh ever. such qutstiout are to i.e mcd, the researcher must be
rather generous with space on the sheet. A space which is only large
enough for a sentence is likely to be filled with no more than a cryptic
phrase. It is far better to allow the respondent more space than Wills
necessary, as a stimulus to a fairly full response.

Sil:S IMAM'

The mailed questioneaire has been very usefull in social research in
the past an0 is likely to continue to bc so in the flame. When the stn.
dent chooses between the mailed questionnaire and the face-tuh.ce inter-
view, he must weight their tclatise advantages for the purposes and con.
ditions of the project. The votionnaiec dors not allow complex probe
questions width tegnife the respondent to thicad his way through many
levels of sulsquestions. tut thew-, the inters imer is not there to give ono.
tional support and other stimuli to increase the tespondent's ability and
willingness to answer. The questionnaire can be moA fr fitfully used for
highly seed rcqximicnts with a strung interest in the subject matter,
greater education, and hi3licr socioetonomic status. Otherwise, an un-
known amount of bias is introdoad into the sample. Ilowteer, when
respondents are widely dispersed govaphically or will be in one spot
only briefly, the qmstionnaire may be set) useful. Whether its cost, for
the information wedul, is less will depend upon many factors such as

/3
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degree of response, costs of mailing successive waves, waiting time, etc.
Finally, the questionnaire is efficient only when its basic hypothesis is
relatively precise. It is not a meful device for gathering preliminary ob-
servations concerning social behavior. The present chapter has attempted
to analyze the factors :shich should be weighed in choosing between the
interview and the mailed questionnaire and has also described the pro-
cedures to be followed in using the questionnaire.
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PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION

NNW ..23

There is a common theme which runs through the two pre-

ceding readings and the following selection of Professor Becker's:

all three readings refer to the function of participant observation in

social science research. All three writers agree that the use of

participant observation as a technique of data collection is most

useful in what Becker refers to as acquiring an "understanding

of a particular organization or substantive problem rather than

demonstrating relationships between abstractly defined variables

11
C 0

The significance of the Becker reading is found not only

in its detailed discussion of participant observation but also its

analysis of the distinction between qualitative and quantitative

evidence in social science research. Indeed, it is the qualitative

aspect of participant observation which is both its strength and its

weakness. On the one hand, participant observation is the most

human aspect of social science research, in a sense, in that it is

heavily dependent upon the ittuition and creativity of the researcher.

On the other hand, however, its use can be criticized on the grounds

1



that "the data of participant observation do not lend themselves to

. . . ready summary." In other words, the data frequently consist

of many different kinds of observations which cannot, as Becker

points out, be "simply categorized and counted without losing some

of their value as evidence. "

What Becker does in the following reading, essentially, is

to present an argument for the reliability of qualitative data. He

tells us that participant observation involves a sequence of analyti-

cal analysis as well as a systematic scrutinization of the collected

facts. There are, he says: "Three distinct stages of analysis

conducted in the field itself. " The participant observer selects

and defines problems, concepts, and indices: checks the frequency

and distribution of phenomena; and incorporates individual findings

into a model of the phenomenon under study. In addition, the re-

searcher goes through a process of evaluating reported testimony.

For example, he inquires into the role of the respondent within tie

institution being studied and then proceeds to check his responses

against others playing the same role. Further, the participant

observer must also evaluate his own role in relation to the reliabili-

ty of the data collected. What, all of this means is that we must

build a basis for judging the value of qualitative data--and the basis

must be as obvious and systematic as possible.

- 2 -



From Howard S. Becker, "Problems of Inference and Proof
in Participant Observation," American Sociological
Rev iew , 23 (December, 1958), pp. 652-660. Reprinted
by permission.
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Howard S. Becker, "Problems of Inference and Proof in Participant
Observation," American Sociological Review, XXIII (December
1958), pp. 652-660.

TRE participant observer gathers data by
participating in the daily life of the
group or organization he studies.' He

watches the people he is studying to see
what situations they ordinarily meet and
how they behave in them. He enters into
conversation with some or all of the partici-
pants in these situations and discovers their

This paper developed out of problems of
analysis arising in a study of a state medical school.
The study is sponsored by Community Studies, Inc.,
of Kansas City, Missouri. It is directed by Everett
C. Hughes; Anse Ina Strauss is also a member of
the research team. Most of the material presented
here has been worked out with the help of Blanche
Geer, who has been my partner in field work and
analysis in this study. I am grateful to Alvin W.
Goufdner for a thorough critique of an earlier draft.

Substantive papers on the study, whose findings
are made use of throughout, include: Howard S.
Becker and Blanche Geer, "The Fate of Idealism
in Medical School," American Sociological Review,
23 (February, 1958), pp. 50-56, and "Student Cul-
ture in Medical School," Harvard Educational Re-
view, 28 (Winter, 1958), pp. 70-80. Another paper
on paroIcipant observation by the same authors is
"Participant Observation and Interviewing: A
Comparison," /1;.:Pnan Organization, 16 (Fall, 1957),
pp. 28-32.

There Is little agreement on the specific referent
of the term participant observation. See Raymond
L. Gold, "Roles in Sociological Field Observations,"
Social Forces, 36 (March, 1958), pp. 217-223, for a
useful classification of the -various procedures that
go by this name. Our own research, from which we
have drawn our illustrations, falls under Gold's
type, "participant-as-observer." The basic methods
discussed here, however. would appear to be similar
In other kinds of field situations.

interpretations of the events he has observed.
Let me describe, as one specific instance

of observational technique, what my col-
leagues and I have done in studying a medi-
cal school. We went to lectures with students
taking their first two years of basic science
and frequented the laboratories in which they
spend most of their time, watching them and
engaging in casual conversation as they dis-
sected cadavers or examined pathology speci-
mens. We followed these students to their
fraternity houses and sat around while they
discussed their school experiences. We ac-
companied students in the clinical years on
rounds with attending physicians, watched
them examine patients on the wards and in
the clinics, sat in on discussion groups and
oral exams. We ate with the students and
took night call with them. We pursued in-
ternes and residents through their crowded
schedules of teaching and medical work. We
stayed with one small group of students on
each service for periods ranging from a week
to two months, spending many full days with
them. The observational situations allowed
time for conversation and we took advantage
of this to interview students about things that
bad happened and were about to happen,
and about their own backgrounds and as-
pirations.

Sociologists usually use this method when
they are especially interested in understand-
ing a particular organization or substantive
problem rather than demonstrating relations



between abstractly definer; vat They
attetadt to make their research theoretically
meaningful, but they assutee that they do
not know enough about the ceranilatioa a
priori to identify relrant prohlems and hy-
potheses and that they must discover thaie
in the course of the lc esrJi. Thouah partici-
pant observation cast be used to L4 a priori
hypotheses, and therefore need not be as
unstructured as the example 1 have gi
above, this is typically not the cioee :My dis-
cussion refers to the kind of participant
observation study which seelis to discover
hypotheses as well as to test them.

Observational research produces an im-
mense amount of detailed description; our
files contain approximately five thousand
single-spaced pages of such material. Faced
with such a quantity of "rich" but varied
data, the researcher faces the problem of
how to analyze it systematically and then
to present his conclusions so as to convince
other scientists of their validity. Participant
observation kindeed, qualitative analysis
generally) has not done well with this prob-
lem, and the full weight of evidence for con-
clusions and the processes by which they
were reached are usually not presented, so
that the reader finds it difficult to make his
own assessment of them and must rely on
his faith in the researcher.

In what follows I try to pull out and de-
scribe the basic analytic operations carried
on in participant observation, for three rea-
sons: to make these operations clear to those
unfamiliar with the method; by attempting
a more explicit and systematic description, to
aid those working with the method in or-
ganizing their own research; and, most im-
portantly, in order to propose some changes
in analytic procedures and particularly in
reporting results which will make the proc-
esses by which conclusions are reached and
substantiated more accessible to the reader.

The first thing we note about participant
observation research is that analysis is car-
ried on sequentially,"- important parts of the

2In this respect, thy analytic me horIc I di,cw.,
bear a family resemblance to the technive of
analytic indention. Cf. Alfred
Addidion (Bloorninr;ton: Principia Press, 1947),
especially pp. 5-20, and the suLieclucnt literature
cited in Ralph H. Turner, "The Quest for Uni-
versals in Sociological Re -;,arch," itmeri, Sccio-
logical Revicx, IS (December, 1953), pp. 0}1-611.
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analysis being made while the researcher is
still gathering his data. This has two obvious
consequences: further data gathering takes
its direction from provisional analyses; and
the amount and kind of provisional analysis
carried on is limited by the exigencies of the
field work situation, so that final comprehen-
sive analyses may not be possible until the
field svork is completed.

We can distinguish three distinct stages
of analysis conducted in the field itself, and a
fourth stage, carried or after completion of
the field work. These stages are differen-
tiated, first, by their logical sequence: each
socceediag stage depends on some analysis
in the preceding stage. They are further dif-
ferentiated by the fact that different kinds
of conclusions are arrived at in each stage
and that these conclusions are put to differ-
ent uses in the continuing research. Finally,
they are differentiated by the different cri-
teria that are used to assess evidence and to
reach conclusions in each stage. The three
stages of field analysis are: the selection and
definition of problems, concepts, and indices;
the check on the frequency and distribution
of phenomena; and the incorporation of indi-
vidual findings into a model of the organiza-
tion under study.3 The fourth stage of final
analysis involves problems of presentation
of evidence and proof.

SELECTION AND DEFINITION OF PROBLEMS,
CONCEPTS, AND INDICES

In this stage, the observer looks for prob-
lems and concepts that give promise of yield-
ing the grez.test understanding of the organi-
zation he is studying, and for items which
may serve as useful indicators of facts which
are harder to observe. The typical conclusion
that his data yield is the simple one that a
given phenomenon exists, that a certain event
occurred once, or that two phenomena were
observed to be related in one instance; the
conclusion says nothing about the frequency
or distribution of the observed phenomenon.

By placing such an observation in the con-

3 My discussion of these stages is abstract and
$iniplifird and d ,-,es not attempt to deal with prac-
tical arid to:tat:al problems of participant obser-
vation study. The reader should keep in mind that
in practice the research will involve all these
operation; simultaneously with reference to dif-
ferent particular problems.



text of a sociological theory, the oloervcr se-
lects concepts and defines problems for
further investigation. Ode constructs a theo-
retical model to account for that one case,
intending to refine it in the light of subse-
quent findings. For instance, he might find
the following: "Medical student X referred
to one of his patients as a 'crock' today."
He may then connect this finding with a
sociological theory suggesting that occu-
pants of one social category in an insti-
tution classify members of other categories
by criteria derived from the kinds of prob-
lems these other persons raise in the rela-
tionship. This combination of observed fact
and theory directs him to look for the prob-
lems in student-patient interaction indicated
by the term "crock." By discovering specifi-
cally what students have in mind in using
the terra, through questioning and continued
observation, he may develop specific hypoth-
eses about the nature of these interactional
oroblems.

Conclusions about a single event also lead
the observer to decide on specific items which
might be used as indicators 5 of less easily
observed phenomena. Noting that in at least
one instance a given item is closely related
to something less easily observable, the re-
searcher discovers possible shortcuts easily
enabling him to observe abstractly defined
variables. For example, he may decide to in-
vestigate the hypothesis that medical fresh-
men feel they have more work to do than
can possibly be managed in the time allowed
them. One student, in discussing this prob-
lem, says he faces so much work that, in
contrast to his undergraduate days, he is
forced to study many hours over the week-

' The examples of which our hypothetical ob-
server makes use arc drawn from our own current
work with medical students,

'The problem of indicators is discussed by Paul
F. Laiarsfeld and Allen Barton, "Qualitative Meas-
urement In the Social Sciences: Classification, Ty-
pologies, and Indices," in Daniel Lerner and Harold
D. Lasswell, Editors, The Policy Sciences: Recent
Developments in Scope and Method, Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1951, pp. 155-192;
"Some Functions of Qualitative Analysis in Soei-
ological Research," Sociologica, 1 (19551, pp. 324-
361 (this important paper parallels the present dis-
cus4on in many places) ; and Patricia L. Kendall
and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, "Problems of Survey Anal-
ysis," in R. K. Merton and P. F. Lazarsferd, editors,
Continuities in Social &scorch, Glencoe: Free Press,
1950, pp. 153-136.
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end and finds that even this is insufficient.
The observer decides, on the basis of this
one instance, that he may be able to use com-
plaints about weekend work as an indicator
of student perspectives on the amoant of work
they have to do. The selection or indicators
for more abstract variables occurs in two
ways: the observer may become aware of
sonic very specific phenomenon first and
later see that it may be used as an indicator
of some larger class of phenomena; or he
may have the larger problem in mind and
search for specific indicators to use in study-
ing it.

Whether he is defining problems or select-
ing concepts and indicators, the researcher
at this stage is using his data only to specu-
late about possibilities. Further operations
at later stages may force him to discard most
of the provisional hypotheses. Nevertheless,
problems of evidence arise even at this point,
for the researcher must assess the individual
items on which his speculations are based in
order not to waste time tracking down false
leads. We shall eventually need a systematic
statement of canons to be applied to indi-
vidual items of evidence. Lacking such a
statement, let us consider some commonly
used tests. (The observer typically applies
these tests as seems reasonable to him during
this and the succeeding stage in the field.
In the final stage, they are used more sys-
tematically in an overall assessment of the
total evidence for a given conclusion.)

The Credibility of Informants. Many
items of evidence consist of statements by
members of the group under study about
some event which has occurred or is in
process. Thus, medical students make state-
ments about faculty behavior which form
part of the basis for conclusions about fac-
ulty-student relations. These cannot be
taken at face value; nor can they be dis-
missed as valueless. In the first place, the
observer can use the statement as evidence
tbout the client, if he takes care to evaluate
it by the criteria an historian uses in ex-
amining a personal documents Does the
informant have reason to lie or conceal some

6 Cf. Louis Gottschalk, Clyde Kluckhohn, and
Robert Angell, The Use of Personal Documents in
History, Anthropology, sand Sociology, New York:
Sochi Science Research Council, 1945, pp. 15 -21,
35-47.



of what he sees as the truth? 1)o vanity
or expediency lead him to mi,-smite his own
role in an event or his attitude toward it?
Did he actually have an opportunity to wit-
ness the occurrence he describes oc is hear-
:y the source of his knowledge? Do h;s
feelings about the issues or persons under
discussion lead him to alter his story in
some way?

Secondly, even when a statement examined
in this way prows to be seriously defective as
an accurate report of an event, it may still
provide useful evidence for a different kind
of conclusion. Acceptim the sociological
proposition that an individual's statements
and descriptions of events are made from a
perspective which is a function of his posi-
tion in the group, the observer can interpret
such statements and descriptions as indica-
tions of the individual's perspective on the
point involved.

Volunteered or Directed Statements. Many
items of evidence consist of informants' re-
marks to the observer about themselves or
others or about something which has hap-
pened to them; these statements range from
those which are a part of the running casual
conversation of the group to those arising in
a long intimate tete-a-tete between observer
and informant. The researcher assesses the
evidential value of such statements quite
differently, depending on whether they have
been made independently of the observer
(volunteered) or have been directed by a
question from the observer. A freshman
medical student might remark to the ob-
server or to another student that he has
more material to study than he has time to
master; or the observer might ask, "Do you
think you are being given more work than
you can handle?", and receive an affirmative
answer.

This raises an important question: to
what degree is the informant's statement
the same one he might give, either spon-
taneously or in answer to a question, in the
absence of the observer? The volunteered
statement seems likely to reflect the ob-
server's preoccupations and possible biases
less than one which is made in response to
some action of the observer, for the observer's
very question may direct the informant into
giving an answer which might never occur
to him otherwise. Thus, in the example
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above, we are more sure that the students
are concerned about the amount of work
given them when they mention this of their
own accord than we are when the idea may
have been stimulated by the observer asking
the question.

The Observer-Informant-Group Equation.
Let us take two extremes to set the problem.
A person may say or do something when
alone with the observer or when other mem-
bers of the group are also present. The evi-
dential value of an observation of this be-
havior depends on the observer's judgment
as to whether the behavior is equally likely
to occur in both situations. On the one hand,
an informant may say and do things when
alone with the observer that accurately re-
flect his perspective but which would be in-
hibited by the presence of the group. On the
other hand, the presence of others may call
forth behavior which reveals more accurately
the person's perspective but would not be
enacted in the presence of the observer alone.
Thus, students in their clinical years may ex-
press deeply "idealistic" sentiments about
medicine when alone with the observer, but
behave and talk in a very "cynical" way when
surrounded by fellow students. An alterna-
tive to judging one or the other of these
situations as more reliable is to view each
datum as valuable in itself, but with respect
to different conclusions. In the example
above, we might conclude that students have
"idealistic" sentiments but that group norms
may not sanction their expression?

In assessing the value of items of evidence,
we must also take into account the observer's
role in the group. For the way the subjects
of his study define that role affects what
they will tell him or let him see. If the ob-
server carries on his research incognito,
participating as a full-fledged member of the
group, he will be privy to knowledge that
would normally be shared by such a member
and might be hidden from an outsider. He
could properly interpret his own experience
as that of a hypothetical "typical" group
member. On the other hand, if he is known
to he a researcher, he must learn bow group
members define him and in particular
whether or not they believe that certain

See further, Froward S. Becker, "Interviewing
Medical Student5," American Journal of Sociology,

(September, 1956), pp. 199-201.



kinds of information and eventi should be
kept hidden from him. lie can interpiet evi-
dence more accurately when the answers to
these questions are known.

CHECKING THE FREQUENCY AND DISTRIBU-
TION 05 PHENOMENA

The observer, possessing many provisional
problems, concepts, and indicators, now
s,ishes to know which of these are worth
pursuing as major foci of his study. He does
this, in part, by discovering if the events
that prompted their development are typical
and widespread, and by seeing how these
events are distributed among categories of
people and organizational sub-units. He
reaches conclusions that are essentially
quantitative, using them to describe the
organization he is studying.

Participant observations have occasionally
been gathered in standardized form capable
of being transformed into legitimate statis-
tical data.8 But the exigencies of the field
usually prevent the collection of data in
such a form as to meet the assumptions of
statistical tests, so that the observer deals
in what have been called "quasi- statistics. "'
His conclusions, while implicitly numerical,
do not require precise quantification. For
instance, he conclude thAt members of
freshmen medical fraternities typically sit
together during lectures while other students
sit in Jess stable smaller groupings. His ob-
servations may indicate such a wide disparity
between the two groups in this respect that
the inference is warranted without a stand-
ardized counting operation. Occasionally, the
field situation may permit him to make
similar observations or ask similar questions
of many people, systematically searching
for quasi-statistical support for a conclusion
about frequency or distribution,

In assessing the evidence for such a con-
clusion the observer takes a cue from his
statistical colleagues. Instead of arguing
that a conclusion is either totally true or
false, he decides, if possible, how likely it

s E.:e Peter M. Blau, "Co- operation and Compe-
tition in a Bureaucracy," Atacrican Jovrnat el
Sociology, 59 (May, 195t), pp. 530-535.

s See the discussion of nuasi-statistics in Lirars-
feld and Barton, "Some FunclionE, of Qualitative
Analysis ...," op. cit., pp. 345-348.
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is thrit his conclusion about the frequency
or distribltion of sonic phenomenon is an
accurate quasi-statistic, just as the statisti-
cian decides, on the basis of the varying
values of a correlation coefficient or a sig-
nificance figure, that his conclusion is more
or less likely to be accurate. The kind of
evidence may vary considerably and the
degree of the observer's confidence in the
conclusion shill vary accordingly. In arriv-
ing at this assessment, he makes use of some
of the criteria described above, as well as
those adopted from quantitative techniques.

Suppose, for example, that the observer
concludes that medical students share the
perspective that their school should provide
them with the clinical experience and the
practice in techniques necessary for a gen-
eral practitioner. His confidence in the con-
clusion would vary according to the nature
of the evidence, which might take any of
the following forms: (1) Every member of
the group said, in response to a direct ques-
tion, that this was the way he looked at the
matter. (2) Every member of the group
volunteered to an observer that this was how
he viewed the matter. (3) Some given pro-
portion of the group's members either an-
swered a direct question or volunteered the
information that he shared this perspective,
but none of the others was asked or volun-
teered information on the subject. (4) Every
member of the group was asked or volun-
teered information, but some given propor-
tion said they viewed the matter from the
differing perspective of a prospective spe-
cialist. (5) No one was asked questions or
volunteered information on the subject, but
all members were observed to engage in be-
havior or to make other statements from
which the analyst inferred that the general
practitioner perspective was being used by
them as a basic, though unstated, premise.
For example, all students might have been
observed to complain that the University
Hospital received too many cases of rare
diseases that general practitioners rarely
see. (6) Sonic given proportion of the group
was observed using the general practitioner
perspective as a basic premise in their ac-
tivities, but the rest of the group was not
observed engaging in such activities. (7)
Some proportion of the group was observed



engaged in activities implying the general
practitioner perspective Nv hile lLe remainder
of the group was observed engaged in activi-
ties implying the perspective of the prospec-
tive specialist.

The researcher also takes account of the
possibility that his observations may give
him evidence of diffcre'it kinds on the point
under consideration. Just as he is more con-
vinced if he has many items of evidence
than if he has a few, so he is more convinced
of a conclusion's validity if he has many
kinds of evidence.'° For instance, he may be
especially persuaded that a particular norm
exists and affects group behavior if the
norm is not only described by group mem-
bers but also if he observes events in which
the norm can be "seen" to operateif, for
example, students tell him that they arc
thinking of becoming general practitioners
end he also observes their complaints about
the lack of cases of common diseases in
University Hospital.

The conclusiveness which conies from the
convergence of several kinds of evidence re-
flects the fact that separate varieties of evi-
dence can be reconceptualized as deductions
from a basic proposition which have now
been verified in the field. In the above case,
the observer might have deduced the desire
to have experience with cases like those the
general practitioner treats from the desire to
practice that style of medicine. Even though
the deduction is made after the fact, con-
firmation of it buttresses the argument that
the general practitioner perspective is a
group norm.

It should be remembered that these op-
erations, when carried out in the field, may
be so interrupted because of imperatives of
the field situation that they are not carried
on as systematically as they might be. Where
this is the case, the overall assessment can
be postponed until the final stage of postfield
work analysis.

CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIAL SYSTEM MODELS

The final stage of analysis in the field con-
sists of incorporating individual findings into
a generalized model of the social system or

"Ste Alvin IV. Gouldner, Patterns of lnduTtrial
Bureaucracy, Glencoe, ill.: Free Press, 1954, pp.
247-269.
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organization under study or some part of
that organization." The concept of social
system is a basic intellectual tool of modern
sociology. The kind of participant observa-
tion discussed here is related directly to
this concept, explaining particular social
facts by explicit reference to their involve-
ment in a complex of interconnected varia-
bles that the observer constructs as a theo-
retical model of the organization. In this
final stage, the observer design; a descriptive
model which best explains the data he has
assembled.

The typical conclusion of this stage of the
research is a statement about a set of com-
plicated interrelations among many varia-
bles. Although some progress is being made
in formalizing this operation through use of
factor analysis and the relational analysis
of survey data,i2 observers usually view
currently available statistical techniques as
its dequate to express their conceptions and
find it necessary to use woods. The most
common kinds of conclusions at this level
include:

(1) Complex statements of the necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of
some phenomenon. The observer may con-
clude, for example, that medical students de-
velop consensus about limiting the amount
of work they will do because (a) they are
faced with a large amount of work, (b) they
engage in activities which create communica-
tion rhannels between all members of the
class, and (c) they face immediate dangers in
the form of examinations set by the faculty.

(2) Statements that some phenomenon is
an "important" or "basic" element in the
organization. Such conclusions, when elabo-
rated, usually point to the fact that this phe-
nomenon exercises a persistent and continuing
influence on diverse events. The observer
might conclude that the ambition to become a

11The relation between theories based on the
concept of social system and participant observa-
tion was pointed out to me by Alvin W. Gouldner.
See his "Some Observations on Systematic Theory,
1945-55," in Hans L. Zettetberg, editor, Sociology
in the United Stales of America, Paris: UNESCO,
1956, pp. 34-42; and "Theoretical Requirements of
the Applied Social Sciences," American Sociological
Review, 22 (February, 1957), pp. 92-102.

" Sce Alvin W. Gouldner, "Cosmopolitans and
Locals: Toward an Analysis of Latent Sochl Roles,"
Administrative Science Quarterly, 2 (December,
1957), pp. 281-306, and 3 (March, 1958), pp. 444-
450; and James Coleman, "Relational Analysis:
The Study of Social Structure with Survey Meth-
ods," mimeographed.
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general practitioner is "iindortant." in the
medical school under study, incallini: that
many particular judgments and choices are
made by students in terms of this ambition
and many features of the school's orgaliizatien
are arranged to take account of it.

(3) Statements identifying a situation as
an instance of some process or phenomenon
described more abstractly in sociological
theory. Theories posit relations tiet..ve.en many
abstractly defined phenomena, and conclu-
sions of this kind imply that relationFhiN
posited in generalized form hold in this
particular instance. The observer, for ex-
ample, may state that a cultural norm of the
medical students is to express a desire to t)c-
come a general practitioner; in so doing, he in
effect asserts that the sociological theory
about the functions of norms and the proc-
esses by which they are maintained which he
holds to be true in genera/ is true in this case,

In reaching such types of conclusions, the
observer characteristically begins by con-
structing models of parts of the organiza-
tion as he conies in contact with them, dis-
covers concepts and problems, and the fre-
quency and distribution of the phenomena
these call to his attention. After construct-
ing a model specifying the relationships
among various elements cf this part of the
organization, the observer seeks grater ac-
curacy by successively refining the model
to take account of evidence which does not
fit his previous formulation; 13 by search-
ing for negative cases (items of evidence
which run counter to the relationships hy-
pothesized in the model) which might force
such recision; and by searching intensively
for the interconnections in vivo of the vari-
ous elements he has conceptualized from his
data. While a provisional model may be
shown to be defective by a negative instance
which crops up unexpectedly in the course,
of the field work, the observer may infer
what kinds of evidence would be likely to
support or to refute his model and may make
an intensive search for such evidence."

After the observer has accumulated several
partial-models of this kind, he seeks connec-
tions between them and thus begins to con-
struct an overall model of the entire organi-

14Note again the resetnbiance to analytic induc-
tion.

14 See Alfred Linticsmith's discussion of this prin-
ciple in 'Comment on W. S. Robinson's 'The Lo i-
cal Structure of Analytic Induction,'" Arlepirdit So-
ciological Review, 17 (August, 1932), pp. 492-193.
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7ation. An example from our study shows
how this operation is carried on during the
pericd of fiell work. (The reader will note,
in this eNample, how use is made of findings
typical of C3 di, stages o! analysis.)

When we first heard medical students ap-
ply th,-.! term "crock" to patients we made
an effort to learn precisely what they meant
by it. We found, through interviewing stu-
dents about cases both they and the observer
had seen, that the Lan referred in a de-
rogatory way to patients with many subjec-
tive symptoms but no discernible physical
pathology. Subsequent observations indi-
cated that this usage was a regular feature of
student behavior and thus that we should
attempt to incorporate this fact into our
model of student-patient behavior. The de-
rogatory character of the term suggested in
particular that we investigate the reasons
students dislikcil these patients. We found
that this dislil:e was related to what we dis-
covered to be d;e students' perspective on
medical school: the view that they were in
school to get experience in recognizing and
treating those common diseases most likely
to be encountered in general practice.
"Crocks," presumably having no disease,
could furnish no such experience. We were
thus led to specify connections between the
student-patient relationship and the stu-
dent's view of the purpose of his professional
educati_ Questions concerning the genesis
of this perspective led to discoveries about
the organization of the student body and
communication among students, phenomena
which we had been assigning to another
part-model. Since "c-ocks" were also disliked
because they gave the student no opportunity
to assume medical responsibility, we were
able to connect this aspect of the student- pa-
tient relationship with still another tentative
model of the value systen and hierarchical
organization of the school, in which medical
responsibility plays an important role.

Again, it should be noted that analysis of
this kind is carried on in the field as time
permits. Since the construction of a model is
the analytic operation most closely related
to the observer's techniques and interest$
he usually spends a great deal of time think-
ing about these problems. But he is usually
unable to be as systematic as he would like
until he teaches the final stage of analysis.



FINAL ANALYSIS AND THE PRESENTATION
OF RESULTS

The final systematic analysis, carried on
after the field work is completed, consists of
rechecking and rebuilding models as care-
fully and with as many safeguards as the
data will allow. For instance, in checking
the accuracy of statements about the fre-
quency and distribution of events, the re-
searcher can index and arrange his material
so that every item of information is accessi-
ble and taken account of in assessing the
accuracy of any given conclusion. He can
profit from the observation of Lazarsfeld
and Barton that the "analysis of 'quasi-
statistical data' can probably be made more
systematic than it has been in the past, if
the logical structure of quantitative research
at least is kept in mind to give general warn-
ings and directions to the qualitative ob-
server." 15

An additional criterion for the assessment
of this kind of evidence is the state of the
observer's conceptualization of the problem
at the time the item of evidence was gath-
ered. The observer may have his problem
well worked out and be actively looking for
evidence to test an hypothesis, or he may
not be as yet aware of the problem. The evi-
dential value of items in his field notes will
vary accordingly, the basis of consideration
being the likelihood of discovering negative
cases of the proposition he eventually uses
the material to establish. The best evidence
may be that gathered in the most unthinking
fashion, when the observer has simply re-
corded the item although it has no place in
the system of concepts and hypotheses he
is working with at the time, for there might
be less bias produced by the wish to sub-
stantiate or repudiate a particular idea. On
the other hand, a well-formulated hypothesis
makes possible a deliberate search for nega-
tive cases, particularly when other knowledge
suggests likely areas in which to look for
such evidence. This kind of search requites
advanced conceptualization of the problem,
and evidence gathered in this way might
carry greater weight for certain kinds of
conclusions. Both procedures arc relevant
at different stages of the research.

15 "Some Fur ctions of Qualitative Analysis .. .,"
op, cit., p. 348.

"
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In the post field work stage of analysis,
the observer cerries on the model building
ope,ation more systematically. lie considers
the character of his conclusions and decides
on the kind of evidence that might cause
their rejection, deriving further tests by de-
ducing logical consequences and ascertaining
whether or not the data support the deduc-
tions. He considers reasonable alternative
hypotheses and whether or not the evider-e
refutes them." Finally, he completes the jot
of establishing interconnections between par-
tial models so as to achieve an overall syn-
thesis incorporating all conclusions.

After completing the analysis, the ob-
server faces the knotty problem of how
to present his conclusions and the evi-
dence for them. Readers of qualitative re-
seach reports commonly and justifiably
complain that they are told little or nothing
about the evidence for conclusions or the
operations by which the evidence has been
assessed. A more adequate presentation of
the data, of the research operations, and of
the researcher's inferences may help to meet
this problem.

But qualitative data and analytic pro-
cedures, in contrast to quantitative ones, are
difficult to present adequately. Statistical
data can be summarized in tables, and de-
scriptive measures of various kinds and the
methods by which they are handled can often
be accurately reported in the space required
to print a formula. This is so in part because
the methods have been systematized so that
they can be referred to in this shorthand
fashion and in part because the data have
been collected for a fixed, usually small,
number of categoriesthe presentation of
data need be nothing more than a report of
the number of cases to be found in each
category.

The data of participant observation do
not lend themselves to such ready summary.

16 One method of doing this, particularly actapted
to testing discrete hypotheses about change in In-
dividuals or small social units (though not In
principle linked to this application), is 'The Tech-
nique of Discerning," described by Mina Kcniarov-
sky in Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Morris Rosenberg,
editors, The Language o/ Social Research, Glencoe,
Ill.: Free Press, PM, pp. 449-457. See also the
careful discussion of alternative hypotheses and the
1.1Ce of deduced consequences as further proof in
Lindesmith, Opiate Addiction, passim.
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'I hey frequently consist of many different
kinds of observations which cannot be simply
categorized and counted without losing some
of their 1,alue as evidencefor. as we have
seen, many points irlool to be t3k(ii into
account in putting each datum to use. Yet
it is clearly out of the question to publish
all the evidence. Nor is it any solution, as
Kluckhohn has suggested for the similar
problem of presenting life history niaterials,17
to publish a short version and to make avail-
able the entire set of materials on microfilm
or in some other ioespensivc viay; this ig-
nores the problem of how to present ',roof.

In working over the material on the medi-
cal school study a possible solution to this
problem, with Which we are experimenting,
is a description of the natural history of our
conclusions, presenting the evidence as it
came to the attention of the observer during
the successive stages of his conceptualization
of the problem. The term "natural history"
implies not the presentation of every datum,
but ooly the characteristic forms data took
at each stage of the research. This involves
deser'ption of the form that data took and
any significant exceptions, taking account
of the canons discussed above, in presenting

It Gott.schtlk, )01,rkhohn, and Atig(11, op.
pp. VO-156.
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the various statements of findings and the
inferences and conclusions drawn from them.
In this way, evidence is assessed as the sub-
stantive analysis is presented. The reader
would be able, if this method were used, to
follow the details of the analysis and to see
how and on what basis any conclusion was
reached. This world give the reader, as do
present modes of statistical presentation,
opportuni.y to make his own judgment 33
to the adequacy of the proof and the degree
of confidence to be assigned the conclusion,

CONCLUSION

I have tried to describe the analytic field
work characteristic of participant observa-
Con, first, in order to bring out the fact that
the technique ce,,,sists of something more
than merely immersing oneself in data and
"having insights". The discussion may also
Eel to stimulate those who work with this
and similar techniques to attempt greater
formalization and systematization of the
various operations they use, in order that
qualitative research may be%.-orne more a
"scientific" and less an "artistic" kind of
endeavor. Finally, I have proposed that new
modes of reporting results be introdtked, so
that the reader is given greater access tk, the
data and procedures on which conclusions
are based.
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ADVOCATES AND TRUTH-SEEKERS

The following two readings illustrate what we believe is an

important difference between law and social science in the task of

fact gathering. The McCormick selection sets out a number of

clues on how to elicit truthful testimony from witnesses. For

example, Professor McCormick advises that free narrative is more

conducive to truthful fact finding than is the question and answer

technique. Further, he suggests that lawyers ought to stger

clear of leading questions, avoid argumentative questions, and

refresh past recollections. All of this is important, he says,

because it makes the "process of proof look more to the ascertain-

ment of truth and less to the technique of . . admissibility."

While we believe that both law and social science methodology

are designed to unveil the truth, we also think that the relationship

between fact finding and the truth is seen quite differently by

lawyers and social scientists. Lawyers are advocates by profession.

They are employed to establish facts which show a version of the

truth most favorable to their client. This is not to say that the legal

profession is dedicated to distorting the truth, but rather that it is



interested in only a segment of the truth. For example, Mr. X has

been given a speeding ticket. His lawyer's task at this point is

fairly well established. He must elicit and establish facts which

show a segment of the truth which will relieve Mr. X from having

to pay the fine. Fact finding, in other words, is almost certain to

become a partisan task, and even though Mr. X may have been

speeding, the advocate will attempt to throw doubt on the idea.

Consequently, he is very likely, as indicated in the reading from

T r ia 1 s , to "exercise caution in not asking open-end questions

permitting the police witness to volunteer damaging testimony."

The social scientist, on the other hand, is interested in

facts in order to display what Pronowski called "the links which

give society its coherence. " His interest in the truth is to show

that there exist relationships between characteristics, which in

turn gives him an insight into behavior. Fact gathering, i.e.,

data collection, then becomes an exercise in attempting to establish

what he believes to be the cause and effect pattern. In short, his

interest in the truth is non-partisan. He has no client to represent.

Facts are indicators which demonstrate whether his hypothesis is

true or false.

2
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Charles T. McCormick, EVIDENCE
(New York: West Publishing Company, 1954)
pp. 8-18.

The Form of Questions: (a) Questions Calling for a Free
Narrative Versus Specific Questions.

The art of direct examination, of telling a composite story from the mouths
of your own witnesses, is far more important, though perhaps less difficult, than
the area of cross examination. One of the problems of tactics is whether the
information which the particular witness will give can best be elicited by a succession
of questions about specific facts and happenings or will be brought out more effectively
by a general question.

The Form of Questions: (b) Leading Questions.

We have discussed in the preceding section the advantages and disadvantages
of the free and unguided narrative of the witness. The danger of the opposite
method, the method of drawing out the testimony by specific questions, is the
danger that the witness may acquiesce in a false suggestion. The suggestion itself
may plant the belief in its truth. The psychologists have verified the convictions
of the judges that this danger is greater than one who has had no experience with
trials would suppose.

A leading question then is one which suggests to the witness the answer
desired by the examiner. One who seeks to prove a set of facts instinctively shapes
his questions in this suggestive fashion, and the first task of the beginning advocate
is to harness his tongue to the neutral form, Nor is it wholly a matter of form. The.
question which contains a phrase like "Did he not ?" is obviously and invariably
leading, but almost any other type of question may be leading or not, dependent upon
the context. it is sometimes supposed that a question which can be answered yes or
no is by that fact marked leading, and the beginner finds it helpful to couch his in-
quiries in the form of a neutral alternative ("State whether or not . .") to
escape the charge of leading, but quite often the former kind of question will not be
leading and equally often the latter kind will be. The whole issue is, would an
ordinary man get the impression that the questioner desired one answer rather than
another? The course of the previous questioning may combine with this question to
incli'6ate the desire, but the most important circumstance is the extent of the
particularity of the question itself. If the question describes an incident in detail and
asks if this happened, the natural inference is that the questioner expects an affirma-
tive answer. Or if one alternative branch of the question is concrete and detailed and
the other vague ("Was the sound like the scream of a woman in fear or was it other-
wise?") the impression Is that the first alternative is suggested. On the other hand,

1
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if the question is sufficiently neutral ("At what time did this occur?") or sufficiently
balanced ("Was the water hot or cold?") it is not leading. Obviously, a question
may suggest a subject or topic, as distinguished from an answer, without offending.

As we have seen, the normal practice is for the careful lawyer to interview in
advance all witnesses whom he expects to cull for direct examination to prove his
own case. This practice is entirely proper, but it does create a probability that the
lawyer and the witness will have reached an entente which will make the witness
especially susceptible to suggestions from the lawyer as to what the facts were. On
the other hand, normally when counsel cross-examines a witness called by the
adversary, he has had no opportunity to talk to the witness before, and there is no
likelihood that any friendly understanding between them about the facts has been
reached. Hence the practice: the judge will ordinarily, if objection is made,
forbid leading questions on direct examination; he will ordinarily permit them on
cross-examination. 13ttt the entire matter of the allowability of leading questions
is discretionary, and the judge's action will nowadays not be reviewed unless it is
charged that it amounted to, or contributed to, the denial of a fair trial.

The Form of Questions: (c) Misleading and Argumentative
Questions.

The examiner may not ask a question which calls for no new fact but merely
invokes the witness's assent to the questioner's inferences from or interpretations
of the facts proved or assumed. Such a question is subject to objection as
"argumentative" but the trial court has a wide range of discretion in enforcing the
rule, particularly on cross- examination, the more frequent occasion for such
questions. A still more common vice is for the examiner so to couch the question
that it assumes as true matters to which the witness has not testified, and which
are in dispute between the parties. The danger here is two-fold. If the examiner
is putting the question to a friendly witness, the recitation of the assumed fact may
suggest the desired answer, and secondly, whether the witness is friendly or hostile,
the answer Is likely to be misleading. Oftentimes, the question will be so separate
from the assumption that if the witness answers the question without mentioning the
assumption, you cannot tell whether he ignored the assumption or affirmed it.

Refreshing Recollection

It is abundantly clear from every -clay observation that the latent memory of
an experience may be revived by an image seen, or a statement read or heard. It
is a part of the group of phenomena which the classical psychologists have called
the law of association. The recall of any part of a past experience tends to bring
with it the other parts that were in the same field of awareness, and a new experi-
ence tends to stimulate the recall of other like experiences. The effect of a reminder,
encountered in reading a newspaper or in the conversation of a friend, which gives
us the sensation of recognizing as familiar some happening which we had iorgottcn,
and prompts our memory to bring back associated experiences, is a familiar process.

As we have seen, the interviewing of witnesses by counsel who will examine
them in court is a necessary step in preparing for trial. it is at this stage that the
memory of the witness tan best be refreshed about the tarts of the ease, by giving
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him the opportunity to read his own written statements previously made, or the
letters, imps, or other documents in the case. It is only when this review of the
data is insufficient to enable the witness to recall the facts while testifying that
refreshing his memory on the stand is advisable. If it is matter which a jury would
suppose ho should remember unaided, the use of a crutch lessons their confidence
in the testimony.

Nevertheless, the practice has long been established that in interrogating a
witness counsel may hand him a memorandum to inspect for the purpose of "refresh-
ing his recollection," and that when he speaks from a memory thus revived, his
testimony is what he says, not the writing. This is the process of refreshing recollec-
tion, in the strict and accurate sense. But when this simple but helpful expedient had
become established, it was natural for counsel to seek to carry it a step further. If
the witness, being shown the writing, states that his memory revived thereby, he may
testify, as we have seen, from his refreshed recollection. But it may happen that the
witness cannot go so far. lie may say that, on looking at the writing, he recognizes
it as a memorandum made by him when the facts were fresh in his mind, and there-
fore, though he has no present memory of the transaction described, he is willing
to testify that the facts were as recited in the memorandum.

It is true that any kind of stimulus, "a song, or a face, or a newspaper item,"
may produce the "flash" of recognition, the feeling that "it all comes back to me now."
But the genuineness of the feeling is no guarantee of the correctness of the image re-
called. The danger that the mind will "remember" something that never happened
is at least as great here as in the case of leading questions. "The problem is compli-
cated by the deceptive certainty of the recognizer. This certainty is a direct function
of the similarity of the material. As a result it has an eccentric relation to objective
accuracy lOOSIt will be objected that, although the foregoing criteria may be inter-
esting as far as recognition is concerned, a present refreshed recollection is based
only in part on recognition.

The line between using the writing as an aid to memory and basing one's testi-
mony upon it as a correct record of past memory is sometimes shadowy. Must it
be shown that the vitness has no present recollection of the matters embodied in the
memorandum before he can use it ns an aid to memory?" It is usually said that this
must appnr, but it is believed that this requirement is unsound. The witness may
believe that he remembers completely but on looking at the memorandum he would be
caused to recall additional facts. As the Chinese proverb has it, "The palest ink is
clearer than the best memory." On the other hand, there is here the ever present
danger that a suggestive witness may think that he remembers a fact because he reads
it. It seems eminently a matter for discretion, rather than rule. similarly, it would
seem that a witness may recogni.-ke from present memory the correctness of successive
facts set out in a memorandum, but that he may be unable, despite his recognition, to
detail those facts from memory without continuing to consult the writing. Accordingly,
the statement that a witness once refreshed must speak independently of the writing
seems too ;nflexible, and it is believed that the matter is discretionary and that the
trial judge may properly permit the rAness to consult the memorandum as he speaks,
especially where it is so lengthy and detailed that even a fresh memory would be
unable to recite all the items unaided.
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"Cross-Examination of Police Officers," Trials, Vol. V,
pp. 454-458.

§ 84. --- CROSS-EXAMINATION or POLICE OFFICERS

During the course of the hearing, defense counsel will frequently
t:. confronted with the task of cross-examining thr.: police witnesses.
On direct examination, the prosecution has undoubtedly estab-
lished the elements of Kebale cause, consent, or some other justi-

ation for the search and seizure. Accordingly, defense counsel
mast attack the credibility of the police ;vitnesscs' story on cross-
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examination if he is to prevent an adverse ruling on the motion
to suppress. Having the advantage of listening to defense wit-
nesses' Account of the facts in advance of his testimony, the police
witness, motivated by the human need for :,elf-justification together
with righteous contempt for the decision in Mapp v Ohio,' may spin
a web of fantasy concerning some justification (usually probable
cause or consent) for an otherwise illegal search and seizure.

§ 85. AS TO PROPIABLE CAUSE; SAMPLE

A sample sales of questions follows, showing cross-examination
of a police witness as to probable cause.

n The reader should assume that the officer
has testified to the following facts on direct
examination: At about 8 p.m., he and his
partner received a radio message in his squad
car that there had bzen an attempted bur-
glaiy at a particular, address a few minutes
earlier. lie art ived at the address three min-
utes after hearing the radio message and
saw the defendant approximately 50 yards
away. As the squad car approached the
defendant, the defendant looked at the po-
licemen furtively and started walking rapidly
in the opposite direction. The defendant
got into a car parked at the curb, started
the engine and pulled away, and traveled
about half a block down the street where
the squad car intercepted him and forced the
automobile to the curb. Two television sets

were visible in the back seat of the car. The
officers checked the serial numbers of the
television sets and found that they had been
stoic,, front a warehouse earlier that day.
This prosecution arises out of that theft.

Q. Do you know who furnishtel the information that resulted
in the radio' merrage to your squad car?

1. Mrpr v 0'11,3 (1961) 367 US 643, 6 t. ci 2d I(31, 81 S ft 1654, R4 ALR2d
P33.
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A. Yes, it was Mrs. Smith, the next door neighbor to the
premises we were told to investigate.

LI The source of the original information
should be identified to determine whether
police informants or undercover agents
played a role in the search.

Q. Were you More?
A. No, I was with my partner, Al Jones. He was the driver.
Q. Were you familiar with the neighborhood?
A. Not really.
Q. It was already dark at this time, was it not?
A. Yes.

Q. Where were the street lights located in relation to the
place of the arrest?

A.
Q. Where was the defendant when you first observed him?
A. He was standing on the sidewalk about 50 yards away.
Q. This is a residential area, is it not?
A. Yes.
Q. The defendant then walked away from you?
A. Yes, rapidly.
Q. Had you seen him walking prior to the time that he

began to walk away from you?
A. No.

Q.

11 Defense counsel must exercise caution in
not asking open-end questions permitting
the police witness to volunteer damaging
testimony. For example, after cstablithing
that the police officer never saw the de-
fendant walk prior to the time he walked
away, defense counsel might ask, "Then,
how do you know he was walking rapidly?"
This would be hazardous in that it could
elicit the response: "No one walks that fast
pormally; he was almost running.**

You used the term "furtive" to describe the defendant's
manner. Could you explain that?

,eIIPM +Me1,1111114Lts MPTANO-11.11k t teaorriewrioasoitemOrqw,wirgie1,1
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A. Well, . suspicious, guilty looking, you know,

Q. Exactly v.,hat actions of the defendant indicated to you
that he looked guilty or suspicious?

A. He opened his mouth as if surprised, and he quickly
wheeled about and started to walk away rapidly.

Q. This opening of the mouth and quick turning that you
observed were very important to you in deter mining that
you would detain th defendant?

A. Well, in combination with our information already re-
ceived, they seemed very important.

Q. Since the 'defendant was dressed in a business suit at
8 p.m. in the evening, without this observation of his
furtiveness, you probably world not have stopped his
car; is that not correct?

A. Well, his furtive manner was important,
Q. The defendant walked sway fro:3 you, This also crouicd

your suspicion, is that right?
A. Yes.

Q. He walked directly tov..ard his cat that was parked at the
curb?

A. Yes.

tl In the preceding questions, counsel has
minimised the significance of the rapid walk.
ing and change of direction and general
furtive manner of the defendant.

Q. Now many other Melly arrests did you make that night?
A. This was the only one.
Q. You submitted a report for "made a statement," defend-

ing on the local po!ice procedure] in the regulir course of
police business detailing what you did that night, did
you not?

A. Yes.

Q. I request a copy of any statement or report submitted or
signed by this witness in connection with the within
subject matter.

ti In jurisdictions with statutes simifar to the
Jenc!,s Act (!3 t'SC §3500) or with similar
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procedures for securing witnesses' written
staements from the prosecution to test the
credibility of testimony, this request will be
granted. In other jurisdictions, the motion
should be made to establish a record for a
Jencks-type test case,' but not until the
following questions are put.

Q. It is a fact, is it not, that nowhere in any report o
statement do you mention the defendant's facial expres-
sions observed when you first noticed him.

A. No, of course not.
Q. Nor did you at any time mention a quick wheeling about?
A. No, I do not think so.
Q. Nor did you ever mention hurried el rapid walking?
A. I do not remember.
Q. You testified earlier that illOSfl items were importantin

fact, important enough to cause you to make a decision
to detain the suspect?

A. Yes, together with the information we had received.
Q. Aid yet yen did not include any of thece important factors

in any of your written records submitted in connection
with this arrest?

A. That is tine.

ti 13y this mode of questioning. defense counsel
has forced the police officer first to identify

3. Jencks v United States (1957) 553 US 637, 1 L cd 2d 1101, 77 S Ct 1007.

Am het
Ineovery of statements of prosccutin; and otlicr witnesses. Am JuR 2d,
VETJSITIONS AND DiSCOVERY t 317.

Alit Annotations:
Statements and tfiNi govetrinsient ssitnesses produeiSle in federal criminal
case under Jencks Act (IS USC 1 3500). 5 AL R3d 763.

td Annotatior.s:
Validity anJ consquetion of Jencks Act (IS USC f :.500) as to defendant's
right to production et stattnitil'i and reports of go. eminent mitness.es. 5 1 cd 2d
1014.

Wren( lanrs bute:n to s'.ow csistenet of prodocrok document under lenets Act
(1^ L'SC # 3501). g:viag ilefen.bot ti ht production of stet nynts and vivaris
of goverrsnent viinesses. 5 1_ ed 2d 1033.
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the elements that he assertedly relied on as
indicating probable cause and then to dem-
onstrate the absence of such items in written
reports or statements by the officer.
Further questioning might, for example,..
elicit testimony as to failure of memory over
the months bc'ween arrest and trial and
testimony placing in question the officer's
ability to observe accurately (due to the light-
ing and the diversion of the officer's attention
by the search for the complainant's address
in an unfamiliar neighborhood, etc.),



CHAPTER THREE

CLASS NOTES

The following material has been prepared by Professors Audrey and

David Franks. We think it is exceptionally clear and straightforward; and

it provides the student with some very practical advice on the task of

writing questions which all too often possess a deceptive air of simplicity.

At the end of the notes for this material on the collection of data,

we have included four problems. Each involves a decision to be made on

the collection of data. Questionnaires, of course, are only one of several

possible means, but the issues involved can serve as a starting point for

a discuSsion of how we can move from the theoretical assertions of the

investigator to the data of empirical reality.

142 Construction of Questionnaires in Sociological Research*

With the exception of the direct observation of social behavior, the

questionnaire is pi obably the social scientist's primary instrument connect-

ing him with the reality he is studying. IL is important to see that the

questionnaire stands between our theoretical assertions and the reality we

are examining. The necessity of seeing these three components of the

scientific process as separate things can be underlined by presenting them

schematically:

*Prepared by Professors Audrey and David Franks.
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Theoretical assertions
of investigator -->

Instrument which we
use to examine
phenomenon

1111

Nature of
reality

Men we have these aspects clearly distinguished, we are in a better

position to understand how the questionnaire fits into the total research

enterprise.

First note that what we refer to as data is not simply the reality we are

studying. It is many steps removed from this basic reality and is dependent

on how well we have handled the processes designated by the preceding boxes.

It is easy to forget this point and accept our data as the unquestioned "foundation

of science. " The surest way to insure that critical questions will go unasked

is to see data as synonomous with reality.

Since data will only be as good as the questionnaire used to collect it,

we must be acutely aware of this question: Will our items elicit from the

respondent the reality we are interested in, or will they elicit something

totally different? If the information we need is collected sloppily, the most

advanced techniques of statistics and multivariate analysis are simply wasted

motion. Furthermore, mistakes in statistics and analysis can be found and re-

worked. But once the questionnaire has been administered, mistakes are

permanently sealed (and usually hidden) in the remainder of the research

process.
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The second point that our diagram implies is that good data depends on

a questionnaire that has been constructed in the context of carefully worked

out theoretical formulations. Science is an enterprise that is built on hypothe-

ses derived from theory. The methodological question we must ask at this

stage is does our data contain the information needed to test our hypothesis?

Remember we only get what we ask; adequate data means we have asked the

right questions. Only well worked out and tightly reasoned theoretical formu-

lations can insure this. It is deceptively easy to overlook the necessity of

asking relevant questions, unless one's logical argument and operational

definitions are clearly specified before constructing the questionnaire.

"Dummy" tables, reflecting exactly how the data will be collected, are an

invaluable device for forcing oneself to think through exactly what informa-

tion must be collected. In sum, a good questionnaire presupposes well-

planned theoretical work. Its productivity will only be as good as the theory

it reflects.

In analysing what is of critical importance for the construction of

questionnaires, there are two basic aspects of the problem which deserve

attention. The first has to do with the kind of information being collected.

The possible types of information needed can be viewed as forming a con-

tinuum, ranging from census type information at one end to items which are

conceptually unorthodox at the other extreme. The researcher should have

an awareness of approximately where along this line his questions lie, in
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order to facilitate his general approach to the formulation of items.

Information requests of the first type, those which are census-like

in character, present far simpler problems than do their more innovative

counterparts. This information is essentially overt rather than hidden and

generally conforms fairly closely to common sense usages which are al-

ready familiar to the respondents. They are apt to be based on social

categories which are widely accepted and easily understood. This kind of

data may be used to describe the typical American family (with 2.5 children

and 1.2 television sets) or the average income of a variety of occupations

in different areas of the country. The questions asked here refer to ex-

periences and units which are well known to the respondent and are the

means by which he orders and manipulates his own world.

As a consequence, problems concerning information of this type in-

volve specification of categories known to the respondent beforehand so that

he may reply accurately. The questionnaire is well suited to gathering such

information and often this may be done both quickly and economically.

On the other hand the information desired may be quite different

from the ordinary distinctions and units familiar to the respondent in his

everyday life. This kind of information is likely to involve taking a slightly

different perspective from that which ordinarily holds. Such items involve

points which are subtle, complex, and probably intermingled with other
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kinds of information in both the mind and the experience of the respondent.

Jerome Carlin's study, Law y e r s' Ethi c s , includes many items of this

type. "When do you feel most like a lawyer?"

In all probability this is not a distinction typically made, at least in a

conscious way, by most of the respondents in this study. Answering such a

question requires considerably more effort than replying to a census-like

question, both in the process of understanding what is requested and in

searching one's memory and organizing an answer. The extra measure of

effort involved also suggests that motivation of the respondent is likely to

be more of a problem in this type of questioning than in a2king simpler, more

familiar questions and many more opportunities will arise for misunderstand-

ings. Furthermore, the respondent has little basis for testing the accuracy

of his interpretation of the question; because the categories being used are

not those with which lie has had much experience, he is not able to compare

them with his oven knowledge and feel sure about his replies. Uncertainty

like this is very likely to reduce interest in the whole business and perhaps

even engender hostility to it.

These questions are subject to a double handicap--the information re-

quested is likely to be based on distinctions which are unfamiliar to the re-

spondent and which are different from or even in opposition to his daily life,

and this kind of questioning and its resultant insecurities for the respondent
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are likely to result in a lack of interest or even antagonism to the questioning

process itself. Both of these difficulties can be modified by a skillful inter-

viewer. Such a person can check for accuracy during the course of the

questioning and correct any misinterpretations as they occur (or at least

correct gross misinterpretations) while at the same time reassuring the

respondent that he is doing well, understanding correctly, etc. This serves

to shore up motivation throughout the procedure by virtue of the increased

feeling of certainty for the respondent and in the added dimension of genuine

social interaction included in an interview instead of a paper questionnaire.

The precaution of making sure that serious errors in interpretation of the

questions do not go unchecked is a valuable one to the researcher as well.

With these comments in mind, it is not surprising to note that com-

plex information, like that being described, is frequently collected by inter-

view rather than questionnaire. (The examples taken from Carlin's study were

done this W ay . ) Although there are separate problems in interviewing which

are not a part of questionnaires, the construction and ordering of the question-

naires and items are essentially the same and the differences between the two

are not of importance here.

A separate problem arises in the utilization of these more complex

and subtle questionings. This type of research and the analysis which in-

evitably accompanies it does not reproduce the experience of the respondents.
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Instead it "distorts" that experience ano the resultant reality by virtue of in-

terpreting it and placing it in a framework which is not "natural" to it, by

looking at it with r_ w and different eyes. This is the kind of research that

makes its subjects cry "Foul!" And from their standpoint, they are correct.

Their perspective and insights are not utilized and the new ones produce very

different conclusions. This is an intrinsic part of such research questions

and cannot be eliminated from any genuine analysis. It is helpful, however,

if the researcher handles this in a conscious manner, anticipating some un-

happy reactions from his subjects and recognizing that his different persepc-

tive (which is not necessarily the "correct" one) must evoke some such

reactions.

Whatever the type of questions to be asked, the researcher is com-

pletely dependent on the respondent and this is more true of questionnaires

than of any other kind of data collecting. This is very different from data

gathered by documents, observations, or even experiment. Self-reporting

requites a continuing process of cooperation from the subject and continuous

effort on his part to understand what i, wanted and to give it. Not even

experiments are so directly and unremittingly related to a cooperative mood

on the part of the respondent.

Once the researcher consciously recognizes that he is dependent on

his subjects, and not vice versa, he is several steps ahead in gaining skill in
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questionnaire construction. The posing of questions can probably best be seen

as one special type of social interaction. It is special because there are a

number of aspects which are not shared with social interaction in general but

it nevertheless can profitably be seen as falling into this generic category.

The major differences between ordinary social interaction and the answering

of questionnaires stems from the one-sidedness of the latter.

In questionnaires there are neither mutual goals nor mutually exclusive

goals--there are only the researcher's goals. The extent to which the two

parties are naive or knowledgeable about the aims and methods always varies,

usually to a high degree. If the respondent has the same measure of sophisti-

cation about the topic and questions as does the researcher, there almost

certainly will not be a successful questioning. When the respondent does not

understand the larger issues which the researcher intends to confront but

rather deals with the items simply as they are presented to him, he has ful-

filled part of the requirements for an ideal respondent. In addition to this,

the insertion of personal goals by the respondent into the research situation

is likely to have a negative effect.

The ideal respondent is comparatively naive, at least in regard to the

research goals and techniques, selfless in terms of his personal goals as

opposed to those of the researcher, and continuously cooperative in giving

precisely the information desired. Clearly, gems like this are going to be
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difficult to find; more than likely such paragons would he busy with some-

thing else when we did locate them. More reasonably, the researcher must

take all possible steps to enable his more ordinary respondent to behave as

much like the ideal as possible. No respondent is under any obligation to

reply to our questions. Even when there are some coercive measures we

can use to bring about compliance in completing a questionnaire, we still

cannot force anyone to answer truthfully. Therefore, all measures which

tend to smooth social interaction, to eliminate the many potential pitfalls,

and to increase or create a feeling of contribution on t, dart of the sub-

ordinate party, will be positive factors in questionnaire construction and

questionnaire administration.

Like all social interaction, much of the successful asking of ques-

tions is based on skillful role-taking. In turn, accurate role-taking

depends in part on one's knowledge of the person involved, and one's ability

to make predictions as to behavior from that information. The more

accurately we can predict the respondent's range of possible responses to

an item and feeling it will arouse in him, the better we are able to choose,

phrase, and order questionnaire items which will elicit the desired data.

The choice of possible alternative responses to questionnaire items is as

critical as the choice of the items themselves. If we do not predict possible

responses correctly, if we omit one or more which would be the choice of a

sizeable portion of our respondents, we have built a serious error into the

ti



data.

A related problem which is also tied to role-taking, is the question

of the meaning of the items, It is always a revelation to a novice social

researcher (and at times to the more practiced one as well) to discover how

many interpretations can be made from seemingly highly Structured questions.

Research is based on the assimilation that the stimuli presented to the subjects

will be the same for all of them. Ideally, we can only have one meaning for

a question fcr all respondents. In order to interpret the data, this should

also be the same meaning that the item has for the researcher. The most

important problem, in a sense, is not "What does the question mean?" but

"What will the question mean to the respondent?" An answer to this question

really requires an empirical base; a fund of experience with or knowledge

about prospective respondents is necessary for accurate role-taking in

predicting replies. Where this is not available some form of pre - testing

is extremely valuable. It allows culling and sharpening poor items and

expanding or revising alternative responses. Much research omits pre-

testing entirely or performs it in a perfunctory manner. While it obviously

is impossible to estimate what losses in information come about because of

such omissions, the often radical changes in questionnaires occasioned by

pre-testing suggest that they may be of considerable importance.
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Specific Criteria For questionnaire Construction

Turning now to questionnaires which have been used to obtain

information for specific empirical studies, it is necessary to consider

some specific recommendations on the construction of items and their

arrangement in a questionnaire. Most of the criteria listed below are

adapted from Pauline Young's discussion of this topic in Scientific

Social Surveys and Research (4th Edition, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. :

Prentice-Hall) 1966. It is difficult to specify just what makes a good

question and what is a defective one. In reality, it is often impossible

to know the difference until the question is put to the intended respondent

and unless this is done in pre-testing, it is too late.

Here we shall consider several pieces of research. Each had a

different goal and for this reason the kinds of questions they ask will have

to be evaluated by different criteria. Recognizing that these rules must

be applied with some discretion, let us examine some standards for

constructing questionnaires.

Language

1. The vocabulary shuuld be kept as simple as is appropriate for the

audience. This is not always as easy as it sounds because it is quite possible

to over-simplify, thereby becoming offensive. This is probably less of a

danger than too complex wording in most cases, because few people will



indicate their lack of under standing and will not answer the question whether

they understand its content or not,

2. The syntax should be clear and straightforward, Complex phras-

ings and grammatical constructions are vet y lily iy to lose respondents in the

process.

3, Specialized langi'age should be avoidedexcept, as indicated

earlier, when it is appropriately aimed 91 specialized groups.

4. Questions should be phrased so that any of the possible alternative

answers arc equally easy t'i give, The respondent shtuid not. in ether words,

be pushed to answer in a particular way and should be free to give an answer

that might be considered undesirable,

5. The units of categories about which information is being requested

should be cleariy defined. This may seem obvious but experience tndicites

that words and phrases are always far more ambiguous to respondents than

they arc to the resvarchei. %%here specific information is requested.

specific definitions must be given.

6. Specific descriptions arc preferable to subject:se Avoids- -such as

"geod," bad," "pretty," etc. Again, ss'iere the information desited Is to be

precise rather than genet-al, the categories available to the respondent should

be precise. The question should specify not simpiy large or small, but how

large or small.
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Frame of Reference

1. When a respondent must answer a question from a particular

point of view or about a different period of time, he must be led to that

particular point by the questionnaire rather than being left to find it on his

own. If he is not taken there, we do not know whether he is attaching the

meaning to what we intend.

2. When questions are asked about highly controversial issues, it

is better to break the subject matter into its components than to ask general

questions. In this way it is possible to pinpoint the areas of agreement and

disagreement and thereby gain much more meaningful information.

3. It is often helpful to get some idea of how much attitudes have

crystallized as well as indications of their intensity. The two dimensions

do not necessarily coincide and it is very important to know whether strong

feelings are a reflection of a general perspective which has been held for

years or the result of some immediate precipitating situation.

4. The information requested should be within the range of what is

available to the respondent; don't ask for information he cannot be expected

to have. Sometimes this may be rather difficult to catch. How consistently,

for example, do college students know their fathers' incomes? When exact

information is not necessary for the researcher's purposes, it 18 helpful to

indicate to the respondent that only an estimate is needed.
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5. The level of the questions should be regulated by the anticipated

comprehension level of the respondents. This should always be considercd

very carefully in constructing the final forms of all items.

Arrangement of Questions

1. The first questions should either be quite easy to answer or else

designed to arouse interest. Obviously, the important thing is to get the

respondent involved in answering the items as quickly as possible. Avoid

controversial questions and items which are difficult to answer or which

ask for information which may not he readily available to the respondent.

These should come only after the respondent is well into replying to the

questionnaire.

2. Caution should be used to avoid having earlier questions affect

answers to later items. It is generally better to ask questions about the

respondent's current situation before asking about past or future. Other

time periods may blur or distort the present. Where the researcher is not

certain about the effects of the sequence, it is wise to pre-test several

forms of the questionnaire.

3. Questions pertaining to a particular period of time should be

grouped together to facilitate answering. Do not require a respondent to

shift mentally from one time period to another and back again.
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4. Subject matters should also be grouped together so that as

few jumps in focus as possible are necessary. Where one must choose

between grouping time periods together or grouping subject matters to-

gether, it is usually best to keep subjects together.

General

1. Probably the most important issue to raise about each item on

any questionnaire is: IS THIS QUEST/ON NECESSARY? The novice re-

searcher particularly, tends to be over-enthusiastic about data collecting

and tends to ask too many questions. Too many questions mean unanswered

questions. On the other hand, once the items have been chosen and the

questionnaires distributed, no further information will be gathered so it is

of critical importance to consider exactly what information will be needed

and to be certain it is being collected. A vast number of questions, however,

does not in itself guarantee that the desired information will be available;

that requires careful thought and planning.

2, Would several questions on a particular subject be more effective

than a single one? In dealing with complex or controversial topics, the

researcher should guard against collapsing too much information into one item.

3. Should some questions be phrased in more concrete terms, more

directly relevant to the respondent's experience? Abstract questions are

more difficult to answer and less accurate.
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4. Do any questions contain unstated assumptions which will affect

the way the question is answered? If so, these should be made as explicit

as possible. Otherwise the question cannot be the same for all respondents

but rather will be different depending on their knowledge of these assumptions.

5. Cap any of the wording of any items be objectionable? Obviously

this is difficult or impossible to assess with certainty, but it must be care-

fully considered. A respondent who is offended by an item is partially or

totally lost to the research.

Examples of Questionnaire Problems

Listing of criteria, such as was done above, is interesting but not

really very relevant until it can be applied against some particular items.

The most meaningful application is to questionnaires actually utilized in

social research, rather than hypothetical cases, Items from three separate

questionnaires will be examined in regard to the questionnaire criteria

which have been delineated. Each questionnaire was used In a very different

way from the others as part of separate pieces of research in the sociology

of law. The differing intents of the research projects and the different

audiences being addressed will be evident in the kinds and forms of questions

asked.

The shortest and simplest questionnaire of this group was used to
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collect information from all members of the Colorado Bar Association con-

cerning the economics of the legal profession. The questionnaire was mailed

and drew a 46% return. Because of the kind of respondents and the fact that

a great deal was known about them before these data were collected, a large

number of assumptions could be made about them and their background.

Nevertheless, definitions of five critical categories are given before any

questionnaire items begin; e.g., "(a) A 'sole practitioner' is one who

practices law with no 'partners', although he may employ one or more

'associates.'" Thus, assumptions about a prior definitional consensus are

omitted almost entirely and terms which are of prime importance are

clearly specified. (See #5 in Language and #4 in General above.)

The first four questions arc quite simple and easily answered by

the respondent; they fulfill very well the first rule in the Arrangement

section. The respondent almost certainly will have no difficulty completing

these items and by then will be well into the questionnaire.

1. In what judicial district do you maintain your principal office?

2. What is the population of the communit7 in which you maintain
your principal office? (followed by seven population categories
AS choices)

3. flow long ago were you first admitted to the bar of any stste?
Answer to the nearest full year. (followed by eight categories
of years - under 1 year, 1 to 5 years, etc.)
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4. How long ago were you first admitted to the Bar of Colorado?
(same categories)

In addition to being simple and straightforward, these questions also

set the stage for the next group of items, which focuses on more specific

economic aspects of the respondent's law practice. By the time the first

four have been answered, the respondent is oriented to his present situation

and its history. He has been led through some necessary steps to the frame

of reference from which he can answer the next question. (See #1 in

Frames of Reference.)

Two items are particulary good examples of careful phrasing on

issues which might be delicate or controversial. Considerable effort has

been made to avoid any potentially offensive wording.

8. This economic survey can provide much more information If it
Is possible to analyse the lawyers' Incomes In light of the
particular community in which they work. We wish to stress
again that these answers will be kept completely confidential
and the anonymity of the respondents will be protected. If
you do not feel that it is an intrusion, will you please fill in the
name of the community In which you practice on the space
provided.

9. To the best of your recollection, where did you stand in your
law school graduation class?
I. Top 25% 3. Third 25% 5. Did not graduate from law school
2. Second 25% 4. Bottom 25% 6. Don't remember

Each of these questions has been phrased on the basis of extensive role-taking,

Imagining the potential reactions to the presentation. The respondent is

assured, h each case, that the question is not intended to embarrass him or
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put him on the spot. The words suggest clearly that it would be possible not

to cooperate for very justifiable reasons. This acceptance of a negative

reaction to the researcher's desires blunts the intensity of that reaction and

makes it easier for the respondent to cooperate.

Controversial issues are better handled by being broken down into

their components, rather than being dealt with globally (See #2 in Frame

of Reference). This questionnaire includes a good example of how this can

be done.

12. How do you feel about a program extending legal services to the
poor:
a. Which uses federal funds?

1. Very favorably inclined 3. Somewhat unfavorably inclined
2. Somewhat favorably inclined 4. Very unfavorably inclined

b. Which uses municipal, county, or state funds?
1. Very favorably inclined 3. Somewhat unfavorably inclined
2. Somewhat favorably inclined 4. Very unfavorably inclined

c. Which uses charitable funds such as those of United Ways,
Community Chest, or similar organizations?
1. Very favorably inclined 3. Somewhat unfavorably inclined
2. Somewhat favorably inclined 4. Very unfavorably inclined

d. Which uses the services of unpaid, volunteer lawyers?
1. Very favorably inclined 3. Somewhat unfavorably inclined
2. Somewhat favorably inclined 4. Very unfavorably inclined

Imagine what meager information would be the result had the question included

only the general Issue of extending legal services to the poor. By specifying

components of the Issue and asking about each of them in turn, we gain great

precision as well as richer detail.
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The second piece of research and data collecting to be examined here

also concerns lawyers and their practice but in a very different way. This

study was reported as Lawyers' Ethics, by Jerome Carlin (New York: Russell

Sage Foundation) 1966. The data for this study was gathered by interview rather

than questionnaires; that is, the subjects were asked questions by an inter-

viewer, in direct interaction, rather than filling out a printed form to give

their responses. Since the interview schedule was a highly structured one in

which the interviewer asked questions which were written out in detail and

then checked off the appropriate answers, it is quite comparable to question-

naires. Apparently the reason for using interviews rather than questionnaires

in this study lay in the extensive amount of detailed data which was needed and

the complexity of modifying the questions according to the work situation of

the respondent (different questions were used for lawyers practicing alone,

as associates, as employees, as partner s and with other law firms in a

suite, as partners but w'.hout other law firms in the suite, etc. ). Further-

more, personal contact facilitates the eliciting of such large amounts of

data. As was indicated earlier, when a great deal of time and effort are

required of a subject, an interview often is necessary because the actual

interaction gives satisfactions and rewards to the respondent which are

essential for his continued participation. Lawyers' Ethics is a dear example

of this. Because the questions are perfectly appropriate to a questionnaire,

they will be helpful examples of problems in questionnaire construction.
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The interview begins with two very simple questions which direct

attention to the respondent's professional career history:

1. In what year were you first admitted to practice? (year)

2. Did you clerk in a law office either before or during law school?

Yes
No

The complexity of his schedule lies in its making many distinctions

between different categories of law practice, and making these distinctions

in relation to many other areas. This requires that the units being enumer-

ated are consistently clearly defined and specified. Here is a particularly

good example of this kind of question.

3. What was your first job after law school? (Hand respondent Card 1.)
(Card contains list of categories below.)

a. How long were you there? (Indicate duration in appropriate
box in chart below.)

b. Winat was your next position (Etc. up to and including present
position)?

Employee (or associate) of:
a. Individual lawyer
b. Firm with fewer than 5 lawyers
c. Firm with 5-14 lawyers
d. Firm with 15 or more lawyers

Partner in firm with:
a. Fewer than 5 lawyers
b. 5-14 lawyers
c. 15 or more lawyers
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On own:
a. Employing 1 or more lawyers
b. Without lawyer employees

Corporate or union legal department (name)
Government legal department
R. Local (name)
b. State (name)
c. Federal (name)
Non lawyer (specify)

From the information collected in this item, career development of the respon-

dents can be specified and different kinds of development can be compared in

terms of other variables. If the information on the size of law firms had been

omitted, no analysis could ever be made from this data concerning effects of

size of firm formerly affiliated with on present ethics. Since size turned out

to be a critical variable in the overall analysis here, this would have been a

serious omission.

Three further examples of questions in which careful specification is

made are:

49. Let's consider your individual clients, including those individuals
who are principal owners of closely held corporations. Within
the past year, what proportion of all the individual clients you
have done work for were people for whom you had previously
done work, as opposed to people coming to you for the first time?

Previously worked for
First time

(100%)

118. What college(s) did you attend?

If any
a. Now many years dfd you attend college?
b. Did you receive a degree?
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If as, and attended more than one college:
From which did you receive a degree?

106. How often, during the past few years, has a questi'rn of professional
ethics come to your attention under each of the following
circumstances? (Card 31)

Never Less than Once or Twice Several One or More
Once a Year a Year Times Times a

a Year Month

tVhile reading a legal
journal or periodical
During informal dis-
cussions with other
attorneys
In the course of
handling a case or
matter
Other (specify)

Note how carefully, in each of these cases, the exact information desired is

specified. This allows the respondent to answer in a way that is likely to

satisfy him, since he feels certain that he is answering correctly And not

misinterpreting the question, and also gives the necessary data to the researcher.

Leading questions should be avoided if the data are. to be accurate. If

each alternative is not equally easy to answer our data can not be correct.

This is of particular importance when dealing with topics that are controversial

or which the respondent may feel reflect on himself, his status, his sense of

personal worth. The following question could be interpreted as questioning one's

personal competence, but has been phrased in such a way that this potential is

minimized.
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P11. In important matters that you handle, do you generally take full
responsibility for setting the fee, or do you review it with your
partner?

On Own
Review

Another ii _portant aspect of the use of huguage in item construction

concerns the use of specific description rather than more general, subjective

words. Question 43 demonstrates one way in which this approach can be

implemented.

43. What proportions of your business clients fall into the various
categories under each of the following headings (Card 10):

Legal Form of Enterprise
Individual proprietorship
Partnership
Closely held corporation

fewer than 10 shareholders
Public corporation

(100%)

Net Worth of Enterprise
Under $20,000
$20,000 to $50,000
$50,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $500,000
$500,000 and over

(100%)

a. What proportion of your business clients have you represented
more or less continuously for a year or more ?

b. What proportion have you represented more or less continuously
for over five years ?
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For each of these inquiries, percentages are likely to lead to more useful

data than would subjective descriptions of "most," "few, " "many." This

framework encourages the respondent to think about the topic as a whole

and to relate the parts to that whole rather than reacting to each segment

separately. The categories are very clearly defined and probably are

fairly easy for the respondent to react to.

Frequently it is difficult to specify precisely what referent is meant

in an item, especially when distinctions have been made along several di-

mensions. This can lead to awkwardly phrased anti constructed questions.

One example is:

P7. Over the past 12 months, roughly how many hours a week on
the average have you spent in law practice on matters not
connected with the firm, excluding unpaid charitable service ?

per week

This question could be better worded by breaking the ideas down into two

sentences, the first describing a portion of the distinctions to be made

(over past 12 months average number of hours per week, not connected with

the firm, unpaid charitable service). The second would complete the defini-

tion of precisely what is being discussed and asking for the information.

Where a very specific piece of information is being requested it is essential

that the respondent understand exactly which of several possible categories is

actually under discussion, it is often preferable to structure the question into

two or even three sentences, rather than trying to get so much information
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into one.

This problem of getting the respondent to look at just what the re-

searcher wants him to look at lies in the realm of frame of reference. The

first criterion listed earlier in that area concerned leading the respondent

to that point, rather than simply assuming he can get there. Efforts along

these lines may be included in the item itself, as in the question immediately

preceding this one, or may be presented as introductory material before

the questions are asked. An example of the latter is:

EMPLOYEES: I want to ask you some questions about your participa-
tion in these activities with your employer, and fellow employees if
you have any. Please note that in the following questions the phrase
"another lawyer in your firm" refers to your employer, and fellow
employees if any.

In this presentation the respondent is clearly directed to the material desired

and the proper frame of reference is established for him.

Questions which deal with controversial or sensitive issues should be

separated into their components as much as possible. Even in otherwise

good questionnaire construction, some lapses in this can slip by. The follow-

ing question probably asks for information in too global a way to be really

useful.

27. Have you recently considered leaving this suite? Yes
No

If yes, what have you considered doing?
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Compare that phrasing with the precision of response possible in the follow-

ing item.

77. a. How would you rank the following occupational groups with
respect to how important a contribution they make to society?
(Card 14. 1 = Most Important, etc. )

b. How does the public rank these occupations in terms of prestige?
(1 = Most Prestige, etc.)

Contribution Rank Prestige Rank
(1-5) (1-5)

Teachers Teachers
Engineers Engineers
Lawyers Lawyers
Businessmen Businessmen
Doctors Doctors

Each of the items raising questions concerning professional ethics also examines

several components of these complex situations. Here, of course, the data is

very critical to the basic analysis of the study.

96. Lawyer A is negotiating a personal injury claim with an insurance
company adjuster. The adjuster, with whom A has had previous
dealings, is under pressure from his supervisors to hold down
the amount of recovery of this particular claim and indicates this
fact to A, saying that if A will cooperate this time he (the adjuster)
will be able to take care of him next time. The offer is in striking
distance of a fair amount. (Card 22)

a. How often in the past five years has a situation like this come
up in your practice? Never Sometimes Often

b. If ever:
What have you done?
If never
If it came up, what would you do?
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c. Suppose A decides to go along with the adjuster, would you
Approve
Disapprove
Neither App2ove Nor Disapprove

The last two items yield data that cart he handled in a variety of ways rather than

being restricted to one, and allow comparisons of various sorts to be made.

In the ethics questions, the separation of behavior and approval of that be-

havior into two items (rather than Pssuming that behavior reported would also

be approved by the respondent) allowed the author to make some highly percep-

tive analyses of his data.

An assumption which is sometimes made in research is that all attitudes

are equally crystallized. That is, all beliefs and evaluations are held with

approximately equivalent intensity and commitment to them. The differences

may, in fact, be more important than differences in content. Here is an item

which attempts to get at this point.

29. a. Which of the following characteristics would you most want
to know about another lawyer before deciding to share office
space with him? Which would you want to know about next?

Which next? (Card 5: Hank only 1, 2, 3.) Which would you
not be concerned about at all? (Check)

Office-Sharer Partner
Type of practice
Personality
Loyalty to Clients
Competence
Fairness in dealing with colleagues
Honesty in dealing with officials
Business-getting ability
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b. Which of these characteristics would you most want to know
about another lawyer before going into partnership with him?
Which would you want to know about next? Which next?
(Rank only 1, 2, 3, ) Which would you not be concerned about
at all? (Check above. )

Presumably, values which apply to partners and not to office-sharers are more

highly crys, than those which apply to neither, but not as crystallized as

those which apply to both possibilities. In this case, also, the data elicited

by such a question is much more flexible and amenable to mcre kinds of

data analysis than would be the case in a narrower and more simplistic kind

of question.

To say that questions should only be asked about information which

lies within the scope of the respondent sounds very obvious. In looking at

questionnaire items, however, it is evident that criteria for this point are

easy to forgc't. This schedule, for example, contains three items which are

of questionable appropriateness in this regard.

50. Of all the individual clients you have done work for in the past
year, roughly what proportion are (Card II):
People earning under $5, 000 a year
People earning from $5,000 to $10,000 a

year
People earning from $10,000 to $20,000

a year
People earning over $20,000 a year

(100%)
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53. What proportion of your individual clients are:
Jewish
Catholic
Protestant /0

(100%)

121. What was your father's approximate income at that time (when
respondent entered law school) or before, if deceased then?
(Card 32)

Under $1,000
$1,000 to $2,499
$2,500 to $4,999
$5, 000 to $6, 999
$7,000 to $8,999
$9,000 to $11,999
)12,000 to $14,999
$15,000 to $19,999
$20,000 to $29,999
$30,000 and over

Certainly there are likely to be many respondents who would be unable to

answer such questions with any appreciable accuracy. ';uch items not only

are wasteful of the respondent's time and the researcher's time they also

lead to poor and/or incorrect analyses and to frustration and dissatisfaction

on the part of the respondent. More sensitive efforts at role-taking and

careful pre-testing should eliminate the bulk of such items.

The arrangement of specific items into the actual questionnaire is

influenced by a number of factors, some of which have already been indicated

(the initial items should be simple and easily answered). The grouping of

questions about particular subjects and/or time periods is fairly clear-cut

and not difficult to implement. Avoiding contamination of response to one

question because of prior reaction to another is, however, a much more
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subtle problem. It is probably well to have several observers examine the

questionnaire from this standpoint.

Carlin's interview schedule contains one especially good example

of careful placing of items. Following the 13 situations describing ethical

conflicts, there are two items concerning knowledge about the official

canons of ethics which apply to the situation. (The two issues mentioned

were involved in the preceding ethical items.)

104, a. Do you happen to know what the canons or opinions dealing
with the canons have to say about accepting commissions
on title insurance policies ? Yes

No

If zes :
What is the official position?

b. Do you happen to know what the canons or opinions dealing
with the canons have to say about representing a party in
a controversy with a previous client? Yes

No

If yes:
What is the official position?

A question such as this must come after those asking "What did you do?", if

we are to get any accurate information. Alerting the respondent to the

officially correct answer and reminding him of it can only put additional

pressure on him to give this answer and no other. Asking such a question

after he is asked what he did, in fact, may make him uncomfortable but it

reduces the risk that he will tell us what he thinks he should have done rather
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than what he did do. Sensitivity to such problems is highly advantageous at all

stages of quek tionnaire construction.

The third research questionnaire to consider in relation to general

criteria of question construction is a part of a much larger study by Isidor

Chein, Donald L. Gerard, Robert S. Lee, and Eva Rosenfeld, reported as

The Road to H , (New York: Basic Books) 1964. The use which was made of

the questionnaire in this study was markedly different from the questionnaires

discussed above, and from most instruments utilized by sociologists. Some

items are directed toward the overt information which is being requested, but

other items are intended and used in a different way. Rather than asking a

particular question in order to collect specific information about the

respondent, these items present a series of stimuli to which the respondent

is asked to react, and his reactions, along with those of many other subjects,

are examined for certain patterns of response. The researcher here is not

so much concerned with accumulating specific content about his respondents

as with discovering how certain eatege-les of persons respond to certain

categories of stimuli. From these responses, he may (as did Chein, et al. )

derive information indirectly concerning the specific content of the respondents'

values, beliefs, or experiences. This indirect route is used when direct

questioning on the subject would be difficult or impossible.

Portions of the questionnaire, of course, are items concerning basic
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information about the respondent, necessary to categorize him along important

dimensions. Initially he is asked for birth date, sex, school, and class in

school, but not his mme. As the researchers (and one of the respondents)

realized, the requested information would be sufficient to identify the

respondents so as to put two different questionnaires together to get Informa-

tion regarding ethnicity from teachers. It was believed by the researchers

that questions on ethnic background were too sensitive to ask directly and

this rethod was devised to get the data deemed necessary. One resp ndent

(all were eighth grade students in the New York City neighborhoods under

study) realized that he could be recognized by the questionnaire information,

and tore up his paper before it could be collected. This points up a fre-

quent hazard of such research; direct questions may offend but indirect

items may offend more. In this case, most of the desired information

was collected. Some questions can be raised al-out both the ethics of such

techniques and their long range utility. If sizeable portions of the population

become antagonized by certain specific practices of social research, the

techniques may well be questionable even on purely pragmatic grounds.

The arrangement of the attitudinal items might well have been im-

proved. The firsi, two items are:

1. I am a very lucky person. I agree
I do not agree

2. I often think that parents don't want their
kids to have any fun.
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Each of these items may well be disturbing to some respondents and a negative

reaction to them might evoke considerable caution in responses to the re-

mainder of the questions. Several other items in the same section seem

better suited to begin the questionnaire.

3. You should never be loud around the house. I agree
I disagree

26. Even if you can't stand some people, you
should stilt be nice to them. I agree

I do not agree

Items such as the latter two would be very unlikely to tap into deep-rooted

fears, excessively poor parent-child relationships, etc.

Since this questionnaire was designed for eighth grade boys who live In

areas of moderately high to very high delinquency, the exceptions as to their

academic level were not high. Considerable effort was exerted to insure

that the content of the items would not exceed the comprehension level of

the respondents. Some indications of this effort are clear in items such as

the following:

9. Who have fewer brains? fellows who use heroin

10. Who are more fun to be with?

fellows who do not use heroin
both about the same

fellows who use heroin
fellows who do not use heroin
Loth about the same

Simplicity of vocabulary and syntax are 3emonstrated in the following:
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4. Just taking a little heroin once in a while
never really hurt anybody.

7. A person should never take heroin
no matter what.

.11 Wel

I agree
I do not agree

I agree
I do not agree

A number of items in this questionnaire do not specify clearly the

subject to which they refer. Not surprisingly, these create difficulties in

analysing the data; the meaning of different responses is not clear.

47. Are you the youngest person who lives in your apartment?
Yes
No

48. Are you the only person under eighteen who lives in your apartment?
Yee
No

Either of these might be interpreted as referring to the particular family's

quarters or to the apartment building in which the respondent resides. This

uncertainty is also evident in the data analysis. Another example is:

50. Did you ever have a chance to use heroin? Yes
No

In this question, the researchers became aware that a "chance" to use heroin

was not actually very specific; it might refer to an open invitation with the

drug immediately available in the bituation, or it might refer to a discussion

about future possibilities. It is not possible to designate how similar the

experiences of those who reply "yes" actually are. These three items do not

specify the unit of enumeration clearly enough to be usable.
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One item might be seen as a leading question, in that it encourages one

type of reporting rather than another. It seems to be designed somewhat

similarly to the way the original Kinsey studies were; the assumption of

some deviance is made aid the establishment. of conformity is the burden of

the respondent. Hence;

49. About how many people do you know who use heroin?
Check one of these.
A. One or tw.) people - A

B. Three, four, or five people
C. Six or more people
D. I don't know anybody who uses heroin

The way in which this question is phrased makes it much easier to report

knowing someone who uses herein than reporting no one. It also suggests

that knowing a heroin user is more "normal" than not knowing such a person.

All of this obviously exerts certain pressures on the respondent to report

some familiarity with heroin usage.

One series of items in this questionnaire is designated to get at how

much information the respondent has about narcotics. Thus for many res-

pondente these items would be outside of their normal sphere, and in this

case this is the point of tha questions.

19. Most steady users begin using heroin before they are thirteen
years old.

20. It is legal to buy heroin from a drugstore, but a person has to
have a doctor's prescription.

30. No city hospital will take in a drug-user for treatment.
(Each question can bk, answered true

0.10111111111111.111.
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This type of question must be very carefully presented, because attempting

to answer questions about which one has insufficient Information is extremely

frustrating. When the intent of certain Items is to ascertain what the level

of knowledge Is about some topic, considerable care must be exercised to

insure some satisfactions for those whose knowledge is minimal. If this

is ignored, there will probably be an unusually large number of incomplete

questionnaires.

The three questionnaires examined here differed notably both in

what they were designed to do and in how well they did it. The first, the

economic survey, is the simplest and probably the most effective in attain-

ing its goal. Essentially this is dimply a census and it is not difficult to

find items which would be appropriate to the task. The test of adolescent

attitudes, on the other hand, wanders far from a simple census, and

probably encounters some unnecessary difficulties as a result of Its content.

This may be in part a result of the small role the questionnaire played in

the overall research. The data collected by this means was not k critical

portion of the larger study. Because of this, it may have received less

attention than would have been appropriate for good questionnaire construc-

tion. The interview schedule on lawyers' ethics was not only the longest

but certainly the most thnughful of the group. It seems reasonable to con-

clude that this is a function of its being the sole source of data for a large-
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scale study. In this case, tho obvious effort invested in a project contributed

very important results.

These three questionnaires seem to make a good case for the general

approach to the problem presented initially: good questionnaire construction

can only emerge as a function of clear and adequate theory and conceptualiza-

tion, knowledgeable role-taking with the intended respondents, and a sharp

notion of exactly what one intends to do, both generally and in each specific

item. When these are given adequate thought, a good and informative

questionnaire is likely to be the result.

SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXERCISES

I. A survey project in a large metropoiitat. area has reported the following

facts:

A. Approximately 90% of the 800 persons in the sample (white,

Anglo-Saxon, male) chose response (1) or (2) to the following

item:

As far as Negroes are concerned:

(I) I like them

(2) I like them somewhat

(3) I dislike them somewhat

(4) I dislike them
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B. Approximately 70% of the persons in the sample reported that

"They would be very upset if someone in their family married

a Negro." How would you interpret these findings? How would

you test your intepretation? Specify the kind of data you would

need and how you would collect it.

2. Two social - psychologists, who conducted psychological testing in a

prison, report that "the men who are regarded as leaders by the in-

mater are almost always very hostile to the custodial and administrative

staff, aggressive, often violently anti-social, and thoroughly eneultur-

ated into a criminal way of life." They also report that it is extremely

difficult to establish a relationship of trust with more than a handful of

inmates and even this takes a very long time.

How would you test the assertion of the two social-psychologists?

3, In the development of a federal program for aid to urban areas, It has

been arguod that strait business is a major factor contributing to the

civic welfare of a community. There is no doubt that some funds will

be provided for aid to small business in the program. The level of

aid in this program, however, will depend in part on just how important

small business can be in influencing the civic welfare.

How would you measure the influence of small business?
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4. A study has been made of the membership of the American Psychological

Association with regard to the ethical issues involved in psychological

research. Of the questionnaire mailed to the entire membership,

approximately 20% were returned. The results indicated that the

greater the age of the respondent, the greater the number of psycho-

logical safeguards that were thought to be desirable for those who were

the subjects in research projects.

How would you interpret this finding? How would you test your inter-

pretation?
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